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SUBJECTS:

1, 2, 3.

by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Two shoes, five fingers, ten toes--these are
some of the fam:liar objects presented to be
counted. 1985

SUBJECTS: Counting

1, 2, 3 for the library.
by Mary E. Little
EASY FICTION

A beginning counting book relates what
happened at a library story hour. 1974

SUBJECTS: Counting

1, 2, buckle my shoe.
by Margaret A. Cranstoun
EASY FICTION

An illustrated version of a traditional
counting rhyme. 1967

SUBJECTS: Counting

10 bears in my bed; a goodnight
countdown.
by Stanley Mack
EASY FICTION

One by one the bears leave the bed until
there are none. 1974

SUBJECTS: Counting

20,000 leagues under the sea.
by Judith Conaway
EASY FICTION

An adaptation of the nineteenth-century
science fiction tale of an electric submarine,
its eccentric captain, and the undersea world.
1983

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

A my name is Alice.
by Jane Bayer
EASY FICTION

The well-known jump rope ditty which is
built on letters of the alphabet is illustrated
with animals from all over the world. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Aaron and the Green Mountain Boys.
by Patricia Lee Gauch
EASY FICTION

In 1777 nine-year-old Aaron would rather
help the Green Mountain Boys fight the
British than stay home and bake bread for
them. 1972

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJEC IS: Historical fiction

Aaron awoke: an alphabet story.
by Marilee Robin Burton
EASY FICTION

Aaron's actions follow the alphabet in a day
on the farm. 1982

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC.

by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

Each letter of the alphabet is represented by
a drawing, mostly of animals. 1963, c1962

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC.

by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Each letter of the alphabet is presented in
upper and lower case print, a word
beginning with the letter, and a full-page
illustration of the word given. 1967, c1964
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC : an alphabet book.



EASY FICTION
Full page photographs of apples, balloons,
guitars, clocks and other everyday objects
are full page size, with a sentence or two
about each one. Photographed in color by
Thomas Matthiesen. 1966
Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The ABC bunny.
by Wanda Gag
EASY FICTION

An alphabet book which tells in verse and
pictures the story A* a little rabbit's
adventures. 1933

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC of monsters.
by Deoorah Niland
EASY FICTION

A monster party features annoying
drawing dragons, and ogling ogres. 1978,
c1976

(Experimental development program.)
SUBJECTS: General

Abu Ali : three tales of the Middle East.
by Dorothy Van Woerkom
EASY FICTION

Three short folktales about a good natured
Middle Eastern gentLman who is fooled,
then fools his friends, and finally fools
himself. 1976
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Across the stream.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

A hen and three chicks are saved from a bad
dream by a duck and three ducklings. 1982

apes, SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC of things.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Introduces the letters of the alphabet with
words describing the various objects in the
illustrations. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

ABC toy chest.
by David Korr
EASY FICTION

Harry empties his toy chest of everything
from accordion to zebra, until he finds his
alphabet book. 1981

(A Sesame Street/Golden Press book)
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

About our school.
by Muriel Stanek
EASY FICTION

Four brief selections for beginning readers
describe special things about school. 1968

The Adventures of Paddy Pork.
by John S. Goodall

EASY FICTTON
A picture story in which a little pig slips
away from his mother to join the circus,
only to learn he was better off at home.
1968

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Aesop's fables.
by Aesopus
EASY FICTION

Traditionally attributed to a Greek who
lived from 620-560 B.C., these tales feature
talking animals with human weaknesses and
virtues. 1963?
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Albert B. Cub & Zebra: an alphabet
storybook.

by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

The adventures of Albert B. Cub as he tries
to find the culprits who abducted his
beloved Zebra. 1977



SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Alex and the cat.
by Helen V. Griffith
EASY FICTION

Three stories about Whippet, who wants to
be treated like the family cat, or live wild
like a wolf and who tries to restore a baby
bird to a robin's nest. 1982

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Alex remembers.
by Helen V. Griffith
EASY FICTION

A dog and cat are restless and troubled in
the autumn moonlight as primordial fears
stir in them, but their young owner is there
to comfort them. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Alexander the monkey-sitter.
by David Cornel De Jong

EASY FICTION
When Mrs. Twill baby-sits for a monkey
named David, his yellow umbrella, and his
cat get the situation under control. 1965

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Alfred's alphabet walk.
by Victoria Chess
EASY FICTION

While taking a walk, Alfred
letters of the alphabet. 1979

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

learns the

Alice's adventures in Wonderland.
by Lewis Carroll
EASY FICTION

Two stories for children about Alice's
adventures in the fabulous land she finds in
the rabbit hole and her encounters with the
chessmen and the red and white queens on
the other side of her mirror. 1961

Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Alistair's elephant.
by Marilyn Sadler
EASY FICTION

Alistair's life is never quite the saute again
after the day an elephant follows him home
from the zoo. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

All alone.

by Kevin Henkcs
EASY FICTION

The narrator explains why it is sometimes
nice to be alcne. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

All butterflies; an ABC book.
by Marcia Brown
EASY FICTION

Pairs of words, such as "All Butterflies," "Cat
Dance," and "Elephants Fly," are set against
illustrative woodcutF 1974

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

All by myself.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

All the many things a young child can do
independently are demonstrated, (tying
shoes, riding a bike, kicking a ball), but there
is one thing one caanot do alone. 1983

(A Little critter book)
SUBJECTS: General

All my shoes come in twos.
by Mary Ann Hoberman
EASY FICTION

Pictures and verses on the subject of shoes.
1957

Ages 3 & 4
SUBJECTS: General

All the pretty horses.
by Susan Jeffers
EASY FICTION

Lulled to sleep by her mother's singing of
the traditional lullaby, a little girl dreams of
all sorts of horses. 1974

()



SUBJECTS: General

All us come cross the water.
by Lucille Clifton
EASY FICTION

A little black boy tries to find out where his
people are from. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

All year long.
by Nancy Tafuri

EASY FICTION
Pictures a variety of activities on different
days of the week during each month of the
year from a Monday in January to a
Saturday in December. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

All-by-herself.
by Betty Baker
EASY FICTION

An unusual little girl rids a village of its ice
giant but the villagers are neither satisfied
nor grateful 1980

EASY FICTION
The letters of the alphabet are transformed
and incorporated into twenty-six
ilbistrations, so that the hole in "b' becomes
a balloon and turns into the head of a
yak. 1986

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The Alphabeast book; an abecedarium.
by Dorothy Schmiderer
EASY FICTION

In a sequence of four drawings each letter of
the alphabet is transformed into the picture
of an animal whose name begins with that
letter, 1971

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The Alphabet boat; a seagoing alphabet
book.
by George Mendoze
EASY FICTION

An alphabet book illustrates the needs of a
boat from anchor to zephyr. 1972

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

(Greenwillow read-alone books.) The Alphabet book.
SUBJECTS: General

The Alligator under the bed.

by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

For each letter a familiar noun is used in a
by Joan Lowery Nixon simple sentence with the key word
EASY FICTION illustrated in full color. 1968

Unable to sleep because of the alligator Ages 3 6
under hcr bed, Jill is finally rescued from SUBJECTS: Alphabet
her predicament by her Uncle Harry. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Alligator's toothache.
by Diane De Groat
EASY FICTION

It is a serious problem when an alligator gets SUBJECTS: Alphabet
a toothache especially when it is afraid of
the dentist. 1977

The Alphabet symphony : an ABC book.
by Bruce McMillan
EASY FICTION

Photographs of an orchestra reveal different
letters of the alphabet. 1977

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Alphabatics.
by Suse Macdonald

The Alphabet tree.
by Leo Lionni
EASY FICTION

A fantasy tale of letters that become words,
words that become sentences and finally a
sentence important enough to be taken as a



message to the President. 1968

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Alphabet world.
by Barry Miller
EASY FICTION

Photographs of objects one sees everyday
that contain the shapes of letters of the
alphabet. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Amifika.
by Lucille Clifton
EASY FICTION

Fearful that his father won't remember him
after being away in the army, little Amifika
looks for a place to hide. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: Alphabet Amy goes fishing.
by Jean Marzollo
EASY FICTION

A young girl goes fishing for the first time
with her father. 1980

Amat and the water buffalo.
by Jeanette Guillaume
EASY FICTION

By sneaking away to ride a water buffalo, a
little Indonesian boy proves he is big enough (Dial easy-to-read)
to go to school, and is given permission to SUBJECTS: General
fulfill this dream. 1962

Ages 8 & 9
SUBJECTS: General

Amelia Bedelia.
by Peggy Parish
EASY FICTION

The adventures of a maid who
instructions a little too literally.
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

interprets
1963

Recorded

Amelia Bedelia goes camping.
by Peggy Parish
EASY FICTION

As always, Amelia Bede ha follows exactly
the instructions given to her on a camping
trip, including pitching a tent and rowing
boats. 1985

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

Amelia Bede Ha helps out.
by Peggy Parish

EASY FICTION
Amelia Bedelia shows her niece Effie Lou
how to follow instructions to the letter as
they dust the potato bugs and sew seeds.
1979

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)

Anansi the spider : a tale from the Ashanti.
by Gerald McDermott
EASY FICTION

In trying to determine which of his six sons
to reward for saving his life, Anansi the
spider is responsible for placing the moon in
the sky. 1972

SUBJECTS: Folklore

And I mean it, Stanley.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

A little girl plays alone until her dog arrives.
1974

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Andrew Henry's meadow.
by Doris Burn
EASY FICTION

Andrew Henry liked to build things. One
day he packed his tools, walked through the
woods and found a meadow where he built
himself a house. 1965

SUBJECTS: General

Andy (that's my name).
by Tomie De Paola



EASY FICTION
Andy's friends construct different words
from his name: Ilan,'

words,
Ilandll

words, and
II

words. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Andy and Benny catch a thief.
by Louise Greep McNamara
EASY FICTION

Two little boys go out to play and end up
catching a burglar. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Andy and Mr. Cunningham.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

Whcn a little boy decides to be Mr.
Cunningham instead of Andy, several
problems arise. For instance, if Andy has
gone away, how can hc attend a birthday
party on Saturday? 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Andy and the lion.
by James Hcnry Daugherty
EASY FICTION

In this retelling of Androcics and the Lion,
Andy meets a lion on the way to school and
wins his friendship for life by removing a
thorn from his paw. 1938

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Angel child, dragon child.
by Michele Maria Surat
EASY FICTION

Ut, a Vietnamese girl attending school in the
United States, lonely for her mother left
bchind in Vietnam, makes a ncw fricnd who
presents her with a wonderful gift. 1983

(A Carnival Press book)
SUBJECTS: General

Angelo, the naughty one.
by Helen Garrett
EASY FICTION

How a little Mexican boy who hates baths

has a adventure that ends in his appearing at
his sister's wedding, clean and shiny as an
angel." 1944
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Animal cafe.
by John Stadler
EASY FICTION

Old Max never suspects the true source of
his shop's financial success. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Animals in the zoo.
by Feodor Rojankovsky
EASY FICTION

Names and provides a full-page picture for a
zoo animal for each letter of the alphabet.
1973, c1962

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Animals should definitely not wear
clothing.
by Judi Barrctt
EASY FICTION

Pictures of animals wearing clothes show
why this would be a ridiculous custom for
them to adopt. c1970,1975pr

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Animals who changed their colors.
by Pascale Allamand
EASY FICTION

Thc polar bear, whale, tortoisc, and two
crocodiles try to imitate the parrot's
beautiful colors, only to discover how
impractical they arc. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Ann can fly.
by Frcd B. Phlcger
EASY FICTION

Ann's father flew her to camp and even let
her fly for a few minutes. 1959

SUBJECTS: General



Ann likes red.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

Ann is a little girl who likes to wear red.
1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

Anna and the seven swans.
by Maida Silverman
EASY FICTION

When her little brother is taken away by the
seven swans belonging to the terrible witch
Baba Yaga, Anna searches for him in the
great dark forest. 1984

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Annie and the Mud Monster.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Annie goes to a costume party dressed as a
potato, but something is not quite right with
her costume. Then a Mud Monster helps her
out with her problem. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Annie's ABC kitten.
by Charlotte Steiner
EASY FICTION

Annie's kitten runs through the alphabet
with her activitieswashing herself, playing
with yarn, climbing treesand growing up to
be A Big Cat. 1965

Each letter of the alphabet accompanies a
full-page picture puzzle of an object whose
name begins with that letter: anvil, bicycle,
etc. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Anno's animals.
by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

The reader is invited to find a variety of
animals hidden amidst woodland scenes.
1979, c1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Anno's Britain.
by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

The illustrations lead the reader on a

journey through Great Britain moving freely
through timc and space. 1982, c1981

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Anno's Counting Book.
by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

A counting book depicting the growth in a
village and surrounding countryside during
twelve months. 1977, c1975

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Anno's counting house.
by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

SUBJECTS: Alphabet One by one, ten children move from their
old house into their new house with all their

Annie, the invisible girl. possessions. 1982

EASY FICTION
Neither the children of Greenville nor the
children of Blueville will play with Annie
because she is different. 1979

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: Ceneral

Anno's alphabet.
by Mitsumasa Anno

EASY FICTION

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Anno's journey.
by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

Records in drawings the author's journey
through northern Europe and his
impressions of the land, the people at work
and play, and their art architecture, folklore,
and fairy tales. 1978, c1977



SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Anno's U.S.A.

by Mitsumasa Anno
EASY FICTION

In wordless panoramas, a lone traveler
approaches the New World from the West
the present day and journeys the width of
the country backward through time,
departing the east coast as the Santa Maria
appears over the horizon. 1983

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Anton the Goatherd.
by Alois Carigict
EASY FICTION

This story tells of a summer day in the SUBJECTS: Stories without words
mountains with a little goatherd, who at the
end of the day must search far and long for Apples to zippers : an alphabet book.
three wayward goats who do not come with
the others when he calls. 1966
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: General

A Apple pie.
by Kate Greenaway
EASY FICTION

A classic alphabet picture book with original
in 1886 illustrations. 196?

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Apples.
by Nonny Hogrogian
EASY FICTIoN

The apple peddler replenishes his cart from
the trees that grow from the discarded cores
of the apples he sells. 1972

Anyhow, I'm glad I tried.
by rudith Vigna
EASY FICTION

A child treats a disagreeable classmate with Apricot ABC.
kindness and is glad she makes an attempt
friendliness even though she feels her effort
is in vain. 1978

by Patricia Ruben
EASY FICTION

An alphabet book illustrated with black and
white photographs of people, animals, and
things. 1976

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

SUBJECTS: General

Ape in a cape.
by Fritz Eichenberg
EASY FICTION

A picture book which has a large colored Apt. 3.
animal picture with brief rhyming caption
for each letter, 1952

at by Miska Miles
EASY FICTION

An apricot falls to the ground and becomes
a thing to be examined by insects, eaten by a
villainous hen, and covered by the processes
of nature to grow again. 1969

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Appelard and Liverwurst.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Aided by a wayward rhinoceros, Appelard Arabian nights.
and his motley farm animals finally have a
successful harvest. 1978

by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

On a rainy day two brothers try to discover
who is playing the harmonica they hear in
their apartment building. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

EASY FICTION
Ta:es from the Far East, said to have been



related by Scheherazade who would be
allowed to live as long as she kept the king
entertained. 1967, c146
Ages 1043 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Aranea : a story about a spider.
by Jenny Wagner
EASY FICTION

An industrious spider spends her days and
nights spinning perfect webs. 1978, c1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Are we almost there?.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Two puppy brothers, fighting on the way to
the beach with their father, must learn to get
along with each other to keep their trip SUBJECTS: General
from ending early. 1985

Arthur's adventure in the abandoned
house.

by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

When he stops to explore an abandoned
house, Arthur stumbles into a dangerous
adventure which he handles with calm
resourcefulness and a bit of luck. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Arthur's April fool.
by Marc Tolon Brown
EASY FICTION

Arthur worries about remembering his
magic tricks for the April Fool's Day
assembly and Binky's threats to pulverize
him. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Are you my mother?.
by P.D. (Philip D.) Eastman
EASY FICTION

A baby bird falls from his
searching for his mother.
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

nest and begins
1960

Recorded

Are you there, bear?.
by Ron Maris
EASY FICTION

In a darkened bedroom, several toys search
for a bear, finally finding him reading a
book behind a chair. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Aristocats.
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION

A pampered cat and her three kittens find
their way home after being abandoned by a
villainous butler. 1974, c1973

(Disney's wonderful world of reading)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Arthur's Christmas cookies.
by Lilliai Hoban
EASY FICTION

Arthur finds a way to enjoy his Christmas
cookies even after he discovers they can't be
eaten. 1972

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Arthur's eyes.
by Marc Tolon Brown
EASY FICTION

His friends tease Arthur when he gets
glasses, but he soon learns to wear ti 'm with
pride. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Arthur's funny money.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

When Violet has a numbers problem and
Arthur is penniless, they go into business
and solve both problems. 1981

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Arthur's Halloween.

1 2



by Marc To ion Brown
EASY FICTION

Arthur finds everything about Halloween
scary, including his little sister's costume, his
morning snack, and the big house on the
corner. 1982

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Arthur's honey bear.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

Arthur decides to sell his old toys but is
reluctant to part with his old bear. 1974

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Arthur's pen pal.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

Arthur views his little sister in a different
light after receiving a revealing letter from
his pen pal. 1976

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Arthur's Thanksgiving.
by Marc To lon Brown
EASY FICTION

Arthur finds his role as director of the
Thanksgiving play a difficult one, especially
since no one will agree to play the turkey.
1983

SUBJECTS: Holidays

At Mary Bloom's.
by Aliki
EASY FICTION

Relates what happens at Mary Bloom's
her friend's mouse has babies. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

when

Aunt Nina and her nephews and nieces.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

When Aunt Nina gives a birthday party for
her eat, the guests receive surprise presents.

1983

SUBJECTS: General

Aunt Nina's visit.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Aunt Nina's six kittens disrupt a puppet
show given by her nieces and nephews. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Autumn.
by Colin Mc Naughton
EASY vICTION

Brief text and illustrations portray some of
the activities and characteristics of autumn.
1984, c1983

(A Dial very first book)
SUBJECTS: General

Autumn harvest.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FIC1 ION

A story about late summer and fall on the
farm. 1951

Ages 3 - 5
SUBJECTS: General

Awake or asleep.
by Alix Kates Shulman
EASY FICTION

Brief text explores the difference between
being asleep and awake. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Away we go!.

by Irene Friedman
EASY FICTION

Animals experience various means of
transportation but decide that feet are the
most fun. 1977

(A Cricket book)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Awful Thursday.
by Ron Roy
EASY FICTION

j



Jack dreads telling his teacher the truth
about her borrowed tape recorder and is
shocked when she unexpectedly calls him at
home. 1979

(An I am reading Book)
SUBJECTS: General

Axle the freeway cat.
by Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

A lonely cat meets a new friend
jam. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

in a traffic

Babar and the ghost.
by Laurent de Brunhoff
EASY FICTION

The ghost of the Black Castle follows Babar
and his family and friends back to
Celesteville. 1986

(Step into reading. A step 2 book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Babar loses his crown.
by Laurent de Brunhoff
EASY FICTION

The red suitcase in which Babar has his
crown is exchanged for one with a flute, and
since he can't wear a flute, he and his family
chase wildly across Paris after the man they
think has the crown. 1967

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Babar's castle.
by Laurent de Brunhoff
EASY FICTION Oversize

The son of Jean de Brunhoff, author-artist
who invented the Babar books in 1934,

continues the chronicle of the elephant
monarch and his household. 1962

RecordedAges 3 - 5
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Babouslitta and the three kings.
by Ruth Robbins
EASY FICTION

An old woman, too busy to travel with the

Wise Men to find the Child, now searches
endlessly for Him each Christmas season.
1960

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Baby.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A little boy describes his feelings about the
new baby at his house. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Baby Bear's Christmas.
by Dave Ross
EASY FICTION

Baby Bear's walk on Christmas Eve nearly
ends in disaster. 1985

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Baby farm animals.
by Garth Williams
EASY FICTION

Text and pictures introduce puppies, kids,
chicks, piglets, and other baby animals to be
found on a farm. 1959

Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
(A Golden book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Baby Smurf's first words.
by Peyo
EASY FICTION

Baby Smurf introduces the words for
common objects while enjoying activities on
the playground, at the beach, on the farm at
home, and at school. 1984

(A Random House pictureback)
SUBJECTS: General

The Baby's catalogue.
by Janet Ahlberg
EASY FICTION

Babies, their families, and familiar objects
and activities are depicted in drawings which
present the daily routines of babies and their
parents. 1982



SUBJECTS: General

Ballerina Bess.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

Bess takes dance lessons to become
ballerina. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: General

A Bat is born.
by Randall Jarrell
EASY FICTION

a Describes in verse the

Barbara's birthday.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Doubting that her birthday will amount to
much, Barbara listens to her friend's
description of her gala celebration, featuring
a parade and fireworks. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

A Bargain for Frances.
by Russell Hoban
EASY FICTION

Thelma usually outsmarts Frances until
Frances decides to teach her a lesson about
friendship. 1970

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Barkley.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

When he gets too old to perform his act in
the circus, Barkley tries to find something
else to do. 1975

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Bartholomew and the oobleck.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

The King, tired of rain, snow, sun, and fog.
commands his magicians to make something
else come down from the sky, but when
oobleck falls, in sticky greenish droplets,
Bartholomew Cubbins shames the King and
saves the kingdom. 1949

nocturnal life of a
mother bat and her offspring. 1977, c1964

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Bea and Mr. Jones.
by Amy Schwartz
EASY FICTION

Tired of kindergarten, Bea Jones trades
"jobs" with her father, who works in an
office. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Beach before breakfast.
by Maxine W. Kumin
EASY FICTION

A child and an adult friend explore a beach
in the early morninie,. 1964
Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Beach day.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A toddler and his parents enjoy a day at the
beach. 1982

(A Dial very first book)
SUBJECTS: Stories without wcius

The Bean boy.
by Joan Chase Bowden
EASY FICTION

Calamities befall an old woman who sets out
to seek her fortune with a boy carved from
a bean. 1979

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Bear & the fly.
by Paula Winter
EASY FICTION

A bear tries to catch a fly with disastrous
results. 1976
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SUBJECTS: Stories without words

A Bear for Christmas.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

Joey sneaks his Christmas present, a toy
bear, out of its box before Christmas and is
upset when he accidentally rips

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Beast in the bathtub.
by Kathleen Stevens
EASY FICTION

Lewis gets into mischief with an imaginary
beast in the bathtub while his parents are
watching television. 1985

it. 1986 SUBJECTS: General

Bear hunt.
by Anthony Browne
EASY FICTION

Hunters after a bear are constantly
outwitted as Bear takes his pencil and draws
his way out of each situation. 1980, c1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Bear who slept through Christmas.
by John Barrett
EASY FICTION

Unlike his hioernating friends in Bearbank,
Ted Edward Bear is determined to stay
awake to find out about Christmas. By
bringing joy, Ted discovers what Christmas
means. Illustrated by Rick Reinert
Productions. 1980
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Bears who stayed indoors.
by Susanna Gretz
EASY FICTION

Five teddy bears stay inside all day. They
play going to the moon and do a lot of
eating. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Bearskinner.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

A soldier returning from war promises to do
the devil's bidding for seven years in return
for as much money and property as he can
ever use. 1978

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Beauty and the beast, and other tales.
by Walter Crane
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the story of Beauty, a plain
but kind girl, learns the meaning of love
with the Beast. Also includes other tales.
1982
Ages 10-13
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Because I am human.
by Leo F. Buscaglia
EASY FICTION

Photographs and brief text explore the
special qualities that differentiate people
from other living creatures. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Becky and the bear.
by Dorothy Van Woerkom
EASY FICTION

A young girl in colonial Maine manages to
catch a bear in an unusual way. 1975

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Bee: 20 words.
by Nancy Reese
EASY FICTION

Easy reader about a little boy who enjoys
nature on a walk. 1974

(A reading research book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Beech tree.
by Pearl S. Buck
EASY FICTION

Story of an eight-year old girl who persuades
her mother not to send grandfather to a
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nursing home. 1954
Ages 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Belinda's new spring hat.
by Eleanor Clymer
EASY FICTION

Belinda tries on most of the receptacles in
the house while looking for a spring hat.
Then Daddy solves the problem by giving
her--a flowerpot? 1969

SUBJECTS: General

A Bell for Ursli.
by Selina Chonz
EASY FICTION

The story of a little Swiss boy and the great
bell he brought down from the mountain.
1950
Ages 6 - 10
SUBJECTS: General

The Bells of London.
by Ashley Wolff
EASY FICTION

Illustrations depicting the activities of
long-ago Londoners accompany the
traditional rhyme about the many church
bells of that city. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Ben's ABC day.
by Terry Berger
EASY FICTION

A small boy is shown performing activities
beginning with all the letters of the
alphabet, 1982

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Ben's dream.
by Chris Van Allsburg
EASY FICTION

On a terrifically rainy day, Ben has a dream
in which he and his house float by the
monuments of the world, half submerged in
flood water. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Benedict finds a home.
by Chris Demarest
EASY FICTION

Benedict leaves his crowded nest to search
for the perfect home. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Benjy's bird.
by Norma Simon
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy who finds a baby robin,
makes a pet of it, and watches as it flies
south in the autumn. 1965
Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Benny bakes a cake.
by Eve Rice
EASY FICTION

When the dog eats Benny's birthday cake,
Daddy comes to the rescue. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Benny Rabbit and the owl.
by Joseph Low
EASY FICTION

Benny Rabbit's fear of the owl he thinks is
in his closet is overcoine with Father
Rabbit's help. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Berenstain Bears' soccer star.
by Stan Berenstain
EASY FICTION

Brother tries many sports but finds his
special niche accidently. lc...)

(Berenstain Bears mini-storybooks.)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Best mistake ever! and other stories.
by Richard Scarry
EASY FICTION

Three stories about Lowly Worm and his
friends include 'he Best Mistake Ever, 'T A
Visit to Mr. Fixit,' and "Best Friends.' 1984



(Step into reading. A step 2 book.)
SUBJECTS: General

Best Thanksgiving book.
by Patricia Whitehead
EASY FICTION

Retells the story of the first Thanksgiving,
while introducing the reader to the letters of
the alphabet. 1985

(ABC adventures)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Best train set ever.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Three stories about a little boy's birthday, a
Halloween party, and a Fourth of July
Christmas party. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Bicycle race.
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION

The numbered order of the twelve racers
changes as the bicycle race progressess.

SUBJECTS: General

Big Bear, spare that tree.
by Richard J. Margolis
EASY FICTION

Big Bear wants to chop down his tree but
Blue Jay is frantic because her eggs arc due
to hatch in a nest in that very tree. 1980

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Big beds and little beds.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

Shows different beds belonging to children
and plants and animals in nature. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

Big Bird says : a game to read and play.
by Sharon Lerner
EASY FICTION

Sesame Street Muppet characters play a
game in which they obey commands from
Big Bird. c1985

Ages 3 - 6
(Step into reading. A Step 1 book.)

1985SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Big balloon race.
by Eleanor Coerr
EASY FICTION

Ariel almost causes her famous mother to
lose a balloon race and then helps
1981

Big Bird's copy cat day.
by Sharon Lerner
EASY FICTION

Big Bird enjoys spending the day doing
whatever he sees anyone else doing, whether
wagging his tail like a dog or being Grouchy

her win it. like Oscar. 1984

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General Big fraid, little fraid.

by Ellis Credle
Big Bear to the rescue. EASY FICTION
by Richard J. Margolis Fraids'-anything taking on fearful
EASY FICTION proportions in the darkwere well known to

A cumulative series of trades results when the hardy backwoodsmen in the North
Big Bear tries to borrow a rope to rescue Mr. Carolina lowlands, Dave the prankster of the
Mole. 1975 Cullifer familey, gets his come-uppance after

frightening his small brother. 1964

(Greenwillow read-alone) Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories SUBJECTS: General



The Big hello.
by Janet Schulman
EASY FICTION

A little girl adjusts to her new life in
California with the help of her doll. 1976

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Big lion, little lion.
by Miriam Schlein
EASY FICTION

The story of babies that are helpless at birth
and how they grow to adulthood. 1964

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Big Max.
by Kin Platt
EASY FICTION

The world's greatest detective solves the
mystery of the king's lost elephant. 1978,
1965

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Big Max in the mystery of the missing
moose.

by Kin Platt
EASY FICTION

Big Max, the world's greatest detective, helps
the zoo keeper find a missing moose. 1977

(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Big mile race.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

The animals prepare for and participate in
the Big Mile Race. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Big red fire engine.
by Rose Greydanus
EASY FICTION

This easy reader contains only 41 different
words, repeated often to help the young

reader develop word recognition and interest
in reading. 1980

(A first-start easy reader)
SUBJECTS: General

The Big sneeze.
by Ruth Brown
EASY FICTION

A farmer sneezes a fly off his nose and
causes havoc in the ba,:nyard. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Big tracks, little tracks.
by Franklyn M. Bran ley
EASY FICTION

A first exercise in nature detection. Author
and illustrator make a game of watching for
and identifying animal tracks and those of
humans too! 1960
Ages 3 - 7
(Let's read and find out)
SUBJECTS: General

Big world, small world.
by Jeanne Titherington
EASY FICTION

Though they spend the day doing things
together, Anna and her mother see the same
things in very different ways. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Biggest hear.
by Lynd Ward
EASY FICTION

Johnny goes hunting for a bearskin to hang
on his family's barn and returns with a small
bundle of trouble. 1952

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Bill and Pete.
by Tomie De Paola
EASY FICTION

When William Everett Crocodile is chosen
to be a suitcase, his talking toothbrush
becomes his salvation. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories



Bill and the fish.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour

EASY FICTION
Bill catches his first fish. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

Billy and Blaze.
by C. W. Anderson
EASY FICTION

Billy, who loves horses more than anything
else in the world, is thrilled to own Blaze,
who is a perfect ponybeautiful, smart, and
loving. 1964

Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Billy Boy (Folk-Song).
EASY FICTION

A picture book presentation of the old
folksong about the lad who wooed a young
thing who could not leave her mother. Piano
arrangement included. 1966

Ages 6 - 10
SUBJECTS: General

Binky Brothers and the Fearless Four.
by James Lawrence

EASY FICTION
When the snow fort is threatened and then
wrecked, the obvious suspect is the new boy
in the neighborhood. 1970

(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Binky Brothers, detectives.
by James Lawrence
EASY FICTION

Dinky and Pinky Binky run a detective
business in which Dinky is treated as helper
instead of partner until he solves the
mystery of the missing catcher's mitt and
outsmarts Pinky. 1968

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Bird's last song.

by Judith Liberman
EASY FICTION

As the old birds die in winter, their last song
freezes in the winter air only to thaw in
spring, welcoming the birds returning from
the south. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Birthday party.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

After choosing a gift for her friend's
birthday, a young girl has trouble
relinquishing it. 1983

(Out-and-about books)
SUBJECTS: General

The Birthday party.
by Ruth Krauss
EASY FICTION

The story of a small boy named David wh,_
had been most everywhere but never to a
birthday party. 1957

SUBJECTS: General

A Birthday wish.
by Ed Ember ley

EASY FICTION
Relates the roundabout way in which the
birthday wish of a small mouse is granted
during his birthday party. 1977

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Bizzy Bones and Moosemouse.
by Jacqueline Briggs Martin
EASY FICTION

Bizzy does not look forward to his stay with
big loud Moosemouse when Uncle Ezra goes
away but the visit does not turn out as
expected. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

[tizzy Bones and Uncle Ezra.
by Jacqueline Briggs Martin
EASY FICTION

A young mouse named Bizzy Bones is afraid
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the wind will blow away the old shoe that is
his home, but his Uncle Ezra helps him
overcome his fear. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Black Beauty.
by Anna Sewell
EASY FICTION

A horse of nineteenty-century Engiand tells
his life story from his early home through
many masters and experiences, both good
and bad. 1959
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Black is beautiful.
by Ann McGovern
EASY FICTION

Enumerates many animate and inanimate
things that are black. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Black means.
by Barney Grossman
EASY FICTION

Records the feelings of New York
elementary school children toliard the word
"black." 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Blackboard bear.
by Martha G. Alexander
EASY FICTION

Pictures and brief text show how an
imaginative little boy gets even with the big
boys who won't let him play with them.
1969

SUBJECTS: General

Blackout.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

Dan and his family face hardship and
danger when an ice storm causes a 3-day
power failure in their town. 1979

(Ready-to-read)

SUBJECTS: General

The Blanket.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Unable to find the blanket he always takes
to bed with him, a child enlists the aid of his
family to help him look for it. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Blaze : the story of a striped skunk.
by Robert M. McClung
EASY FICTION

Follows a mother skunk and her babies
through the spring, summer, and hibernation
in the winter showing how the mother
provides for and protects herself and her
babies. 1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Blazing hills.
by Sibyl Hancock
EASY FICTION

Relates Lae events of the 1846 Easter eve
when the white settlers of Fredericksburg,
Texas, made a treaty, still commemorated
annually, with neighboring Apache and
Comanche tribes. 1975

(A see and read book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Blind men and the elephant.
by John Godfrey Saxe
EASY FICTION

A fable in which seven blind men, each
feeling one part of a huge elephant's body,
fail to agree on the nature of the beast.
Ages 6 - 9
SUBJECTS: Folklore

1

1

1963

1

Blue Bear's race.
by Hugh Cecil
EASY FICTION

Bear and Brown Bear, bored from being
cooped up by rain, challenge each other to a
car race. Blue Bear runs off the roau injures
his nose, and ends up in the hospital. 1982
Ages 3 - 4

21



SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Blue Bug and the bullies.
by Virginia Poulet
EASY FICTION

One word on each page describes a blue
bug's reaction to the bullies that threaten
him. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Blue Bug to the rescue.
by Virginia Poulet

EASY FICTION
Blue Bug warns the other bugs never to taste
or cat the common poisonous plants such as
holly, azaleas, and buttercups. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Blue Bug's beach party.
by Virginia Poulet
EASY FICTION

Before they can have their beach party, Blue
Bug and his friends have to clean thc litter
off the beach. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Blue Bug's surprise.
by Virginia Poulet
EASY FICTION

Blue Bug surprises his friend by giving her
maily kinds of flowers. Then she surprises
him. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Blue Bug's treasure.
by Virginia Poulet
EASY FICTION

Blue Bug finds a variety of objects that he
puts together to make something special.
1976

SUBJECTS: General

Blue hands, blue cloth.
by Shirley Parenteau
EASY FICTION

A young African girl is impatient to learn

be an indigo dyer in the tradition of her
mother and grandmother. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Blue sea.
by Robert Ka lan
EASY FICTION

Several fishes of varying size introduce
space relationships and size differences.
1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Blue valentine.
by Gwen M. Schultz

EASY FICTION
New to her school, Cindy strives to make a
contact with her teacher by sending her a
valentine in her favorite color. 1979, c1965

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Boats on the river.
by Marjorie Flack
EASY FICTION

Boats from the tiny rowboats to the giant
ocean liners are shown as they travel the
river. 1946

Ages 5 -9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Bobby Bear's rocket ride.
by Marilyn Olear Helmrath
EASY FICTION

Bobby Bear wants to fly like a robin so he
gets a ride on a rocket to the moon and
other planets ia our solar system. 1968

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Bobo's dream.
by Martha G. Alexander
EASY FICTION

A grateful dachshund dreams of returning
his master's favor. 1970

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Boffo: the great motor-cycle race.
to by Frank. Dickens



EASY FICTION
Uncle Boffo relates how he won the Great
Motorcycle Race with the aid of milk. 1978,
c1976

SUBJECTS: General

Bony-legs.

by Joanna Cole
EASY FICTION

When a terrible witch vows to eat her for
supper, a little girl escapes with the help of a
mirror and comb given to her by the witch's
cat and dog. 1985, c1983

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Book of giggles.
by William Cole
EASY FICTION

Forty-one limericks, rhymes, jokes, and
riddles. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Boots : 21 words.
by Alana Willoughby
EASY FICTION

This little girl has boots of all colors but
wears the red ones to town. 1974

(A reading research book)
SUBJECTS: General

Borka : the adventures of a goose with no
feathers.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Borka the goose was born without feathers
and could not fly South when winter came
to the east coast of England. 1963, 1981
Age 7
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Boy and his robot.
by Jose Luis Garcia Sanchez
EASY FICTION

When a boy and a robot who care for each
other are separated, both are unhappy. 1979,
c1978

SUBJECTS: General

The Boy who could find anything.
by Joan Lowery Nixon
EASY FICTION

David finds all sorts of missing items for
other people but cannot locate his own
possessions. 1978

(A Let me read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Boy who cried wolf.
by Katherine Evans
EASY FICTICN

A boy tending sheep on a lonely
mountainside thinks it a fine joke to cry',wolf',

and watch the people come running.
Then one day a wolf is really there, but no
one answers his call. 1960

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Boy who had wings.
by Jane Yoken
EASY FICTION

The wings he is born with give a young boy
nothing but unhappiness until he flies over
the mountain to rescue his herdsman father.
1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Boy who was followed home.
by Margaret Mahy
EASY FICTION

A witch's pill is supposed to cure Robert of
the hippopotami who daily follow him home
from school, but there is one disadvantage to
the treatment. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Boy with two eyes.
EASY FICTION

Although society considers him a misfit, a
young boy is gradually accepted because of
his special gift. 1979

SUBJECTS: General



A Boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A quiet fishing party is interrupted when
something unexpected bites on the line.
1971

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

A Boy, a dog, and a frog.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Tells in pictures a boy's unsuccessful
attempts to catch a frog. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

Boys & girls, girls & boys.
by Eve Merriam
EASY FICTION

Relates the activities, games, likes, dislikes,
and dreams of four pairs of friends. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Brave little Indian.
by Bill Martin
EASY FICTION

The brave little indian told his friends he
was going hunting for a grizzly bear, but,
when he saw one, he ran. 1951

SUBJECTS: General

Breakfast for Sammy.
by Cynthia Weissman
EASY FICTION

When Mama is sick, Herbert tries to prepare
breakfast for his younger brother who
insists that things be done just as Mama does
them. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Breakfast time, Ernest and Celestine.
by Gabrielle Vincent
EASY FICTION

Ernest the bear is willing te help when his
mouse friend Celestine breaks a cup, but she
wants to take the responsibility for cleaning
up her mess herself. 1985

SUBJECTS: Anim Al stories

The Bremen town musicians.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

No longer wanted by their masters, a dog, a
donkey, a cat, and a rooster set out for
Bremen to become musicians. 1980, c1971

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Brian Wildsmith's circus.
by Brian Wildsrith

EASY FICTION
Full-page color illustrations capture the
animals, clown, and acrobatic acts of the
circus. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Briar Rose, the sleeping beauty.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

Disgruntled at not being invited to the
princess' christening, the wicked fairy casts a
spell that dooms the princess to sleep for a
hundred years. 1975

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Bridge.
by Ralph Steadman
EASY FICTION

When a bridge is finally built across the
river that separates their villages, two little
boys are delighted to be able to play
together until the two villages quarrel and
try to destroy the bridge. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Bright Flash.
by Margaret S. Johnson
EASY FICTION

Bright Flash barked too much. His family
sent him to a dog trainer who taught him
when to bark and when not to. 1961

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
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Brimhall comes to stay.
by Judy De lton

EASY FICTION
Bear welcomes the arrival of ais cousin
Brimhall to live with him, but Brimhall's
eccentric habits soon tax Bear's hospitality.
1978

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Brook.
by Carol Carrick
EASY FICTION

A limpid brook's untroubled journey to the
sea. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

A Brother for the orphelines.
by Natalie Savage Carlson
EASY FICTION

Josine, youngest resident in a girls'
orphanage near Paris, is ecstatic to find a
baby boy in a bread basket On the doorstep
one morning. 1959
Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Bubble bubble.
by Mercer Maycr
EASY FICTION

A little boy creates all sorts of fantastic
animals with his magic bubble maker.

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Buffy and Albert.
by Charlotte Pomerantz
EASY FICTION

While recovering from a twisted ankle,
Grandpa's feelings about his two elderly cats
change. 1982

they take an unlikely member into their
family circle. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Bullfrog builds a house.
by Rosamond Dauer
EASY FICTION

Not wanting to forget any important items
in his new house, Bullfrog seeks the advice
of Gertrude. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Bullfrog grows up.
by Rosamond Dauer
EASY FICTION

A family of mice raises a card-playing,
bath-taking tadpole who as a bullfrog begins
to cat alarming amounts of food. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Bungling ballerinas.
by Ellen Shire
EASY FICTION

The New York Fiesta Ballet is in trouble
when costumes keep disappearing and the
prima ballerina turns orange. 1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Bunny rabbit Rebus.
1973 by David A. Adler

EASY FICTION
After hungry Little Rabbit
in the house, Mother Rabbit trades favors to
friends for lettuce and carrots. Pictures are
substituted for words or parts of words.
1983

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

Bullfrog and Gertrude go camping.
by Rosamond Dauer
EASY FICTION

When Bullfrog and Gertrude go camping,

cats all the food

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Bunya the witch.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION Oversize

Strange things occur when the old lady
living on the edge of town discovers her
magical powers. 1971

SUBJECTS: General
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Burnie's hill: a traditional ryhme.
by Erik Blegvad

EASY FICTION
An illustrated version of the traditional
cumulative play rhyme, Burnie's hill. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Burton and Dudley.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Burton Possum loves to walk.
Possum hates it. A long hike
surprising contradiction
personalities. 1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dudley
reveals a

in their

Buster and the bogeyman.
by Anne F. Rockwell

EASY FICTION
Buster's bogeyman chases him each night
until Buster finally stands up to him. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Busy Monday morning.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

A farm child has a very busy week helping
his father with the hay-making. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

But no elephants,
by Jerry Smath
EASY FICTION

Grandma Tildy finally agrees to take an
unwanted elephant into her home, but soon
regrets her decision. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

But where is the green parrot?.
by Thomas Zacharias
EASY FICTION

The brightly colored toys, train, house, or
boat are easy to see, but where is the green
parrot? He is in every picture someplace.
1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Butter battle book.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Engaged in a long-running battle, the Yooks
and the Zooks develop more and more
sophisticated weaponry as they attempt to
outdo each other. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

By the light of the silvery moon.
by Nola Langner
EASY FICTION

Tired of always being told what to do, Mona
goes out looking for a powerful "King' who
will be on her side and tell everyone else
what to do. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

The Cake story.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

The woodland creatures eat the bear's cake
while he sleeps, but later, repentant, they
make it up to him. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Calico Cat looks around.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION

Text and illustrations introduce a variety of
shapes. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Calico cat's exercise book.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION

Calico Cat demonstrates various exercises to
his class of mice. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Calico Cat's rainbow.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION



Calico Cat demonstrates the colors of the
rainbow as he adventures with a mouse, a
bird, and a snake. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Call for Mr. Sniff.
by Thomas P. Lewis
EASY FICTION

A detective hound is lured with a mystery
a birthday party in his honor. 1981

(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

SUBJECTS: General

Candle-light stories.
by Veronica S. Hutchinson
EASY FICTION

A collection containing many new and old
favorite stories for the younger children.
1927

to SUBJECT'S:

Calling Doctor Quack.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Dr. Quack treats the complaints of the pond
community residents, all of which can be
traced to the strange behavior of Mr.
Snapping Turtle. 1978

(A Fun to read book)
SUPJECTS: Animal stories

The Camel who took a walk.
by Jack Tworkov
EASY FICTION

A young camel takes an early morning walk,
not knowing about the terrible tiger who
plans to pounce on her. 1951
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Camp Kee Wee's secret weapon.
by Janet Schulman
EASY FICTION

Jill's softball talent helps her find her niche
at camp. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Can I help?.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A little girl expresses her delight and pride
in helping with "grown-up" work. 1982

(My world)

General

Caps for sale : a tale of a ::,eddler, some
monkeys and their monkey business.
by Esphyr Slobodkii
EASY FICTION

The monkeys steal the peddler's caps while
he is asleep. 1947

SUBJECTS: General

The Care Bears' book of feelings.
by Peggy Kahn
EASY FICTION

The Care Bears cavort across the pages of
this toddler book filled with early learning
concepts about feelings. 1984

(Cuddle books)
SUBJECTS: General

Carlotta and the scientist.
by Patricia Riley Lenthall
EI.SY FICTION

A curious penguin comes to the aid of a
strange wingless animal wounded in the
Antarctic and receives help in return. 1976

SUBJECT'S: Animal stories

Carousel.
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION

Brief text and illustrations recreate a ride on
a merry-go-round. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Case of the double cross.
by ( rosby Bonsall
E/0,11 FICTION

Marigold concocts a mystery that finally

fr-1



gets her and her friends into the boys'
private eye club. 1980

(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the hungry stranger.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

Four young club members decide to become
dectives, and take the case of the fresh
blueberry pie that disappeared from a
neighbor woman's porch. 1963

Ages 5 - 8 Recci ded
(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Case of the scaredy cats.
by Crosby Bonsall

EASY FICTION
Chronicles the series of events occuring
after the girls take over the boy's club house.
1971

(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Cat and the mouse who shared a
house.
by Ruth Hurlimann

EASY FICTION
Once a cat and mouse shared a house and
had a pot of butter to last them throubh the

children one rainy day. 1957

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

The Cat in the hat comes back!.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

The fantastic cat in the hat returns and
creates new havoc with two children whose
mother is away for the day. 1958

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

The Cat on the Dovrefell : A Christmas
tale.

EASY FICTION
The trolls pay Halvor an annual Christmas
visit until they encounter a great white cat.
1979

SUBJECTS: Holidays

A Cat's tale.
by Rikki Cate
EASY FICTION

A story in verse about an old woman who
hates cats, and who is given a cat by each of
the villagers. 1982

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Catastrophe Cat at the zoo.
by Dennis Panek

winter. Then the cat tried to get all the food EASY FICTION
for herself. 1974, c1973 Catastrophe Cat gets

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Cat book.
by Kathleen N. Daly

EASY FICTION Oversize
Cats come in different colors, like to
different things and do not like dogs.

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

off a city bus hoping to
snooze under a tree, but starts a romp
through the zoo instead. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Catch a little fox.
eat by Beatrice Schenk De Regniers

1964 EASY FICTION
In this traditional folk rhyme the children
catch all the animals however, the illustrator
has a surprise for the reader. 1970, c1968

The Cat in the hat.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

A nonsense story in verse about an unusual
cat and the tricks he displayed for the

SUBJECTS: General

Catch that cat!.
by Fernando Krahn
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EASY FICTION
The adventures of a little boy chasing his
runaway cat. 1978

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Catch the red bus.
by Julia Killingback
EASY FICTION

The Busy Bea.., learn all about colors as
they travel on differently colored vehicles.
1985

SUBJECTS: General

Catfish.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

After Catfish has throughly irritated the
important citizens of Nevermind, he redeems
himself by capturing bank robbers. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Cecily G. and the 9 monkeys.
by H. A. Rey
EASY FICTION

A lonely giraffe teams up with nine playful
monkeys. 1942

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Celestino Piatti's Animal ABC.
by Celestino Piatti
EASY FICTION

Each letter of the alphabet stands for an
animal about which there is a verse and a
picture. 1966

Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Changes, changes.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Two wooden dolls rearrange wooden
building blocks to form various objects.
1971

SUBJECTS: General

Chanticleer and the fox.

by Geoffrey D. Chaucer
EASY FICTION

The tale of the vain cock and the shrewd
fox, adapted for children. 1958

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Charles Drew.
by Roland Bertol
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read biography of the black
physician who pioneered blood preservation
and plasma traasfusions in the United States.
1970

SUBJECTS: Biography

Charmed life.
by Diana Wynne Jones
EASY FICTION

Being the brother of a witch becomes
increasingly dangerous for Cat as his sister
seeks forbidden powers. 1987, c1977
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Chick and the duckling.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

Hatched at the same time, the chick does
fine imitating the duckling until the latter
goes for a swim. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Chicken and the egg.
by Ie la Mari
EASY FICTION

In this story without words, a hen lays an
egg which hatches into a chick that grows
into an adult. 1970, c1969

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Chicken Little.
by Steven Kellogg
EASY FICTION

Chicken Little and his feathered friends,
alarmed that the sky seems to be falling, are
easy prey to hungry Foxy Loxy. 1085
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SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Child who cried in the night.
EASY FICTION

The forest animals do all they can to satisfy
the needs of a crying baby. 1979, c1978

(The rights of children)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Child's good night book.
by Margaret Wise Brown
EASY FICTION

Describes how all the animals and birds go
to sleep, and finally how little children go to
sleep. 1950

Ages 2 - 5 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Children and the silly kings.
EASY FICTION

Forgotten by the kings who rule them, the
children of two rival countries devise a plan
to create schools. 1979

(The rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Children who learned to smile.
EASY FICTION

An extraordinary person drastically alters
the lives of a group of well-behaved children
and their parents. 1979

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Chimp and the clown.
by Ruth Carroll
EASY FICTION

Marching in a ci:cus parade with a clown, a
chimpanzee dressed as a baby leaps from the
clown's shoulders to a tree and into one
exciting adventure after another. 1968

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Choo choo; the story of a little engine who
ran away.
by Virginia Lee Burton
EASY FICTION

A naughty locomotive runs
some frolicsome adventures.
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

away and has
1937

Recorded

Christmas alphabet book.
by Patricia Whitehead
EASY FICTION

While Santa belatedly leaves on
Christmas Eve trip around the world,
reader is introduced to the letters of
alphabet. 1985

(ABC adventures)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

his
the
the

The Christmas camel.
by Nancy Winslow Parker
EASY FICTION

For Christmas, Charlie receives a camel
from the Holy Lands that possesses an
enchanting mysterious quality. 1983

(Uncle Clyde series)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Christmas eve.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

This picture book presents a "version of the
birth of the Christ Child, as the barnyard
animals and birds follow the shining star to
the manger in Bethlehem to welcome the
baby with gifts and song. 1962

Ages 4 - 7
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Christmas minature.
by Pearl S. Buck
EASY FICTION

A story about a little boy who, unable to
close his eyes on Christmas eve, creeps
downstairs while the rest of the family
sleeps. He finds a family of mice in distress
and tries to help them. 1957

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Christmas secrets.
by Ann Schweninger
EASY FICTION
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The Rabbit children's Christmas
preparations include building a mystery
snowman, writing letters to Santa, and
baking Christmas cookies. 1984

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Christmas surprise.
by Sharon Gordon
EASY FICTION

A jar of honey from Santa is Little Bear's
Christmas surprise. 1980
Ages 5 - 8
(First-Start Easy Reader)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Chuckle.
by Nicki Weiss
EASY FICTION SUBJECTS: Holidays

A good little girl starts misbehaving when
her baby brother arrives, but has a change oiThe Clay pot boy.
attitude when he says his first word. 1982 by Cynthia Jameson

EASY FICTION
Wanting a son, the old man and old woman
make a clay pot boy who comes to life and
begins eating everything in sight. 1973

Clams can't sing.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Two clams prove to their beach friends that
even if they can't sing they do have other
talents. 1980

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: General

Claude the dog : a Christmas story.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Claude, the dog, gives away all his Christmas
presents to his down-and-out friend but
receives an even better present from his
young owner. 1974

SUBJEC'S: General

Cinderella at the ball.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read retelling of how Cinderella
gets to the ball. 1970

(Follett just beginning-to-read books)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Circus numbers : a counting book.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

The performers in the circus ring increase in
number from one to ten. 1969

SUBJECTS: Counting

City seen from A to Z.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

Twenty-six black-and-white drawings of
scenes of city life suggest words beginning
with each letter of the alphabet. 1983

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Clean air and peaceful contentment
dirigii.;:e airline.
by Louis A. Meyer
EASY FICTION

Recounts the way a new airline overcame
the problems of air and noise pollution.
1972

SUBJECTS: General

Clean enough.
by Kevin Henkes
EASY FICTION

A little boy finds more to enjoy in the bath
than just washing himself. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Clemens' kingdom.
by Chris Demarest
EASY FICTION

A stone lion, bored with sitting outside the



public library day after day, ventures inside
to see if it is worth guarding. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Clementina's cactus.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

Clementina discovers a delightful surprise
the prickly skin of the cactus. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Clocks and more clocks.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Not one of Mr. Higgins' four clocks kept the
correct time until the Clockmaker assured
him they were all correct. 1970

in SUBJECTS: General

Clementine.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

An illustrated version of the song about the
miner's daughter whose accidental fall into a
river brings good fortune to her and her
family. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Clever raccoon.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

The people try to outwit the clever raccoon
who is robbing their garden of delicious
fresh corn on the cob. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Clifford at the circus.
by Norman Bridwell
EASY FICTION

Clifford the big red dog and Emily
Elizabeth saw a sign that said the circus was
in town and needed help, and help they did
in various ways. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Clipper ship.
by Thomas P. Lewis
EASY FICTION

Captain Murdock is accompanied by his SUBJECTS: Holidays
wife and children as he commands a clipper
ship from New York to San Francisco. 197gThe Cock, the Mouse, and the Little Red

Hen.
EASY FICTION

A lazy cock and an equally lazy mouse learn

Close your eyes.
by Jean Marzollo
EASY FICTION

A lullaby interspersed with illustrations of a
father's efforts to put his reluctant child to
bed. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Clouds.
by Kazuo Niizaka
EASY FICTION

Relates in verse the variety of cloud
formations two children spy one afternoon
while watching clouds in the sky. 1975

SUBJECTS: Poetry

The Clown-arounds have a party.
by Joanna Cole
EASY FICTION

The funniest family in town pull some of
their best hijinks to cheer up homesick
Cousin Fizzy. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Cobweb Christmas.
by Shirley Climo
EASY FICTION

After waiting years to witness some of the
special magic that happens Christmas Eve, a
kindly old woman finally gets her wish.
1982

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: General



a lesson from an industrious hen who saves
them from becoming a fox's dinner. 1982

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Cock-a-doodle-doo.
by Franz Brandenberg

EASY FICTION
The animal and human inhabitants of a
farm quack, neigh, say, "Shoo! Shoo!" and
otherwise communicate in their own fashion.
1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Coco can't wait.
by Taro Gomi
EASY FICTION

Coco and her grandmother set out from
their houses to visit, but keep missing each
other along the way. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

A Colorful adventure of the bee, who left
home one Monday morning and what he
found along the way.
by Lisa Campbell Ernst
EASY FICTION

Colors.
by Gillian Youldon
EASY FICTION

With pages split horizontally, the reader can
mix the heads, bodies, and legs of 11 animals,
each of a different color. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Come and have fun.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

The cat tries to entice the mouse out of his
house, and later when he does come out, the
cat chases him, but cannot follow him back
into his house. 1962

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Come away from the water, Shirley.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Shirley's adventures at the beach are
interspersed with familiar parental warnings.
1977

SUBJECTS: General

Come back, Amelia Bedelia.
A bee leaves its hive, passing many colors on by Peggy Parish
its route before returning home. 1986 EASY FICTION

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Colors.
by Jan Pienkowski
EASY FICTION

Illustrations of ten everyday objects
introduce the basic colors. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Colors.

by John J. Reiss
EASY FICTION

Eight colors are represented in illustrations
of animals, foods, insects, and flowers. 1969 SUBJECTS:

Because she does exactly as she is
Amelia Bedelia is fired from one job
another. 1971

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

told,
after

Come on, Patsy.
by Zilpha Keatley Snyder
EASY FICTION

As Patsy and her friend walk to the park,
she gets talked into situations that always
seem to leave her the loser and a bit the
worse for wear. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

General

The Comic adventures of
Hubbard and her dog.

EASY FICTION

Old Mother



Old Mother Hubbard makes several
different purchases for her dog, but, on her
return, the dog's behavior is always the
unexpected.

SUBJECTS: General

The Cookie house.
by Margaret Hillert
EAST FICTION

A poor woodcutter's two children, lost in the
woods, come upon a gingerbread house
inhabited by a wicked witch. 1978

(A Follett just beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Cornelius : a fable.
by Leo Lionni
EASY FICTION

Cornelius, a crocodile who walks upright, Cricket boy : a Chinese tale.
sees things no crocodile has ever seen before.
1983

Crazy cat: 7 words.
by Ron Reese
EASY FICTION

A crazy cat gets into trouble chasing things.
1974

(A reading research book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Creepy castle.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

A brave young mouse and his lady fair
venture into a deserted castle, unaware that a
villainous outlaw has been skulking behind
them. 1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

by Feeni Ziner
EASY FICTION

A poor Chinese scholar
SUBJECTS: Animal stories his cricket in a fight against the Emperor's.

is invited to match

Could be worse!.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Everything is always the same at Grandpa's
house, even the things he says-until one
unusual morning. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Count and see.
by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Photographs of common objects
illustrate the numbers one
hundred. 1972

SUBJECTS: Counting

and events
through one

The Cowboy on the ranch.
by Louise Lee Floethe
EASY FICTION

A picture book showing how cowboys
and work on a cattle ranch. 1959

Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

1977

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Cromwell's glasses.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

Cromwell the rabbit is clumsy and slow until
he gets glasses. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Cross-country cat.
by Mary Calhoun
EASY FICTION

When he becomes lost in the mountains, a
cat with the unusual ability of walking on
two legs finds his way home on
cross-country skis. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

live The Crow and Mrs. Gaddy.
by Wilson Gage
EASY FICTION

A crow and a farmer spend all their time
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playing tricks on each other and get nothing Daddy and Ben together.
else done. 1984

(Greenwillc Al read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

The Cucumber stem.
by Betsy Bang
EASY FICTION

Retells the tale of a boy one and a half
fingers tall whose two deeds for the Rajah
secure freedom for his father and a bride for
himself. 1980

(Greenwillow read-alone books.)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Cupboard.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A child loves to play in the kitchen
cupboards though Mummy isn't too pleased.
1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Curious George.
by H. A. Rey
EASY FICTION

Curious George, a very curious little
monkey, has such difficulty adjusting to city
life that he keeps himself and his owner in
one scrape after another. 1941
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Recorded

Curious George flies a kite.
by Margret Rey
EASY FICTION

A little monkey needs to be rescued when
tries to fly a kite. 1958

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dad's back.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

Dad comes home and plays with baby.

SUBJECTS: General

by Miriam B. Stecher
EASY FICTION

Ben and Daddy fend for themselves while
Mommy is on a business trip. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Daddy book.
by Robert S. Stewart
EASY FICTION

Describes the various activities of fathers at
home and away. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Daddy is a monstersometimes.
by John Steptoe
EASY FICTION

Bwella and Javaka relate the incidents that
make Daddy a monster in their eyes. 1983,
c1980

(A Harper Trophy book)
SUBJECTS: General

Daddy, play with nt,.1.
by Shigeo Watanabe
EASY FICTION

A young bear enjoys playing with his father.
1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dance away:.
by George Shannon
EASY FICTION

Rabbit's dancing saves his friends from
becoming Fox's supper. 1982

he Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Dancing class.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A small child's first ballet class
disaster. 1983

1985

(Out-and-about books)
SUBJECTS: General
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Dancing in the moon : counting rhymes.
by Fritz Eichenberg
EASY FICTION

A variety of animals engaged in many
different activities introduce the numbers
from one to twenty. 1955

SUBJECTS: Counting

Daniel's duck.
by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

A novice wood carver is momentarily
defeated when people laugh at the result of
a winter of work. 1979

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Danny and the dinosaur.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

A dinosuar leaves his museum
fun with Danny. 1958

Ages 5 - 8
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

for a day of

Recorded

Danny Dunn and the swamp monster.
by Jay Williams

EASY FICTION
Danny Dunn and his friends search for a
legendary serpent in Central Africa. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Danny ol the lookout.
by Leonard Shortall
EASY FICTION

Danny spends the summer with his uncle, a
forest ranger in Big Bear Park. 1964

SUBJECTS: General

Danny's birthday.
by Edith Kunhardt
EASY FICTION

After his father videotapes the party for his
fifth birthday, Danny wants to watch the
tape over and ver again. 1987

SUBJECTS: General

Dar Tellum : stranger from a distant
planet.
by James R. Berry

EASY FICTION
A young boy makes contact with a plant-like
creature from a distant planet. Together they
help solve a major world crisis. 1973

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

David was mad.
by Bill Martin
EASY ACTION

David was mad and felt hot-all red inside.
When his anger passed he felt all sort of
blue and squishy inside. 1%7

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

Dawn.
by Molly Bang
EASY FICTION

In this adaptation of "The Crane Wife," a
shipbuilder marries a mysterious woman
who makes him promise never to look at her
while she weaves. 1983

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Dawn.
by Uri Shulevitz
EASY FICTION

Camped for the night by a lake, a boy and
his grandfather experience dawn from their
row boat. 1974

SUBJECTS: Gene-al

The Day I had to play with my sister.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

A young boy finds trying to teach his little
sister to play hide-and-seek very frustrating.
1972

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General



A Day in the life of Oscar the Grouch.
by Linda Hayward
EASY FICTION

Oscar the Grouch describes the things he
likes about living in a garbage can on
Sesame Street, as well as the things that
make him grouchy. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Day Joe went to the supermarket.
by Dorothy Levenson
EASY FICTION

Joe went to the supermarket all by himself.
He caused quite a ruckus but got what he
was after. 1963
Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Day of the Earthlings.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

To prevent discovery, the Martians hide
themselves during the landing of a space
ship from earth, but thcn one of the earth
men has a serious accident. 1978

(Creative science fiction)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

A Day off.
by Tobi Tobias
EASY FICTION

Once in a while a younster likes to be sick,
but not too sick to do some enjoyable things.
1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Day the cow sneezed.
by James Flora
EASY FICTION

A very tall talc about a cow whose gigantic
sneezes cause a glorious escapade of havoc
and destruction. 1957
Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal storics

The Days of Holly Hobbie.
by Holly Hobbic
EASY FICTION Oversize

Describes activities in the days of a young
girl. 1977

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Days with Frog and Toad.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Frog and Toad spend their days together, but
find sometimes it's nice to be alone. 1979

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dead before docking.
by Scott Corbctt
EASY FICTION

A young boy accidentally discovers that a
on board his

1973, c1972
necorded

murder is planned
Panama-bound freighter.
Ages 9 - 12
SUBJECT'S: Mystcry

Dean's Mother Goose book of rhymes.
EASY FICTION

Include all ate favorite nurscry rhymes.
1977

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Dear Garbage man.
by Gene Zion
EASY FICTION

The merry tale of a brand new garbage man
who can't bcar to throw anything away.
1957

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Genera;

Dear little mumps child.
by Marguerite Rush Lerner
EASY FICTION

Ethan does not feel well and finds out he
has the mumps. 1974, e1959

SUBJECTS: General

Dear Phoebe.
by Sqe Alexander
EASY FICTION

Happy when she leaves home to set up her
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own burrow, Phoebe Dormouse soon begins
to feel a little lonely and not as content in
her independence especially when her
mother doesn't seem to miss her. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dear Sarah.
by Elizabeth Shub
EASY FICTION

Sarah's father sends her letters from the
cities he visits while on a lengthy business
trip. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Deep in the forest.
by Brinton Turk le
EASY FICTION

A curious bear explores a cabin in the forest
with disatrous results. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Deer in the pasture.
by Donald Carrick
EASY FICTION

When hunting season comes, a deer who has
become too friendly with man must be
frightened away for its own protection.
1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Detective Mole.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Detective Mole finds solutions to other
animals' mysteries in five easy-to-read
stories. 1976

(A Fun to read 'iook)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Detective Mole and the circus mystery.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

When Melba the Amazing Tattooed Cow
disappears from the circus on her wedding
day, Detective Mole is called to solve the
mystery. 1980

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Detective Mole and the seashore mystery.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

With cool-headed logic, Detective Mole
tracks down the robber of Captain Bill's
valuable pearl. 1979

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Detective Mole and the secret clues.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Detective Mole helps the Chicken family
decipher the secret clues that will permit
them to inherit their rich uncle's mansion.
1977

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Detective Mole and the Tip-Top mystery.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

When mysterious mishaps drive guests away
fromt the Tip-Top Inn, Detective Mole
investigates. 1978

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Devin & Goliath.
by Mary Blount Christian
EASY FICTION

A little boy catches a big turtle but returns
it to the pond when he discovers how
unhappy the animal is in captivity. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Did you ever.
by Paula Goldsmid
EASY FICTION

A rhyme which invites children to try out a
variety of activities and occupations, some
real, some fanciful. c1971, 1976
Ages 2 - 5
SUBJECTS: General

r_
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Din dan don, it's Christmas.
EASY FICTION

A procession of birds and people wind their
way to the Christ Child's creche. 1975

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Ding, dong, bell, pussy's in the well.
by Berta Hader

EASY FICTION
A homeless cat is taken in by a widow with
two children. 1957

Ages 6 - 10
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Dinosaur is too big.
by Elizabeth Bram
EASY FICTION

Is a dinosaur the answer for a little girl who
wants a large pet? 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Dionysos and the pirates.
by Homer
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the seventh Homeric Hymn in
honor of Dionysos, an account of his capturc
by pirates. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Do bears have mothers too?.
by Aileen Lucia Fisher
EASY FICTION

A collection of short poems about baby
animals includes 'Penguin Chick, 'Baby
Monkey," and "Alligator Children?' 1973

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Do not disturb.
by Nancy Tafuri
EASY FICTION

The movements and actions of a family
camping in the woods cause thc forest
creatures to move, scurry, and make noise.
1987

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Do you want to be my friend?.
by Eric Carle
EASY FICTION

A mouse searches every, nere for a friend.
1971

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Does grandma have an Elmo Elephant
jungle kit?.
by Laura Joffe Numeroff
EASY FICTION

Donald is worried that there'll bc nothing to
do at his grandparents' house during a

weekend visit and wants to take all his toys
along. 1980

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

The Dog.

by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A small boy enjoys looking after a dog that
is staying at his home awhile. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: Animal storics

A Dog I know.
by Barbara Brenner
EASY FICTION

One day in the life of a small boy and his
very large dog. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Don't forget the bacon.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

A little boy goes groccry shopping for his
mother and tries hard to remember her
instructions. 1976

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Don't tell the scarecrow, and other
Japanese poems.

EASY FICTION
A collection of haiku, each relating to a



specific season, by eighteen Japanese poets.
1969

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Don't touch!.
by Suzy Kline
EASY FICTION

When all the grownups constantly
IIDon't touch!" Dan finds something he
safely squeeze, smash, and pound, to
heart's content. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

say,
can
his

The Donkey prince.
by M. Jean Craig
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the Grimm tale about the
prince who, as a punishment for *iis parents'
greed, was shaped like a donkey. 1977

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Donkey's dream.
by Barbara Berger
EASY FICTION

A donkey has fantastic dreams while
crossing the desert. At the end of the day,
the lady who has been riding him gives birth (Step into reading. A step 2 book)
to a very special baby, the baby Jesus. 1985SUBJECTS: General

Dorothy and old King Crow.
by Dorothy F. Haas
EASY FICTION

Luckily for Dorothy, Spelling Bee helps her
to spell a hard word so she can break King
Crow's magic spell. 1986

(Step into reading. A Step 3 book)
SUBJECTS: General

Down come the leaves.
by Henrietta Bancroft
EASY FICTION

Identifies the red and gold autumn leaves
that fall when their summer job of making
food is over. 1961

(Let's-read-and-find-out.)
SUBJECTS: General

Down on the funny farm.
by P.E.(Patrick E.) King
EASY FICTION

A farmer thinks he is getting a bargain
when he buys a farm for one dollar, until he
finds that all the animals are mixed up about
what they are supposed to do. 1986

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Door to door: a picture book.
by Maureen Roffey
EASY FICTION

The story of 12 apartments in a row and
what is happening in each behind the scenes.
1980

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Doorbell rang.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Each time the doorbell rings, there are more
people who have come to share Ma's
wonderful cookies. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Down to the beach.
by May Garelick
EASY FICTION

Explores the many different sights, sounds,
and activities of the beach. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Dr. Frick and his fractions.
by Henry W. Ford
EASY FICTION

Dr. Frick, a mental wizard, uses magic to
teach fractions. 1965

(A Wise owl book, WA12)
SUBJECTS: General

Dr. Merlin's Magic Shop.
by Scott Corbett



EASY FICTION
When he stumbles across Dr. Merlin's Magic
Shop on a foggy day, Nick finds himself
pitting his wits against the famous magician.
1973

SUBJECTS: General

Dr. Seuss's ABC.

by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Dr. Seuss adds nonsense and rhymes to the
alphabet to make it fun for children to learn
letters and their sounds. 1963

Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Dr. Seuss's sleep book.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Tells, in verse, what happens when all
ninety-nine zillion nine trillion and three
creatures in the world go to sleep. 1962

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Dragon Franz.
by Elizabeth Shub
EASY FICTION

Franz is unhappy being the only dragon who
can't spit fire until he learns what he can. do. Drummer Hoff.

SUBJECTS: General

Dreams.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

One night while everyone is sleeping, a little
boy watches his paper mouse save a cat from
an angry dog. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Dressing.

by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Baby appears wearing his diaper, undershirt,
sock, shoe, shirt, overalls, and hat. 1981

(Baby board books)
SUBJECTS: General

A Drink for Little Red Diker.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

Little Red Diker is a baby deer who wishes
to be big enough to get a drink all by
himself. 1963

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

DraKestail.
by Jan Wahl
EASY FICTION

The adventures of a drake who becomes a
king with help of a fox, ladder, river, and
waspnest. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Dream eater.
by Christian Garrison
EASY FICTION

Yukio spares the other villagers f rom
recurring nightmares v,:len he rescues a
baku. 1978

by Barbara Emberley
EASY FICTION

A cumulative folk song in
soldiers build a magnificent
Drummer Heff fires it off.

SUBJECTS: General

which seven
cannon, but
1967

Duane, the collector.
by Eleanor J. Lapp
EASY FICTION

Duane collects everything, including a tiger
which he stuffs in his locker at school. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Dunkel takes a walk.
by Charles E. Martin
EASY FICTION

When Dunkel, a dog, ventures into the



forest, he uses his wits to escape from the
dangerous animals that capture him. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Dusty.
by Nola Langner
EASY FICTION

A youngster recalls a stray cat which came
to feed on the back porch one summer.

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Each peach pear plum.
by Janet Ahlberg
EASY FICTION

Rhymed text and illustrations
reader to play "I Spy" with a
Mother Goose and other folklore
1978

(An I-spy-book)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

invite the
variety of
characters.

Eagle Feather.
by Clyde Robert Bulla

EASY FICTION
When the cruel cousin he has been working
for refuses to let him leave at the end of
summer, a young Navajo boy runs away to
rejoin his family and to to school. 1953

Ages 7 10 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Early morning in the barn.
by Nancy Tafuri
EASY FICTION

All the barnyard animals wake up when the
rooster crows. 1983

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Early words picture book.
by Bill Gillham
EASY FICTION

Key vocabulary words such as rabbit,
bicycle, and swing are used in sentences and
illustrations showing the activities of two
children and their parents. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Earth Namer : a California Indian myth.
by Margery Bernstein
EASY FICTION

At Turtle's request, Earth Namer makes the
world, sun, moon, and animals. 1974

SUBJECTS: Folklore

wale Easter bear.
by John Barrett
EASY FICTION

The egg workers of the Rabbit Union are on
strike until their silly demands are met. 1981

Ages 5 9

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Easter Treat.
by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

When Santa Claus visits the city before
Easter nobody will believe he is the real
Santa Claus. 1954

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Eating out.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A little boy's first trip to a restaurant with
his parents is less than successful. 1983

(Out-and-about books)
SUBJECTS: General

Ed Ember ley's ABC.
by Ed Ember ley
EASY FICTION

Animals engaged in a variety of activities
introduce the letters of the alphabet. 1978

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Edgemont.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Two aging turtles meet and find a new
interest in life. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

1 '



An Edwardian Christmas.
by John S. Goodail
EASY FICTION

Illustrations without text depict the
celebration of Christmas in an English
country home at the turn of the century.
1978

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Egg tree.
by Katherine Milhous
EASY FICTION

Story about a houseful of Pennsylvania
Dutch cousins whose exciting aster egg
hunt leads to a lovely tradition. 1950
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Elephant buttons.
by Noriko Ueno
EASY FICTION

As each animal unbuttons its buttons
another animal appears. 1973

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Elephant eats the profits.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Elephant's enormous appetite almost puts
her out of business as manager of the Sweet
Pickles Supermarket. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Emma.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

A young witch learns to fly on her
broomstick, with some help from friends.
1985

SUBJECTS: General

Emmett's pig.
by Mary Stolz
EASY FICTION

Emmett wants a pig very badly, but he lives
in a city apartment. 1959

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Emperor's plum tree.
by Michelle Nikly
EASY FICTION

Little Musuko's nightingale friend loses his
home when his lovely plum tree is chosen to
replace a dead one in the emperor's perfect
garden. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Empty squirrel.
by Carol Carrick
EASY FICTION

In three episodes, Paul catches a fish for
dinner, makes a puppet from a stuffed
animal left outside over the winter, and
brings home a turtle for a pet. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Erie Canal.
by Peter Spier
EASY FICTION

The folk song describing the journey from
Albany to Buffalo on the Erie Canal in the
1850's. Includes musical notation. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Ernest and Celestine's patchwork quilt.
by Gabrielle Vincent
EASY FICTION

Ernest and Celestine make a patchwork
quilt, but when they realize only one can use
it, they make another one. 1985

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Evening.

by Ruth Shaw Radlauer
EASY FICTION

What makes evening? The routine things
that families do at this time of the day are
delightfully pictured in this book. 1968

(Bowmar early childhood series)
SUBJECTS: General



Everett Anderson's goodbye.
by Lucille Clifton

EASY FICTION
Everett Anderson has a difficult time
coming to terms with his grief after his
father dies. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Everyone ready?.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

The Fieldmouse family take the train to visit
Uncle Alfred and Aunt Kate--but not all at
once. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Excuse me! Certainly'.
by Louis Slobodkin
EASY FICTION

A good-humored rhyming story tells how
"Willie White who was not very polite
learns better manners. 1959

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Fabian the fish-boy.
by Jacqueline Held
EASY FICTION

Fabian reluctantly changes from a fish-boy
back to a real boy when his father promises
never again to catch fish. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Fair's fair.
by Leon Garfield
EASY FICTION

Two orphans are lured to an immense
mansion by a mysterious dog where they
make the transformation from rags to riches.
1983

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Fall of Freddie the leaf.
by Leo F. Buscaglia
EASY FICTION

A simple parable about life and death te
the story of a leaf who changes with tile
passing of seasons, finally falling to the
ground with winter's snow. 1982

Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Family.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Baby is pictured with his mother, father,
sister, brother, grandmother, grandfather,
and another baby. 1981

(Baby board books)
SUBJECTS: General

Famous fairy tales.
by Charles Perrault
EASY FICTION

A collection of nine traditional fairy tales
including Sleeping Beauty and Puss-in-Boots.
1959

(A Keith Jennison Book)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Fantastic toys.
by Monika Beisner
EASY FICTION

Introduces in text and illustrations a variety
of toys and games with unusual qualities
such as a Glowing Teddy a Sheep Toboggan,
Animal Umbrellas, and Jumping Boots.
1975, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

Farley, are you for real?.
by Marjorie N. Allen
EASY FICTION

A young boy knows that genies don't exist
until Farley changes his mind by granting
him three wishes. 1976

(A Break-of-day book.)
SUBJECTS: General

Farmer Goff and his turkey Sam.
by Brian Schatell
EASY FICTION



Sam the turkey would rather eat Mrs. Goff's
apple and turnip pies than win a blue ribbon
in the turkey contest at the county fair.
1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Farmer Hoo and the baboons.
by Ida Chittum
EASY FICTION

Appleton Hoo receives by mistake a
shipment of baboons intended for the
Happleton Zoo. 1971

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Farmer in the dell.
EASY FICTION

A traditional American singing game about
a farmer and what happens when he takes a
wife. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

A Farmer's dozen.
by Sandra Joanne Russell
EASY FICTION

A farmer finds his barnyard filled to
overflowing with the arrival of his wife, a
baby, and nine animals. 1982

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Fast friends.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

In the first of two easy-to-read stories a
turtle and a snail make some friends with
the help of a skateboard. In the second a
mouse and a snail learn, through trial and
error, how to be friends. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Father Bear comes home.
by Else Holmelund Minarik
EASY FICTION

Describes the adventures of Little Bear in
which he goes fishing, has the hiccups, looks
for a mermaid, and welcomes Father Bear

home from the sea. 1959

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fifty saves his friend.
by Martin Baynton
EASY FICTION

Fifty the tractor pulls carts and logs all day,
but wher wrneone is in danger he proves he
is a gold friend too. 1986

(It's great to read)
SUBJECTS: General

Fireside stories.
by Veronica S. Hutchinson
EASY FICTION

Fifteen old fairy tales adapted by the author
including "Teeny-Tiny" and "The Straw Ox."
1927

Ages 8 - 10
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The First morning: an African myth.
by Margery Bernstein
EASY FICTION

After they cleverly complete the Sky King's
tasks, a mouse, spider, and fly are given light
to take back to earth but it isn't quite what
they expected. 1976

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The First Noel.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

Full page illustrations with the text of the
wen-known Christmas carol present the
story of the night Jesus was born. 1986

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Fish and flips.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Fish is not afraid to try outrageous
motorcycle stunts, even though everyone
warns her not to. 1977

(Sweet Pickles Series)



SUBJECTS: Animal stories Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Fish Stories.
by Nicholas Heller

EASY FICTION by Marshall McClintock
With a wizard helping him, a young man's EASY FICTION
fishing trips bring nothing but trouble. 1987A sheep with its foot caught in a tin can sets

off a chase with a fly in the lead. 1958

SUBJECTS: General

A Fly went by.

Fishes.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

The main part of the book consists
illustrations of fishes, including a flock
dolphins, a hover of trout, a flotilla
swordfish. 1968

Ages 5 - 7
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

(Beginner books)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

A Foal for you.
of by Walter Chandoha
of EASY FICTION
of The story of a newborn foal

development. 1967

The Five Chinese brothers.
by Claire Huchet Bishop
EASY FICTION

Flavorful retelling of an old Chinese tale of
five brothers who look exactly alike. 1938

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Fixed by camel.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Camel finds a practical way to handle an
interfering kangaroo. 1977

(Sweet Pickles Series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Flea story.
by Robert Tallon
EASY FICTION

A flea family, settled on a cowardly dog,
turn him into a hero. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Florina and the wild bird.
by Selina Chonz
EASY FICTION

Florina, Vrsli and their parents go to the
high Alps for the summer and while there
Florina rescues a wild bird. 1953

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

and her early

Follow the monsters'.
by Sharon Learner
EASY FICTION

Rhymed text follows the adventures of a
group of monsters on their way to Sesame
Street. 1985

(Step into reading book. A Step 1 book.)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Follow the river.
by Lydia Dabcovich
EASY FICTION

Follows a stream from its home in the
mountains through the countryside where it
becomes a river and eventually flows into
the ocean. 1980

(A Unicorn book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Followers.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

A fateful encounter with their enemies
changes the Tree People's attitude about the
followers. 1978

(Creative science fiction)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories



The Fooling of King Alexander.
by Mervyn Skipper
EASY FICTION

Having conquered many lands, Alexander
the Great learns that only unvanquished
China prevents his becoming ruler of the
world. 1967, c1930
Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Foolish dinosaur fiasco.
by Scott Corbett
EASY FICTION

Nick and his dog inadvertently go down Dr.
Merlin's magic tunnel and find themselves in
Dinosaur Land where Nick Is forced to be a
dinosaur trainer. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Foot and feet.
by Carolyn Ramirez
EASY FICTION

Rhymes, riddles, and puzzles investigate all
the words and things, animate and
inanimate, that have one II

foot,' or several
"feet." 1973

SUBJECTS: aeneral

The Foot book.
by Dr. Scuss
EASY FICTION

Beginner's text describes all sorts of feet
doing all sr s of things. 1968

(A Bright and early book)
SUBJECTS: General

Footsy.
by Ernie Rydberg
EASY FICTION

It takes a traffic ticket and a few ballet
lessons to do it, but Skip finally feels
improvement in his basketball game, his
family relations, and his self-confidence.
1973

Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

A for the ark.

by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

An original alphabet book based on the Old
Testament story of Noah and the ark. 1952
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Recorded

Forecast.
by Malcolm Hall
EASY FICTION

Caroline Porcupine has to prove that she
can handle the job as weather reporter for
the Claws and Paws newspaper. 1977

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Forest fire.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

Animals mistake a patch of bright flowers
for a forest fire. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Forgotten rainbow.
by Jack Christfmsen
EASY FICTION

A fairy tale in which the
reversed and four princesses
in competition for the hand
1960

Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Folklore

old pattern is
perform tasks
of the prince.

Four corners of the sky : poems, chants,
and oratory.

EASY FICTION
An anthology of traditional chants and
oratory from many American Indian tribes.
Illustrated by Marc Brown. 1975

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Fox and his friends.
by Edward Marshall
EASY FICTION

In three separate episodes, Fox wants to play
with his friends, but duty in one form or
another interferes. 1982



(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: A nimal stories

Fox at school.
by Edward Marshall
EASY FICTION

Fox must overcome his fear to complete an
escape down a slide for a fire drill. 1983

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fox eyes.

by Margaret Wise Brown
EASY FICTION

A fox causes consternation among the
animals whose secrets he discovers. 1977,

c1951

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fox in love.
by Edward Marshall
EASY FICTION

Fox falls in love with several girls and then by James Stevenson
enters a dance contest with his sister. 1982 EASY FICTION

Mean witches Dolores and Lavinia try to
spoil Thanksgiving for everyone else but
nice witch Emma and her friends outwit
them. 1986

A dog's eye view of his master and his
master's monster. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fred's first day.
by Cathy Warren
EASY FICTION

After a few false starts, Fred's first day at
nursery school turns out to be just right.
1984

SUBJECTS: General

Freight train.
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION

Brief text and illustrations trace the journey
of a colorful train as it goes through tunnels,
by cities, and over trestles. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Fried feathers for Thanksgiving.

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fox twins.
by Inez Hogan

EASY FICTION
The fox twins, Yip and Yap, go to the forest
to find someone to play with. 1964

(Her twin)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Fox who traveled.
by Alvin Tresselt

EASY FICTION
The fox kept catching larger and larger prey
in his bag until he was outfoxed by the
hunter. 1968

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Frankenstein's dog.
by Jan Wahl
EASY FICTION

SUBJECTS: General

The Friend.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Easy-to-read text and drawings describe a
young boy's relationship with his best friend
Arthur. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Friendly beasts.
by Laura Nelson Baker
EASY FICTION

An adaptation of a fourteenth century
English carol about the Nativity. 1957

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Friendly beasts : an old English

s



Christmas carol.
EASY FICTION

In this old English Christmas carol the
friendly stable beasts tell of the gifts they
have given to the newborn Jesus. 1981

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Friends.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Baby is pictured enjoying such playmates as
a rabbit, a dog, a guinea pig, a bird, a cat, a
hen, and a duck. 1981

(Baby board books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Friends.
by He lme Heine
EASY FICTION

Three friends who love to be together come
to the realization that sometimes it's just not
possible. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Frog and Toad all year.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Two friends share experiences in each
season of the year. 1976

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Frog and Toad are friends.
by Arnold Lo Del
EASY FICTION

Five tales recounting the adventures of two
best friends - Frog and Toad. 1970

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Frog goes to dinner.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Having stowed away in a pocket, Frog
wreaks havoc and creates disgrace for the
family at the posh restaurant where they are

having dinner. 1974

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Frog on his own.
by Mercer Mayer

EASY FICTION
On a walk in the park with his friends, Frog
decides to do some exploring on his own.
1973

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Frog went a-courtin'.
by Feodor Rojankovsky
EASY FICTION

Illustrates the well-known American folk
song about the courtship and marriage of
the frog and mouse. 1955

SUBJECTS: General

Frog, where are you?.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A boy and his dog suffer through several
adventures while searching for a pet frog
that escaped during the night. Sequel to 'A
boy, a dog, and a frog.' 1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Frosty the Snow Man.
by Jane Werner Watson
EASY FICTION

Based on the song of the same name, Frosty
the Snow Man comes to life and plays with
the children who made him. 1951

(A Golden book)
SUBJECTS: General

Fun on wheels.
by Joanna Cole
EASY FICTION

The inventor of the wheel probably never
dreamt of all the things it can do. 1977,
c1976

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme



Funny feet!.
by Leatie Weiss
EASY FICTION

A pigeon-toed penguin, cheating on
corrective treatment she is undergoing
her handicap, suddenly tries to make up
lost time. 1978

(An Easy-read story book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

the
for
for

A Funny friend from heaven.
by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

A curious creature from heaven befriends a
forlorn hobo and teaches him to be a clown.
1977

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Funny little woman.
by Arlene Mosel
EASY FICTION

While chasing a dumpling, a little lady is

captured by wicked creatures from whom
she escapes with the means of becoming the
richest woman in Japan. 1972

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Funny thing.
by Wanda Gag

EASY FICTION
A wise old man tricks a strange looking
animal who eats nothing but little children's
dolls. 1929
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Funnybones.
by Janet Ahiberg
EASY FICTION

Three skeletons--a grownup, a child, and a
dog--take a walk at night through a dark
town. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Fur lie cat.
by Berniece Freschet
EASY FICTION

Afraid of almost everything, Fur lie Cat
becomes a bully scaring everyone else until
the night he is trapped in a tree. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Fuzzy dyckling.
by Jane Werner
EASY FICTION

The fuzzy duckling went for a walk. No one
would go with him and he got lost. 1949

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Fuzzy Rabbit.
by Rosemary Billam
EASY FICTION

As Fuzzy Rabbit's mistress gets other newer
toys, he begins to feel neglected and unloved.
1984

SUBJECTS: General

A Gaggle of geese.
by Eve Merriam
EASY FICTION

Picture book describing collective nouns
used for a group of animals, such as a skulk
of foxes, a gam of whales. 1960

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Gary and the very terrible monster.
by Barbara Williams
EASY FICTION

The trouble-causing monster that only Gary
can see disappears when he gets a real
puppy. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

George shrinks.
by William Joyce
EASY FICTION

Taking care of a cat and e, mby brother
turns into a series of comic adventures when
George wakes up to find himself shrunk to
the size of a mouse. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

5



George, the drummer boy. Ghost in a four-room apartment.

by Nathaniel Bench ley by Ellen Raskin
EASY FICTION EASY FICTION

A view of the incidents at Lexington and A mischievous poltergeist describes the

Concord, Massachusetts, which were the start havoc he creates in the life of a family
of the American Revolution, as seen from occupying a four-room apartment. 1969

the eyes of George, a British drummer boy.
1977 SUBJECTS: General

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Georgia music.
by Helen V. Griffith
EASY FICTION

A little girl and her grandfather share two
different kinds of music, that of his mouth
organ and that of the birds and insects
around his cabin. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Georgie.
by Robert Bright

EASY FICTION

The Ghost in the lagoon.
by Natalie Savage Carlson
EASY FICTION

Timmy finds a way to outwit the pirate's

ghost that stands guard over a buried

treasure, 1984

SUBJECTS: General

A Ghost named Fred.
by Nathaniel Bench ley
EASY FICTION

Except for the globe he wears on his head to
play astronaut, George ; just like any boy.
That's why it's so strange that Fred, a really
unusual ghost, asks George to

A friendly little ghost, must find another
house to haunt when the people in his house (An I can read mystery)
nail down the loose boards and oil the parlor SUBJECTS: Mystery

doors. 1944

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Georgie's Halloween.
by Robert Bright
EASY FICTION

Georgie the ghost almost wins the prize for
the best costume at the Halloween party,
1958

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Geraldine's blanket.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

When her mother and father insist that
Geraldine get rid of her baby blanket, she
finds a new way to keep it with her all the
time. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Giant child.
EASY FICTION

help. 1968

Recorded

A giant child, searching for his lost parents,
is put to work by villagers who mistake him
for an adult, 1979

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Giants' feast.
by Max Bolliger
EASY FICTION

Little Giant's feat so amazes the Big Giants
that he is crowned king for a whole year,
1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

Gift of gold.
by Beverly Butler
EASY FICTION

Cathy postpones decisions about love and a



career until she gets a doctor's opinion on
restoring her sight. 1973, c1972

RecordedAges 11-14
SUBJECTS: General

The Gift of Hawaii.
by Laura Bannon
EASY FICTION

When a Hawaiian boy discovers he does not
have enough money to buy a muumuu or a
lei for his mother's birthday, he decides to
make her a gift. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

Gila monsters meet you at the airport.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

A New York City boy's preconceived ideas
of life in the West make him very
apprehensive about the family's move there.
1980

SUBJECTS: General

The Gingerbread boy.
EASY FICTION

A lively version of the tale of the
gingerbread boy who sprang into action as
soon as he was baked. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

The Girl with no name.
EASY FICTION

A little girl, found at sea, is taken to a
strange country where no one knows her
name, her language, or her people. 1979

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

Girls can, too! A book of poems.
by Lee Bennett Hopkins
EASY FICTION

These poems testify to the fact that girls do
things as well as boys if not better. 1972

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Give us a great big smile, Rosy Cole.

by Sheila Greenwald
EASY FICTION

Uncle Ralph's books about Rosy's two older
sisters, a dancer and an equestrian, made
them famous. Now it is untalented,
10-year-old Rosy's turn. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

The Giving tree.
by Shel Silverstein
EASY FICTION

A young boy grows to manhood and old age
experiencing the love and generosity of a
tree which gives to him without thought of
return. 1964

SUBJECTS: General

Glue fingers.
by Matt Christopher
EASY FICTION

Reluctant to play football because he
stutters, Billy Joe's first game discloses that
he has no reason to fear ridicule. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Go up the road.
by Evelyn (Sibley) Lampman
EASY FICTION

A twelve.-year-old Mexican American and
her migrant family glimpse a more stable
way of life and the possiblity of sharing it.
1973, c1972
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Goat in the rug.
by Charles L Blood
EASY FICTION

Geraldine, a goat, describes each step as she
and her Navajo friend make a rug. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Goggles.

by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

Two boys must outsmart the neighborhood
bullies before they can enjoy their new



treasure, a pair of lensless motorcycle
goggles. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Going to school.
EASY FICTION

A brother and sister enjoy many activities at
their school. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Going to school.
by Muriel Stanek
EASY FICTION

Four brief selections for beginning readers
describe getting ready for and going to
school. 1968

(Experimental development program)
SUBJECTS: General

Going to the hospital.
EASY FICTION

Emma discovers what goes on in a hospital
when she is admitted for treatment. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Going West.
by Martin Waddell
EASY FICTION

Notations in a diary, made by a small girl
traveling west with her family in a wagon
train, chronicle the events of the journey.
1983

Ages 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: General

The Golden apple, a story.
by Max Bolliger
EASY FICTION

Each animal feels the golden apple in the
forest belongs to him but in the end none
can get it. 1970

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Golden goose.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

Retells the tale of the golden goose that
caused the king's unhappy daughter to laugh.
1978

(A Follett just beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Gollywhopper egg.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

Timothy Todd, the peddler, sells almost
anything including a coconut he endows
with unique abilities. 1974

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

Good junk.
by Judith A. Ender le
EASY FICTION

Kirby's mother makes him discard all the
wonderful junk he brings home until one
day he finds something will have to let
him keep. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Good morning, good night.
by Betty Comden
EASY FICTION

A little boy goes through his good morning
and good night rituals. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

Good Night, Owl!.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Because all the other animals' noise keep
him from sleeping, Owl watches for a
chance to take his revenge. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animdl stories

Good work, Amelia Bede lia.
by Peggy Parish
EASY FICTION

Literal-minded Amelia Bcdelia does
household chores and gets dinner ready.
1976



(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Good, says Jerome.
by sicille Clifton
EASY FICTION

A little boy worries about moving to a new
place, having a new teacher, and many other
things but his older sister allays his fears.
19'73

SUBJECTS: General

Goodbye old year, hello new year.
by Frank Modell
EASY FICTION

Marvin and Milton want to celebrate the
coming of the new year but fall asleep
before midnight. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Goodnight, dear monster:.
by Terry Nell Morris
EASY FICTION

A little girl and her bear, disturbed at
bedtime by an overfriendly monster, finally
reach a solution agreeable to all. 1980

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Goodnight, good morning.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A toddler has difficulty going to bed and
staying there. 1982

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Goodnight, goodnight.
by Eve Rice
EASY FICTiON

Goodnight comes to all the people in the
town and to the little cat as well. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Goodnight, Hattie, my dearie, my dove.
by Alice Schertle
EASY FICTION

Hattie is convinced that her nine stuffed
toys can't go to sleep unless they're in the
bed with her. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Goose goofs off.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Goose continues to put things off in order to
take it easy. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Gorilla in the hall.
by Alice Schertle
EASY FICTION

On his birthday, Jack courageously faces the
gorilla hiding in the hall, discovering that
five-year-olds can be scary too. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Gorp and the jelly sippers.
by Dave Ross
EASY FICTION

Gorp, the friendly giant of outer space,
comes to the aid of the imperiled inhabitants
of a planet made of jelly, which is beginning
to boil in the sun. 1982

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Grandma and the pirate.
by David Lloyd
EASY FICTION

At the beach a little boy pretends to be a
pirate until his grandmother neatly turns the
tables. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Grandma without me.
by Judith Vigna
EASY FICTION

A young boy finds a way to keep in touch
with his beloved grandmother despite his
parent's divorce. 1984

SUBJECTS: General



Grandma's wheelchair.
by Lorraine Henriod
EASY FICTION

Four-year old Thomas spends his mornings
helping his grandmother who is in a
wheelchair. 1981, c1982

(Concept books: Level 1)
SUBJECTS: General

Grandmother and I.
by Helen E. Buckley
EASY FICTION

Everybody has a lap, but one little girl tells
why her grandmother's lap is just right for
so many things. 1961

Ages 5 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Grandpa loves us.
by David Ridyard
EASY FICTION

Grandpa spends a day with Abby and Sally,
playing, going to the beach, and having a
picnic in the back yard. 1985

kGrowing up)
SUBJECTS: General

Grandpa's great city tour.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Drawings portray grandpa touring the city,
encountering on each page objects, animals
and people whose names begin with a
particular letter of the alphabet. 1983

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Grasshopper on the road.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

As Grasshopper sets out to follow a road, he
meets some unusual characters. 1986, c1978

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Great big dummy.
by Janet Schulman

EASY FICTION
When Anna's friends can't play with her, she
creates a playmate of her own. 1979

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Great custard pie panic.
by Scott Corbett
EASY FICTION

Walking through the fog, Nick and his dog
discover a wonderful bakery but the owner
turns out to be the magician Dr. Merlin!
1974

SUBJECTS: General

Great day for up:.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Rhymed text and illustrations introduce the
many meanings of "up.' 1974

(A Bright and early book)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Great McGoniggle rides shotgun.
by Scott Corbett
EASY FICTION

Mac and Ken accept a ride from a nervous
stranger and find themselves involved in a
robbery. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Great town and country bicycle
balloon chase.

by Barbara Douglass
EASY FICTION

After studying the shortcuts, Gina and
Grandpa hope to win thc bicycle balloon
chase, but just as they sense victory, they
start chasing a parrot instc a7! of the balloon.
1984

SUBJECTS: General

Great-grandfather in the honey tree.
by Samuel F. Swayne
EASY FICTION

A tall tale of how great-grandfather went



out to net some geese and came home with a
barrel of honey, a bear, a fish, a partridge, a
deer, seven wild turkeys as well as the net of
geese. 1949
Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Great-grandfather, the baby, and me.
by Howard Knotts
EASY FICTION

His great-grandfather's reminiscence about
traveling for miles across the sparsely settled
prairie to see a new baby helps a young boy
come to grips with his own apprehensions
about meeting his new baby sister. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Green says go.
by Ed Ember ley
EASY FICTION

The author shows primary, secondary and
complementary colors and then
demonstrates how to darken or lighten
colors. The second part of the book plays
with some color-associated terms in common
use. 1968
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

The Grey lady and the strawberry
snatcher.

by Molly Bang
EASY FICTION

In this story without words, an old woman is
pursued by a strange man with a passion for
strawberries. 1980

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Grover's Super surprise book.
EASY FICTION

Pop-up picturcs feature Grover in Suprising
places and situations. 1978

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Growing story.
by Ruth Krauss
EASY FICTION

A little boy sees that the grass and flowers

and chickens are growing, but
realize that he too is growing.
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

he doesn't
1947

Recorded

The Guinea pig ABC.
by Kate Duke
EASY FICTION

Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by a
word which applies to pictured guinea pigs.
1983

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Gus was a gorgeous ghost.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

Gus determines that ghosts needn't always
wear white. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Halfway up the mountain.
by Theo E. Gilchrist
EASY FICTION

An old woman's method of cooking beef
also rids her of Bloodcoe the bandit. 1978

(A Lippincott I-like-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Halloween pumpkin.
by Pamela Oldficld
EASY FICTION

The Halloween pumpkin goes about creating
havoc and scaring people. Then he mects a
pig who is not scared. 1976, c1974

(Stepping stones)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Hamilton's art show.
by Lisa Campbell Ernst
EASY FICTION

Instead of helping his aunt with her
gardening as in previous summers, Hamilton
seeks celebrity by having an art show, with
unexpected results for both of thcm. 1986

SUBJECTS: General



The Handsomest father.
by Deborah Hautzig
EASY FICTION

Marsha is not eager to have her father come
to school on Father's Visiting Day. 1979

(Grenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

Hang on, Hester!.
by Wende Devlin
EASY FICTION

Hester courageously hangs on to her house
when it is swept downriver during a flood,
1980

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Hansel and Gretel.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

A poor woodcutter's children, lost in the
forest, come upon a witch's house made of
bread, pancakes, and candy. They soon
discover the wicked witch likes to have
children for dinner. 1944
Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Happy birthday present.
by Joan Heilbroner
EASY FICTION

When two little brothers
present for their mother,
up with an unusual gift!
Ages 5 - 8
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy birthday to me.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A young child celebrates

(My world)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy birthday Unicorn.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

go shopping for a
they finally come

1962

Recorded

Unicorn changes everyone's conception of a
proper birthday party for a senior citizen in
a unique way. 1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Happy birthday, Cookie Monster!.
by Felice Haus
EASY FICTION

Unable to help himself, Cookie Monster eats
the cake he'd baked to serve at his birthday
party, but his friends come through with
appropriate presents so all the guests can be
fed. 1986

-

(Step into reading. A step 1 book)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy birthday, dear dragon.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

A youngster is delighted with his birthday
present, especially when it helps him do
things such as toast marshmallows. 1977

(A Follett ju:-.t beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy birthday, Sam.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Sam's birthday brings a solution to several of
his problems. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Happy birthday, Word Bird.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird learns about the twelve months
of the year as he tries to figure out when his
birthday will be. 1983

his birthday. 1981

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Happy Christmas, Gemma.
by Sarah Hayes
EASY FICTION

Little Gemma and her family prepare for



Christmas all week and have a happy
celebration on the day. 1986

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Happy dog.
by Hideyuki Tanaka
EASY FICTION

Presents without words the misadventures of
a small dog as he soils a newly washed
blanket, gets stuck, and loses a balloon.
1983, c1981

(A Margaret K. McElderry book)
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Happy hunter.
by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

A man living at the forest edge buys all the
proper hunting equipment and is very happy
walking through the forest and aiming his
gun, but never shooting. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

The Happy orpheline.
by Natalie Savage Carlson
EASY FICTION

The twenty children in an orphanage outside
Paris live such a happy life that their only
worry is that someone might adopt them.
1957
Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Happy owls.
by Celestino Piatti
EASY FICTION

The other fowl, always quarreling, ask the
two owls how they manage to live together
so peacefully. 1964, c1963
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Happy winter.
by Karen Gurdersheimer
EASY FICTION

Two sisters find very familiar activities are
transformed by the wonder of snowy days.
1982

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Hard scrabble harvest.
by Dahlov Zorach Ipcar
EASY FICTION

Relates in rhyme the farmer's struggle
against the odds from spring planting to fall
harvest and Thanksgiving dinner. 1976

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Hare and the tortoise.
by Aesopus
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the most mismatched race in
history. 1962

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Hare and the tortoise.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

Will the hare win this race against the
tortoise? 1967, c1966
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Harriet and the promised Land.
by Jacob Lawrence
EASY FICTION Oversize

This is the story in verse of "Harriet
Tubman, the slave who became famous for
her daring work as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad.' 1968

Ages 6 - 10

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Harriet goes to the circus.
by Betsy Maestro

EASY FICTION
Harriet the elephant is determined to be the
first in line for the circus. 1977

(A number concept book)
SUBJECTS: Counting

Harriet the spy.
by Louise Fitzhugh
EASY FICTION

Harriet is a highly organized, industrious

ti



sixth grader with two hobbiesspying and
recording her observations honestly but
caustically in a special notebook. 1964
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Harry and Shellburt.
by Dorothy Van Woerkom
EASY FICTION

Harry and Shellburt, two good friends, rerun
the classic race between the tortoise and the
hare. 1977

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Harry and the lady next door.
by Gene Zion
EASY FICTION

Harry the dog goes to fantastic lengths to
make his neighbor stop singing. 1960

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Harry and the terrible whatzit.
by Dick Gackenbach

EASY FICTION
When his mother goes to the e.:llar and
doesn't return right away, Harry goes down
to search for her and confronts the terrible
two-headed Whatzit. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Harry by the sea.
by Gene Zion
EASY FICTION

Harry the dog searches for a cool spot on a
hot, sunny day at the beach, and finds it
when a crashing wave leaves him covered
with cool, slimy green seaweed. 1965
Ages 3 7

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Harry's dog.
by Barbara Ann Porte
EASY FICTION

Harry wants very much to keep Girl, his
new dog, even though his father is allergic
dogs. 1984

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: General

Harry's mom.
by Barbara Ann Porte
EASY FICTION

Even though Harry's mother died when he
was one, he still has loving family members
who can tell him how brave and wonderful
she was. 1985

(A Greenwillow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: General

Harry's visit.
by Barbara Ann Porte
EASY FICTION

Expecting he won't have a good time, Harry
visits his parents' friends. 1983

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Hattie be quiet, Hattie be good.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Hattie's helpfulness is unappreciated by her
mother and her sick friend, Shirley
Rabbitfoot. 1977

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Haunted house.
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION

Out of gas, Mickey, Donald, and Pluto seek
help at a spooky old house which appears to
be haunted. 1975

(Disney's wonderful world of reading)
SUBJECTS: General

Have you hugged your monster today?.
by Joanne Wylie
EASY FICTION

Rhyme text describes some of (he exemplary
behavior for which the good monster

todeserves a hug. 1984



(Many monster stories)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Have you seen my duckling?.
by Nancy Tafuri
EASY FICTION

A motlr duck leads her brood around the
pond as she searches for one missing
duckling. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hazy Mountain.
by Donald Bisset
EASY FICTION

Hazy Mountain was a little Indian boy who
was always day-dreaming. His father
challenged him to do REAL things. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Heathcliff : the fish bandit.
by Shirley Jay
EASY FICTION

Heathcliff ruins the milkman's fishing plans
but shares his catch with everyone to
makeup. 1983

(A Big looker storybook)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Heathcliff : tF 7 trickiest cat in town.
by Shirley Jay
EASY FICTION

Heathcliff uses one trick after another
what he wants. 1983

(A Big looker storybook)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

EASY FICTION
Hector abandons his career as a pointer for
one as a musician when he accidentally
acquires an accordion nose. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hedgehog adventures.
by Betty Jo Stanovich
EASY FICTION

Hedgehog and his friend Woodchuck seek
exciting adventure, decide where to plant
flowers, and wait out a storm. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Hedgehog feast.
by Edith Holden
EASY FICTION

Hilda and Hugh Hedgehog decide to give a
party and make all the preparations. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hedgehog surprises
by Betty Jo Stanovich
EASY FICTION

Hedgehog and his friend Woodchuck have
many adventures including a surprise
birthday party with more than one surprise.
Sequel to Hedgehog Adventures." 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

to get Heidi.
by Johanna (Beusser) Spyri
EASY FICTION

Heidi loves her old grandfather, their little
home, and their goats in the mountains.
When she is torn away from them and sent
to town to be a companion to sick Clara,
Heidi herself almost dies of homesickness.
1959

Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Hector Protector, and as I went over the
water.
by Maurice Sendak
EASY FICTION

Hector Protector is dressed all in green and
objects to it. 1965
Ages 3 - 5
SUBJECTS: General

Hector, the accordion-noseo dog.
by John Stadler

Henry the Cat and the big sneeze.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

When Henry the Cat falls into a deep hole,
his wits must get him out. 1980

6 0



(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Henry's Fourth of July.
by Holly Keller

EASY FICTION
Henry has a funfilled day celebrating the
Fourth of July with his family and friends.
1985

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Henry's important date.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Due to circumstances beyond his control,
Henry arrives at Clara's birthday party just
before he thinks it will end. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Henry, the explorer.
by Mark Taylor
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy and his dog who get lost
but return safely in advance of a search
party. 1966
Ages 5 - 7
SUBJECTS: General

Herbie Cap leenies.
by Joseph B. Bopp
EASY FICTION

A little boy and his parents reverse their
roles. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Hercules : the story of an old-fashioned fire
engine.

by Hardie Gramatky
EASY FICTION

All the Jews in the Prague Ghetto watch a
troupe of local players reenact the story of
Queen Esther. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Here comes Alex Pumpernickel!.
by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

Follows little Alex Pumpernickel through a
series of misadventures from dawn to dusk.
1981

(An Atlantic Monthly Press book)
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Here comes the strikeout.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

After twenty-one times at bat and
twenty-one strikeouts, Bobby asks one of the
teams best batters to help him learn to hit.
1978, c1965
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(A Sports I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Hero : 0 words.
by Darrell Stoddard
EASY FICTION

A little boy is unsuccessful when he tries out
for different sports but ends up being a hero
anyway. 1974

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Hey, look at me! A city ABC.
by Sandy Grant
EASY FICTION

An alphabet book of activities and objects
children encounter in the city. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet
Hercules, the old horse-drawn fire engine,
saves the city hall and
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

becomes a hero. 1960 Fly'
Recorded by Pat Ross

EASY FICTION
A little girl sees her home from a new point
of view when she shrinks and joins a fly in
numerous and dangerous household
adventures. 1974

Here come the Purim players.
by Barbara Cohen
EASY FICTION



SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Hi, butterfly!.
by Taro Gomi
EASY FICTION

A young boy chases an elusive butterfly
through country fields, city streets, and, even, by Thomas P. Lewis
into his own house. 1983 EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read account of the birth of

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme Paricutin volcano in the field of a poor
Mexican farmer. 1971

EASY FICTION
All her tired animal friends want to rest
with Hilda in her chair. 1982, 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hill of fire.

Hi, cat!.

by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

Archie's day would have been great if he
hadn't started it by greeting the new cat on
the block. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Hi, Word Bird!.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Uses a very simple vocabulary to follow
Word Bird as he hatches and learns to hop,
jump, swim, and fly. 1981

(Word Birds for early Birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Hide-and-seek Word Bird.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Uses simple vocabulary to depict Word
Bird's game with Papa. 1982

(Word birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Hilaire Be lloc's the yak, the python, the
frog.
by Hilaire Belloc
EASY FICTION

Appraises in rhyme various aspects of the
yak, the python, and the frog. 1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hilda's restful chair.
by Iris Schweitzer

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Hippo jogs for health.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

The Sweet Pickles ambassador for good
health doesn't know when to stop jogging.
1977

(Sect Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hiroshima no pika.
by Toshi Maruki
EASY FICTION

A family survives the flash that destroyed
Hiroshima in 1945, but the father dies later
from its effects, the child never grows up,
and the mother grows old and angry. 1982,

c1980

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Hit of the party.
by Fraqz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

A young boy is more concerned about
finding his lost hamster thap attending a
costume party. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Hobyahs.
by Simon Stern
EASY FICTION

Little Dog Turpie saves his master's family
from the Hobyahs. 1977



SUBJECTS: Folklore

Hoddy doddy.
by Jack Kent
EASY FICTION

Presents three Danish tales of foolish
fellows: The Lobsters, The Clock and The
Patriot. 1979

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Hole in the dike.
by Norma B. Green
EASY FICTION

Retells the tale of the little boy whose
resourcefulness and courage saved his
country from being destroyed by the ocean.
1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Holes and peeks.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

A young child is afraid of holes unless they
are fixed, plu§ged, or made smaller, but he
thinks peeks' are fun because he can see
things through them. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Holy Night : the story of the first
Christmas.
by Aurel von Juchen
EASY FICTION

A simple retelling of the story of Jesus'
birth. 1968
Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Home alone.
by Eleanor Schick
EASY FICTION

A young boy spends his first afternoon
alone at home while his mother is at work.
1980

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

Home before midnight : a traditional verse.
by Bobby Lewis
EASY FICTION

In this cumulative nursery tale, an old
woman needs a lot of help to get her pig
over the stile so she can get home before
midnight. 1984
Ages 2 6
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Home in the sky.
by Jeannie Baker
EASY FICTION

A pigeon with a kindly owner and a home
on the roof of a building meets a boy who
wants to keep him. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Home run trick.
by Scott Corbett
EASY FICTION

The Panthers try desperately to convincingly
lose a base ball game when they find out the
winners must play a girls' team. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

The Homework caper.
by Joan M. Lexau
EASY FICTION

It is a bad day for Bill when his arithmetic
homework paper is replaced by a collection
of meaningless numbers. 1966
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: General

The Honeybears' book of opposites.
EASY FICTION

The honeybears act out many examples of
simple opposite. (Big, small, on, off; dry, wet;
etc.) 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Hooray for snail:.
by John Stadler
EASY FICTION

Slow Snail hits the ball so hard during a
baseball game that it flies to the moon and



back. Will Snail have time to slide in for a
home run? 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hop like me.
by Jean Adamson
EASY FICTION

Amusing illustrations help young children
observe the basic physical differences
between animals and the various ways they
travel. 1972
Ages 3 - 5
SUBJECTS: General

Hop on Pop.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Pairs of rhyming words are introduced and
used in simple sentences, such as 'Day. Play.
We play all day. Night. Fight. We fight all
night." 1963

(Beginner books)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Horse and his boy.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

A talking horse and his boy escape from

garrulous gargoyle, and quintessential quail.
1972

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Hot air Henry.
by Mary Calhoun
EASY FICTION

A sassy Siamese cat siows away on a hot air
balloon and ends up taking a fur-raising
flight across the mountains. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Houn' dog.
by Mary Calhoun
EASY FICTION

Slyfoot the Fox promises he will ruin Houn'
Dog's smeller and beller. 1959

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hound and Bear.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Hound can Bear are very good friends until
Hound plays one practical joke too many.
1976

a SUBJECTS: Animal stories
barbaric army marching to attack the land
of Narnia. 1986, c1954
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Horse in Harry's room.
by Syd Hoff

EASY FICTION
Although no onc else could sce it, Harry was
very pleased to have a horse in his room.
1970

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS; General

Hosie's alphabet.
by Leonard Baskin
EASY FICTION

A full-page illustration of a
each letter of the alphabet,
bumptious baboon, furious

creature for
including a

fly, ghastly

6
1

A House is a house for me.
by Mary Ann Hoberman
EASY FICTION

Lists in rhyme the dwellings of various
animals and things. 1978

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

How do I feel?.
by Norma Simon
EASY FICTION

A young boy describes his feelings in
different situations. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

How do I put it on? : getting dressed.
by Shigeo Watanabe
EASY FICTION

A bear demonstrates the right and wrong



ways to put on shirt, pants, cap, and shoes.
1979

(An I can do it all by myself book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

How far, Felipe?.
by Genevieve S. Gray
EASY FICTION

Felipe and his pet donkey travel from
Mexico with Colonel Anza's caravan to
settle in California in 1775. 1978

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

How 1 faded away.
by Janice May Udry
EASY FICTION

Unhappy and ignored at school, Robbie
fades away but becomes visible when he
cries or finds something he can do well.
1976

SUBJECTS: General

How my garden grew.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

With pride and pleasure, a little girl
describes growing a garden all by herself.
1982

(My world)
SUBJECTS: General

How really great to walk this way.
by P. K. Hallinan
EASY FICTION

Lists some of the "really great" experiences
in life such as smelling a flower, whistling a
whistle, or doing nothing at all. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

How Santa Claus had a long and difficult
journey delivering his presents.
by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

Pictures without words show Santa Claus
trying to get airborne after the reindeer

break away from their traces. 1970

SUBJECTS: Holidays

How the animals get to the zoo.
by Mary Elting
EASY FICTION

A story of how animals arc captured to be
taken to the zoo. 1964

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

How the sun was brought back to the sky.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

After the sun fails to shine for the third day,
three chicks go in scarch of it with the help
of their animal friends. 1975

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

How the whale got his throat.
by Rudyard Kipling
EASY FICTION

Relates how a clever little fish and a
mariner of "infinite-resource-and-sagacity"
modify the whale's throat to keep him from
devouring all the fish in the ocean. 1972

(His Just so stories series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Howard.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Because hc has missed the annual migration,
Howard the duck spends the v inter in New
York City. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hugo and Oddsock.
by Tony Ross
EASY FICTION

Hugo, the lardermouse, kept inside because
of snow, makes a horse from an old sock
and has a nightmare adventure with
Oddsock. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories



Hundreds and hundreds of strawberries. time. 1973

by Ethel Collier
EASY FICTION SUBJECTS: General

When the old farmer who sells strawberries
gets sick, a little boy tries to help him by I am five.
doing all the chores and taking care of by Louise Fitzhugh
business. 1969 EASY FICTION

A little girl describes her activities and her
SUBJECTS: General likes and dislikes the day after her fifth

birthday. 1978
Hunter and his dog.
by Brian Wildsmith SUBJECTS: General
EASY FICTION

"Though trained to retrieve birds for his I can be anything you can be!.
master, a dog finds that he is too by Joei Rothman
kindhearted for such work." 1979 EASY TICTION

Girls tell boys, girls can be anything they
SUBJECTS: Animal stories want to be. 1973

The Hunting trip. SUBJECTS: General
by Robert Burch
EASY FICTION I can build a house!.

Although the man's young wife keeps him by Shigeo Watanabe
from shooting at any of the animals, they EASY FICTION
both agree it was a very successful hunting Bear perseveres until he finds just the right
trip. 1971 material for building the perfect house. 1983

SUBJECTS: General (An I can do it all by myself book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Hush, little baby.
EASY FICTION

A baby is promised a strange assortment of
things from a mocking bird to a horse and
cartall for not crying. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

I can do it myself.
by Em 'ly Perl Kingsley
EASY FICTION

The Sesame Street characters describe the
many activities they can do on their own.
1980

I am adopted. SUBJECTS: General
by Susan Laps ley
EASY FICTION I can read with my eyes shut.

A little boy explains what it means to be by Dr. Seuss
adopted. 1975, c1974 EASY FICTION

The Cat in the Hat takes Young Cat in tow
SUBJECTS: General to show him the fun he can get out of

reading. 1978
I am big : you are little.
by Helen Walker Puner SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme
EASY FICTION

While animals watch over their young only I can ride it!.
until they can care for themselves, the by Shigeo Watanabe
relationships of human beings last for a life EASY FICTION



Not content to ride his tricycle or the
two-wheeler, a bear attempts more difficult
feats. 1982

(An I can do it all by myself book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

I can take a walk! testing limits.
by Shigeo Watanabe
EASY FICTION

Taking a walk all by himself, a young bear
is glad to have his father join him on the
way home. 1984

(An I can do it all by myself book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

I don't believe in elves.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

An elf tries to convinr2e the little girl he
lives with that he really exists. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

I don't want to go to school.
by Elizabeth Bram
EASY FICTION

Reluctant to go to kindergarten on her first
day, Jennifer finds that it isn't so bad afier
all. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

I have feelings.
by Terry Berger
EASY FICTION

A youngster responds to different situations
with varying feelings. 1971

(Children's series on psychologically relevant
themes)
SUBJECTS: General

I have four names for my grandfather.
by Kathryn Lasky
EASY FICTION

A young boy describes his close relationship
with his grandfather. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

I hear.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

A baby responds to all the familiar things
she hears. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

I know a lady.
by Char lore Zolotow
EASY FICTION

Sally describes a loving and lovable old lady
in her neighborhood who grows flowers,
waves to children when they pass 11,r house,
and bakes cookies for them at Christmas.
1984

SUBJECTS: General

I know a lot of things.
by Ann Rand

EASY FICTION
Simple rhythmic text and colored pictures
show the things a small child discovers as he
becomes aware of the world around him.
1956
Ages 3 6
SUBJECTS: General

I know something you don't know.
by Maria Enrica Agostinelli

EASY FICTION
The part of an object pictured On each page
may or may not be what it seems. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

I like school.
by Michaela Muntean

EASY FICTION
The Sesame Street characters tell what they
like about school. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

I like trains.
by Catherine Woolley
EASY FICTION

Illustrations in shades of brown describe
trains and train travel, with a small boy
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traveler as center of interest. 1965

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS; General

I love Hanukkah.
by Marilyn Hirsh
EASY FICTION

A young boy describes
celebration of Hanukkah and
he likes about the holiday.

SUBJECTS: Holidays

his family's
all the things
1984

I met a polar bear.
by Selma Boyd
EASY FICTION

A child's tardiness is easily explained to his
teacher; a polar bear, earthworm, ant, and
pony all needed his help. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

I saw a ship a-sailing.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

In this old rhyme the captain (a duck) and
his sailors (white mice) go to sea in their
ship full of pretty things. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

I see.

by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

A baby responds to all
1985

SUBJECTS: General

touches. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

I want to be a taxi driver.
by Eugene H. Baker
EASY FICTION

After riding on almost every type of public
transportation, a young boy decides to be a
taxi driver. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

I want to be an architect.
by Eugene H. Baker
EASY FICTION

Two boys discover they want to be an
architect when Mrs. Jones shows them how
to plan a play house. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

I was a second grade werewolf.
by Daniel Pinkwater

EASY FICTION
Though he has turned into a werewolf, his
parents, teacher, and classmates still see him
as Lawrence Talbot, second-grader. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

I was thinking : poems.
by Freya Littledale
EASY FICTION

of the things she sees.Brief poems describing the world from a
child's point of view. 1979

I thought I saw.
EASY FICTION

A child dreams of many interesting things
but each time realizes his visions are
ordinary objects. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

I touch.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

A very young child names the things she

SUBJECTS: Poetry

I will tell you of Peach Stone.
by Nathan Zimelman
EASY FICTION

An old man and his dog gain immortality by
bringing the gift of the peach from China to
the rest of the world. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

I wish I could fly.
by Ron Maris
EASY FICTION



Turtle wishes he could fly, dive, climb, and
run like other animals, but then he realizes If all the seas were one sea.
something he can do that they can't. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

I wish I was sick, too:.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Elizabeth envies her brother the pampered
treatment he gets when he is sick in bed.
Then she gets sick too. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

I wonder if Herbie's home yet.
by Mildred Kantrowitz
EASY FICTION

Smokey forgets a rather important detail as
he mentally accuses his best friend, Herbie,
of being a fink. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

I wonder...about the sky.
by Enid Field
Ei,SY FICTION

Black and white photographs accompany
verses about the sky. 1973

SUBJECTS: Poetry

I'm coming to get you.
by Tony Ross
EASY FICTION

After eating all the planets in outer space, a
horrible monster gets a big surprise when it
comes to Earth and tries to capture a little
boy. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

I'm going to New York to visit the Queen.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

Two children walk through the streets of
New York and visit the ship, Queen
Elizabeth II. 1974

(First read-by-myself books)
SUBJECTS: General

by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

Speculates on what would happen if all the
world's trees were one tree and all the
world's seas were one sea. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

If I were a cricket...
by Kazue Mizumura
EASY FICTION

Short poems relate what small creatures
could do to express their love. 1973

SUBJECTS: Poetry

If you take a paint brush.
by Fulvio Testa
EASY FICTION

Children in and out of doors are depicted
with things of the major _olors: white snow,
red apples, brown chocolate, etc. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

If you take a pencil.
by Fulvio Testa
EASY FICTION

Describes how a pencil may be used to draw
cats, birds, fingers, orange trees, and other
objects, in quantities from two to twelve,
interrelated in a fanciful fashion. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Imogene's antlers.
by David Small
EASY FICTION

One Thursday Imogene wakes up with a pair
of antlers growing out of her head and
causes a sensation wherever shc goes. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

In a dark, dark room, and other scary
stories.
by Alvin Schwartz
EASY FICTION

Seven scary stories to tell at night in front



of a fire or in the dark, based on traditional
stories and folktales from various countries.
1984

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

In a garden.
by Ann Kirn
EASY FICTION

All the bugs in the garden are working hard
at their circus acts. But Lady Bug, who
doesn't know what to do, makes the show a
success. 1967

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

In a meadow, two hares hide.
by Jennifer Bartoli
EASY FICTION

Two young hares living in a meadow survive
the changing seasons and their natural
enemies. 1978

(An Albert Whitman international picture
book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

In my treehouse.
by Alice Schertle
EASY FICTION

A child describes the pleasures offered by a
tree house and the real and imaginary
adventures to be enjoyed in one. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

In our class.
by Muriel Stanek
EASY FICTION

Four brief selections for beginning readers
describe various classroom activities. 1968

(Experimental development program.)
SUBJECTS: General

In our school.
by Muriel Stanek
EASY FICTION

Four brief selections for beginning readers
introduce the different people you meet at

school. 1968

(Experimental development program)
SUBJECTS: General

In the forest.
by Hi lde Heyduck-Huth

EASY FICTION
Colored pictures illustrate various animals
and plants in the forest. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

In the morning mist.
by Eleanor J. Lapp
EASY FICTION

A young child and grandfather set out on a
fishing expedition and find the countryside
transformed by the morning fog. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

In the village.
by Hi Ide Heyduck-Huth
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy named Tom and his
everyday activities in his village. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

Incident at Hawk's Hill
by Allan W. Eckert
EASY FICTION

A shy, lonely six-year-old wanders into the
Canadian prairie and spends
the protection of a badger.
Ages 10-13
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

a summer under
1974, c1971

Recorded

Indian bunny.
by Ruth Bornstein
EASY FICTION

Pictures and text follow a young rabbit's
efforts to become an Indian. 1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Is anyone home?.
by Ron Maris
EASY FICTION

As he wanders about the garden looking for
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his grandparents, Ben greets everyone and
everything he sees. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Is this my dinner?.
by Irma Simonton Black
EASY FICTION

A youngster looking for his dinner discovers
several kinds of food he cannot eat. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

The Island of one.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

When an asteroid threatens to destroy their
space island, the sole survivors of a
destroyed Earth must find a new place to go
to. 1978

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Island of the Blue Dolphins.
by Scott O'Dell
EASY FICTION

Records the courage and self-reliance of an
Indian girl who lived alone for eighteen
years on an isolated island off the California
coast when her tribe emigrated and she was
left behind. 1974, c1960
Ages 11-14 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

It does not say meow : and other animal
riddle rhymes.
by Beatrice Schenk De Regniers
EASY FICTION

Nine riddles contain clues in verse to
well-known animals. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

It hardly seems like Halloween.
by Davis S. Rose
EASY FICTION

Oblivious to the strange creatures gathering
behind him, a little boy complains that this
Halloween is very dull. 1983

SUBJECTS: Holidays

It's not my fault.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

The fieldmouse family have one of those
days when everyone quarrels with everyone
eke until a pot of soup is peacemaker. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

It's schooltime.
by Kelly Oechsli
EASY FICTION

Picture book about a little boys day from
leaving for school to arriving back home.
1967

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

Izoo.

by Nancy Robison
EASY FICTION

A boy and a girl are taken to a cold world
where they must escape or be frozen as
specimens in an ice zoo. 1980

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Izzard.
by Lonzo Anderson
EASY FICTION

Jamie finds both fun and responsibility
when Izzard the lizard adopts him for a
mother. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Jack and Jake.
by Alika
EASY FICTION

A sister complains about the way everyone
confuses her twin brothers. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Jack and the robbers.
by Val Biro
EASY FICTION

A young boy and his animal friends
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outsmart a gang of robbers and keep their
loot. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Jack Sprat : The life of Jack Sprat, his wife
& his cat.

EASY FICTION
An illustrated retelling of the courtship,
marriage, and subsequent life of the very
lean Mr. Sprat and his very fat wife. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Jack the bum and the Halloween handout.
by Janet Schulman
EASY FICTION

Jack the bum spends Hanoween trying to
get money for something to eat. But when
he wins a prize for the best contume, he
donates it to UNICEF. 1977

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Jack the bum and the haunted house.
by Janet Schulman
EASY FICTION

Jack the bum decides to settle down and
takes up residence in a haunted house which
he finds isn't haunted by ghosts. 1977

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Genetal

Jack the bum and the UFO.
by Janet Schulman
EASY FICTION

A clever bum finds an unusual way to
prevent the children's pond and woods from
being tunied into a parking lot. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Jack the Wise and the Cornish cuckoos.
by Mary Calhoun
EASY FICTION

Jack's reputation for wisdom grows as he
helps the foolish folk of Cornwall.

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Jackal wants everything.
by Jacquelyn Reinach

EASY FICTION
Jackal wants everything he sees--and then
some more. 1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Jacki.
by Elizabeth Rice

EASY FTCTION
An ^rphaned jack rdobi4- adopted by a

mother cat with three kittens grows to be
bigger than her foster mother before she
realizes she is not a cat. 1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Jacko.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

After escaping his organ-grinder master,
Jacko, a monkey, embarks on a perilous
journey on a sailing ship. 19";:.., c1971

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Jafta.
by Hugh Lewin
EASY FICTION

Jafta describes some of his everyday feelings
by comparing his actions to those of various
African animals. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Jafta and the wedding.
by Hugh Lewin
EASY FICTION

A South African boy describes the
week-long village festival in celebration of
his sister's wedding. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Jafta's Father.
1978 by Hugh Lewin

EASY FICTION
While his father works in the city over the



winter, a young boy thinks of some good
times they've shared and looks forward to
his return to their South African home in
the spring. 1983, e1981

SUBJECTS: General

Jafta's mother.
by Hugh Lewin
EASY FICTION

A little boy living in an African village
describes his mother and the love he feels
for her. 1983, c1981

SUBJECTS: General

Jaftathe journey.
by Hugh Lewin
EASY FICTION

Jafta, a South African boy, travels with his
mother to the city where his father works.
1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Jaftathe town.
by Hugh Lewin

EASY FICTION
Jafta gets his first exposure to the hustle and
bustle of the city. 1984, c1983

SUBJECTS: General

Jahdu.
by Virginia Hamilton
EASY FICTION

When his shadow steals his magic dust,
Jahdu must try to recover it. 1980

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

Jay and the marigold.
by Hariette Robinet
EASY FICTION

A young boy born with cerebral palsy
watches a flower grow in spite of its
handicap. This shows him that he too can
grow and blossom. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Jay Bird.
by Marie Hall Ets
EASY FICTION

During one day a little boy hears such
sounds as a jay bird scolding, oak leaves
swaying, and a mother humming. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Jeanne-Marie counis her sheep.
by Francoise
EASY FICTION

A counting book about how Jeanne-Marie
counts her sheep and what she plans to do
with the money from their wool. 1951

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Counting

Jeffrey Bear cleans up his act.
by John Steptoe
EASY FICTION

A bear who is bored with school gains a new
appreciation of his teacher after he falls
asleep and dreams that he is the teacher.
1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Jiggle wiggle prance.
by Sally Noll
EASY FICTION

Includes illustrations of animals ,acting out
such rhyming action words as pull, flop,
hop" and "dance, prance." 1987

SUBJECTS: General

Jim Henson presents Goldilocks, Baby
Piggy's dream starring the Muppet babies.
by Louise Gikow
EASY FICTION

Baby Piggy dreams that as Goldilocks she
visits the house of three other Muppet
babies and changes it in their absence. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Jinx glove.

by Matt Christopher
EASY FICTION
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Chip's poor fielding using the new glove he
buys with his own money soon makes him
regret having thrown his father's old mitt
away. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Joanna runs away.
by Phyllis La Farge
EASY FICTION

Almost without meaning to, a little girl tries
to make her special daydream about the
vegetable man's cart horse come true.

SUBJECTS: General

Joey on his own.
by Eleanor Schick
EASY FICTION

Joey goes shopping by himself for the
time when his mother sends him out to
a loaf of bread. 1982

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

1973

who died with a hammer in his hand. 1965

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Johnny Crow's garden.
by Leonard Lesh;.-. Brooke
EASY FICTION

Nonsense rhymes introduce all the amazing
animal friends who come to Johnny Crow's
garden. 1968, c1903
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Poetry

Johnny Crow's new garden.
by Leonard Leslie Brooke
EASY FICTION

Johnny Crow, who gave his first party to the
animals long ago, has now enlarged his
garden, in order to include more animals.

first They cavort delightfully thru this book.
buy 1970, c1935

Joey's cat.
by Robert Burch
EASY FICTION

Joey's cat successfully protects her kittens in
the garage but still thinks they would be
better off in the house whether Joey's
mother wants them there or not. 1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

John Billington, friend of Squanto.
by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

A young Pilgrim boy is always causing
trouble for Plymouth Colony until one day
his mischief results in more friendly
relations with the Indians. 1956

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

John Henry, an American legend.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

Describes the life of the legendary
steel-driving man who was born with and

Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Johnny Crow's party.
by Leonard Leslie Brooke
EASY FICTION

Johnny Crow has a party for all his animal
friends in his garden. 1966

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Johnny Lion's bad day.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

Johnny had a bad cold and the medicine he
took as well as the dreams he had were
terrible. 1970

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Johnny Lion's book.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

When his parents go out hunting, Johnny
Lion stays home and reads hk book about
another little lion who goes out into the
world and gets lost. 1965

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories
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Johnny Lion's rubber boots.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

Until his father brings him some boots, a
young lion searches for ways to entertain
himself on a rainy day. 1972

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Johnny Maple-Leaf.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

The story is told of what went on above,
below and around Johnny Maple-leaf from
early spring until late fall. 1948

SUBJECTS: General

Johnny No Hit.
by Matt Christopher
EASY FICTION

Threatened by a beating if he hits against
Roy's pitching, Johnny almost loses a ball
game for his team. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Johnny Tremain.
by Esther Forbes
EASY FICTION

A fourteen year old silversmith's apprentice
becomes a rider for the "Boston Observer"
and messenger for the patriots who planned
the Boston Tea Party. 1967, c1943
Ages 9 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Jonathan's friends.
by W. B. Park
EASY FICTION

A young boy is reluctant to accept his older
brother's explanation about the tooth fairy,
Santa Claus, and elves. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Joseph had a little overcoat.
by Simms Taback
EASY FICTION

Avery's old overcoat is recycled numerous
times into a variety of garments. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Joshua Holly's big family blues.
by Nina Bourque
EASY FICTION

Convinced that his big brother Stanley is his
only friend in the family, Joshua wants to
move out when his brother leaves home.
1985

SUBJECTS: General

Julie of the wolves.
by Jean Craighead George
EASY FICTION

Escaping from an unwanted marriage, a
thirteen-year-old Eskimo girl gets lost on the
Alaskan tundra and is befriended by a wolf
pack. 1973, c1972
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Juma and the magic jinn.
by Joy Anderson
EASY FICTION

Juma likes to sing and draw but dislikes
school until the jinn of the jar teaches him
better, 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Jumbo the boy and Arnold the elephant.
by Dan Greenburg
EASY FICTION

Problems arise in two households when a
mix-up at the hospital sends a baby elephant
home with human parents and a baby boy to
the zoo. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Jumping.
by Karen Stephens
EASY FICTION

There are many things to jump over, on,
into, and out of. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)



SUBJECTS: General

The Jungle books.
by Rudyard Kipling
EASY FICTION

Short stories about the animals of India and
the life of Mowgli the jungle boy. 1968?

Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Just for you.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A little creature tries and tries to do
something special for his mother but by Betty Miles
something always seems to go wrong. 1975 EASY FICTION

Pictures, poems, words, and sayings
SUBJECTS: General reader to ponder. 1971

new puppy. 1985

(A Golden look-look book)
SUBJECTS: General

Just so stories for little children.
by Rudyard Kipling
EASY FICTION

Tales abc
animals ir
Ages 9 -
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

the adventures of various
high and far-off times. 196?

Recorded

Just think.

Just go to bed. SUBJECTS: General
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A small animal uses his imagination to avoid by Alice Schick
going to bed, but finally has to admit that he EASY FICTION
is sleepy. 1983 Accepting the advances of a lone wolf, a

cave family domesticates the first dog. 1978

Just t' once.

for the

(A Little critter book)
SUBJECTS: General (A Lippincott I-like-to-read book)

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
Just grandpa and me.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION by Jeannette Franklin Caines

A trip to the city with Grandpa provides lots EASY FICTION
of fun and surprises. 1985 A young girl and her favorite aunt share the

excitement of planning a very special car
(A Little critter book) trip for just the two of them. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Just us women.

Just like me.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION by David Martin

Even though her baby brother is bald like EASY FICTION
an egg and moves like a puppy, a little girl K9 the robot dog destroys a horde of space
decides that he is really just like her. 1986 monsters. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

K9 and the beasts of Vega.

SUBJECTS: General

Just me and my puppy.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A little boy trades his baseball

(K9 series)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

K9 tind the missing planet.
by David Martin

mitt for a EASY FICTION
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K9 the robot dog, sent to locate a missing
planet, enters a universe where early life
forms still thrive. 1982

(K9 series)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

K9 and the time trap.
by David Martin
EASY FICTION

Searching for the vanished Rigelian Seventh
Fleet, a robot dog encounters a deposed
Time Lord who seeks revenge for his
betrayal. 1982

(K9 series)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

K9 and the Zeta rescue.
by David Martin
EASY FICTION

K9 the robot dog rescues survivors of an
interplanetary war. 1982

(K9 series)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Kate's secret riddle book.
by Sid Fleischman
EASY FICTION

Kate's brother collects several riddles while
trying to find the question to the answer of
a riddle told them by a fricnd. 1977

(An Easy-read story book)
SUBJECTS: General

Kenny's window.
by Maurice Sendak
EASY FICTION

The quiet tans and greys of the drawings
effectively suggest nighttime and dream
worlds, while their lines bring out humor in
the action. 1956

SUBJECTS: General

The Kettleship pirates.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

Finding that a familiar kettle has been

turned into a pirate ship, Pip Mouse sets out
on a wild adventure on his birthday. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Kevin's hat.
by Isabelle Holland
EASY FICTION

The opinions of other animals make Kevin
Crocodile think his new hat doesn't suit him
until he looks at himself in the funhouse
mirrors. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Kick, pass, and run.
by Leonard P. Kessler

EASY FICTION
After observing a boy's football game, a
group of animals organizes its own teams
and game. 1966

(A Sports I can read tv ,k)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Kidnapping of the coffee pot.
by Kaye Saari
EASY FICTION

A coffee pot, a lawn mower, and a pair of
old shoes live happily together in 'he city
dump until the coffee pot is kidnapped.
1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

King Krakus and the dragon.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

The people of Krakow arc terrified by a
dragon until the shoemaker's apprentice
divises a plan to rid the town of the monster.
1979

SUBJECTS: Folklore

King of the zoo.
by Claire Schumacher
EASY FICTION

The naughty, but good-hearted, zoo animals
play a joke on their keeper, the King of the
Zoo." 1985



SUBJECTS: Animal stories

King Orville and the bullfrogs.
by Assist Kathleen
EASY FICTION

When the King causes his three daughters'
suitors to be turned into bullfrogs, a way by Clare (Turley) Newberry
must be found for true love to survive. 1974 EASY FICTION Oversize

Amusing verses and appealing pictures of
cats and kittens accompany each letter of
the alphabet. 1965

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Photographs of a kitten -how all the things
a kitten can do, including stare, squeeze,
stretch, scratch, and many others. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Kittens' ABC.

SUBJECTS: Folklore

King Rooster, Queen Hen.
by Anita Lobel
EASY FICTION

The rooster and the hen set off in a

mice-drawn shoe to proclaim themselves
king and queen. 1975

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The King, the mice and the cheese.
by Nancy Gurney
EASY FICTION

A king runs into trouble when he tries to
protect his cheese from the palace mice.
1965

SUBJECTS: General

A Kiss for Little Bear.
by Else Holmelund Minarik
EASY FICTION

Little Bear draws a picture of a wild thing
and sends it to Grandmother Bear. 1968

Ages 4 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Kiss is round : verses.
by Blossom Budney
EASY FICTION

Happy rhymes explore many
things found in the world.
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Poetry

Kitten can.
by Bruce McMillan
EASY FICTION

of the round
195?

Recorded

Kivi speaks.
by Virginia C. Cultice
EASY FICTION

An Eskimo boy tells of
and of his people's joy
finally catch a walrus.

SUBJECTS: General

a time of hunger
when the hunters
1975

Klippity klop.
by Ed Ember ley
EASY FICTION

When Prince Krispin goes adventuring he
discovers one advantage of staying safe at
home. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Koala bear twins.
by Inez Hogan

EASY FICTION
Kip and Tinka, baby twin Koala bears, learn
the hard way that their mother's arms is the
safest place of all. 1955

SUBJECTS: Animal stories *NI

Kristie and the colt and the others,
by Emma L Brock
EASY FICTION

Five short stories about pets and
around the Great Lakes region.
Aes 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: General

"4, he Large type Mother Goose.

country life
1959, c1949

Recorded



by Mother Goose
EASY FICTION

Traditional nursery rhymes first
1913. 1970?, c1913

SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: General

published in The Lazy bear.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

A normally thoughtful bear becomes lazy
and downright unkind after he discovers a
wagon to play with. 1974, c1973

Lassie come-home.
by Eric Mowbray Knight
EASY FICTION

The story of a prize collie belonging to a
Yorkshire boy from a poor home. 1940
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Last battle.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

When evil comes to Narnia, Jill and Et.,,tace
help fight the great last battle. As lan leads
his people to a glorious new paradise. 1986,
c1956
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Last one home is a green pig.
by Edith Tilacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

A race between a duck and a monkey turns
out to be full of surprises. 1959

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Last one in is a rotten egg.
by Leonard P. Kessler

EASY FICTION
After Freddy is pushed into deep water by a
couple of toughs, he decides to learn to
swim. 1969
Ages 4 - 8
(A Sports I can rcad book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Laziest robot in zone one.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

Sol-1 helps all his friends with their work in
the process of avoiding his own. 1983

(An I can read book)

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Learning book.
by Susan Dorritt
EASY FICTION

A picture book about learning processes.
1960

Ages 5 8

SUBJECTS: General

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.
by Robert San Souci
EASY FICTION

A superstitious school master, rival for thc
hand of a wealthy farmer's daughter, has a
terrifying encounter with a headless
horseman. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

A Lemon-yellow elephant called Trunk.
by Barbara Softly
EASY FICTION

It is a disadvantage to be a bright yellow
elephant when playing hide-and-seek but it
can be an advantage at othcr times. 1971,
c1970

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lengthy.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

Lengthy was a very long dog. Other dogs
laughed at him. Lengthy didn't care. What
other dog could all the children pet at the
same time? 1964

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lentil.
by Robert McCloskey
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EASY FICTION
Lentil's harmonica playing saves the day
when calamity threatens the homecoming
celebration for the leading citizen of Alto,
Ohio. 1940

SUBJECTS: General

Leo and Emily.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Leo and Emily make a trade that helps
to put on a magic show. 1981

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Leo and Emily and the dragon.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Leo and Emily pack their rucksacks
hike in search of a dragon. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

them

and

Leo and Emily's big ideas.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Leo's and Emily's three big ideas involve the
garden shed, the scare, and flags for sale.
1982

SUBJECTS: General

Leo the late bloomer.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION Oversize

Leo, a young tiger, finally blooms under the
anxious eyes of his parents. 1971

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Leo, Zack, and Emmie.
by Amy Ehrlich
EASY FICTION

The new girl in Zach and Leo's class affects
the boys' friendships. 1981

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

Leopard and the noisy monkeys.
by Giulio Maestro
EASY FICTION

Twenty monkeys seeking temporary
accomodations cause a sleepless night in the
jungle. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Leopard is sick.
by Giulio Maestro
EASY FICTION

When Leopard gets sick, his friends offer
their remedy to cure his sniffles. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Let's count.
by Adelaide Ho 11
EASY FICTION

Rhymes describing the activities of various
animals introduce the numbers from one to
ten. 1976

SUBJECTS: Counting

Let's look at the letters.
by Margaret A. Cranstoun
EASY FICTION

A picture book using nursery rhymes to
emphasize the letters of the alphabet. 1967

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Let's make rabbits : a fable.
by Leo Lionni
EASY FICTION

Two rabbits made with a pencil and scissors
become real after eating a real carrot. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Let's play.
by Satomi Ichikawa
EASY FICTION

Depicts the various things "we" can play
with, such as balloons, crayons, dolls, etc.
1981

S o)



SUBJECTS: General

Let's talk about being destructive.
by Joy Wilt Berry
EASY FICTION

This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984
Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Let's talk about being selfish.
by Joy Wilt Berry
EASY FICTION

This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984

Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Let's talk about disobeying.
by Joy Wilt Berry
EASY FICTION

This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984

Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Let's talk about fighting.
by Joy Wilt Berry
EASY FICTION

This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984
Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Let's talk about throwing tantrums.
by Joy Wilt Berry
EASY FICTION

This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984
Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Las talk about whining.
by Joy Wilt Berry

EASY FICTION
This book begins with a presentation of the
situation and concludes with suggestions for
alternative behavior that is more productive
and more acceptable. 1984
Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

A Letter to Amy.
by Ezra Jack Keats

EASY FICTION
Peter writes a special letter
her to his birthday party.
Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

to Amy inviting
1968

Recorded

Letters from Calico Cat.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION

Calico Cat shows the reader the letter of the
alphabet. 1974

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Like me.
by Alan Brightman
EASY FICTION

A youngster looks at his mentally
handicapped friends and points out that
everyone is the same but some people are
slower. 1976

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Line up book.
by Marisabina Russo
EASY FICTION

Sam lines up blocks, books, boots, cars, and
other objects all the way from his room to
his mother in the kitchen. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Lion and the rat a fable,
by Jean de La Fontaine

EASY FICTION
A retelling of the French fable about the rat
who repays a lion's kindness by rescuing him



from a trap. 1963

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Recorded

Lion is down in the dumps.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Lion figures out a scheme to have his roller
skates and lend them too. 1977

(Sweet Pickles Series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Lion, the witch, and the wardrobe.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

Four English children find their way
through a huge wardrobe in an old house to
the mysterious land of Narnia.
Ages 9 - 12
(Chronicles of Narnia)
SUBJECTS: General

The Little auto.
by Lois Lenski
EASY FICTION

The story of Mrs. Small's little
1959?, c1934
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

1986, c1950
Recorded

red auto.

Recorded

Little bear.
by Else Holmelund Minarik
EASY FICTION

Little Bear's four adventures include taking
a trip to the moon and having a birthday
party. 1957

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little Black goes to the circus.
by Walter Farley
EASY FICTION

Little Black, the pony, fails at the circus, but
after his young master's encouragement
returns to become a popular success. 1963

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little Black, a pony.

by Walter Farley
EASY FICTION

When a small boy graduates from his little
pony to a big horse, the pony is sad until the
time comes when he is able to do something
the big horse cannot. 1961

(Beginner books, B-21)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Little carousel.
by Marcia Brown
EASY FICTION

What starts out as a quiet day for Anthony
becomes the best day of his life when a
carousel visits his street. 1946

SUBJECTS: General

Little Chick's story.
by Mary De Ball Kwitz
EASY FICTION

Broody Hen tells Little Chick how she will
grow up and have chicks of her own some
day. 1978

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little Chief.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

An Indian boy's kindness encourages a

group of frontiersmen to settle in the same
green valley as the Indians. 1961

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Little engine that could.
by Watty Piper
EASY FICTION Oversize

When the other engines refuse, the little blue
engine tries to pull a stranded train over the
mountain. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

The Little house.
by Virginia Lee Burton
EASY FICTION



A country house is unhappy when the city
with all its buildings and traffic grows up
around her. 1969
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Little house in the big woods.
by Laura Ingalls Wilder
EASY FICTION

A story about the pioneer life of two young
girls and their parents who live in a log
cabin in the Wisconsin woods. 1956

RecordedAges 9 - 11

SUBJECTS: General

Little Janie's Christmas.
by Virginia Smith
EASY FICTION

Janie's special Christmas wish is to visit
Santa Claus Land--and she does! "Jingle
Be ll"s (words and melody) on lining-paper.
1946

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Little lamb.
by Dahris Butterworth Martin
EASY FICTION

In picture and simple, repetitious prose is
told the story of a little white lamb who was
much disturbed because his fleece was
coming out in patches. 1938
Ages 3 & 4
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little man, little man.
by James Baldwin
EASY FICTION

Depicts the environment and daily life of
two boys coming of age in Harlem. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

The Little mouse : 25 words.
by Alana Willoughby
EASY FICTION

Can the little mouse with the little tail and
little nose live in the house with a big cat?
1974

(A reading research book)

SUBJECTS: Azimal stories

Little new kangaroo.
by Bernard Wiseman
EASY FICTION

While riding in his mother's pouch, a young
kangaroo makes friends with four other
animals whom he invites to ride with him.
1973

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Little Otter remembers, and other stories.
by Ann Tompert
EASY FICTION

Little Otter selects a gift for Mother Otter,
searches for his pine cone, and attends a
coasting party with his relatives. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little Peep.
by Jack Kent
EASY FICTION

A chick is warned by the other barnyard
animals never to annoy the old rooster,
because without him to bring up the sun
there may be no future. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Little puff.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

After jumping the track to search for
companionship, a little train fir 'y finds a
place in the zoo. 1973

(A Follett just beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Little red hen.
EASY FICTION

The little red hen can find no friends to help
her plant and care for the grain of wheat
she finds, but plenty of friends willing to eat
the bread she bakes from it. 1973

SUBJECTS: Folklore



Little Red Riding Hood.
by Paul Galdone
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the folk tale about a little girl
who finds a wolf in her grandmother's
clothing. 1974

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Little skater.
by Diane Sherman
EASY FICTION

Janie loved to ice skate. She saw a

champion skater and started taking lessons.
1959

SUBJECTS: General

The Little stone house.
by Berta Hader
EASY FICTION

The Doe family are tired of city life. So they
head for the country to look for a house, but
soon find that they will have to build one.
1944
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Little Tim and the brave sea captain.
by Edward Ardizzone
EASY FICTION

After stowing away aboard ship, Tim learns
to be useful and shows his courage when the
ship is wrecked. 1955

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Little Toot.
by Hardie Gramatky
EASY FICTION

Although little Toot comes from a famous
family of hard-working tugboats, he hates
work and is scared of the ocean. One day
Little Toot happens into an ocean storm
with a stranded ocean liner, and surprises
everyone. 1939
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Little Toot on the Grand Canal.
by Hardie Gramatky

EASY FICTION
Little Toot visits the beautiful palaces of
Venice, travels its secluded waterways, and
learns to blow Venetian glass bubbles. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

Little Toot on the Mississippi.
by Hardie Gramatky
EASY FICTION

Little Toot finally finds the old steamboats
just in time to urge them out of retirement
to save the bayou animals from the flooding
Mississippi. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Little Toot on the Thames.
by Hardie Gramatky

EASY FICTION
The fun-loving little tugboat is accidently

the ocean and abandoned in
River in London. 1964

Recorded

towed across
the Thames
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

The Little train.
by Lois Lenski
EASY FICTION

Picture storybook about the workings of a
railroad train. I960?, c1940
Ages 3 & 4
SUBJECTS: General

Little Witch's big night.
by Deborah Hautzig
EASY FICTION

Little Witch, as punishment for cleaning up
her room, has to stay home on Halloween
night, but manages to have a good time
anyway. 1984

(A step into reading. A step 2 book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Little wood duck.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

Unlike his brothers and sister, the youngest
duckling couldn't swim properly because one
of his feet was larger than the other. 1973

k.



Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lizard's song.
by George Shannon
EASY FICTION

Bear tries repeatedly to learn Lizard's song.
1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lizzie and the Tooth Fairy.
by Judith Wolman
EASY FICTION

Lizzie gets more than a visit from the Tooth
Fairy who takes her to a castle in the sky
where there are lots and lots of teeth. 1979 SUBJECTS: General

The Longest float in the parade.
by Carol Carrick
EASY FICTION

Jimmy's float wins a special prize for being
the longest float in Camp Hi-Ya-Watha's
parade. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Look at the little one.
by Mary Cockett
EASY FICTION

Mike discovers that not just his baby sister,
but even baby animals at the zoo, seem to
attract all the attention. 1976, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Lone Wolf.
by Inez Hogan
EASY FICTION

Little Sheela finds herself without help in a
situation too difficult for her to work out
alone. She learns from her problem, and
tries to use her experiences to teach her own
cubs. 1961

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lonesome little colt.
by C. W. Anderson
EASY FICTION

Each colt on the farm had a mother, except
for one. Mary and Tommy gave him extra
attention and love, but he was still very
lonesome. 1961

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Long way to a new land.
by Joan Sandin
EASY FICTION

Carl Erik journeys with his family from
Sweden to America during the famine of
1868. 1981

(An I can read history hook)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Look at the moon.
by May Garelick
EASY FICTION

A journey in verse to discover whether the
same moon shines on all parts of the world.
1%9

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Look what I can do.
by Jose Aruego
EASY FICTION

Two carabaos discover that being a copycat
can lead to trouble. 1971

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Look-alikes.
by Henrik Drescher
EASY FICTION

Rudy and his pet monkey Buster discover
toy look-alikes of themselves that run off
and have adventures of their own. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Looking book.
by P.K. Hallinan
EASY FICTION

Torn away from the television by their
mother, two children discover some delights
in the outdoors. 1973



SUBJECTS: General

Looking for Santa Claus.
by Henrik Drescher
EASY FICTION

Maggie and Blossom the cow fly away on
Christmas Eve and bring back three Santa
Claus look-alikes to teach Maggie's three
mean, selfish aunts how to celebrate
Christmas. 1984

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Lost at the fair.
by Margery Sharp
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy left in charge of his little
sister and their dog when they go to the fair.
1965
Ages 6 - 7
SUBJECTS: General

Lost in the museum.
by Miriam Cohen
EASY FICTION

When he and some other first graders get
lost in the museum, Jim decides to be brave
and go find the teacher. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Loudest noise in the world.
by Benjamin Elkin
EASY FICTION

Prince Hulla-Baloo of Hub-Bub, the noisiest
city in the world, asks his father for the
loudest noise in thc world for his sixth
birthday. 1954

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Genetal

Louie.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

A shy withdrawn boy loses his heart
puppet. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Love from Aunt Betty.
by Nancy Winslow Parker

to a

EASY FICTION
Aunt Betty sends Charlie an old
Transylvanian gypsy recipe for chocolate
fudge cake which calls for cobwebs and
dried Carpathian tree toad flakes. 1983

(Uncle Clyde series)
SUBJECTS: General

Love from Uncle Clyde.
by Nancy Winslow Parker
EASY FICTION

A little boy receives a hippopotamus from
his Uncle Clyde in Africa for his birthday
with instructions on how to take care of it.
1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lucille.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Lucille the horse decided she was dull and
dirty, so the farmer's wife bought her a hat,
four shiny shoes and a beautiful white dress.

1964

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Lucky bear.
by Joan Phillips
EASY FICTION

A teddy bear's luck saves him from one
calamity after another and eventually finds

him a home. Illustrated by J. P. Miller. 1986

(Step into reading. A Step I book)

SUBJECTS: General

Lucky ladybugs.
by Gladys (Plemon) Conklin
EASY FICTION

Ladybugs are lucky because birds don't eat
them, people like them in gardens, and they
always have lots to eat. 1968

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

M.C. Higgins, the great.
by Virginia Hamilton

S "



EASY FICTION
As a slag heap resulting from strip mining
creeps closer to his house in the Ohio hills,
fifteen-year-old M. C. is torn bctween trying
to get his family away and fighting for the
home they love. 1976, c1974
Ages 11-14 Recorde,1
SUBJECTS: General

Ma Lien and the magic brush.
by Hisako Kimishima
EASY FICTION

A Chinese boy's greatest wish is to be an
artist but he is too poor to buy a good brush
until a wizard appears and gives him one
with magic powers. 1968

SUBJECTS: Genoral

Ma na la.
by Arnold Adoff
EASY FICTION

The sounds MA, DA, LA, HA, RA, NA, and
AH (representing) respectively mother,
father, singing, laughing, cheering, sighing
and contentment) form a chant celebrating
an African family's cultivation and harvest
of a corn crop. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

The Machine-onners.
by Robert Westsall
EASY FICTION

When Chas McGill gets his hands on
machine gun from a downed German
he begins to play war in earnest.
strong language. 1987, c1975
Ages 11-14
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

a real
plane,
Some

Recorded

Madge's magic show.
by Mike Thaler
EASY FICTION

Madge is a great magician and easily pulls
several animals out of her hat--but not the
one she wants. 1978

(An Easy-read story book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Maggie B.
by Irene Haas
EASY FICTION

A little girl's wish to sail for a day on a boat
named for her with someone nice for
company comes true. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Magic beans.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy who finds three magic
beans and ultimately a fortune. 1966

(A Follett just beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Magic drum.
by James Kirkup
EASY FICTION

The son of a peasant couple, whose birth
was foretold in a dream involving a magic
drum, finds his destiny linked to the drum
both in life and after death. 1973

(A Borzoi book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Magic hat.
by Kim Westsmith Chapman
EASY FICTION

A magic hat saves the day for a group of
youngsters who have been victimized by the
busybody. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Magic in the mist.
by Margaret Mary Kimmel
EASY FICTION

Thomas living in West Wales studies long
and hard to become a wizard but with very
little success. Illustrated by Trina Schart
Hyman. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Magic lollipop.
by Janet McNeill
EASY FICTION

"



A little boy turns his ordinary lollipop into a SUBJECTS: General
magic one when he visits the witch's house.
Illustrated by Linda Birch. 1976, c1974

(Stepping stones)
SUBJECTS: General

The Magic pot.
by Patricia Coombs
EASY FICTION

A demon in the guise of a magic pot outwits
a greedy rich man and brings wealth and
happiness to a poor old fellow and his wife.
1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Magic tree : a tale from the Congo.
by Gerald McDermott
EASY FICTION

Retells a Congolese tale in which an ugly
and unloved twin discovers a magic tree that
gives him everything he wants. 1973

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Magic wallpaper.
by Frank Francis
EASY FICTION

A little boy walks into adventure down the
path pictured on his new wallpaper. 1970

Mama don't allow : starring Miles and the
Swamp Band.

by Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

Miles and the Swamp Band have the time of
their lives playing at the alligator Ball, until
they discover the menu includes Swamp
Band soup. 1984

Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

The Man on the unicycle and other stories.
by Elizabeth Bram
EASY FICTION

The stories include: The Tiger Hunt, which
yields a lost kitten to two children; a

spontaneous visit to a vacationing circus and
a balloon party that balloons. 1977

Ages 5 - 7
(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

The Man who didn't wash his dishes.
by Phyllis Krasilovsky
EASY FICTION

A man lets his dirty dishes
there is no place left to sit.
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

pile up until
1950

Recorded

SUBJECTS: General The Man who entered a contest.

The Magician and Mc Tree.
by Patricia Coombs
EASY FICTION

By mistake an old, old magician causes his
cat Mc Tree to talk and thus begins a series
of exciting adventures for the feline. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Magician's nephew.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

When Diggory and Polly try to return the
wicked witch Jadis to her own world, the
magic gets mixed up and they all land in
Narnia. 1986, c1955
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded

by Phyllis Krasilovsky
EASY FICTION

A man enters a baking contest and wins in
an unexpected way. 1980

(A Reading-on-my-own book)
SUBJECTS: General

Marek, the little fool.
by Janina Domanska

EASY FICTION
After doing three errands for his family in
his own way, the simple Marek is content to
sit On the stove catching flies all day long.
1982

SUBJECTS: General



The Mariah Delany lending library
disaster.
by Sheila Greenwald
EASY FICTION

An eleven-year-old girl sets up her own
lending library in competition with the New
York Public Library and finds herself
involved in more than she bargained for.
1977

SUBJECTS: General

Marigold and the dragon.
by Fred H. Crump
EASY FICTION

Long, long ago a beautiful young princess
named Marigold lived in a big palace. Like
most princesses, she had everything she
could wish foreverything, that is, except a
friend to play with. Until one day she met a
dragon. 1964

SUBJECTS: General

Marmalade's nap.
by Cindy Wheeler
EASY FICTION

Marmalade looks for a quiet place in the
barn to sleep, away from all the baby
animals. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Marmalade's picnic.
by Cindy Wheeler
EASY FICTION

Marmalade the cat finds a satisfing way to
accompany his owner on a picnic. 1983

SUBJECTS: Genei al

Marmalade's snowy day.
by Cindy Wheeler
EASY FICTION

Marmalade looks for a warm place to hide
from the snow outside. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Marmalade's yellow leaf.
by Cindy Wheeler

EASY FICTION
Marmalade, a cat, causes a commotion when
he tries to retrieve a particular yellow leaf.
1982

SUBJECTS: General

Martin's father.
by Margrit Eichler
EASY FICTION

Martin has many reasons to believe he has
the best father in the world. Illustrated by
Bev Magennis. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Marvelous mud washing machine.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

A young boy with a great affinity for mud
also has a unique way of washing for dinner.
1974

(An Addisonian Press book)
SUBJECTS: General

Marvin K. Mooney.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Suggests in rhyme a number of ways for
Marvin K. Mooney to travel as long as he
gets going-now! 1972

(A Bright and early book)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Mary Anne.
by Mary Mapes Dodge
EASY FICTION

A young girl tells how she dressed her
Christmas doll in pretty clothes irrn
petticoat to hat, and supplied her with a fan
and a parasol. Illustrated by June Amos
Grammer. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

The Mask.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FIClION

When Matt's father purchases an old



Chinese mask, strange things begin
happen inside Matthew's head.

(Creative science fiction)
SUBJECTS: General

to (Very first books)
1978 SUBJECTS: General

The Maude Reed tale.
by Norah (Robinson) Lofts
EASY FICTION

A girl living in England in the Middle Ages
wants to become a wool merchant but is

sent, instead, to a castle in Sussex to learn to
be a lady. Illustrated by Anne and Janet
Grahame. 1973, c1972
Ages 11-14 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Max.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

Max finds a new way to warm up for his
Saturday baseball game--his sister's dancing
class. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Max's bath.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Ruby gives her brother Max two baths, but
he winds up dirtier than ever. 1985

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Max's bedtime.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Though Max's sister offers him her stuffed
animals, he cannot sleep without his red
rubber elephant. 1985

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Max's birthday.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Max's sister Ruby gives him a windup toy
dragon for his birthday. 1985

Max's breakfast.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Max's sister tries hard to get him to eat his
breakfast egg. 1985

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Max's Christmas.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Despite his sister Ruby's admonitions, Max
waits up on Christmas Eve to see Santa
Claus coming down the chimney. 1986

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Max's first word.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

Max learns a more sophisticated word than
the ones his sister tries to teach him. 1979

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Max's ride.
by Rosemary Wells
EASY FICTION

As Max's baby carriage careens unattended
down a hill, the reader is introduced to nine
words: go, down, stop, over, out, up, under,
between, and into. 1979

(Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General

Max, the music-maker.
by Miriam B. Stecher
EASY FICTION

Max finds music everywhere--in the roar of
a train, in the purr of a pussycat, and in the
instruments he makes himself. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Maybelle, the cable car.



by Virginia Lee Burton
EASY FICTION

Picture storybook about a San Francisco
cable car, and what happened when the city
fathers decided to give up the cars in favor
of modern busses. 1952
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Mc Broom and the beanstalk.
by Sid Fleischman
EASY FICTION

Mc Broom gets ready to tell his many
preposterous stories in the World Champion
Liar's contest only to be disqualified for
telling the truth. Illustrated by Walter
Lorraine. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Me Too!.

by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Sharing with one's little sister can be an
awful bother, but it has its rewards, too.
1983

(A Little critter book)
SUBJECTS: General

Me too, Iguana.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

The residents of Sweet Pickle try to help
Iguana who wants to be like everyone else
she sees. Illustrated by Richard Hefter.
1977

(Sweet Pickles)
SUBJECTS: General

Meet M and M.
by Pat Ross
EASY FICTION

Best friends Mandy and Mimi do everything
together until they have a falling out.
Pictures by Mary lin Hafner. 1980

(An I am reading book)
SUBJECTS: General

Meet the Fraggles.
by Michaela Muntean
EASY FICTION

Introduces Doozers, Fraggles, and Gorgs and
offers advice on how to handle them as
houseguests. (It would be best not to let a
Gorg in your house.) Pictures by Barbara
Lanza. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Meg's car.
by Helen Nicoll
EASY FICTION

Meg the witch creates a car from a spell to
take her friends on a picnic. However, she
ends up using her broomstick instead. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Meg's castle.
by Helen Nicoll
EASY FICTION

Meg the witch and her friends spend the
night in a castle where they meet an
unfriendly ghost and two knights.
Illustrated by Jan Pienkowski. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Mci Li.

by Thomas Handforth
EASY FICTION

Mei Li, a little Chinese girl, spends an
exciting day at the New Year's fair and races
home on camelback through darks to
greet the Kitchen God at midnight. 1938
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Merry Christmas mom and dad.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Trying to be good for Christmas without
bungling everything up is difficult. 1982

(A Golden look-look book)
SUBJECTS: General

Merry Christmas, Amelia Bedelia.
by Peggy Parish
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EASY FICTION
As Amelia Bedelia helps Mrs. Rogers
prepare for Christmas, she bakes a date cake
with a calendar in it and stuffs the children's
stockings with turkey stuffing. Illustrations
by Lynn Sweat. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Messy baby.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

Dad does his best to straighten up after
",messy baby.

II

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Michael Hague's favorite Hans Christian
Andersen fairy tales.

by H. C Andersen
EASY FICTION

A collection of tales including "The Snow
Queen," "The Little Mermaid," "The Little
Match girl," "Thumbelina," "The Elfin Hill,"
"Little Ida's Flower," "The Ugly Duckling,"
"The Wild Swans," and "The Emperor's New
Clothes!' 1981

1985 SUBJECTS: Folklore

(Jan Ormerod's Baby books)
SUBJECTS: General

Mexico, A to Z.
by Gil Meynier
EASY FICTION

A rhyming alphabet of Mexico from A for
amigo who play together to Z for zebras in
the zoo. Pictures by Carlos Merida. 1966

Ages 6 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The Mice and the clockwork bus.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

To avoid riding in D. Rat's rattletrap bicycle
bus, the Mice family decides to build its own
clockwork bus. 1987

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Mice and the flying basket.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

A family of mice decide to make an airplane
out of a big basket and learn to fly. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Mice who lived in a shoe.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

The old-woman-in-a-shoe story is given a
new angle here when a family of mice takes A story about an old
refuge in a discarded, well-worn boot. 1981 search for one kitten
Ages 4 - 6 millions and billions

Midnight moon.
by Clyde Watson
EASY FICTION

When you close your eyes and go to sleep,
the Sandman may come and take you to a
tea party with the Man in the Moon.
Illustrated by Susanna Natti. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel.
by Virginia Lee Burton
EASY FICTION

When Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel,
Mary Ann, lose their jobs to the gasoline,
electric, and diesel motor shovels, they go to
a little country town where they find that
one job leads to another. 1939

SUBJECTS: General

The Miller, the boy and the donkey.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

Stained-glass window colors illustrate this
endearing fable of the travels of a donkey.
c1969, 1984
Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Millions of cats.
by Wanda Gag
EASY FICTION

man who goes out to
and returns home with
and trillions of cats.



1928

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Milton the early riser.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION

The first one to awake, Milton the Panda
tries hard to wake all the other animals but
to no avail. Pictures by Jose and Ariane
Aruego. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mine will, said John.
by Helen V. Griffith
EASY FICTION

John's parents try to interest him in

SUBJECTS: General

Mitchell is moving.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

A dinosaur's exuberance about moving cools
considerably when he realizes how much he
misses his next-door friend. Pictures by Jose
Aruego and Ariane Dewey. 1978

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

Mittens in May.
by Maxine W. Kumin
EASY FICTION

The story of Peter, a boy who used his
a gerbil fathers gift of red mittens to keep from

or chameleon or frog for a pet, but John will missing him so much. Illustrated by Elliot
be content only with a puppy. Pictures by Gilbert. 1962
Muriel Batherman, 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Mine's the best.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

Two little boys meet at the
that his ballon is better.

beach, each tillre
1973

(An early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Mirror planet.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

On a televiewer, Andy discovers another self
who can tell him what will happen up to
eight days in the future. 1978

(Creative science fiction)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Miss Polly's animal school.
by Mary Elting
EASY FICTION

Miss Polly, the teacher at the animal school
did not teach the ABC's or 1, 2, 3s. She
taught the animals tricks. Pictures by Lisl
Weil. 1961

SUBJECTS: General

Mog at the zoo.
by Helen Nicoll
EASY FICTION

Meg, a witch child, and her cat Mog go to
the zoo, along with their friend owl. Mog,
mistaken for a rare "tiger"by the keepers is
captured and caged. Meg casts a spell that
lets Mog out and every other creature in the
zoo. 1982, 1984
Ages 3 - 7
(The Meg and Mog books)
SUBJECTS: General

Molly and the slow teeth.
by Pat Ross
EASY FICTION

Because second-grader Molly is afraid she
will never lose her baby teeth, she tries to
fool the Tooth Fairy. Illustrated by Jerry
Milord. 1980

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Molly Mullett.
by Patricia Coombs
EASY FICTION

Though everyone doubts she can do it,



young Molly Mullett sets out to rid the
village of a marauding ogre. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

EASY FICTION
The Busy Bears do something different with
their clothes each day of the week--such as
wash, Mend, and iron. 1985

Molly, McCullough, & Tom the Rogue. SUBJECTS: Animal stories
by Kathleen Stevens
EASY FICTION

Tom Devlin roams the countryside, by Inez Hogan
charming the farmers' wives and tricking the EASY FICTION
farmers out of fruits and vegetables, until he The story of Bimbo, a young monkey who
meets his match in a plain-faced, acts on impulse. After learning the ways of
sharp-tongued farmer's daughter. Illustrated the jungle he is able to help guide his baby
by Margot Zemach. 1983 sister. 1960

Monkey See Monkey do.

SUBJECTS: General SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mom, the Wolf Man, and me. Monkey see, monkey do.
by Norma Klein by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION EASY FICTION

An eleven-year-old girl describes her life and On a trip to the zoo a toddler imitates the
relationship with her mother who has never animals he sees. On board pages. 1982
married. 1973, e1972
Ages 10-13 Recorded (Very first books)
SUBJECTS: General SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mommies at work. Monty.
by Eve Merriam
EASY FICTION

Glimpses of all kinds of mothers doing all
kinds of work--dancing, doctoring, building
bridges, directing TV shows, splitting atoms,
and coming home to their children at the
end of the day. Pictures by Beni Montresor.
1961

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Momotaro, the Peach Boy : A traditional
Japanese tale.
by Linda Shute
EASY FICTION

Found floating on the river inside a peach
by an old couple, Momotaro grows up and
fights the terrible demons who have
terrorized the village for years. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Monday is washing day.
by Julia Killingbaek

by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

When Monty the alligator goes on vacation,
a rabbit, duck, and frog look for another
way to cross the river to school. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mooch the messy.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Only for love does a very messy young rat
clean up his hole to make his father's visit
happier. Pictures by Ben Shecter. 1976

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Moody Moose buttons.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Nobody knows what mood Moose will be in
next, until Zebra dreams up a special
persent. 1977

t)'.1



(Sweet Pickles Series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Moonlight.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

As her parents attempt to help a child fall
asleep at bedtime, they themselves become
more and more sleepy. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Moonsong lullaby.
by Jamake Highwater
EASY FICTION

As the moon moves across the sky, it
observes the activities of an Indian camp
and of the natural phenomena surrounding
it. Photographs by Marcia Keegan. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Moose's store.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Country storekeeper moose shows that he
can be pushed just so far when his friends
take over and try to modernize the store.
1979

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Moose, Goose, and Little Nobody.
by Ellen Raskin
EASY FICTION

When a red roof with a little lost animal
lands at their feet, Moose and Goose help
the little creature find its home, mother, and
identity. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

More animals.
by Oliver Herford
EASY FICTION

A child's primer of natural history. Poems
of various animals are the subject. 1966

SUBJECTS: Poetry

More Witch, Goblin, and sometimes Ghost.
by Sue Alexander
EASY FICTION

The further adventures of three friends who
go on a picnic, learn about honesty and
discover a remedy for insomnia. Pictures by
Jeanette Winter. 1978

(A Read alone book)
SUBJECTS: General

Morris goes to school.
by Bernard Wiseman
EASY FICTION

Morris the moose has an exciting day in
school learning the alphabet, counting,
singing, spelling, and doing other things that
make him a unique moose. 1970

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Morris has a cold.
by Bernard Wiseman
EASY FICTION

Morris the moose has a cold and Boris the
Bear tries various remedies to cure him.
1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Morris tells Boris Mother Moose stories
and rhymes.

by Bernard Wiseman
EASY FICTION

In order to help Bork the Bear fall asleep,
Morris the Moose tells his f! lend some very
familiar stories. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The MGst wonderful egg in the world.
by Helme Heine
EASY FICTION

The king must choose the most beautiful egg
laid by three hens, one of which he will then
make a princess. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories



Mother goose and nursery rhymes.
by Mother Goose
EASY FICTION

An illustrated collection of over 70

traditional verses. 1979, c1963

SUBJECTS: General

The Mother Goose Treasury.
by Mother Goosc
EASY FICTION

Based on Iona and Peter Opie's distinguised
version, this comprenhensive anthology of
408 rhymes includes all the best-loved verses
as well as many unfamiliar ones.

(A Yearling book)
SUBJECTS: General

scarches for a way out. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mouse soup.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

A mouse convinces a weasel hc needs the
ingredients from several stories to make a
tasty mouse soup. 1977

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

1986, c1966M0use tales.

by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Mother Rabbit's son Tom.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Tom keeps Mother and Father Rabbit busy
by asking for hamburgers and pets. 1977

(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mother's helper.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A toddler helps his mother with
tasks in the home. 1982

(Very first board books)
SUBJECTS: General

various

The Mouse and the elephant.
by Joan Hewett
EASY FICTION

What would it be like for a mouse to
with an elephant? 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Mouse on the fourteenth floor.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

Wanting only to get back to his home

Once the mouse boys are all tucked in bed,
they beg papa for a bedtime story. Papa
puts his sons to sleep by telling not just one
funny story, but seven--one for each of his
boys. 1972

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mouse writing.
by Jim Arnosky
EASY FICTION

A pair of skating mice trace out the letters
of the cursive alphabet on the ice. 1983

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The Mouse's terrible Halloween.
by True Kelley
EASY FICTION

Halloween brings further misadventures to
the Mouse family. 1980

live (A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Mousekin's family.
by Edna Miller
EASY FICTION

A father whitcfoot mouse is frustrated when
he adopts a baby jumping mouse that refuses

on the
farm, a mouse goes from floor to floor in an
apartment building, creating panic as he

to learn whitefoot ways. 1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
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The Mouse.s' ter ible Christmas.
by True Kelley
EASY FICTION

It's Christmas at the Mouses' where holiday
havoc is a family tradition. 1978

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Mr. and Mrs. Button's
watchdogs.
by Janice
EASY FICTION

Mr. and Mrs. Button have a difficult time
finding a fierce watchdog because each one
they bring home takes on the happy spirit of
their friendly household. 1978

wonderful

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mr. Archimedes' bath.
by Pamela Allen
EASY FICTION

While bathing with his friends one day, Mr.
Archimedes discovers the principle for
which his name has become famous. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Brimble's hbbby.
by Eve Rice
EASY FICTION

Five brief, amusing stories tell about the
small-world atmosphere of an individualistic
family. 1975

Ages 6 - 8
(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?.
by Dr. Scuss
EASY FICTION

Mr. Brown is an expert at imitating all sorts
of noises. 1970

(A Bright and early book)
SUBJEC'I'S: Gencral

Mr. Egbert Nosh.
by Paul Groves

EASY FICTION
A man tries to outwit his house which
follows him everywhere. 1972, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Gumpy's motor car.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Mr. Gumpy's human and animal friends
squash into his old car and go for a
driveuntil it starts to rain. 1976, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Gumpy's outing.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Mr. Gumpy accepts more and more riders on
his boat until the inevitable occurs. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Pig and fami!y.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

When Mr. Pig marries Selma Pig, there are
many adventures in store for the new family.
1980

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mr. Pig and Sonny too.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

Four short stories relate Sonny Pig and his
father's adventures skating, exercising,
finding greens for supper, and going to a
wedding. 1977

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mr. Pine's mixed-up signs.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

Mr. Pine, a sign painter, loses his glasses and
puts the signs up in the wrong places all
over town. 1961



SUBJECTS: General

Mr. Snow Bunting's secret.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

The mysterious Mr. Snow Bunting's secret
method for wrapping gifts charms the town
and ar..,uses the jealous suspicions of Mr.
Dog. 1978

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Mrs. Gaddy and the fast-growing vine.
by Wilson Gage
EASY FICTION

Mrs. Gaddy buys a fast-growing vine that
begins to take over her house, her animals,
and herself. 1985

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Mrs. Gaddy and the ghost.
by Wilson Gage
EASY FICTION

Mrs. Gaddy finds a ghost in the kitchen can
be good company. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Ms. Glee was waiting.
by Donna Hill
EASY FICTION

Laura finds many reasons why she cannot
attend her piano lesson. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Much bigger than Martin.
by Steven Kellogg
EASY FICTION

A little boy tries to think of all sorts of
methods that would help him grow bigger
than his bossy older brother. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Mushroom in the rain.
by Mirra Ginsburg

EASY FICTION
How can an ant, butterfly, mouse, sparrow,
and rabbit all take shelter from the rain
under the same mushroom when originally
there was room only for the ant? 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

My ballet class.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

A young girl describes her ballet class which
meets twice a week. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

My barber.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A young boy and his father visit their
barbers. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

My brother, Will.
by Joan Robins
EASY FICTION

A boy notices all of the changes in his baby
brother, Will, as he grows from a very young
infant to an independently walking toddler.
1986

SUBJECT'S: General

My cousin Charlie.
by Phyllis Root
EASY FICTION

When cousin Charlie won't let Rita play
with his baseball because she's a girl, she
decides to give him a taste of his own
medicine. Illustrations by Maria Pia Mare lla.
1985

(A Carnival Press book)
SUBJECTS: General

My daddy's mustache.
by Naomi Panush Salus
EASY FICTION

A little boy learns why his father won't
shave off his mustache. Pictures by Tomie



de Paola. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

My day on the farm.
by Chiyoko Nakatani
EASY FIC TION

Relates a child's experiences during a day's
visit to a farm. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Jacob.
by Lucille Clifton
EASY FICTION

A young boy tells about Jacob, who, though
older and mentally slower, helps him a lot
and is his very best friend. Illustrated by
Thomas Di Grazia, 1980

SUBJECTS: General

My friend little John and me.
by Yutaka Sugita
EASY FICTION

Recounts the adventures of a St. Bernard
and his master, Little John. 1973, ci972

SUBJECTS: General

My friend Mac : the story of little Baptiste
and the moose.

by May McNeer
EASY FICTION

Lonely Baptiste brin y home a baby moose
and clings to him as my friend Mac despite
the amusing scrapes Mac gets into. 1960
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

My kitchen.
by Harlow Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A child explains how his lunch
in the kitchen. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

My little foster sister.
by Muriel Stanek
EASY FICTION

is prepared

An only child first rejects and ther. grows to
accept and love her foster sister. 1981

(Concept books)
SUBJECTS: General

My mama needs me.
by Mildred Pitts Walter
EASY FICTION

Jason wants to help, but isn't sure that his
mother needs him at all after she brings
home a new baby from the hospital. 1983

SUBJEC TS: General

My mom travels a lot.
by Caroline Feller Bauer
EASY FICTION

A child points out the good and 'he bad
things about a mother's job that takes her
from home a lot. Illustrated by Nancy
Winslow Parker. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

My name is Emily.
by Morse Hamilton
EASY FICTION

Emily and her father play a game to set
things right when she returns home after
running away. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

My new boy.
by Joan Phillips
EASY FICTION

A little black puppy acquires a boy, teaches
him some tricks, and finds him when he is
lost. 1986

(Step into reading)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

My nursery school.
by Harlow Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A child discusses the various activities going
on in nursery school. 1976

SUBJECTS: General



My red umbrella.
by Robert Bright

EASY FICTION
A young girl's umbrella grows
accommodate an increasing numoer
animal friends. 1959

SUBJECTS: General

EASY FICTION
It soon becomes clear that Louis's pet
tadpole is not turning into an ordinary frog.
1977

to
of SUBJECTS: Animal stories

My shadow and I.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

P.s the large old tree near his house seems to
become a frightening monster, a little boy
and his shadow battle this adversary with
their broom-weapons. Illustrated by Frank
Bozzo. 1975

(First read-by-myself books)
SUBJECTS: General

My two feet.
by Alice Schen le
EASY FICTION

A young girl describes the adventures she
has with her two feet, shod and unshod, year
round. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

My uncle.
by Jenny Thorne
EASY FICTION

When climbing turns out to be fraught with Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs.
peril, Uncle decides to take up fishing. 1983 by Tomie De Paola

EASY FICTION

Mystery of the farmer's three fives.
by Margaret Friskey
EASY FICTION

This is a story about a farmer that has a
variety of animals that he is trying to keep
track of. 1963

Age 6
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mystery of the giant footprints.
by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

When their children run off to pursue some
giant footprints in the snow, the parents
anxiously follow the trail. 1977

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Mystery un the docks.
by Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

Ralph, a short order cook, rescues a
kidnapped opera singer from Big Al and his
gang of nasty rats. 1983

SUBJECTS. Mystery

(A Margaret K. McElderry book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Mysterious prowler.
by Joan Lowery Nixon
EASY FICTION

A little boy assembles the clues to
mysterious prowler. 1976

Let me read book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Mysterious tadpole.
by Steven Kellogg

the

A small boy enjoys his relationship with his
grandmother and his great-grandmother, but
he learns to face their inevitable death. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Nate the Great and the lost list.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Nate the Great interrupts his backyard
vacation to find his friend's lost grocery
listbefore lunch. 1975

break-of-day book)



SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nate the Great and the missing key.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Nate the Great and his dog Sludge look for
Annie's housekey which has mysteriously
disappeared. 1981

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

Nathaniel.
by Jim Arnosky
EASY FICTION

The humorous aspects of a man's reclusive
life in the country are revealed in three
picture stories and two letters. 1978

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Neighborhood knight.
by Eleanor Schick
EASY FICTION

In the absence of his father, a boy imagines
himself as a knight protecting his mother
and sister in their castle, a big-city
apartment. 1976

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Neighbors.
by M. B. Goffstein

EASY FICTION
Relates the year-long attempt of one shy
person to befriend her equally shy neighbor.
1979

SUBJECTS: General

Nelson makes a face.
by Burton Cohen
EASY FICTION

A fairy godmother attempts to reform a
mischievous little boy by freezing three
expressions on his face. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

The Nest.

by Constantine Georgiou
EASY FICTION

Mother robin builds her nest warm, soft, and
strong for her future family. 19'72

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Never talk to strangers.
by Irma Joyce
EASY FICTION Oversize

The lesson of not talking to strangers is

taught with amusing rhyme and colorful
pictures. 1967

SUBJECTS: General

The New baby.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

The new baby takes some getting used to,
but she's worth it. 1983

(A little critter book)
SUBJECTS: General

A New baby is coming to my house.
by Chihiro Iwasaki
EASY FICTION

A little girl waits for her new baby brother
to arrive home from the hospital. 1972,
c1970

SUBJECTS: General

A New day.
by Don Bolognese
EASY FICTION

The birth of a son to a migrant couple in a

garage attracts such joyful attention that the
police plan to arrest the parents for
disturbing the peace. 1970

SUBJECTS: Holidays

New day.
by C.L. ( Cynthia L.) Keyworth
EASY FICTION

Moving to a new place brings encounters
with a new street, new house, new neighbors,
and many other new things to explore. 1986

.1 0:



SUBJECTS: General

New life : new room.
by June Jcidan
EASY FICTION

Encouraged by Fathcr, three children move
into and decorate thcir own room while
Mother is in the hospital having a ncw baby
sister. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

Nice new neighbors.
by Franz Brandcnberg

EASY FICTION
The Fieldmouse children find a
new friends when they move to
1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

way to make
a new house.

The Night after Christmas.
by James Stevenson

EASY FICTION
Tossed in garbage cans aftcr thcy are
replaced by ncw toys at Christmas, a teddy
bear and a doll arc befriended by a stray
dog. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Night before Christmas.
by Clement Clarke Moorc

EASY FICTION Oversize
A well-known Christmas poem written from
a fathcr's point of view. 1949

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Recorded

The Night it rained pancakes.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

Because he wants to keep the pot of gold he
found, Ivan must outwit thc lord of the

by Tony Johnston
EASY FICTION

Four episodes in which Mole makes four
wishes, Troll visits Mole, Troll loses a tooth,
and night noises scare the pair of fricnds.
1977

(A sec and read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Night the crayons talked.
by Vick Knight
EASY FICTION

Each crayon claims that its color is more
important than that of the others. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

The Night we slept outside.
by Annc F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

Camping for the first time on their deck,
two brothers discover that the night is full
of strange sights and sounds. 1983

(Ready-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

The Nightgown of the sullen moon.
by Nancy Willard
EASY FICTION

On thc billionth biithnight of the full moon,
the moon finally gcts what she's really
wanteda nightgown such as people on
Earth wear. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

No arm in left field.
by Matt Christopher
EASY FICTION

A poor throwing arm and prejudice from
one white boy keep a black junior high
student from completely enjoying his

manor who wants thc gold for himself. 198(Position on the baseball tcam. Illustrated by
Byron Goto. 1974

(Grcenwillow read-along books)
SUBJECTS: Folklore SUBJECTS: General

Night noises and other mole and troll
stories.

No friends.
by James Stevenson



EASY FICTION
Worried that they won't make friends in
their new neighborhood, Mary Ann and
Louie listen to Grandpa reminisce about the
new friends he and his brother made when
he moved to another neighborhood. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

No funny business.
by Edith Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

When Carl the cat is left at home while the
family goes on a picnic, he goes to sleep and
dreams that he is on the picnic and having
all kinds of adventures. 1962

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

No kicks for Dog.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Dog's self-esteem is so low that he doubts he
can do anything well. 1979

(Sweet Pickles Series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

No more baths.
by Brock Cole
EASY FICTION

A little girl with a particular aversion to SUBJECTS: Animal stories
taking baths decides to run away the next
time her mother tells her to take one. 1980 Nol No: Word Bird.

EASY FICTION
Three little sailors learn that there is
something worse than hard work. 1976

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJETS: General

No nap for me.
by Theresa Zagone
EASY FICTION

Just because she has some accidents doesn't
mean that Fay is tired. After all she's four
today and no longer needs a nap. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

No place for a goat.
by Helen Roney Sattler
EASY FICTION

In trouble for tasting the curtains, the rug, a
blanket, and some plants, a pet goat finally
agrees that a house is no place for him. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

No roses for Harry.
by Gene Zion
EASY FICTION

Harry the dog finds a graceful way to
dispose of his new sweater with roses on it.
1958

SUBJECTS: General

No more secrets for me.
by Ora lee Wachter
EASY FICTION

In four separate stories on the theme of
sexual abuse of children, young victims are
able to articulate their feelings and defend
themslves, often with the help of another
person whom they trust. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

No more work.
by Anne F. Rockwell

by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird's mother presents such cautions
as a stove being hot, snow being cold, and
keeping warm and dry on a whiter day. 1981

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

No, Agathal.

by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

Going to Europe with her parents
ship about 1908, Agatha balks
restrictions placed on a young girl
time. 1980

aboard
at the
at that



SUBJECTS: General

Nobody listens to Andrew.
by Elizabeth Guilfoile
EASY FICTION

When his fair ily and neighbor finally get
around to listening to Andrew, they find he
really does have something important to say.
1957

(A Follett beginning-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Noel for Jeanne-Marie.
by Francoise
EASY FICTION

Papapon, Jeanne Marie's little lamb, worries
because he has no wooden shoe to be filled
with presents by Father Christmas. 1953

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Noel the coward.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION Oversize

Coward powered Noel changes to a hero
with the help of Charlie's School of Self
Defense. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

The North Wind and the Sun.
by Jean de La Fontaine
EASY FICTION

The horseman's fine new cloak attracted the
attention of the North Wind and the Sun,
and the two had a wager to see which of
them could persuade the young man to
remove it. 1964

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Norton's nighttime.
by Jane Breskin Zalben
EASY FICTION

A raccoon tries to overcome his fear of the
dark by imagining what some of his braver
friends would do. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Noses and toes an : up and down and in
and out book.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Yaks in sacks, a fox on a box, and pairs of
bears demonstrate rhyming words and
meanings of prepositions. 1974

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Not at home.
by Bernice Myers
EASY FICTION

A misunderstanding causes a rift in Sally
and Lorraine's very strong friendship. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Nothing but a pig.
by Brock Cole
EASY FICTION

A spoiled pig, the new possession of a rich
banker who is fond of bacon and ham,
comes to appreciate his former owner who
considered him his best friend. 1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Now I am five.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A child displays the many achievements of a
five-year-old. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Now I am four.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A child displays the many achievements of a
four-year-old. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Now I am three:.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A child demonstrates all the things a
three-year-old can do. 1984
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SUBJECTS: General

Atiow I am two!.

by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A child displays the many achievements
two-year-old. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

of a

Now we can go.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

A child must take all the toys from her toy
box and put them in her bag before she is
ready to go. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Number Men.
by Louise True
EASY FICTION

A book that teaches how to make the
numbers one through ten using other objects
as patterns. 1962

(A reading laboratory book)
SUBJECTS: Counting

Numbers.
by John J. Reiss
EASY FICTION

In this counting book a starfish with five
arms illustrates the number five, eight
reindeer the figure eight, eighteen crayons
the number eighteen, and so on. 1971

SUBJECTS: Counting

Numbers of things.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Colorful drawings illustrate numbers,
counting, for example, one lion and fifty
ladybugs. 1968

SUBJECTS: Counting

Numbers on parade : zero to ten.
by Anthony Kramer
EASY FICTION

A monkey follows a ringmaster in counting
the elephants, acrobats, clowns, and other
acts in a circus, from zero to ten. 1987

SUBJECTS: Counting

The Nutcrackers and the sugar-tongs.
by Edward Lear
EASY FICTION

The nutcrackers and sugar-tongs suddenly
decide to leave their place at the table. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Nuts to Nightingale.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Everyone in the town of Sweet Pickles gets
together to stop Nightingale's nasty pranks.
1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Octopus protests.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Octopus is not afraid to speak out to make
the town a better place to live. 1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Odd one out.
by Rodney Pcppe
EASY FICTION

The reader may look for the "odd" thing in
each picture, as he follows a little boy's
activities during one day. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Off and counting.
by Sally Noll
EASY FICTION

Presents the numbers one through ten as a
wind-up frog hops along bumping into
various groups of toys including three toy
trains, four hobby horses, and ten soldiers.
1984



SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Oh Lord, I wish I was a buzzard.
by Polly Greenberg
EASY FICTION

A little black girl at work in the cotton
fields with her father longs for respite. The
lot of dog, buzzard, butterfly, etc. all seem
preferable to her. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

Oh, the thinks you can think!.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Relates in verse some of the unusual thinks
you can think if only you try. 1975

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

01' Jake's lucky day.
by Anatoly Ivanov
EASY FICTION

While 01' Jake is thinking about how rich
is going to be after he catches and sells a
hare he is stalking, the hare runs away into
the forest. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Olaf reads.
by Joan M. Lexau
EASY FICTION

Three episodes in the efforts of a first-grade
boy to learn to read. 1961

Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Old Blue.
by Sibyl Hancock
EASY FICTION

An old steer that likes to sleep around the
campfire with the cowboys leads the rest of
the cattle on a trail drive. 1980

(A see & read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old Charlie.
by Clyde Robert Bulla

EASY FICTION

Two boys, aged twelve and six, discover that
a favorite horse they had known in camp
was to be sold to a glue factory. 1957

Ages 7 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old MacDonald had a farm.
EASY FICTION

The inhabitants of Old MacDonald's farm
are described, verse by verse. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Old man and the tiger.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

An old man helps a tiger out of a trap. To
show his gratitude, the tiger wants to eat
him. 1965

SUBJECTS: General

Old Mother Hubbard and her dog.
he by Sarah Catherine Martin

EASY FICTION
Old Mother Hubbard runs errand after
errand for her remarkable sheepdog. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Old Mother West Wind.
by Thorton W. Burgess
EASY FICTION

Sixteen classic tales about the animal folk in
the Green Meadows. 1960

Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Old one-eye meets his match.
by Roy Doty
EASY FICTION

Leonardo the clockmaker mouse devises a
plan to end the tyranny of Old One-Eye the
rat. 1978

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old Sadie and the Christmas bear.
by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
EASY FICTION



Near-sighted old Sadie welcomes a visitor
who is experiencing the joy of Christmas for
the first time. 1984

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Old tiger, new tiger.
by Ron Roy
EASY FICTION

The monkeys delight in the tiger's dying till
Wise Monkey warns them a new tiger might
be worse. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old Turtle's baseball stories.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

While gathered around the wood stove in SUBJECTS: General
winter, Old Turtle tells his friends
unbelievable baseball stories of Cleo On Sunday the wind came.
Octopus, Melvin Moose, Clara Kangaroo, and
Randy Squirrel. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

On Market Street.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

A child buys presents form A to Z in the
shops along Market Street. 1981, c1980

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

On mother's lap.
by Ann Herbert Scott
EASY FICTION

A small Eskimo boy discovers that Mother's
lap is a very special place with room for
everyone. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old Turtle's winter games.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

A group of animals organize winter games,
and compete in events such as sled races,
skating, skiing, and ice hockey. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Old Yeller.
by Frederick Benjamin Gipson
EASY FICTION

The story of a boy and a big stray dog in
pioneer Texas in the 1860s are graphically
describel. 1956
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Oliver, Clarence and Violet.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Oliver, a beaver, decides to build a ship and
leave his pond to look for greener pastures,
but finds that all his animal friends want to
accompany him. 1982

by Alan C. Elliott
EASY FICTION

A young boy describes the weather on each
day of the week in terms of the activities
possible for him and his friends. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

On your mark, get set, go: The first all
animal Olympics.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

Everyone gets to participate in the first
All-Animal Olympics except Worm but he
keeps training anyway. 1972

(A Sports I can read book)
SUB.TECTS: Animal stories

Once a mouse A fable cut in wood.
by Hitopadesa
EASY FICTION

As it changes from mouse, to cat, to dog, to
tiger, a hermit's pet also becomes
increasingly vain. 1961

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Once in a wood : ten tales from Aesop.
by Eye Rice



EASY FICTION
A retelling of 10 fables by Aesop including
"The Fox and the Crow," The Crow and the
Water Jug," and "The Lion and the Mouse."
1979

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Once, said Darlene.
by William Sleator
EASY FICTION

Darlene's stories sound unbelievable but she
insists they are all true. 1979

(A Fat cat book)
SUBJECTS: General

One day I closed my eyes and the world
disappeared.

by Elizabeth Bram
EASY FICTION

A young girl closes her eyes and uses her
other senses to experience her surroundings.
1978

SUBJECTS: General

One duck, another duck.
by Charlotte Pornerantz
EASY FICTION

Danny practices counting while he and his
grandmother watch first ducks, then swans,
swim by. Pictures by Jose Aruego. 1984

SUBJECTS: Counting

One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

Nonsense verses for beginning readers.
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: General

One kitten is not too many.
by Dorothy Levenson
EASY FICTION

The Dooley familys' pet, Fat Cat, had four
kittens that got in the way and were given to
a pet shop. Each member of the family
decided one kitten is not too many and
brought them back home. Pictures by Carl
and Mary Hauge. 1964

Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

One little kitten.
by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Brief rhyming and photographs follow a
kitten as it explores its surroundings. 1979

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

One little white shoe : a story to finish.
by K. Gezi
EASY FICTION

A little girl tries to find her lost shoe. The
reader is invited to supply the ending.
Illustrated by Dan Siculan. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

One mitten Lewis.
by Helen Kay
EASY FICTION

Lewis loses so many mittens that his mother
contrives a surpriE:ng way to keep his hands
warm and use the odd mittens. 1955

Ages 3 - 7 R. corded
SUBJECTS: General

1960 One old Oxford ox.
by Nicola Bayley
EASY FICTION

The numbers from one to twelve are
presented by dignified animals and
captioned by tongue-twisters. 1977

One frog too many.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A boy's pet frog thinks that the new little
frog the boy gets for his birthday is one frog
too many. 1975

SUBJECTS: Counting

One step, two....
by Charlotte Zolotow

0 3



EASY FICTION
While out for a walk on a spring morning, a
little girl shows her mother things grown-ups
sometimes miss. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

One summer night.
by Eleanor Schick
EASY FICT;')N

Laura unknowingly triggers a chain of One-eyed Jake.

neighborhood events the night she dances
instead of going to bed. 1977

One, two, where's my shoe?.
by Tomi Ungerer
EASY FICTION

Picture puzzle book containing drawings of
shoes which are hidden in unlikely forms.
1964

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

SUBJECTS: General

One to teeter-totter.
by Edith Battles
EASY FICTION

A little boy discovers that the best thing
about his teeter-totter is a friend to sh,-..re it
with. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

One very, very citeset afternoon.
by Patricia Lillie
EASY FICTION

Annabelle Barbra Cavendish's quiet
afternoon tea party is disrupted by Daniel
Ezra Fiddleson and other friends, whose
names run through the alphabet. 1986

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

One, two, three : an animal counting book.
by Marc Tolon Brown
EASY FICTION

Uses animals to present the numbers from
one to twenty. 1976

SUBJECTS: Counting

One, two, tiffee, go!.
by Julia Killingback
EASY FICTION

While the reader may count them, Mrs. Bear
has a time convincing ten busy bears to go
to bed. 1985

SUBJECTS: Counting

by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

A greedy pirate plunders one ship too many.
1979

SUBJECTS: General

Orville Mouse at the opera house.
by Elisa Bialk
EASY FICITON

A music-loving mouse, Orville, finds his way
to the opera house and, in time, fulfills his
ambition to appear in an opera. 1967

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Oscar Otter.
by Nathaniel Benchley
EASY FICTION

The tale of Oscar Otter, and
slide he builds clear up to
mountain. 1966
Ages 3 - 7
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

the marvelous
the top of a

Recorded

Our garage sale.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A child describes his family's garage sale.
1984

SUBJECTS: General

Our 011ie.

by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

011ie sleeps like a cat,
hippopotamus, and hugs like
a baby boy. 1986

1 0D
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SUBJECTS: General

Our street feels good : poems for children.
by John Knoepfle
EASY FICTION

A collection of poems reflecting the
activities of city children. 1972

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Out! Out! Out!.
by Martha G. Alexander
EASY FICTION

When a pigeon flies through the open
window into the kitchen a hullabaloo ensues
as the mother, aided by a deliveryman and
the janitor, pursues the pigeon from room to
room. All this is told without words in
expressive pictures. 1968

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Outside over there.
by Maurice Sendak
EASY FICTION

With Papa off to sea and Mama despondent,
Ida must go outside over there to re ;cue her
baby sister from goblins who steal her to be
a goblin's oride. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Over in the meadow.
by John M. Langstaff
EASY FICTION

This counting rhyme tells of
families. 1957

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Counting

ten meadow

Recorded

Over in the meadow : an old nursery
counting rhyme.
by Paul Galdone
EASY FICTION

An old nursery poem introduces animals and
their young and the numbers one through
ten. 1986

SUBJECTS: Counting

Over the river and through the wood.
by Lydia Maria Francis Child
EASY FICTION

Well-known and lesser known verses to the
traditional Thanksgiving song are illustrated
from both Grandmother's and the
journeying family's point of view. 1974

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Owl and other scrambles.
by Lisl Weil
EASY FICTION

Includes picture words for each letter of the
alphabet which are partially composed of
the letters that spell the name of the item
when unscrambled. 1980

(A Unicorn book)
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

The Owl and the Woodpecker.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

The owl and thc woodpecker are anything
but friendly neighbors until the day a storm
hits their forest. 1972, c1971

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Owl at home.
" Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Relates five adventures of Owl. 1975

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Ow liver.

by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION

Although each one of his parents expects
him to be different things when he grows
up, a little boy makes up his own mind in
the end. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal storks

Ow ly.

by Mike Thaler
EASY FICTION
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When Ow ly asks his mother question after
question about the world, she finds just the
right ways to help him find the answers.
1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Oyez! oyez! the story of the three sillies.
by Sheila Front
EASY FICTION

A young lady's overactive imagination leads
her suitor to set out in search of three
people even sillier than she. 1975

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Paddy goes traveling.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

This wordless picture book takes our hero
on a rail-and-boat journey that eventually
leads him to the Alps. 1982
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Paddy Pork's holiday.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

A summer camping expedition turns into a
series of unexpectedly dramatic adventures
for young Paddy. 1976

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Paddy's evening out.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

When his companion drops her fan into the
orchestra pit, Paddy's attempts to retrieve it
inadvertently make him the star of the show.
1973

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Pancake.
by Anita Lobel
EASY FICTION

A rolling pancake eludes all its pursuers
except one clever pig. 1978

(Greenwillow Read-alone books)

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Pancakes for breakfast.
by Tomie De Paola
EASY FICTION

A little old lady's attempts to have pancakes
for breakfast are hindered by a scarcity of
supplies and the participation of her pets.
1978

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Panda, panda.
by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Panda spends a busy day eating, drinking,
playing, and finally sleeping. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Papa Small.
by Lois Lenski
EASY FICTION

A very simple story ri_counts the daily
doings of the Small family from Monday's
wash to their Sunday afternoon drive. 1959

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Papa's lemonade and other stories.
by Eve Rice
EASY FICTION

Five little adventures of a canine
makes the best of everything.
Ages 5 - 8
(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

family that
1976

Recorded

Pardon? said the giraffe.
by Colin West
EASY FICTION

A small frog hops from the ground onto
bigger and bigger animals in order to be
heard by a giraffe. 1986

(A Harper trophy book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Parsley.
by Ludwig Bemelmans
EASY FICTION



A pine tree growing on the edge of an abyss
grew so twisted that the lumbermen never
cut it down, and it was able to provide
shelter for an old stag. 1955

SUBJECTS: General

Partners.
by Betty Baker
EASY FICTION

Three tales about Badger and Co
u u

Helping, Farming, and Hu nting.

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Party.
by Jean Claverie
EASY FICTION

A small boy discovers that a birt
costume party can be a real adventure.
c1985

(It's great to read!)
SUBJECTS: General

Pelican.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION Oversize

When a pelican hatches from the large egg
that Paul found, he must teach the bird how
to fish. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

yote: Pelican here, pelican there.
1978 by Leonard Weisgard

EASY FICTION
Blown by a big wind, a pelican travelled
from Florida to Canada, New England, New
York City and Washington, D.C. 1948

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

hday Penguin's pal.
1986, by Robert Kraus

EASY FICTION
A little penguin named Norman has no pal
his own size to play with so he builds a snow
penguin. 1964

The Pea patch jig.
by Thacher Hurd
EASY FICTION

Despite being picked with the lettuce and
almost ending up in a salad, Baby Mouse
refuses to stay out of Farmer Clem's garden.
1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

A Peaceable kingdom : the Shaker
abecedarius.

EASY FICTION
An illustrated alphabet rhyme that includes
the animals from al:igator to zebra. 1978

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Pecos Bill.

by Ariane DeWey
EASY FICTION.

An account of the remarkable exploits
legendary hero Pecos Bill. 1983

SUBJECTS: Folklore

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Penny-wise, fun-foolish.
by Judy Delton
EASY FICTION

An overly thrifty ostrich is taught that
sometimes spending money can be fun. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pepper and all the legs.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Limited by his very short legs, Pepper the
dachshund wonders what's upstairs--and
finally finds out. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Peppermint pig.
by Nina Bawden

of EASY FICTION
Polly, youngest of the Greengrass children,
finds it difficult to adjust to sudden changes
in the family until her mother buys a runty
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pig. 1987, c1975
Ages 10-13
SUBJECTS: General

Recorded

Pet show:.

by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

When he can't find his cat to enter in the
neighborhood pet show, Archie must do
some fast thinking to win a prize. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pete Pack Rat and the Gila Monster Gang.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

The Gila Monster Gang robs the Pebble
Junction bank and kidnaps Sheriff Sally
Gopher, but Pete Pack Rat's ingenuity saves
the day. 1978

(Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

a

Peter and the wolf.
EASY FICTION

Peter captures the wolf and they take him
the zoo. 1980, c1979
Ages 3 - 7
SUBJECTS: Folklore

EASY FICTION
Two children play in their backyard during
a rainy day. 1982

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Petunia.
by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

Petunia the goose learns that possessing
knowledge involves more than just carrying
a book around under her wing. 1950

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Petunia takes a trip.
by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

Petunia reduces and takes to flight, like the
ai:planes she sees flying over the farm. 1953
Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Petunia's Christmas.
by Roger Duvoisin
EASY FICTION

to To save a handsome gander being fattened
for Christmas, a goose disguises herself as a
monster, begs and makes and sells Christmas
decorations. 1952

Peter gets the chickenpox.
by Marguerite Rush Lerner
EASY FICTION

Peter gets the chickenpox and learns all
about what to do and what not to do to get
well. 1975, c1959

SUBJECTS: General

Peter Spier's Christmas.
by Peter Spier
EASY FICTION

The reader follows a father and
three children, a dog, and a cat
preparations for Christmas Day.
Ages 5 - 7
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Peter Spier's rain.
by Peter Spier

mother,
through
1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Phoebe Dexter has Harriet Peterson's
sniffles.
by Laura Joffe Numeroff
EASY FICTION

Phoebe has to stay home from kindergarten
because she has a cold. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Picnic.

by Emily Arnold McCully
EASY FICTION

A little mouse gets lost on the way to a
family picnic. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Picnic.



by Jean Claverie
EASY FICTION

A little boy discovers that a picnic can be a
real adventure. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

A Picnic, hurrah.
by Franz Brandenberg

EASY FICTION
Rain doesn't stop Edward, Elizabeth, and the
grownups from having their picnic. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Picture book farm.
by Lucy Hawkinson
EASY FICTION

This quiet, charming book tells a
II
story.. of

numbers. 1971

Ages 3 & 4
SUBJECTS: Counting

A Picture for Harold's room.
by Crockett Johnson
EASY FICTION

Harold is an artist whose decision to draw a
picture for his room leads him from one
purple-crayon adventure to another. 1960

Ages 4 - 8
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Picture-skin story.
by Alex W. Bea ler
EASY FICTION

Red Bird, an elderly Sioux, tells a story comes along and teaches him a new game.
about the time he shot a buffalo bull when 1973

he was too young to go out hunting. 1957

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pig tale.
by Helen Oxenbury

EASY FICTION
When they find a treasure chest in the
orchard, two discontented pigs abandon their
rural paradise for what they think will be
the pleasures of a more luxurious life. 1973

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Pig thinks pink.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Pig is positive everything will be a'. right,
even when everything is going all wrong.
1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Pig war.
by Betty Baker
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read account of how the death of
a pig nearly caused a war between the
Americans and the British. 1969

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Piggle.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

Nobody will play with Homer until Bear

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pig Pig rides.
by David M. McPhail
EASY FICTION

Over breakfast, Pig Pig informs his mother
about all the wonderful feats he intends to
accomplish that day, such as jumping 500
elephants on hi.; motorcycle and driving a
rocket to the moon. 1982

Pinocchio.
by Carlo Collodi
EASY FICTION

A little wooden puppet who can talk, think,
and feel as a normal boy, has a giant
curiosity that leads him into exciting,
unexpected adventures. 1959

Ages 8 - 11 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General



A Place for Ben.
by Jeanne Titherington
EASY FICTION

When his baby brother is moved into his
bedroom, Ben goes elsewhere in search of a
place of his own but finds himself longing
for company of some kind. 1987

SUBJECTS: G.. neral

Play ball, Amelia Bede lia.
by Peggy Parish
EASY FICTION

Amelia Bedelia, who khows very little about
baseball, stands in for a sick player during a
game. 1972

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Play with "a" and "t".
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A brief tale emphasizing the uses of the
ktters "a" and "t" in various words. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Play with "e" and "d".
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A brief tale emphasizing the uses of the
letters "e" and "d" in various words. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Play with i and "g".
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

uA brief tale emphasizing the uses of u.
andu .

g in various words. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Play with "o" and "g".
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A brief tale emphasizing the uses of "o"and
g in various words. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Play with "u" and "g".
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

A brief tale emphasizing the uses of the
letters 'u" and g in various words. 1973

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Play with me.
by Marie Hall Ets
EASY FICTION

A little girl goes to the meadow to play, but
each animal she tries to catch runs away
from heruntil she sits still by the pond, and
they all come back. 1955

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Playing.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Baby played with blocks, wagon, pot, box,
book, teddy, and ball. 1981

6 mo & older
(Baby board books)
SUBJECTS: General

Plenty of fish.
by Millicent (Ellis) Selsam
EASY FICTION

A young boy buys two goldfish, and learns
about fish food, the way fish breathe, and
why plants are needed in a fish bowl. 1960

(A Science I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

A Pocketful of seasons.
by Doris Van Liew Foster
EASY FICTION

Changes of seasons and weather as they
affect a little boy and a farmer. 1961
Ages 4 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

The Poky little puppy and the patchwork
blanket.
by Jean Chandler
EASY FICTION Oversize



The story of poky little puppy wht, takes his
blanket out to play even though his mother
said no. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Poky little puppy's first Christmas.
by Adelaide Ho ll
EASY FICTION Oversize

Five little puppies celebrate Christmas with
their friends. 1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Pond.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour

EASY FICTION
A pond is just the right size for the fish and
plants that live there. 1967, c1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

Poor boy, rich boy.
by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

When a poor orphan is found by his rich
uncle, the boy's life changes dramatically.
1982

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Poppy, the panda.
by Dick Gackenbach
EASY FICTION

Katie can't find the right thing for her toy
panda to wear until her mother comes up
with the perfect solution. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Potters' kitchen.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

The Potter family moves from the country
to the city and makes a happy adjustment.
1977

SUBJECTS: General

Power play.
by Matt Christopher
EASY FICTION

A magic candy bar improves Rabbit's
basketball game more than is really
desirable. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pretzel.
by Margret Rey
EASY FICTION

Pretzel finds that being the longest
dachshund in all the world is not enough to
win the favor of Greta. 1984, c1944

(A Harper Trophy book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Pretzels.
by Arthur Dorros
EASY FICTION

Includes three episodes about the ship
"Bungle" and its crew: "How Pretzels Were
Invented," "The Jungle," "A New Land." 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Prince Caspian : the return to Narnia.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

Four children help Prince Caspian and his
army of Talkin Beasts to free Narnia from
evil. Sequel to The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe." 1986, c1951
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Princess Pearl.
by Nicki Weiss
EASY FICTION

Rosemary is mean to her younger sister
Pearl until she sees Pearl's friend act mean
toward her too. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Prize pig surprise.
by Lisa Campbell Ernst
EASY FICTION

A small French pig, specially trained to sniff
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out delicious and valuable truffles, teaches a
fat comrade how to use his nose in order to
save his skin. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Professor Wormbog in search for the
zipperump-a-zoo.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Professor Wormbog's zoo won't be complete
until he finds a zipperump-a-zoo but he
seems to be looking in the wrong places.
1976

SUBJECTS: General

The Pumpkin sparrow.
by Claudia Fregosi
EASY FICTION

Retells the story of two brothers--one
generous, one greedy. Each helps a sparrow
and is appropriately rewarded. 1977

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Pumpkin, pumpkin.
by Jeanne Titherington
EASY FICTION

Jamie plants a pumpkin seed, and after
watching it grow, carves it, and saves some
seeds to plant in the spring. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Puppy who wanted a boy.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

A puppy sets his heart on getting a boy for
Christmas. 1958
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Puzzles.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

Questions and brain teasers with answers to
be found in the accompanying illustration.
1971, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Quail can't decide.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Quail can't make up her mind how to spend
her dollar. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Quentin Blake's nursery rhyme book.
by Quentin Blake
EASY FICTION

An illustrated selection of some less familiar
nursery rhymes, including those about
Gregory Griggs of twenty-seven wigs and
Terence McDiddler the three-stringed
fiddler. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

The Quiet house.
by Otto Coontz
EASY FICTION

A lonely dog finds three new friends in a
surprising place. 1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Quiet on account of dinosaur.
by Jane Thayer
EASY FICTION

The dinosaur Mary Ann finds has trouble
adjusting to the noise of the twentieth
century. 1964

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Quilt.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

A child's new pathcwork quilt recalls old
memories and provides new adventure at
bedtime. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Rabbit.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A little boy describes the activities of his pet
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rabbit. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Rabbit.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

The story of a rabbit who gets children to
do what he does. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

A Rabbit has a habit.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Compares good and bad habits of three little
rabbits. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rabbit's morning.
by Nancy Tafuri
EASY FICTION

When the sun comes up a rabbit goes
exploring in the meadow and sees ,nany
other animals. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Raccoon twins.
by Janet Everest Konkle
EASY FICTION

A pair of raccoons set out to find their
mother in the woods and nearly end up in
the zoo. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Raggedy Ann : a thank you, please, and I
love you book.

by Norah Smaridge
EASY FICTION Oversize

Raggedy Ann and Andy use good manners
to get along with each other in their
everyday lives. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Railway children.
by E. (Edith) Nesbit

EASY FICTION
The railway children are just ordinary
children until their father goes away. They
have to move to a most unusual home. 1987

RecordedAges 8 - 10
SUBJECTS: General

Rain drop splash.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

Simple story about a drop of rain that falls
in a storm, splashes through brooks, and
finds its way to the sea. 1946

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Rain makes applesauce.
by Julian Scheer
EASY FICTION

A fantasy picture book that tells of a place
where "The stars are made of lemon juice
and rain makes applesauce. 1964
Ages 4 - 7
SUBJECTS: General

The Rain puddle.
by Adelaide Hon
EASY FICTION

Mrs. McGarrity failed to judge the size of a
sweater. This one was intended for her cat
but she kept on knitting. 1965

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Ralph's secret weapon.
by Steven Kellogg
EASY FICTION

When eccentric Aunt Georgiana decides that
nephew Ralph shows promise as a

sea-serpent charmer, Ralph is ready with a
secret weapon. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Reading.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

Baby plays over, under, and around Dad
while he is reading. 1985

(Jan Ormerod's Baby books)



SUBJECTS: General

Ready-set-robot!.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

When robots from all over Zone One gather
to race in the Digi-Maze, a power pack
mixup almost causes disaster for Sol-1. 1982

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Red sun girl.
by Jean Marzollo
EASY FICTION

In a world of two suns, Kir; is the only
human being who does not change into an
animal each day after the blue sun rises.
1983

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: General

Red Tag comes back.
by Fred B. Phleger
EASY FICTION

A biography of a salmon named Red Tag.
1961

Ages 4 - 8
(A Science I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Redbird : the story of a cardinal.
by Robert M. McClung
EASY FICTION

The author follows the activities of one
particular cardinal family through the course
of a year. 1968
Ages 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rest, rabbit, rest.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Rabbit's schedule keeps hirr so busy
friends have to trick him into resting.

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rhymes around the day.

by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

A selection of nursery rhymes with a picture
story running along the background of three
pre-school siblings going through the day.
1983

SUBJECTS: General

Rhyming Nell.
by Maureen Roffey
EASY FICTION

A mischievous witch named Nell is
transformed by her rhyming spell. 1979

SUBJECTS: Stories h. rhyme

A Robber! A robber!.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

Positive they heard burglars during the
night, a brother and sister cat wonder what
they could have taken since nothing seems
to be missing. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Robot people.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

Magnus, one of two robots programmed to
work in an underground nuclear operation,
possesses a hatred of all humans. 1978

(Creative science fiction)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

The Rooftop mystery.
by Joan M. Lexau
EASY FICTION

Sam and Albert, while helping Sam's family
move, are embarrassed at having to carry a
doll. They dump it on a rooftop, but when
they return, it has disappeared. 1968

his Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
1977 (An I can read Mystery)

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Rooster crows : a book of American
rhymes and jingles.
by Maud (Fuller) Petersham



EASY FICTION
A collection of traditional American nursery
rhymes, finger games, skipping rhymes, (Kids in sports)
jingles, and counting-out rhymes. 1945

much fun for dogs. 1976

(Their This is America books)
SUBJECTS: Poetr y

A Rose for Pinkerton.
by Steven Kellogg
EASY FICTION

Pinkerton's family decides he needs a friend,
but is a cat named Rose really suitable?
1981

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Rosie's walk.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Although unaware that a fox is after her as
she walks around the farmyard, Rosie the
hen still manages to lead him into one
accident after another. 1968

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Round about the city : stories you can read
to yourself.
by Child Study Association of America
EASY FICTION

For the very young reader this collection of
ten stories will have the appeal of the
familiar. 1966
Ages 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: General

Round trip.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

Black and white illustrations and text record
the sights on a day trip to the city and back
home again to the country. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Rover Jr.'s baseball career.
by Sylvia Root Tester
EASY FICTION

Rover Jr. cuts his baseball career short when
he realizes that except for running, it isn't

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Ruby Throat, the story of a humming bird.
by Robert M. McClung
EASY FICTION

A ruby-throated hummingbird finds a mate
who builds a nest and raises young birds that
migrate to Central America. 1950

SUBJECTS: Alimal stories

Rufus.
by Tomi Ungerer
EASY FICTION

Rufus is a bat who discovers color when he
sees a movie in an outdoor theater. 1961

Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Runaway bunny.
by Margaret Wise Brown
EASY FICTION

A little rabbit who wants to run away tells
his mother how he will escape, but she is
always right behind him. 1972, c1942

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Runaway duck.
by David Lyon
EASY FICTION

Sebastian's pull-toy duck, Egbert, has many
adventures after Sebastian ties him to the
bumper of his father's car. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Saggy baggy elephant.
by Kathryn Jackson
EASY FICTION

A little elephant's worries about his wrinkles
are solved. 1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind
Crockett.

by Caron Lee Cohen
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EASY FICTION
Sally Ann, wife of Davy Crockett, fears
nothingand proves it when braggart Mike
Fink tries to scare her. 1985

SUBJECTS: Folklore

A Salmon for Simon.
by Betty Waterton
EASY FICTION

Simon, who wants to catch a salmon, finally
realizes his wish; but the creature is in need
of help. 1980, c1978

(A Margaret K. McElderry book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Sam who never forgets.
by Eve Rice
EASY FICTION

Sam the zookeeper never forgets to feed the
animals. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's ball.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

A toddler and his cat clash over who gets
play with the ball. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

Sam and Doggie have a disagreement about
Sam's cookie. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's lamp.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

A toddlcr tries to reach a lamp he likes but
instead falls down and hurts himself.
Illustrated by Eva Eriksson. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's potty.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICrioN

In demonstrating that his potty is intended
for him rather than Doggie, Sam overcomes
his dislike for it. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's teddy bear.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

to Doggie rescues Sam's
1982

Sam's bath.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

A toddler tries to give his dog a bath in a
tub which is already full of his possessions.
1983

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's car.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

Sam and Lisa fight over a car until
intervenes. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Sam's cookie.

Mother

beloved teddy bear.

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Sam's wagon.
by Barbro Lindgren
EASY FICTION

Doggie helps Sam try to keep his cookie and
all his toys in his wagon and gets a tasty
reward. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Sam, the minuteman.
by Nathaniel Bench ley
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read account of Sam and his
father fighting as minutemen against the
British in the Battle of Lexington. 1969

(An I can read history book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction



Sammy Skunk : 32 words.
by Ron Reese
EASY FICTION

A descriptive picture book about Sammy
Skunk and his activities. 1974

(A reading research book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Sand castle.
by Ronald Wegen
EASY FICTION

The sea creatures build a sand castle.

SU3JECTS: Animal stories

1977

Sandro's dolphin.
by Karen B. Winnick
EASY FICTION

A dolphin comes to the aid of a fishing
village by driving schools of mullet into the
fishermen's nets. 1980

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Sandwich.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

A boy and girl build a sandwich. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader.)
SUBJECTS: General

Santa's crash-bang Christmas.
by Steven Kroll
EASY FICTION

A succession of annoyances causes Santa to
wish he were at home rather than on his
Christmas Eve journey. 1978

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Santa's moose.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

Milton, a big clumsy moose, helps Santa one
Christmas when his load is too heavy for the
reindeer to pull. 1979

4.0

(A Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Sarah's uuicorn.
by Bruce Coville
EASY FICTION

Although she tries to keep her friendship
with Oakhorn a secret, Sarah's wicked aunt
finds out and is determined to rob the
unicorn of his magic. 1979

(A Lippincot I-like-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Save that raccoon!.
by Gloria D. Miklowitz
EASY FICTION

After escaping from a devastating forest
fire, Raccoon finds a new home. 1978

(A let me read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Say hello, Vanessa.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Vanessa Mouse seems too shy to make any
friends. 1979

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Say something.
by Mary Stolz
EASY FICTION

When a youngster is asked questions about
his world, he paints the answers on his easel.
1968

SUBJECTS: General

The Say-with-me ABC book.
by Eric Carle
EASY FICTION

The letters of the alphabet in capitals and
lower case just for saying out loud. 1967

(A kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Scat! Scat'.
by Sally R. Francis



EASY FICTION Oversize
A homeless cat finds a perfect abode.

(A Cricket book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The School.

by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A little boy briefly outlines his
school. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

EASY FICTION
1977 By following the instructions in the coded

message, Tim finds his birthday present.

activities at

1972

SUBJECTS: General

A Secret for grandmother's birthday.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

A brother and sister cat plan the secret gifts
they will give grandmother cat for her
birthday. 1975

School bus?. SUBJECTS: Animal stories
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION The Secret language.

Follows the progress of school buses as they by Ursula Nordstrom
take children to school and bring them home EASY FICTION
again. 1984 An eight-year-old girl is miserable at her

boarding school until she gets to know a girl
SUBJECTS: General with a secret language. 196-?, c1960

Scuffy the tugboat.
by Gertrude Crampton
EASY FICTION Oversize

Scuffy the tugboat has an adventure sailing
from a brook to the sea. 1955, 1976

SUBJECTS: General

The Sea View Hotel.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

The (inly child at the Sea View Hotel,
Huber's two week vacation is miserable until
he encounters the hotel handyman. 1978

SUBJECTS: General

Seasons.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

Brief captions and full-page illustrations
capture the essence of each season. 1971,
c1969

SUBJECTS: General

The Secret birthday message.
by Eric Carle

SUBJECTS: General

The Secret three.
by Mildred Myrick
EASY FICTION

The discovery of a bottle containing a codcd
message leads two boys to a new friend with
whom they form a club. 1963

(Ail I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

See you tomorrow, Charles.
by Miriam Cohen
EASY FICTION

The first graders learn to accept the ncw
boy, who is blind, as just like themselves.
1983

SUBJECTS: General

See* ,things : a book of poems.
by:Robert Froman
EASY'FICTION

The words of these fifty-one brief poems are
arr nged on the pages in shapes appropriate
to tile subject of the poem. 1974



SUBJECTS: Poetry

Seen any cats?.
by Frank Modell
EASY FICTION

Milton and Marvin look for cats to use in a
circus of their own to earn money for the
real circus. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Sesame Street book of numbers.
EASY FICTION

Illustrated groupings of different uojects
convey the number concept of numbers one
through ten. 1971

(Signet Books)
SUBJECTS: Counting

The Sesame Street players present The
Little Red Hen.

by Emily Perl Kingsley
EASY FICTION

Sesame Street characters help Prairie Dawn
put on a production of the Little Red Hen.
1981

(A Sesame Street/Golden Press book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Several tricks of Edgar Dolphin.
by Nathaniel Bench ley
EASY FICTION

Edgar was a clever young dolphin but he
didn't like to play his games in a small tank
on the ship where he was captive. 1970

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Seymour the Prince.
by Sue Alexander
EASY FICTION

Only one member of the Maple Street Club
is unwilling to participate in their play.
Seymour simply refuses to kiss the sleeping
princess. 1979

(An I am reading book)
SUBJECTS: General

Shaggy Dog's Christmas.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION

Shaggy Dog follows his list of things to do
for Christmas. 1985

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Shaggy Dog's Halloween.
by Donald Charles
EASY FICTION

Shaggy Dog's invitation to a Halloween
party inspires a number of ideas for a

costume, but Calico Cat helps him make the
final decision. 1984

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Shapes.
by Miriam Schlein
EASY FICTION

Lots of things are round, and lots more are
square, made from four straight lines--but
animals and people are never exactly round
or square. 1952

(Young Scott books)
SUBJECTS: General

Shawn goes to school.
by Petronella Breinburg
EASY FICTION

A little boy adjusts to his
nursery school. 1974, c1973

SUBJECTS: General

first day at

Shawn's red bike.
by Petronella Breinburg

EASY FICTION
Because his mother can't afford to buy the
new red bicycle in the shop window, Shawn
saves all the money he earns to buy it for
himself. 1976, c1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Sheep book.
by Carmen Goodyear
EASY FICTION



A gentle story of a farmer and her sheep,
who experience together the passing of
seasons and the cycles of life on a small
California farm. 1972
Ages 2 - 7
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Shepherd.
by Helga Aichinger
EASY FICTTON

An old poor shepherd dreams of an angel
and a star; he awakens to follow the star to
where the Christ Child lies. 1967

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Sheriff Sally Gopher and the haunted
dance hall.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Sheriff Sally Gopher solves the mystery of
the haunted dance hall in time for a special
performance by the famous dancer, Miss
Annie Field Mouse. 1977

(A Fun-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Shoemaker and the elves.
by Cynthia Birrer
EASY FICTION

A poor old shoemaker becomes successful
with the help of two elves who finish his
shoes during the night. 1983

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Shopping.
by Jean Claverie
EASY FICTION

A little boy discovers that shopping can be
adventure. 1986

(It's great to read!)
SUBJECTS: General

Shopping trip.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

A toddler exhausts his mother
shopping trip. 1982

during

(A Dial very first book)
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Shrewbettina's birthday.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

The gallant gentleman who rescues
Shrewbettina from a purse snatcher goes on
to help her plan and give a grand birthday
party. 1971, c1970

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Sign on Ro..ie's door.
by Maurice Sendak
EASY FICTION

Rosie, a small, imaginative girl, pretends to
be one person after another. 1960
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Silent night.
by Joseph Mohr
EASY FICTION Oversize

An illustrated version of the well-known
German Christmas hymn celebrating the
birth of Christ. 1984

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Silly egg : 15 words.
by Nancy Reese
EASY FICTION

The egg in different sizes and shapes. 1974

(A reading research book)
SUBJECTS: General

Silly Goose.

by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

A little girl describes all the things she does
like an animal. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

The Silver chair.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis

a EASY FICTION
Two English children undergo hairraising
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adventures as they go on a search and rescue
mission for the missing Prince Rilian. 1986,

c1953
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Silver pony.
by Lynd Ward
EASY FICTION

Recounts without words the adventures of a
boy and his winged horse. 1973

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Simon's book.
by Henrik Drescher
EASY FICTION

Simon flees from a friendly monster with
the aid of some drawing pens and a bottle of
ink. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Sing, Pierrot, sing : a picture book in mime.
by Tomie De Paola
EASY FICTION

Simple Pierrot dreams of his saucy
sweetheart Columbine in this original story
featuring the traditional comic characters.
1983

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Sir Andrew.
by Paula Winter
EASY FICTION

A very dapper but very vain donkey takes (An I can

Sir Lance-a-Little and the knights of the
kitchen table.

by Jon Chalon
EASY FICTION

Just as the knights of old, Lance and his
friends embark on a day of adventure and
helping others. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Six foolish fisherman.
by Benjamin Elkin
EASY FICTION

When six foolish brothers go fishing, each of
them assumes that one brother has drowned
until a small boy helps them solve the
mystery. 1957

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Six new students.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

The six Fieldmouse children find their new
school more enjoyable than they anticipated.
1978

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Six silver spoons.
by Janette Sebring Lowrey
EASY FICTION

A Boston brother and sister travel to their
grandmother's house on the eve of the battle
at Concord. 1971

read history
an eventful promenade one windy day. 1980SUBJECTS: Historical

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Sir Kevin of Devon.
by AdAaide Ho ll
EASY FICTION

Kevin, a smallish lad not quite eleven was
the only one who dared to try to overcome
the clashing, rattling monster that stalked
the countryside. 1963

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

book)
fiction

Skip to my lou.
by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

An illustrated version of ten verses from the
traditional song telling how Lou loses her
sweetheart, finds another, and goes to Texas.
1975

SUBJECTS: General

Sky dragon.
by Ronald Wegen
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EASY FICTION
The children look up at the snowfilled
clouds in the sky and see them as various
animals which give them an idea on what to
build with the snow. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Sleep tight, Alex Pumpernickel.
by Fernando Krahn
EASY FICTION

Presents the further nocturnal adventures of
Alex Pumr.rnickel. A sequel to "Here
comes Alex Pumpernickel." 1982

(An Atlantic Monthly Press book)
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Sleeping.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

A baby does his best to get his sleeping
father's attention. 1985

(Jan Ormerod's Baby books)
SUBJECTS: General

The Sleeping beauty.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

Enraged at not being invited to the princess'
christening, the wicked fairy casts a spell
that dooms the princess to sleep for one
hundred years. 1967

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Sleepy bear.
by Lydia Dabcovich
EASY FICTION

Shows Bear getting ready for his long
winter's nap, or hibernation, and his
springtime awakening. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Slugger Sal's slump.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

As Slugger Sal slips deeper into a slump, he
wonders if he is washed up as a baseball

player. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Small Bear's busy day.
by Adelaide Ho ll
EASY FICTION

An expedition into the autumn woods brings
Small Bear both adventure and fun as he
encounters honey bees, a capsized raft, and a
monster jack-o-lantern. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Small Deer's magic trkks.
by Betty Boegehold
EASY FICTION

Four Indonesian folk tales featuring a small
deer whose gentle cunning outwits the other
animals io matters of survival. 1977

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Small pig.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Because the farmer's wife insists on cleaning
his mud puddle, a little pig runs away to the
city where he becomes permanently stuck in
what hs thought was a mud puddle. 1969

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Small rabbit.
by Miska Miles
EASY FICTION

After several misadventures, a little rabbit
finds someone to play with. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Small Wolf.
by Nathaniel Bench ley
EASY FICTION

A young Indian sets out to hunt on
Manhattan island and discovers some
strange people with white faces. 1972

(An I can read history book)



SUBJECTS: General Two little field mice leave home to search

The Smallest elephant in the world.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

An elephant the size of a house cat leaves
his jungle home in India to find a home in
the city. 1959

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Smiley snake : 33 words.
by Nancy Reese
EASY FICTION

A little girl tries to decide why her snake is
always smiling. 1974

(A reading rescarch book)
SUBJECTS: General

Snail, where are you?.
by Tomi Ungerer
EASY FICTION

A picture book, wordless except for the first
and last pages. On each page a spiral snail
concealed in the picture. 1962

Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Snake horn.
by Morton Grosser
EASY FICTION

A boy's gift of a strange instrument
resembling a snake brings with it a visitor
from seventeenth-century England. 1973

Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Sneaker&
by Ray Anthony Shepard
EASY FICTION

A black boy finally admits to himself that
his attitude toward the team's white
co-captain is more important than having
new sneakers. 1973

Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Snippy and Snappy.
by Wanda Gag
EASY FICTION

for cheese and they almost find itin a
mouse trap! 1931

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Snow.
by John Burningham
EASY FICTION

A boy and his mother share snowy day
activities. 1975, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Snow.
by Isao Sasaki
EASY FICTION

Trains come and go at a small train station
on a snowy day. 1982

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Snowman.
by Raymond Briggs

is EASY FICTION
When his snowman comes to life, a little boy
invites him home and in return is taken on a
flight high _above the countryside. 1978

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Snowy day.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

The adventures of a little boy in the city on
a very snowy day. 1962

SUBJECTS: General

So sick!.

by Harriet Ziefert
EASY FICTION

In three episodes, Lewis is sick, plays doctor
with his friend Angel, and sees him get sick
from eating too many cookies. 1985

(Step into reading)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Soldier and me.
by David Line



EASY FICTION SUBJECTS: General
The adventures of an English schoolboy and
a Hungarian immigrant he has befriended, as Sometimes I'm afraid.
they witness a murder and flee. 196?, c1965
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Somebody spilled the sky.
by Ruth Krauss
EASY FICTION

Sixteen poems of feelings, thoughts, and
behavior of childhood. 1979

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Something queer at the haunted school.
by Elizabeth Levy
EASY FICTION

Two amateur detectives investigate

by Jane Werner Watson
EASY FICTION

A three-year-old describes some of the
things he is afraid of and how his parents
help his fears. Illustrated by Hi lde
Hoffmann. 1971

(A Read-together book for parents and
children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Song.
by Charlotte Zolotow
EASY FICTION

Throughout the year, Susan
a bird inside her singing about

haunting of their school that starts around
Halloween. c1982

SUBJECTS: Mystery

Sometimes I get angry.
by Jane Werner Watson
EASY FICTION

A little boy describes some
that make him angry and
about it. 1971

(A Read-together book for
children)
SUBJECTS: General

of the things
what he does

parents and

Sometimes I have to.
by David Ridyard

EASY FICTION
Sally tries hard to do what her parents
her to do. 1985

(Growing up)
SUBJECTS: General

want

Sometimes I like to cry.
by Elizabeth Stanton
EASY FICTION

A child recalls different occasions when he
has cried, concluding that there are many
appropriate times for tears. 1978

hears a little
the changing

seasons, but no one else can hear it. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Sophie's bucket.
by Catherine Stock
EASY FICTION

On her first trip to the seashore, Sophie
finds many things to put in her new bucket.
1985

SUBJECTS: General

A Sound of chariots.
by Mollie Hunter
EASY FICTION

A girl is overwhelmed by her father's death
and mourns silently for him until an
understanding teacher challenges her to
write. 1973, c1972
Ages 11-14 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Space case.
by Edward Marshall
EASY FICTION

When the thing from outer space visits
earth, it is taken first for a trick-or-treater
and then for a robot. 1980

SUBJECTS: Science fiction



Space hijack!.
by Nancy Robison
EASY FICTION

When a mysterious passenger hijacks their
moon shuttle, Mark and Ted use the
difference in gravity to escape from the
see-through space pcople that the hijacker
controls. 1979

(A Fuh-to-read book)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Space monster Gorp and the runaway
computer.
by Dave Ross

EASY FICTION
The story of Gorp, a friendly space monster,
who help the inhabitants of Tween, a planet
being eaten by its moon. 1984

Ages 6 - 8
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

The Space people.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

Two sisters are captured by visitors from
another planet. 1978

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Spin a soft black song : poems for children.
by Nikki Giovanni
EASY FICTION

Thirty-five poems recount the feelings of
black children about their neighborhoods,
American society, and hemselves. 1971

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Spot's birthday party.
by Eric Hill
EASY FICTION

Spot and his animal friends play
hide-and-seek at his birthday party.

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

contest at a spring party and
surprises himself by what he actually takes.
1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Spring is.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

A small dog explores the fields in the four
seasons. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Spring is here.
by Lois Lenski
EASY FICTION

Short verses and pictures illustrate the
familiar arrival of spring. 1973

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Springtime bears.
by Cathy Warren
EASY FICTION

After Mama Bear has played with her three
babies all winter, her gruffness about spring
cleaning makes them wonder if she still
loves them. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Springtime for Jeanne-Marie.
by Francoise
EASY FICTION

Springtime brings a new friend to the
much-loved little French girl and her lamb,
Patapon, as they search for their lost duck,
Made lon. 1955

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Squanto, friend of the white men.

1982 by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

A true story about the Indian
befriended the Pilgrims when they
arrived. 1954

Ages 7 - 9
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Spring green.
by Valrie M. Selkowe
EASY FICTION

Danny Duck needs something to take to a

130

who
first

Recorded



The Square Ben drew.
by Peter Barrett
EASY FICTION

Once upon a time there was a boy called
Ben who drew a square and, using their
imagination, his friends decided it could be
anthing they wanted it to be. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Story of a small boy, a horse which he loved
and later owned, and of the time when the
horse was lost. 1953
Ages 7 - 10 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Star-Spangled Banner.
by Francis Scott Key
EASY FICTION Oversize

Illustrates three verses of our national
Squash pie. anthem, written at the battle of Fort
by Wilson Gage
EASY FICTION

McHenry during the War of 1812.
included. 1973

Music is

Time after time the farmer plants squash for
his favorite pie, only to have someone steal SUBJECTS: General
every crop. 1976

(Greenwillow-read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

Squeeze a sneeze.
by Bill Morrison
EASY FICTION

Suggests putting words together into funny
rhymes such as 'bake a cake for your
favorite snake 1977

SUBJECTS: General

The Squire's bride : a Norwegian folk tale.
EASY FICTION

The old widower squire is determined to
marry the farmer's daughter who is equally
determined he will not. 1975

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Stanley.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

A caveman named Stanley who is fond of
painting pictures, planting seeds and
befriending animals does not fit in with the
other cavemen. 1962
Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Star of Wild Horse Canyon.
by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

The Stonecutter : a Japanese folk tale.
by Gerald McDermott
EASY FICTION

Not even the mightiest mountain is immune
to a determined stonecutter. 1975

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Stop.
by William Wondriska
EASY FICTION

A young boy spending a night on the desert
with an injured colt endures a storm, wolves,
and bad dreams. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Stop that ball!.
by Marshall McClintock
EASY FICTION

A young boy chases his ball all over town.
1959

(Beginner books)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Stop! Go! Word Bird.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Uses a very simple vocabulary to follow
Word Bird and his family's trip by car to
their mountain-top retreat. 1981

(Her Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General
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Stopping by woods on a snowy evening.
by Robert Frost
EASY FICTION

Illustrations of wintry scenes accompany
each line of the well-known poem. 1978

SUBJECTS: Poetry

Stories for Little Sioux & others too.
by Loraine Webster
EASY FICTION

Ten short stories written to create a better
understan6ing of the Indian heritage. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

The Stories Julian tells.
by Ann Cameron
EASY FICTION

Episodes in seven-year-old Julian's life which
includes getting into trouble with his
younger brother Huey, losing a tooth, and
finding a new friend, and more. 1981

be the most ferocious bull in Spain.
1966

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Story of Olaf.
by James McCrea
EASY FICTION

II When his two friends
potion to turn themselves
keeps his head, safely

1936,

Recorded

drink the magic
into dragons, Olaf
restmes them to

knighthood, and as a reward,
Olaf. 1964
Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

becomes Sir

The Story of Paul Bunyan.
by Barbara Ember ley
EASY FICTION

Tells how Paul Bunyan, the mighty
lumberjack, cleared the states of Iowa and
Kansas, dug the Mississippi River, and
performed other feats with his blue ox, Babe.
1963

SUBJECTS: General SUBJECTS: Folklore

Stork spills the beans.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Stork sets the residents of Swee Pickle
straight about what he does and doesn't
deliver. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Story of Chicken Licken.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

"Chicken Licken" is retold with illustrations
of school children performing the story as a
play on stage. 1986

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Story of Ferdinand.
by Munro Leaf
EASY FICTION

Ferdinand, a bull who prefers to sit and
smell the flowers, is mistakenly thought to

A Story, a story : an African tale.
by Gail E Haley
EASY FICTION

Recounts how most African,folk tales came
to be called "Spider Stories.' 1970

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Storybook children.
EASY FICTION

The children of the world are left without
stories when the familiar characters abandon
their tales to protest poor treatment. 1979,

c1978

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Strange appearance of Howard
Cranebill, Jr.
by Henrik Drescher
EASY FICTION

Having long wished for a child, Mr. and Mrs.
Cranebill are delighted with the baby
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discovered on their doorstep even though he
has an unusually long pointed nose. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

The Strange disappearance of Arthur
Cluck.
by Nathaniel Bench ley
EASY FICTION

When young Arthur disappears, Mother
Chick and Ralph the owl search all over the
farm for him. 1967

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(An I can read mystery)
SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Straw maid.
by Anita Lobel

EASY FICTION
Forced to cook and clean for three robbers,
a little girl tricks them and escapes with
their booty. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

The Strawberry roan.
by Glen Rounds
EASY FICTION

Relates in rhyme the attempts of a bronc
buster to tame a deceptive looking old nag.
1970

SUBJECTS: General

The Strongest one of all.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

A lamb asks the ice, sun, cloud, rain, earth,
and grass who is the strongest one of all and
reaches a surprising conclusion. 1977

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Such is the way of the world.
by Benjamin Elkin
EASY FICTION

Based on a talc from Ethiopia, this book
tells the story of Desta's adventures when he
abandons the cattle he is guarding to search
for his pet monkey. 1968

Ages 4 - 8

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Summer at the sea.
by Eleanor Schick
EASY FICTION

A young girl returns to the city at summer's
end and misses her activities at the beach.
1978

SUBJECTS: General

Sun up.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

The story of a hot summer day in the
country from the time the cock crows to the
peaceful coming of night. 1949

SUBJECTS: General

The Sun's asleep behind the hill.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

The sun, the breeze, the leaves, the bird, the
squirrel, and child all grow tired after a long
day and go to sleep. 1982

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Sunshine.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

This story tells us about a little girl who gets
up early in the morning, gets herself dressed,
and then draws her parents' attention to the
time. 1981

Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

Super bowl.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

The animal Champs play
the football Super Bowl;
themselves that there
coming. 1980

the
the
is

Super Birds in
losers console
another year

(A Green willow read-alone book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Super Sam and the salad garden.
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by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

A dog saves a garden planted by two young
gardeners from being wrecked by
neighborhood ruffians. 1975

(An Addisonian Press book
SUBJECTS: Animal stori.

The Super snoops and th. missing sleepers.
by Carol Greene
EASY FICTION

The members of the Super Snoop Detective
Agency try to track down a robber. 1976

SUBJECTS: Mystery

The Surprise.
by George Shannon
EASY FICTION

Squirrel gives his mother a speciai surprise
on her birthday. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Surprise for a cowboy.
by Clyde Robert Bulla
EASY FICTION

A young boy's wish is granted when he gets
to spend the summer on a ranch and
becomes a true cowboy. 1950

SUBJECTS: General

The Surprise party.
by Annabelle Prager
EASY FICTION

A little boy tries to plan his own surprise
birthday party. 1977

(A Read alone book)
SUBJECTS: G(Aleral

The Surprise picnic.
by John S. Goodall
EASY FICTION

Two kittens and their mother meet with
scary and unexpected adventures on a

summer's day. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Surprise: Surprise: Guess what's inside.
by Kelly Oechsli
EASY FICTION

Illustrations of packaged surprises invite the
reader to guess the identity of their contents.
1967

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

Susie Mariar.
EASY FICTION

An illustrated presentatior of an old folk
rhyme about the adventures of Susie Mariar
who fell in the fire and kept going until she
hit the sky. 1968, c1939

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Sweet Betsy from Pike.
by Glen Rounds
EASY FICTION

Betsy and Ike, from Pike, endure
hardships of the trip west during
California gold rush. Based on the
song. 1973

(A Golden Gate junior book)
SUBJECTS: General

the
the

folk

Sylvester, the mouse with the musical ear.
by Adelaide Ho ll
EASY FICTION Oversize

Displaced from his country home, a mouse
finds lodging in a guitar where a new
musical life opens up for him. 1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Tadpole and the frog.
by Susan Knob ler
EASY FICTION

A picture book without words that illustrates
life cycles. 1975

Ages 3 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Take me for a ride.
by Michel Gay
EASY FICTION
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A little boy finds it hard to push his stroller
as more and more animals get in for a ride.
1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Taken girl.
by Elizabeth Vining
EASY FICTION

An orphan girl taken on as helper in a
Quaker household that includes John
Greenleaf Whittier becomes involved in the
anti-slavery movement in Philadelphia.
1973, c1972
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

The Tale of Peter Rabbit.
by Beatrix Potter
EASY FICTION Oversize

All about the famous rabbit family: Flopsy,
Mopsy, Cottontail, and especially Peterwho
disobeys Mother Rabbit's order to stay out
of Mr. McGregor's garden. 1963
Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Taste the raindrops.
by Anna Grossnickle Hines
EASY FICTION

A child is delighted to walk in the rain,
feeling and tasting the raindrops, despite the
mother's initial objections. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Teach us, Amelia Bedelia.
by Peggy Parish
EASY FICTION

The very literal minded Amelia Bedelia
becomes a substitute teacher for a day.

brother's drug addiction. 1973, c1972
Ages 12-17 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Teddy bear baker.
by Phoebe Worthington
EASY FICTION

Follows an industrious baker through his
busy day. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Teddy bears 1 to 10.
by Susanna Gretz
EASY FICTION

As teddy bears are washed dried, take the
bus, and have tea they introduce the
numbers one to ten. 1969

SUBJECTS: Counting

Teddy bears cure a cold.
by Susanna Gretz
EASY FICTION

When William's cold seems to be
too long and his demands for
increase, the other teddy bears
miraculous cure. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

lingering
attention
work a

Teddy bears go shopping,
by Susanna Gretz
EASY FICTION

John, William and Robertseperated from
Charlesbuy the same things and everyone
forgets important items. 1982
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

1971-he Teeny tiny woman.
by Jane O'Connor
EASY FICTION

A teeny tiny woman experiences an unusual
night when she finds a teeny tiny bone.
1986

Ages 3 6

(Step into reading. A Step I book)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: General

Teacup full of roses.
by Sharon Bell Mathis
EASY FICTION

Joe's decision to leave home is prompted by
despair over his mother's blindness to his
younger brother's talents and his older The Teeny tiny woman : an old English



ghost tale.
by Barbara Seuling
EASY FICTION

Retells the tale of the teeny tiny woman
who found a teeny tiny bone in a
churchyard and put it away in her cupboard
before she went to sleep. 1976

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Teeny-tiny woman : a ghost story.
by Paul Galdone
EASY FICTION

Retells the tale of the teeny-tiny woman

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

Ten sleepy sheep.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

Lewis counts sheep to help him sleep, but he
soon finds tcn noisy sheep having a party in
his bedroom. 1983

SUBJECTS: Counting

Ten what? : A mystery counting book.
who finds a teeny-tiny bone and puts it away by Russell Hoban
in her cupboard before she goes to sleep.
1984

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Teepee tales.
by El Comancho
EASY FICTION

Stories of animals, the woods and things that
were as told by Little Owl, the old Indian
story-teller used. 1972

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Telephone.
by William Jay Smith

EASY FACTION
The authoN phone is rung constantly by
animals calling about their problems. 1977

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Ten black dots.
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION

A counting book which shows what can be
done with ten lack dots. 1968

SUBJECTS: Counting

Ten little caterpillars.
by Bill Martisi

EASY FICTION
Each caterpillar had a different adventure;
the tenth little caterpillar by and by became
a butterfly. 1967

,

EASY FICTION
Introduces the numbers one to ten while two
secret agents tryto solve the mysterious
message "Get ten. 1975

SUBJECTS: Counting

Ten, nine, eight.
by Molly Bang
EASY FICTION

Numbers from ten to one are part of this
lullaby which observes the room of a little
girl going to bed. 1983

SUBJECTS: Counting

The Ten-alarm camp-out.
by Cathy Warren
EASY FICTION

An armadiilo family innocently causes
havoc during their campout. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Tent.
by Dorothy Z. Seymour
EASY FICTION

Simple story about children who overcrowd
a tent and cause it to collapse. 1965

(An Early-start preschool reader)
SUBJECTS: General

Terrible things could happen.
by Ned Delaney
EASY FICTION



Fired from the Crusi and Flake Company in There'll be a hot time in the old town
favor of the boss's nephew, a pie deliverer tonight.
inadvertently turns defeat into victory. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Thank youyou're welcome.
by Louis Slobodkin
EASY FICTION

A humorous rhyming story about a small
boy who learns how one earns the right to
say welcome."
Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

by Robert M. Quackenbush
EASY FICTION

Illustrations accompany the verses of the
folksong describing the Chicago fire.
Includes the music and information of fire
safety. 19'74

SUBJECTS: General

1957 There's a nightmare in my closet.

That dreadful day.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

When Mary Ann and Louie return unhappy
from their first day at school, Grandpa tells
them about his own dreadful first day at
school. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

That Olive!.
by Alice Schertle
EASY FICTION

Andy's cat Olive always hides when he calls
her but one day Andy turns the tables and
hides from Olive. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

That terrible Halloween night.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Grandpa tells Louie and Mary Ann of the
dreadful Halloween night that turned him
into an old man. 1980

SUBJECTS: Holidays

There was a wise crow.
by Joseph Low
EASY FICTION

A collection of nonsense verses about the
activities of animals and people. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

Fears and fancies can take shape from the
cracks on the ceiling, undulate in the breeze
that billows the curtain, assume the bulk of a
dresser in the dark or come galumphing out
of the closet. Illustrated by Mercer Mayer.
1968

Ages 6 -
SUBJECTS: General

There's a wocket in my pocket!.
by Dr. Seuss
EASY FICTION

A household of unusual creatures help
beginning readers recognize common
",household words. 1974

(A Bright and early book)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

There's an ant in Anthony.
by Bernard Most
EASY FICTION

After discovering an "ant" in his own name,
Anthony searches for the word "ant" in
other words. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

There's an ape behind the drape.
by Bernard Most
EASY FICTION

When Anthony, a boy who likes to find
words hidden in bigger words, finds an "ape"
behind the drape, he chases it into some
surprising locations. 1981

SUBJECTS: General



There's nothing to dol.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

When Mai), and Louie are bored, Grandpa
tells them what happened one day when he
and his brother Wainey were bored. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

This is the bear.
by Sarah Hayes
EASY FICTION

A toy bear is accidentally taken to the
dump, but is rescued by a boy and a dog.
1986

SUBJECTS: General

This is the house where Jack lives.
by Joan Heilbroner
EASY FICTION

The old nursery rhyme in a modern version
which follows the style of the original.
Ages 6 - 7
(I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

This little pig : a Mother Goose jingle.
EASY FICTION

The nursery rhyme beginning "This little pig
went to market" is illustrated with
eighteenth-century pigs who enact the tale
with extravagant embellishment. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

in a town by a river. 1971

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Three jovial huntsmen.
by Susan Jeffers
EASY FICTION

Despite the many animals In
hunters see only a ship, a
pincushion and find nothing

SUBJECTS: General

the forest, three
house, and a
to shoot. 1973

Three little pigs.
by Rodney Peppe
EASY FICTION

Only one of the three pig brothers survives
the hazardous experience of building a
house. 1980

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Three little pigs.
1962 EASY FICTION

The Three bears.
by Margaret Hi lien
EASY FICTION

Lost in the woods, a tired and hungry little
girl finds the home of the three bears where
she helps herself to food and a bed. 1963

(The Follett just beginning-to-read series)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Three birds.
by Hi Ide Heyduck-Huth
EASY FICTION

A simple story of three newly hatched birds

The story of two little pigs whose poorly
built houses are inadequate protection from
a hungry wolf and their brother whose brick
house enables him to survive. 1963

Ages 5 - 7
(The Follett just beginning-to-read series)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Three sides and the round one.
by Margaret Friskey
EASY FICTION

A discussion between a circle and a triangle
introduces basic geometric shapes and
suggests where they can be found in
common objects. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Three stories : The snow goose, The small
miracle, Ludmila.
by Paul Gallico
EASY 9CTION

Each of these short stories
and an animal. 1976

SUBJECTS: General
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Three wishes.
by Lucille Clifton
EASY FICTION

When a young girl finds a good luck penny
and makes three wishes on it, she learns that
friendship is her most valued possession.
1976

SUBJECTS: General

Three yellow dogs.
by Caron Lee Cohen

EASY FICTION
Using just five different words in the text,
the book describes the adventures of three
yellow dogs. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Thump and Plunk.
by Janice May Udry
EASY FICTION

When Thump thumps Plunk's doll Plunkit,
an argument starts. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Thunderhoof.
by Syd Hoff

EASY FICTION
Thunderhoof, a wild horse, refuses to be
tamed by the cowboys but misses their
company after they give up and turn him
loose. 1971

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Tiger is a scaredy cat.
by Joan Phillips
EASY FICTION

Tiger, a scaredy cat who is even afraid of
the mice in his house, conquers his fear to
help Baby Mouse. 1986

(Step into reading. A Step I book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Tiger take off your hat.
by Linda P. Silbert
EASY FICTION

The rest of the baseball team wants Tiger to
take uff his hat but Tiger doesn't like being
told what to do. 1978

Ages 7 - 9
(Little twirps understanding people book)
SUBJECTS: General

Tigers and oppossums : Mexkan animal
legends.

by Marcos Kurtycz
EASY FICTION

The marriage of the little humming-bird;
The Tiger and the oppossum; The
biguidibela; The fly who dreamed that he
was an eagle; Bigu; Better alone than in bad
company. 1984

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Tilabel.

by Patricia Coombs
EASY FICTION

In, pt Tilabel, forced to spin, weave, and sew
for the groundhog queen, is aided by three
old "aunts"thus ensuring her marriage to the
prince. 1978

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Tim and Ginger.
by Edward Ardizzone
EASY FICTION

Once again little Tim proves himself to be a
brave and clever lad as he rescues his friend
Ginger who carelessly disregards the rising
tide of the sea. 1965

Ages 5 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Tim Mouse goes down the stream.
by Judy Brook
EASY FICTION

When Willy Frog is captured by fierce river
rats, Tim Mouse sets sail on his little raft to
the rescue. 1975, c1969

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Tim to the lighthouse.
by Edward Ardizzone
EASY FICTION
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In this voyage, brave Tim with his friend
Captain Mc Fee, accompanied by two
stowaways, rescue a lighthouse keeper and
foil the schemes of evil men. 1968

SUBJECTS: General

Tim's friend Towser.
by Edward Ardizzone
EASY FICTION

Tim's sea adventures continue as he and
Ginger discover a tiny stowaway puppy
which they try to conceal from the captain
who hates dogs. 1962

Ages 6 - 10 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

Tim's last voyage.
by Edward Ardizzone
EASY FICTION

Tim and Ginger run into trouble when they
sail as deck hands on the Arabella. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Time.
by Gillian Youldon
EASY FICTION

Shows the events of a child's birthday
throughout the day from morning to
evening. 1979

(Picture play)
SUBJECTS: General

Timothy Robbins climbs the mountain.
by Alvin Tresselt
EASY FICTION

A quiet adventure about two boys who go
up a mountain. 1960

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

Timothy Tall Feather.
by Charlotte Pomerantz
EASY FICTION

Timothy and his grandfather talk aboutand
then dream aboutIndians. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Timothy's forest.
by Freya Littledale
EASY FICTION

Since there are no forests in the city,
Timothy makes one in his room using scraps.
1969

SUBJECTS: General

Tiny Turtle's Thanksgiving.
by Dave Ross
EASY FICTION

Tired of being a turtle, Tiny Turtle decides
to try to be an eagle one Thanksgiving Day,
but decides it isn't much fun. 1986

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Titch.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

Nothing Titch owned amounted to much
except the smallest thing of alla seed. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Tizz south of the border.
by Elisa Bialk

EASY FICTION
While vacationing with her family in
Mexico, Tracy and her horse, Tizz,
experience some of the dangers and
excitement of that country. 1971

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Toad hunt.
by Janet Chenery
EASY FICTION

While looking for a toad, two little boys see
many of the other residents of their garden
and pond. 1967

Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
(A Science I can read book.)
SUBJECTS: General

Toby in the country, Toby in the city.
by Maxine Zohn Bozzo
EASY FICTION

Although one Toby lives in the city and the
other in the country, and one is a boy and
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the other a girl, thcy both enjoy similar
things. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Toby's friends.
by Laura Bannon
EASY FICTION

Grandpa pretends he cannot think whom
Toby wants to play with and suggests all the
animals in the neighborhood. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Together.
by June Behrens
EASY FICTION

Discusses the many ways in which different
kinds of people can be one's best friend.
1975

SUBJECTS: General

The Tomten and the fox.
by Astrid (Ericson) Lindgren
EASY FICTION

Unlike his troll relative whose actions are
mostly mischievous, the gnome-sized
Jultomten is the special guardian of farms.
1965, c1966
Ages 4 - 8
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Tony Beaver, griddle skater.
by Elizabeth Carmer
EASY FICTION

Tony Beaver, champion griddle skater of the
southern states, challenges his cousin Paul
Bunyan to a griddle skating race. 1965

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Tony's birds.
by Millicent (Ellis) Selsam
EASY FICTION

A young boy goes for a bird walk with his
father and soon he has learned about
watching birds by himself. 1961

(A Science I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Too big.

by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

When his new brother comes home from the
hospital, Henry discovers he's too big for
some of the things he'd like to do. 1983

SUBJECT& General

The Toolbox,
by Ann,1 F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read description of the basic
tools found in a toolbox. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Too ley! Too ley!.

by Frank Modell
EASY FICTION

The reward for finding a lost dog sends two
young boys to the movies. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Topsy-turvy family.
by Emma L. Brock

EASY FICTION
The coming of new teacher affords this
pioneer family many excuses for exercising
their ability to collect catastrophe. 1962,
c1943

Ages 7 - 10
SUBJECTS: General

The Tortoise and the hare : an Aesop fable.
by Janet Stevens
2ASY FICTION

Recounts the race between the boastful hare
and the perservering tortoise. 1984

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Tortoise island.
by Jurg Furrer
EASY FICTION

The tortoises envy the turtle's ability to
swim and the seagulls' ability to fly until
they discover everyone has his own special
abilities. 1975



SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Town mouse and the country mouse.
by Paul Galdone
EASY FICTION

When the town mouse and the country
mouse visit each other,they discover they
prefer very different ways of life. 1971

SUBJECTS: Folklore

A Town without children.
EASY FICTION

A devastating fire and a great flood teach
the villagers the value of their children.
1979

(The Rights of children)
SUBJECTS: General

The Toy circus.
by Jan Wahl
EASY FICTION

From a quiet box in a young child's room
erupts a nighttime circus with the dreaming
child self-cast as ringmaster. 1986

(Gulliver books)
SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Train.
by Robert Welber
EASY FICTION

A little girl tries to conquer her fear of the
grassy meadow between the house and the
train tracks. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

A Train for Tommy.
by Edith Tarcov

EASY FICTION
Tommy loves to play with trains and dreams
of riding on one. 1962

SUBJECTS: General

The Traveling musicians.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

A donkey, a dog, a cat and a rooster, each
afflicted with old age, form a band and plan
to make a living as musicians. 1944

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Tree and the seasons.
by Ie la Mari
EASY FICTION

Wordless illustrations depict the effect of
changing seasons on a tree. 1979

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

The Trek.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

The city streets become a jungle, then a
desert, as a child forges her way to school,
observing and avoiding all the wild animals
posing as trees, chimneys, fences, and even
f ruit. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

The Trip.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

Lonely in a new neighborhood, Louie creates
a magic box from a shoebox and sees his old
friends trick-or-treating. 1978

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Troll country.
by Edward Marshall
EASY FICTION

Elsie Fay ventures into the deep, dark
woods, meets a troll, and attempts to
outsmart him. 1980

(Dial easy-to-read)
SUBJECTS: Genet al

The Trouble with mom.
by Babette Cole
EASY FICTION

A young boy's mother, who is a witch, is not
immediately accepted by the parents of the
children in his new school. 1984
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SUBJECTS: General

Truck.
by Donald Crews
EASY FICTION

Follows the journey of a truck from loading
to unloading. 1980

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Truck song.
by Diane Siebert
EASY FICTION

Rhymed text and illustrations describe the
journey of a transcontinental truck. 1984

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Truffle pig.
by Claire Huchet Bishop
EASY FICTION

To save his pet pig from becoming the
family meal, a French boy runs away with
him. 1971

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Tuntuni, the ailor bird.
by Betsy Bang
EASY FICTION

In two episodes, a brash bird succeeds in
riling the Rajah. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone.)
SUBJECTS ''olklore

The Turnip.
by Janina Domanska
EASY FICTION

When all those in the line finally pull up the
giant turnip they fall backwards. The
magpie, the last to join, flies away thinking
he caused the damage. 1969

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Turtle and the monkey : a Philippine
tale.
by Paul Galdone
EASY FICTION

Greedy Monkey makes every effort to cheat
Turtle out of the bananas that rightfully
belong to her. 1983

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Turtle spring.
by Lillian Hoban
EASY FICTION

The Turtle family is puzzled by a very
strange bump under the lettuce bed in their
garden. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Turtles' picnic and other nonsense
stories.
by Terry Berger
EASY FICTION

Three short stories about a suspicious turtle,
a very particular dog, and the king of the
jungle, 1977

SUBJECTS: General

Twelve bells for Santa.
by Crosby Bonsall
EASY FICTION

Three children, off to the North Pole to
deliver twelve chocolate bells to Santa for
winning a contest, become very hungry on
the way. 1977

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Holidays

Twelve days of Christmas.
EASY FICTION

More and more gifts arrive from a young
bear's true love each of the twelve days of
Christmas. 1981

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Twenty-two bears.
by Claire Huchet Bishop
EASY FICTION

This picture book describes the antics of a
large family of bears in the wild woods of
Wyoming. 1964
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Ages 3 - 5 Recorded by Judy De lton
SUBJECTS: Animal stories EASY FICTION

Twin kittens.
by Inez Hogan
EASY FICTION

Pounce and Purr are twin kittens who go
around the big town before they're old
enough. 1958

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Twin puppies.
by Inez Hogan
EASY FICTION

The story of Yip and Yup, twin puppies who
move to the farm to live with Ned and Nell.
1959

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Two bear cubs.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

Two adventurous cubs love to wander, but
when frightened, appreciate having Mother
close by. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Two dates for Mike.
by Florence Musgrave
EASY FICTION

Mike is presented with various problems
during his first year of high school. 1973,

c1964
Ages 12-17 Recorded by Molly Bang
SUBJECTS: General EASY FICTION

Bear becomes jealous when Duck, his best
friend, makes friends with Chipmunk who is
new in the neighborhood. 1976

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Two little bears.
by Yl la
EASY FICTION

Yl la has written and pictured with
photographs a tale of her own pet bear cubs.
1954

Ages 4 - 6
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Two places to sleep.
by Joan Schuchman
EASY FICTION

David describes living with his father and
visiting his mother every other weekend
after his parents' divorce. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

The Two Reds.
by Will and Nicolas
EASY FICTION

One bright morning Red the boy dashed out
to play and Red the cat set out in search of
food. What a chase ensued! 1950

SUBJECTS: General

Tye May F.nd the magic brush.

Two is a team.
by Lorraine Beim
EASY FICTION

After disagreement in building a coaster, a
black boy and his white playmate learn the
value of working together on a project.
1973, c1945

(A Voyager book, AVB 86)
SUBJECTS: General

Two is company.

In a dream, a poor orphan is given a brush
that brings to lite everything she paints.
1981

(Greenwillow read alone.)
SUBJECTS: General

UFO kidnap:.
by Nancy Robison
EASY FICTION

Two boys from earth are kidnapped into a
UFO, flown to another planet, and
commanded to return something they don't



have. 1978

(A Fun to read book)
SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Uncle Boris and Maude.
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
EASY FICTION

Maude and Uncle Boris discover a cure for
their boredom. 1979

(A Reading-on-my-own book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Uncle Elephant.
by Arnold Lobel
EASY FICTION

Uncle Elephant comes to the rescue when Up the down elevator.
his nephew's parents are lost at sea and cares
for him until they are found again. 1981

Up a tree.
by Ed Young
EASY FICTION

A cat finds himself up a tree and won't
come down until supper passes him by. 1983

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

Up and up.
by Shirley Hughes
EASY FICTION

A small girl wants to fly and succeeds after
several attempts. 1986, c1979

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

(An I can read book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Uncle Harry.
by Elizabeth Shub
EASY FICTION

Uncle Harry takes in a stray kitten for the
night but then cannot find anyone who will
take it off his hands. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Undersea people.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

A young member of an underwater colony
tries to overcc ale her fear of sharks and
other creatures that threaten her everyday
life. 1978

SUBJECTS: Science fiction

Up a tall tree.
by Anne F. Rockwell
EASY FICTION

A woodcutter's son explores the nearby
forest where he makes a discovery that
changes his life. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

by Norma Farber
EASY FICTION

Introduces the numbers 1 to 10 as various
tradespeople get on an elevator in ever
increasing numbers. 1979

SUBJECTS: Counting

Up to ten and down again.
by Lisa Campbell Ernst
EASY FICTION

The numbers from one to ten are introduced
as a picnic is begun, enjoyed, and then
rained out. 1985

SUBJECTS: Counting

Ups & downs.
by Bob Gill
EASY FICTION

When the black cloud hides them from each
other's moves, the Ups living on top of the
hill and the Downs living in the valley
nearly start a war with each other. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

'the Valiant chattee-maker.
by Christine Price
EASY FICTION

One stormy night when he captures a tiger
mistaking it for his own lost donkey, a
potter blunders through a series of



misadventures. 1966

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: General

The Very busy spider.
by Eric Carle
EASY FICTION

The farm animals try to divert a busy little
spider from spinning her web, but she
persists and produces a thing of beauty and
usef ulness. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Very hungry caterpillar.
by Eric Carle
EASY FICTION

This caterpillar is so hungry he eats right
through the pictures on the pages. After
leaving many holes, he emerges as a

beautiful butterfly. 1976?

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Victoria's ABC adventure.
by Cathy Warren
EASY FICTION

A little brown snake saves her family after
pandemonium at a cookout endangers their
live& 1984

SUBJECTS: Alphabet

Violets are blue.
by Mary Kennedy
EASY FICTION

The important doings in a little girl's life
from her 6th birthday to her 7th. 1951

SUBJECTS: General

The Voyage of Osiris : a myth of ancient
Egypt.

by Gerald McDermott
EASY FICTION

Retells the myth of how Osiris, ruler of
Egypt and husband of Isis, comes to be ruler
instead of the underworld. 1977

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader.
by C. S. (Clive Staples) Lewis
EASY FICTION

Lucy and Edmund, accompanied by cousin
Eustace, sail to the land of Narnia, where
Eustace is temporarily transformed into a
green dragon. 1986, c1952
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Voyage of the floating bedstead.
by Jon Chalon
EASY FICTION

Using an old brass bedstead and other junk,
two youngsters build a boat and sail off to
adventures with pirates, mermaids, and
desert islanders. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Waggleby of Fraggle Rock.
by Stephanie Calmenson
EASY FICTION

Booker befriends a cave creature with some
very destructive habitsand some lovable
ones too. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Wagon wheels.
by Barbara Brenner
EASY FICTION

Shortly after the Civil War, a black family
travels to Kansas to take advantage of the
free land offered through the Homestead
Act 1978

SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

Waiting.
by Nicki Weiss
EASY FICTION

A bird, a rose, the wind, and a lady bug trick
Annalee. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

Wake up and good night.
by Charlotte Zolotow
EASY FICTION

Records the experiences of getting up and
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going to bed. 1971

SUBJECTS: General

Wake up, Jeremiah.
by Ronald Him ler
EASY FICTION

A small boy runs to a hilltop to greet the
rising sun and home again to wake his
parents. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Wake up, Sun!.
by David Lee Harrison
EASY FICTION

When Dog wakes up in the middle of the
night, he launches all the other farm animals
in a worried search for the missing sun.
1986
Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Walpole.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

Although Walpole is the biggest walrus

Walt Disney's Cinderella.
by Walt Disney Productions

EASY FICTION Oversize
Though mistreated by her family, Cinderella
manages to get to the Princes' ball with the
help of her fairy godmother. 1950

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Walt Disney's The sorcerer's apprentice..
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION

Apprenticed to a sorcerer, Mickey Mouse
tries to save himself work by making some
magic. 1974, c1973

(Disney's wonderful world of reading, no. 12)
SUBJECTS: General

Walt Disney's Winnie the Pooh and Tigger
too.
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION

Rabbit plans to unbounce Tigger, but he
discovers he likes a bouncy Tigger best.

in 1975
the herd, he would rather play with the baby
walruses than be a leader. 1977

(An Early I can book)
SUBJECiS: Animal stories

Walt Disney Productions presents Robin
Hood and the great coach robbery.
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION

Disguised as fortune tellers, Robin Hood and
Little John stop Prince John's coach, tell his
fortune, and carry off his gold. 1974

(Disney's wonderful world of reading)
SUBJECTS: General

Walt Disney's Bambi.
by Walt Disney Productions
EASY FICTION Oversize

The adventures of a young deer growing up
in a forest. 1949

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

(Disney's wonderful world of reading: 35)
SUBJECTS: General

Waltzing Matilda.
by Andrew Barton Paterson
EASY FICTION

An illustrated version of the poem which
has almost become an Australian national
anthem. 1972, c1970

SUBJECTS: General

Washout at Liberty Valley.
by F. A. Jaroch
EASY FICTION

Four brothers who possess extraordinary
powers when wearing their magical sneakers
help save three families camped near a
breaking dam. 1978

(The Adventures of the Sneeky Sneekers)
SUBJECTS: General



Watch out for the chicken feet in Your
soup.
by Tomie De Paola

EASY FICTION
Embarrassed to introduce his friend to his
old-fashioned Italian grandmother, a young
boy gains a new appreciation of her when
he finds how well she and his friend get
along. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Watch out!.
by Norah Smaridge

EA3Y FICTION
Distinctively styled witty illustrations and
humorous verse show beginning readers the
meaning of signs. 1965

Ages 5 - 7
SUBJECTS: General

Watch out! Word Bird.
by Jane Belk Moncure

EASY FICTION
When Word Bird doesn't stay in the yard as
his mother told him to do, he learns the hard
way that she was right. 1982

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

The Way mothers are.
by Miriam Schlein
EASY FICTION

A little cat tries to figure out why his
mother loves him even when he is naughty,
and if she loves him at other times because
he is good. 1963

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

We can jump.
by Barbara Williams
EASY FICTION

An easy-to-read invitation to jump in a

variety of ways. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

We visit the farm.
by Bruce Wannamaker

EASY FICTION
After visitrig a farm to learn about its
operations and animals , a group of children
build a farm in their classroom. 1976

(Going places series)
SUBJECTS: General

We visit the zoo.
by Bruce Wannamaker
EASY FICTION

A trip to the zoo to see the animals prompts
a class of children to make animals for a
school zoo. 1976

(Going places series)
SUBJECTS: General

We wish you a Merry Christmas.
EASY FICTION

An illustrated version of the traditional
English carol centering on good cheer and
figgy pudding. 1983

SUBJECTS: Holidays

We're going to have a baby.
by Doris Wild Helmering
EASY FICTION

Jimmy is glad there's going to be a new baby
in his family until his friend advises him
that babies are nothing to be happy about.
1978

SUBJECTS: General

We're very good friends, my brother and I.
by P.K. Hallinan
EASY FICTION

A boy explains why he is glad to have a
brother to play with, to feel sad and happy
with, or just to be with. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

Webster and Arnold and the giant box.
by P. K. Roche
EASY FICTION

Webster and Arnold find a giant box and
pretend it is a cave, a train, a restaurant, a
rocket, and a submarine. 1980
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SUBJECTS: General

A Wet Monday.
by Dorothy Edwards
EASY FICTION

On one particular rainy Monday, all the
members of a family have a difficult day.
1976

SUBJECTS: General

What a dog!.
by Sharon Gordon
EASY FICTION

Mother, Father, and sister Sue are too busy
to walk Bernie. Billy tries but things
happen. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

What can you do with a box?.
by Ruth Shaw Radlauer

EASY FICTION
Boxes can be used for hiding, making
window gardens, sliding down hills, and so
many things that they should never be
thrown away. 1973

SUBJECTS: General

What can you make of it?.
by Franz Brandenberg
EASY FICTION

A family of field mice finally find a way to
use their collection of rubbish. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

What did you leave behind?.
by Alvin Tresselt

EASY FICTION
Suggests vivid
carries away
experiences as a
a snow covered

intangible souvenirs
from such places and verse)
beach, a parade, the woods, SUBJECTS:
hill, and a county fair. 1978

What is it?.
by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Simple objects for the reader to identify are
shown, without text, in color photographs on

one

EASY FICTION
Several animals describe the world from
their point of view. The lark, flying above,
sees that they are all partially correct. 1974

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

What does Word Bird see?.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird sees the homes of a number of
different animals. 1982

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

What have I got?.
by Mike McClintock
EASY FICTION

What wonderful things can happen to
someone whose pockets are filled with some
string, a box, a hook, a ball, a penny, a bit of
wood, a pan, and a dish! 1961
Age 6
(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

What I hear in my school.
by June Behrens
EASY FICTION

Illustrates with text and photographs some
of the sounds that you might hear if you
stop and listen. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

What is it?.
by Margaret Hillert
EASY FICTION

A curious red string leads two youngsters to
an unusual playmate. 1978

(A Follett just beginning-to-read mystery in

SUBJECTS: General

What do you see?.
by Janina Domanska

Stories in rhyme



each page. 1985

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

What is Fapa up to now?.
by Miriam Anne Borne
EASY FICTION

Benjamia Franklin's young daughter
describes the various electrical experiments
done by her father. 1977

(A Break-of-day book)
SUBJECTS: Historical fiction

What is sour? What is sweet?.
by Helen Webber
EASY FICTION

A picture book of opposites. 1967

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

What is the color of the wide, wide world?.
by Margaret Friskey
EASY FICTION

Each animal insists the world is a different
color, depending on his own surroundings.
1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

What should I wear?.
by Pamela Rowland
EASY FICTION

Rhymed riddles whose answers all consist
something to be worn. 1975

SUBJECTS: General

saw those strange tracks, off he ran to
follow them. And then the adventures
began. 1965

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

What's inside?.
by Duanne Daughtry
EASY FICTION

Presents pairs of photographs, the first of
which shows the outside of an object and
invites the reader to guess the contents
before turning to the second photograph for
the answer. 1984

SUBJECTS: Stories without words

What's inside?.
by Satoshi Kitamura
EASY FICTION

Alphabet book for older children. 1985

Ages 4 - 6
SUBJECTS: Alphabet

What's so funny, Ketu? : a Nuer tale.
by Vcrna Aardema
EASY FICTION

For saving the life of a snake, Ketu is

rewarded by being allowed to hear animals
think. 1982

SUBJECTS: Folklore

What's that?.
of by Virginia Allen Jensen

EASY FICTION
Four friends attempt
playmate. 1978, c1977

What time is it, Mrs. Bear?.
by Julia Killingback
EASY FICTION

Follows the activities of the busy Bear
family throughout the day. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

What Whiskers did.
by Ruth Carroll
EASY FICTION

When Whiskers, a small gray poodle puppy,

SUBJECTS: General

to find a hidden

What's wrong, Ralph?.
by Ronald Wegen
EASY FICTION

Only the reader and Ralph can see the very
strange sights that seem to surround him
everywhere he goes. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Wheel on the chimney.
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by Margaret Wise Brown
EASY FICTION

A Hungarian ties a big wheel to his
chimney. LIe hopes that two storkes will
nest there and bring good luck to his family.
1954

Ages 3 - 7 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

When Francie was sick.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

When Francie is sick and cannot go
school, Mama takes good care of her.

SUBJECTS: General

When the sun shines.
by Hi lde Heyduck-Huth
EASY FICTION

Illustrates various things associated with the
rising sun. 1971, c1969

SUBJECTS: General

When the tide is low.
by Sheila Cole
EASY FICTION

A little girl and her mother talk about all
to the things they will do at the beach when
1985 the tide is low. 1985

When I get bigger.
by Mercer Mayer
EASY FICTION

A child imagines all the things to be done
when one is bigger. 1983

(Little critter book)
SUBJECTS: General

When I grow up and you grow down.
by Kathe Tanous Levenson
EASY FICTION

A little girl imagines what would happen if
she were big and her mother were little.
1983

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

When I was young in the mountains.
by Cynthia Rylant
EASY FICTION

Reminiscences of the pleasures of life in the
mountains as a child. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

When Panda came to our house.
by Helen Zane Jensen
EASY FICTION

A panda visits an American girl and teaches
her about China. 1985

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

SUBJECTS: General

When you were a baby.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

Reminds the child of all the things he or she
couldn't do as a baby. 1982

SUBJECTS: General

Where are you going, little mouse?.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION

A little mouse run,. away from home to find
a nicer family, but when darkness comes he
misses them. 1986

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where can it be?.
by Ann Jonas
EASY FICTION

A child looks all over the house for her
missing blanket. 1986

SUBJECTS: General

Where did that naughty title hamAer go?.
by Patty Wolcott
EASY FICTION

A group of first graders search the
classroom for their missing hamster. 1974

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where do bears sleep?.



by Barbara Shook Hazen
EASY FICTION

Describes in verse with accompanying
pictures how and where various animals
sleep. 1970

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where does my cat sleep?.
by Norma Simon
EASY FICTION

At night each member of the family sleeps
in his or her own bed, but Rocky the cat
sleeps anywhere and everywhere. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where does the butterfly go when it rains?.
by May Garelick
EASY FICTION

The book presents, in brief, poetic text and
drawings, a young child's wondering about
where various animals go when it rains.
1961

Ages 4 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

Where does the sun go at night?.
by Mirra Ginsburg
EASY FICTION

Every night the sun goes to the house of his
grandma, the deep blue sky is tucked in bed
by his grandpa, the wind, and is awakened
the following day by the morning. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Where does the teacher live?.
by Paula Kurzband Feder
EASY FICTION

Three children try to discover where their
teacher lives. 1979

SUBJECTS: General

Where in the world is Henry?.
by Lorna Balian
EASY FICTION

A little boy's quest for Henry takes him
the way into the universe. 1972

all

SUBJECTS: General

Where is it?.
by Tana Hoban
EASY FICTION

Follows in verse and photographs a young
rabbit's search for his own Easter basket.
1974

SUBJECTS: Holidays

Where is my friend?.
by Betsy Maestro
EASY FICTION

Harriet's search for her friend introduces a
number of location words. 1976

(A Word concept book)
SUBJECTS: General

Where the wild things are.
by Maurice Sendak
EASY FICTION

A naughty little boy, sent to bed without his
supper, sails to the land of the wild things
where he becomes their king. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Where's Florrie?.
by Barbara Cohen
EASY FICTION

Florrie makes her stern father angry by
building a fire in her toy stove. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Where's Mark?.
by Jacquie Hann
EASY FICTION

A group of children look all over the house
for Mark. Has the boogeyman gotten him?
1977

SUBJECTS: General

Where's my cheese?.
by Stanley Mack
EASY FICTION

A cat accused of taking a piece of cheese
sets off a chain of events that involves the
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whole town. 1977

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where's my daddy?.
by Shigeo Watanabe
EASY FICTION

A little bear asks passers by if they have
seen his daddy. 1982

(An I can do it all by myself book)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where's Spot?.
by Eric Hill
EASY FICTION

A mother dog finds eight other animals
hiding around the house before finding her
lost puppy. 1980

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Where's the bear?.
by Charlotte Pomerantz
EASY FICTION

A group of townspeople go looking for a
bear. 1984

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Whistle for Willie.
by Ezra Jack Keats
EASY FICTION

The adventures of a little boy who tries to
whistle for his dog the way big boys do.
1964
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The White seal : from the jungle books.
by Rudyard Kipling
EASY FICTION

Kotick, the young seal, saves his
contemporaries from the dreaded seal
hunters. 1982
Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The White stallion.
by Elizabeth Shub
EASY FICTION

Carried away from her wagon train in Texas
by the old mare she is riding, a little girl is
befriended by a white stallion. 1982

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Who goes there in my garden?.
by Ethel Collier
EASY FICTION

Picture story book about a little boy who
spends all of his winter birthday money on
seeds for his spring garden. 1963
Ages 3 - 6
SUBJECTS: General

Who stole alligator's shoe?.
by Jacquelyn Reinach
EASY FICTION

Alligator blames everybody but herself
when she can't find her left shoe. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Who took the farmer's (hat)?.
by Joan L. Nodset
EASY FICTION

The wind blows away the farmer's hat and
he finds it being used in a most surprising
way. 1963

SUBJECTS: General

Who was tricked?.
by James Cloyd Bowman
EASY FICTION

Pekka, a country boy, set out to sell his
father's cow. It was his luck to be stopped
by two rascals bent on tricking a boy into a
bad trade. 1966

SUBJECTS: General

Who will be my friends?.
by Syd Hoff
EASY FICTION

About a small boy who makes friends in a
new neighborhood because of his handiness
with a baseball. 1960
Age 6



(An Early I can read book)
SUBJECTS: General

Who-oo-oo.
by Elizabeth Rice
EASY FICTION

The owl lists the other forest creatures he
sees and hears from his perch. 1972

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Whose little bird am I?.
by Leonard Weisgard
EASY FICTION

A simple rhythmic repetitive look-at
for the very youngest. 1965

SUBJECTS: General

EASY FICTION
The sun and water once lived on earth as
friends, but because the sun failed to build
his house large enough, he and his wife the
moon were driven into the sky when the
water came to visit them. 1968

SUBJECTS: Folklore

Why won't winter go?.
by Lissa McLaughlin
EASY FICTION

Bored with winter, Andy angrily protests the
lingering season until he finds a skunk

book

Whose mouse are you?.
by Robert Kraus
EASY FICTION

A lonely little mouse has to be resourceful
in order to bring his family back together.
1969?, c1970

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Why can't I be William.
by Ellen Conford
EASY FICTION

Life seems more bearable to Jonathon when
after envying his friend William, who seems
to have permission to do anything, he finds
out William envies him. 1972

SUBJECTS: General

Why do grown-ups have all the fun?.
by Marisabina Russo
EASY FICTION

When Hannah is in bed unable to sleep, she
imagines all the fun the grownups are
havingdoing all the things she likes to do.
1987

SUBJECTS: General

Why the sun and the moon live in the sky :
an African folktale.
by Elphinstone Dayrell

cabbage, an early sign of spring. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Wilberforce goes on a picnic.
by Margaret Gordon
EASY FICTION

Brief text and illustrations depict activities
from sunrise to sunset the day Wilberforce
and his family go on a picnic. 1982

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Wild animals.
by Brian Wildsmith
EASY FICTION

This book includes all kinds of wild
animals--a route of wolves, a lepe of
leopards, etc. 1967

Ages 5 - 8
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Wild Robin.
by Susan Jeffers
EASY FICTION

Robin hates the chores he must do around
his house until he is kidnapped to fairyland
where there is nothing to do but play. 1976

SUBJECTS: General

Wiley and the Hairy Man.
by Molly Bang
EASY FICTION

With his mother's help, Wiley out-wits the
hairy creature that dominates the swamp
near his home by the Tombigbee River.



1976

isReady-to-read.)
SUBJECTS: Folklore

WM it rain?.
by Holly Keller
EASY FICTION

When the clouds darken and the wind hums
and blows, all the animals living in and
around the pond wonder if it will rain.

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Willaby.
by Rachel Isadora
EASY FICTION

A first grader gets into trouble when her
love of drawing keeps her from doing
something important. 1977

SUBJECTS: General

William and Boomer.
by Lindsay Barrett George
EASY FICTION

Young William longs to swim like his new
pet goose, and as the summer passes he
learns to do just that. 1987

SUBJECTS: General

William Tell.
by Nina Bawden
EASY FICTION

A retelling of the legend of William Tell,
who shot an apple from his son's head and
ultimately was responsible fer the formation
of the country of Switzerland. 1981

SUBJECTS: Folklore

The Wind blew.
by Pat Hutchins
EASY FICTION

A rhymed tale describing the antics of a
capricious wind. 1974

SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

The Wind in the willows.

by Kenneth Grahame
EASY FICTION

The adventures of Mole, Water Rat, Badger,
bumptious Mr. Toad, and other animals who
live along the river and in the woods. 1961
Ages 9 - 12 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Window wishing.
by Jeannette Franklin Caines

1984 EASY FICTION
A sister and brother spend a vacation with
their unconventional grandmother. 1980

SUBJECTS: General

Winnie-the-pooh : the unbouncing of
Tigger.
by Alan Alexander Milne
EASY FICTION Oversize

Pooh, Piglet, and Rabbit deliberately lose
Tigger during a hike in an attempt to
unbounce their friend. 1977, c1974

SUBJECTS: General

Winston, Newton,. Elton, and Ed.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Two stories--the first featuring three
pugnacious seals, the second, a stranded
penguin. 1978

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Winter.
by Colin Mc Naughton
EASY FICTION

Brief text and illustrations portray some of
the activities and characteristics of winter.
1984

(A Dial very first book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Winter bear.
by Ruth Craft
EASY FICTION

Recounts in rhyme the adventures of three
children out on a winter walk. 1975, c1974



SUBJECTS: Stories in rhyme

Winter magic.
by Eve line Hasler
EASY FICTION

Peter's cat Sebastian takes him out into a
snow-covered world to show him the secrets
of winter. 1984

SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Winter picnic.
by Robert Welber
EASY FICTION

A little boy is determined to have a picnic
even though it is snowing. 1970

SUBJECTS: General

Winter's coming.
by Eve Bunting
EASY FICTION

As the seasons change, there are fatter
caterpillars, thicker corn husks, and brighter
fall leaves predicting a hard cold winter.
1977

(A let me read book)
SUBJECTS: General

The Wish card ran out!.
by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

Charlie tries to undo the last wish made on a
charge card from International Wish, but the
company has gone out of business. 1981

SUBJECTS: General

A Witch's garden.
by Miriam (Burt) Young
EASY FICTION

Jenny becomes alarmed when she surmises
Mrs. Matthews, a neiglborhood newcomer, is
a witch. Should she expose her cr exorcise
her? 1973
Ages 10-13 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

The Witch's pig : a Cornish folktale.

by Mary Calhoun
EASY FICTION

An adaptation of a Cornish folktale of the
misfortunes that befall a man who tries to
outwit a woman thought to be a witch. 1977

Ages 7 - 9 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

A Wizard of Earthsea.
by Ursula K. Le Guin
EASY FICTION

An intricate fantasy about Sparrowhawk, a
talented but arrogant student of wizardry.
1986, c1968
Ages 11-14 Recorded
SUBJECTS: General

A Woggle of witches.
by Adrienne Adams
EASY FICTION

Witches are frightened by strange creatures
on the night of their special celebration.
1971

SUBJECTS: Holidays

The Wolf and the seven little kids.
by Jacob Grimm
EASY FICTION

The familiar Grimm folk tale about the
greedy wolf who eats six little goats, only to
be outsmarted by their very clever mother.
1958
Ages 5 - 8 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Folklore

Wolfie.
by Janet Chenery

EASY FICTION
Two boys find a wolf spider and through
observing it and consulting a woman at the
nature center they learn its habit. 1969

(A Science I can read book.)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Woman with the eggs.
by Jan Wahl
EASY FICTION

The greedy woman is so preoccupied with
her plans for becoming rich from selling her



eggs that she forgets she is carrying them in
a basket on her head. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Wonders of nature.
by Jane Werner Watson
EASY FICTION Oversize

A book about plants and animals in the sea
and on the land. 1958

(A Big Golden Book)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird asks : What? What? What?.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird goes for a walk in the country
with his father and asks a lot of questions
about what he sees. Illustrated by Vera
Gohman. 1983

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird builds a city.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird uses his blocks to build a city
complete with an airport, zoo, roads, and
neighborhoods. Illustrated by Vera Gohman.
1983

(Word Birds for early biros,
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird makes words with Dog.
by. Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird and his friend Dog make up a
variety of words. Each word that they make
up leads them into a new activity.
Illustrated by Vera Gohman. 1984

(Word Bird's short vowel adventures)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird makes words with Duck.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

On a rainy day, Word Bird makes up words

with his friend Duck. 1984

(Word Bird's short vowels adventures)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird makes words with Hen.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

When his father brings him some new word
puzzles, Word Bird makes up more words
with his friend Hen. 1984

(Word Bird's short vowel adventures)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird makes words with Pig.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird makes up more words with his
friend Pig. 1984

(Word Bird's short vowel adventures)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's circus surprise.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Uses a very simple vocabulary to describe
Word Bird's trip to the circus. 1981

(Her Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's fall words.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird puts words about fall in his wcqd
house--leaves, playground, football, Pilgrims,
monsters, and others. 1985

(Word house words for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's hats.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Uses simple vocabulary to describe the hats
from different occupations that Word Bird
trics on during the week. 1982

(Word Birds for early birds)



SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's shapes.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird uses his blocks to build various
shapes. 1983

(Word Birds for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's spring words.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird puts words about spring in his
word housemud puddles, shamrocks, seeds,
kites, and others. 1985

(Word house words for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's summer words.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Word Bird puts words about summer in his
word houseswimming, pool, seashells, boat,
fireworks, lemonade, parade, and others.
1985

(Word house words for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Word Bird's winter words.
by Jane Belk Moncure
EASY FICTION

Wot d Bitd puts words about winter in his
word house--snow, mittens, sled, icicles, Santa
Claus, and others. 1985

(Word house words for early birds)
SUBJECTS: General

Working.
by Jean Claverie
EASY FICTION

When school is closed on account of snow, a
little boy goes to his father's office for the
day and discovers that work can be a real
adventure. 1986, c1985

(It's great to read!)

SUBJECTS: General

Working.
by Helen Oxenbury
EASY FICTION

Baby is shown with his potty, carriage, bowl,
bathtub, bottle, and crib. 1981

6 mo & older
(Baby board books)
SUBJECTS: General

Working wheels.
by Helen Webber
EASY FICTION

A picture book about all kinds of wheels.
1967

(A Kin/Der owl book)
SUBJECTS: General

Worse than Willy:.
by James Stevenson

EASY FICTION
Complaining to Grandpa that their new
baby brother is no fun, Mary Ann and Louie
are surprised to hear that Grandpa's baby
brother was the same way. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

The Worst team ever.
by Leonard P. Kessler
EASY FICTION

Old Turtle and Melvin Moose help the worst
baseball team in the swamp win the final
game of the season. 1985

SUBJECTS: General

Wouk! you like to play h:(le and seek in
this book with lovable, furry old Grover?.
by Jon Stone
EASY FICTION

Grover plays a game of hide and seek with
the reader. 1976

(A Random House pictureback)
SUBJECTS: General

Xerus won't allow it.
by Richard Hefter



EASY FICTION
Xerus is convinced that more rules and
regulations will keep order in the town of
Sweet Pickles, until she finds that she has to
follow the rules too. 1978

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Yakety yak yak yak.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Yak drives everybody crazy with his
incessant talking, until he drives his taxi
right into a big hole. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Yearling.
by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
EASY FICTION

A young boy whose family makes a
precarious living in a backwoods Florida
tames an orphaned fawn, but the deer begins
to eat the family corn... 1967?, c1938
Ages 12-17 Recorded
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Yellow porn-porn hat.
by Geraldine Kaye

EASY FICTION
Jane dislikes her knitted hat from
Grandmother; she tries several ways to get
out of wearing it without hurting
Grandmother's feelings. 1976, c1974

(Stepping stones)
SUBJECTS: Genera!

You can't put braces on spaces.
by Alice Numeroff Richter
EASY FICTION

His younger brother enviously watches as
Neil has braces fitted on his teeth. 1979

(Greenwillow read-alone books)
SUBJECTS: General

You'll soon grow into them, Titch.
by Pat Hutchins

EASY FICTION
The tables turn at last for Titch, who has
been inheriting his older siblings outgrown
clothes. 1983

SUBJECTS: General

Young Joe.
by Jan Ormerod
EASY FICTION

Joe does not want one fish, two frogs, three
mice, or even nine lambshe just wants one
puppy. 1986

(Jan Ormerod's little ones)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Your face : 25 words.
by Jack Winder
EASY FICTION

There are lots of different faces, but your
face is special. 1974

SUBJECTS: General

Your pet giraffe.
by Bobbie Hamsa
EASY FICTION

Lists the many pleasures of having a giraffe
for a pet. 1982

(Farfetched pets)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Your pet gorilla.
by Bobbie Hamsa
EASY FICTION

Discusses the pros and cons of having a
gorilla for a pet. 1981

(Far-fetched pets)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

Your pet sea lion.
by Bobbie Hamsa
EASY FICTION

Lists the many pleasures of having a sea lion
for a pet. 1982

(Far-fetched pets)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories



Yuck!.

by James Stevenson
EASY FICTION

When two mean witches won't allow Emma
to make a potion, she makes up her own
special magic with the help of animal
friends. 1984

SUBJECTS: General

Ziggy and his colors.
by Fran van Lamsweerde
EASY FICTION

Ziggy goes on a color hunt with his magic
bucket. 1969

SUBJECTS: General

Zip goes Zebra.
by Richard Hefter
EASY FICTION

Zebra annoys the residents of Sweet Pickle
with his unconventional behavior. 1977

(Sweet Pickles series)
SUBJECTS: Animal stories

The Zoo in my garden.
by Chiyoko Nakatani
EASY FICTION

A young boy describes the many animals
that can be found in his garden. 1973

SUBJECTS: Animal stories
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AUTHOR INDEX

Jack and Jake

Aardema, Verna Aliki
What's so funny, Ketu? : a Nuer tale At Mary Bloom's

Adams, Adrienne
A Woggle of witches

Adamson, Jean
Hop like me

Adler, David A.
Bunny rabbit Rebus

Adoff, Arnold
Ma na la

Aesopus
Aesop's fables
The Hare and the tortoise

Agostinelli, Maria Enrica
I know something you don't know

Ahlberg, Janet
The Baby's catalogue
Each peach pear plum
Funnybones

Aichinger, Helga
The Shepherd

Alexander, Martha G.
Blackboard bear
Bobo's dream
Out! Out! Out!

Alexander, Sue
Dear Phoebe
More Witch, Goblin, and sometimes

Ghost
Seymour the Prince

Allamand, Pascale
The Animals who changed their colors

Allen, Marjorie N.
Farley, are you for real?

Allen, Pamela
Mr. Ar..himedes' bath

Andersen, H. C
Michael Hague's favorite Hans Christian

Andersen fairy tales

Anderson, C. W.
Billy and Blaze
Lonesome little colt

Anderson, Joy
Juma and the magic jinn

Anderson, Lonzo
Izzard

Anno, Mitsumasa
Anno's alphabet
Anno's animals
Anno's Britain
Anno's Counting Book
Anno's counting house
Anno's journey
Anno's U.S.A

Ardizzone, Edward
Little Tim and the brave sca captain
Tim and Ginger
Tim to the lighthouse
Tim's friend Towser
Tim's last voyage
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Arnosky, Jim
Mouse writing
Nathaniel

Aruego, Jose
Look what I can do

Assist Kathleen
King Orville and the bullfrogs

Baker, Betty
All-by-herself
Partners
The Pig war

Baker, Eugene H.
I want to be a taxi driver
I want to be an architect

Baker, Jeannie
Home in the sky

Baker, Laura Nelson
The Friendly beasts

Baldwin, James
Little man, little man

Balian, Lorna
Where in the world is Henry?

Bancroft, Henrietta
Down come the leaves

Bang, Betsy
The Cucumber stem
Tuntuni, the tailor bird

Bang, Molly
Dawn
The Grey lady and the strawberry

snatcher
Ten, nine, eight
Tye May and the magic brush
Wiley and the Hairy Man

Bannon, Laura
The Gift of Hawai,
Toby's friends

Barrett, John
The Bear who slept through Christmas
The Easter bear

Barrett, Judi
Animals should definitely not wear

clothing

Barrett, Peter
The Square Ben drew

Bartoli, Jennifer
In a meadow, two hares hide

Baskin, Leonard
Hosie's alphabet

Battles, Edith
One to teeter-totter

Bauer, Caroline Feller
My mom travels a lot

Bawden, Nina
The Peppermint pig
William Tell

Bayer, Jane
A my name is Alice

Bayley, Nicola
One old Oxford ox

Baynton, Martin
Fifty saves his friend

Bea ler, Alex W.
The Picture-skin story

Behrens, June
Together
What I hear in my school

t;



Beim, Lorraine
Two is a team

Beisner, Monika
Fantastic toys

Be Hoc, Hilaire
Hilaire Belloc's the yak, the python, the

f rog

Bemelmans, Ludwig
Parsley

Benchley, Nathaniel
George, the drummer boy
A Ghost named Fred
Oscar Otter
Sam, the minuteman
The Several tricks of Edgar Dolphin
Small Wolf
The Strange disappcarance of Arthur

Cluck

Berenstain, Stan
Berenstain Bears' soccer star

Berger, Barbara
The Donkey's dream

Berger, Terry
Ben's ABC day
I have feelings
The Turtles' picnic and other nonsense

stories

Bernstein, Margery
Earth Namer : a California Indian myth
The First morning: an African myth

Berry, James R.
Dar Tellum : stranger from a distant

planet

Berry, Joy Wilt
Let's talk about being destructive
Let's talk about being selfish
Let's talk about disobeying
Let's talk about fighting

Let's talk about throwing tantrums
Let's talk about whining

Bertol, Roland
Charles Drew

Bialk, Elisa
Orville Mouse at the opera house
Tizz south of the border

Billam, Rosemary
Fuzzy Rabbit

Biro, Val
Jack and the robbers

Birrer, Cynthia
The Shoemaker and the elves

Bishop, Claire Huchet
The Five Chinese brothers
The Truffle pig
Twenty-two bears

Bisset, Donald
Hazy Mountain

Black, Irma Simonton
Is this my dinner?

Blake, Quentin
Quentin Blake's nursery rhyme book

Blegvad, Erik
Burnie's hill: a traditional ryhme

Blood, Charles L
The Goat in the rug

Boegehold, Betty
Small Deer's magic tricks

Bolliger, Max
The Giants' feast
The Golden apple, a story



Bolognese, Don
A New day

Bonsall, Crosby
And I mean it, Stanley
The Case of the double cross
The Case of the hungry stranger
The Case of the scaredy cats
The Day I had to play with my sister
Mine's the best
Piggle
Twelve bells for Santa

Bopp, Joseph B.
Herbie Capleenies

Borne, Miriam Anne
What is Papa up to now?

Bornstein, Ruth
Indian bunny

Bourque, Nina
Joshua Holly's big family blues

Bowden, Joan Chase
The Bean boy

Bowman, James Cloyd
Who was tricked?

Boyd, Selma
I met a polar bear

Bozzo, Maxine Zohn
Toby in the country, Toby in the city

Bram, Elizabeth
A Dinosaur is too big
I don't want to go to school
The Man on the unicycle and other

stories
One day I closed my eyes and the world

disappeared

Brandenberg, Franz
Aunt Nina and her nephews and nieces

Aunt Nina's visit
Cock-a-doodle-doo
Everyone ready?
The Hit of the party
I wish I was sick, too!
It's not my fault
Leo and Emily
Leo and Emily and the dragon
Leo and Emily's big ideas
Nice new neighbors
A Picnic, hurrah
A Robber! A robber!
A Secret for grandmother's birthday
Six new students
What can you make of it?

13ranley, Franklyn M.
Big tracks, little tracks

Breinburg, Petrone lla
Shawn goes to school
Shawn's red bike

Brenner, Barbara
A Dog I know
Wagon wheels

Bridwell, Norman
Clifford at the circus

Briggs, Raymond
The Snowman

Bright, Robert
Georgie
Georgic's Halloween
My red umbrella

Brightman, Alan
Like me

Brock, Emma L.
Kristie and the colt and the others
The Topsy-turvy family

Brook, Judy
Tim Mouse goes down the stream



Brooke, Leonard Leslie
Johnny Crow's garden
Johnny Crow's new garden
Johnny Crow's party

Brown, Marc To lon
Arthur's April fool
Arthur's eyes
Arthur's Halloween
Arthur's Thanksgiving
One, two, three : an animal counting

Brown, Marcia
All butterflies; an ABC book
The Littk carousel

Brown, Margaret Wise
A Child's good night book
Fox eyes
The Runaway bunny
Wheel on the chimney

Brown, Ruth
The Big sneeze

Browne, Anthony
Bear hunt

Brunhoff, Laurent de
Babar and the ghost
Babar loses his crown
Babar's castle

Buck, Pearl S.
The Beech tree
Christmas minature

Buckley, Helen E.
Grandmother and I

Budney, Blossom
A Kiss is round : verses

Bulla, Clyde Robert
Daniel's duck
Eagle Feather
John Billington, friend of Squanto
Old Charlie

Poor boy, rich boy
Squanto, friend of the white men
Star of Wild Horse Canyon
Surprise for a cowboy

Bunting, Eve
Day of the Earthlings
The Followers
The Island of one
The Mask

book The Mirror planet
The Robot people
The Space people
The Undersea people
Winter's coming

Burch, Robert
The Hunting trip
Joey's cat

Burgess, Thorton W.
Old Mother West Wind

Burn, Doris
Andrew Henry's meadow

Burningham, John
ABC
The Baby
The Blanket
Borka : the adventures of a goose with no

feathers
Come away from the water, Shirley
The Cupboard
The Dog
The Friend
Mr. Gumpy's motor car
Mr. Gumpy's outing
The Rabbit
The School
Seasons
The Snow

Burton, Marilee Robin
Aaron awoke: an alphabet story

Burton, Virginia Lee
Choo choo; the story of a little engine



who ran away
The Little house
Maybe lle, the cable car
Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel

Buscaglia, Leo F.
Because I am human
The Fall of Freddie the leaf

Butler, Beverly
Gift of gold

Caines, Jeannette Franklin
Just us women
Window wishing

Calhoun, Mary
Cross-country cat
Hot air Henry
Houn' dog
Jack the Wise and the Cornish cuckoos
The Witch's pig : a Cornish folktale

Calmenson, Stephanie
Waggleby of Fraggle Rock

Cameron, Ann
The Stories Julian tells

Carigiet, Alois
Anton the Goatherd

Carle, Eric
Do you want to be my friend?
The Say-with-me ABC book
The Secret birthday message
The Very busy spider
The Very hungry caterpillar

Carlson, Natalie Savage
A Brother for the orphelines
The Ghost in the lagoon
The Happy orpheline

Carmer, Elizabeth
Tony Beaver, griddle skater

Carrick, Carol

The Brook
The Empty squirrel
The Longest float in the parade

Carrick, Donald
The Deer in the pasture

Carroll, Lewis
Alice's adventures in Wonderland

Carroll, Ruth
The Chimp and the clown
What Whiskers did

Cate, Rikki
A Cat's tale

Cecil, Hugh
Blue Bear's race

Chalon, Jon
Sir Lance-a-Little and the knights of the

kitchen table
The Voyage of the floating bedstead

Chandler, Jean
The Poky little puppy and the patchwork

blanket

Chandoha, Walter
A Foal for you

Chapman, Kim Westsmith
The Magic hat

Charles, Donald
Calico Cat looks around
Calico cat's exercise book
Calico Cat's rainbow
Letters from Calico Cat
Shaggy Dog's Christmas
Shaggy Dog's Halloween

Chaucer, Geoffrey D.
Chanticleer and the fox

Chenery, Janet-,16



The Toad hunt
Wolfie

Three wishes

Climo, Shirley
Chess, Victoria The Cobweb Christmas

Alfred's alphabet walk

Child Study Association of America
Round about the city : stories you can

read to yourself

Child, Lydia Maria Francis
Over the river and through the wood

Chittum, Ida
Farmer Hoo and the baboons

Chonz, Selina
A Bell for Ursli
Florina and the wild bird

Christensen, Jack
The Forgotten rainbow

Christian, Mary Blount
Devin & Goliath

Christopher, Matt
Glue fingers
Jinx glove
Johnny No Hit
No arm in left field
Power play

Claverie, Jean
The Party
The Picnic
Shopping
Working

Clifton, Lucille
All us come cross thc water
Amifika
Everett Anderson's goodbye
Good, says Jerome
My friend Jacob

Clymer, Eleanor
Belinda's new spring hat

Cockett, Mary
Look at the little one

Coerr, Eleanor
The Big balloon race

Cohen, Barbara
Here come the Purim players
Where's Florrie?

Cohen, Burton
Nelson makes a face

Cohen, Caron Lee
Sally Ann Thundcr Ann Whiriwind

Crockett
Three yellow dogs

Cohen, Miriam
Lost in the museum
See you tomorrow, Charles

Cole, Babette
The Trouble with mom

Cole, Brock
No more baths
Nothing but a pig

Cole, Joanna
Bony-legs
The Clown-arounds have a party
Fun on wheels

Cole, Sheila
When the tidc is low

Cole, William
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The Book of giggles

Collier, Ethel
Hundreds and hundreds of strawberries
Who goes there in my garden?

Collodi, Carlo
Pinocchio

Comancho, El
Teepee tales

Comden, Betty
Good morning, good night

Conaway, Judith
20,000 leagues under the sea

Conford, Ellen
Why can't I be William

Conklin, Gladys (Plemon)
Lucky ladybugs

Coombs, Patricia
The Magic pot
The Magician and McTrce
Molly Mullett
Tilabel

Coontz, Otto
The Quiet house

Corbett, Scott
Dead before docking
Dr. Merlin's Magic Shop
The Foolish dinosaur fiasco
The Great custard pie panic
The Great McGoniggle rides shotgun
The Home run trick

Coville, Bruce
Sarah's unicorn

Craft, Ruth
The Winter bear

Craig, M. Jean
The Donkey prince

Crampton, Gertrude
Scuffy the tugboat

C. ane, Walter
Beauty and the beast, and other tales

Cranstoun, Marga,.et A.
1, 2, buckle my shoe
Let's look at the letters

Credle, Ellis
Big f raid, little f raid

Crews, Donald
Bicycle race
Carousel
Freight train
School bus?
Ten black dots
Truck

Crump, Fred H.
Marigold and the dragon

Cultice, Virginia C.
Kivi speaks

Dabcovich, Lydia
Follow the river
Sleepy bear

Daly, Kathleen N.
The Cat book

Dauer, Rosamond
Bullfrog and Gertrude go camping
Bullfrog builds a house
Bullfrog grows up

Daugherty, James Henry
Andy and the lion

Daughtry, Duanne
What's inside?



Dayrell, Elphinstone
Why the sun and the moon live in the sky

: an African folktale

De Groat, Diane
Alligator's toothache

De Paola, Tomie
Andy (that's my name)
Bill and Pete
Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs
Pancakes for breakfast
Sing, Pierrot, sing : a picture book in

mime
Watch out for the chicken feet in your

soup

De Regniers, Beatrice Schenk
Catch a little fox
It does not say meow : and other animal

riddle rhymes

DeJong, David Cornel
Alexander the monkey-sitter

Delaney, Ned
Terrible things could happen

Delton, Judy
Brimhall comes to stay
Penny-wise, fun-foolish
Two is company

Demarest, Chris
Benedict finds a home
Clemens' kingdom

Devlin, Wende
Hang on, Hester!

DeWey, Ariane
Pecos Bill

Dickens, Frank.
Boffo: the great motor-cycle race

Dodge, Mary Mapes
Mary Anne

Domanska, Janina
Busy Monday morning
The First Noel
I saw a ship a-sailing
If all the seas were onc sea
King Krakus and the dragon
Marek, the little fool
Spring is
The Turnip
What do you see?

Dorritt, Susan
The Learning book

Dorros, Arthur
Pretzels

Doty, Roy
Old one-eye meets his match

Douglass, Barbara
The Great town and country bicycle

balloon chase

Drescher, Henrik
Look-alikes
Looking for Santa Claus
Simon's book
The Strange appearance of Howard

Cranebill, Jr

Duke, Kate
The Guinea pig ABC

Duvoisin, Roger
Easter Treat
A for the ark
The Happy hunter
Petunia
Petunia takes a trip
Petunia's Christmas

Eastman, P.D. (Philip D.)
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Are you my mother?

Eckert, Allan W.
Incident at Hawk's Hill

Edwards, Dorothy
A Wet Monday

Ehrlich, Amy
Leo, Zack, and Emmie

Eichenberg, Fritz
Ape in a cape
Dancing in the moon : counting rhymes

Eichler, Margrit
Martin's father

Elkin, Benjamin
The Loudest noise in the world
Six foolish fisherman
Such is the way of the world

Elliott, Alan C.
On Sunday the wind came

Elting, Mary
How the animals get to the zoo
Miss Polly's animal school

Emberley, Barbara
Drummer Hoff
The Story of Paul Bunyan

Emberley, Ed
A Birthday wish
Ed Emberley's ABC
Green says go
Klippity klop

Enderle, Judith A.
Good junk

Ernst, Lisa Campbell
A Colorful adventure of the bee, who left

home one Monday morning and what
he found along the way

Hamilton's art show

The Prize pig surprise
Up to ten aud down again

Ets, Marie Hall
Jay Bird
Play with me

Evans, Katherine
The Boy who cried wolf

Farber, Norma
Up the down elevator

Farley, Walter
Little Black goes to the circus
Little Black, a pony

Feder, Paula Kurzband
Where does the teacher live?

Field, Enid
I wonder...about the sky

Fisher, Aileen Lucia
Do bears have mothers too?

Fitzhugh, Louise
Harriet the spy
I am five

Flack, Marjorie
The Boats on the river

Fleischman, Sid
Kate's secret riddle book
McBroom and the beanstalk

Floethe, Louise Lee
The Cowboy on the ranch

Flora, James
The Day the cow sneezed

Forbes, Esther
Johnny Tremain
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Ford, Henry W.
Dr. Frick and his fractions

Foster, Doris Van Liew
A Pocketful of seasons

Francis, Frank
The Magic wallpaper

Francis, Sally R.
Scat! Scat!

Francoise
Jeanne-Marie counts her sheep
Noel for Jeanne-Marie
Springtime for Jeanne-Marie

Fregosi, Claudia
The Pumpkin sparrow

Freschet, Berniece
Fur lie cat

Friedman, Irene
Away we go!

Friskey, Margaret
Mystery of the farmer's three fives
Three sides and the round one
What is the color of the wide, wide

world?

Froman, Robert
Seeing things : a book of poems

Front, Sheila
Oyez! oyez! the story of the three sillies

Frost, Robert
Stopping by woods on a snowy evening

Furrer, Jurg
Tortoise island

Gackenbach, Dick

Annie and the Mud Monster
Claude the dog : a Christmas story
Harry and the terrible whatzit
Hattie be quiet, Hattie be good
Hound and Bear
Mother Rabbit's son Tom
Pepper and all the legs
Poppy, the panda

Gag, Wand
The ABC :ny
The Fun- j (ring
Millions of cats
Snippy and Snappy

Gage, Wilson
The Crow and Mrs. Gaddy
Mrs. Gaddy and the fast-growing vine
Mrs. Gaddy and the ghost
Squash pie

Galdol.e, Paul
Little Red Riding Hood
Over in the meadow : an old nursery

counting rhyme
The Teeny-tiny woman : a ghost story
The Town mouse and the country mouse
The Turtle and the monkey : a Philippine

tale

Gallico, Paul
Three stories : The snow goose, The small

miracle, Ludmila

Garcia Sanchez, Jose Luis
A Boy and his robot

Garelick, May
Down to the beach
Look at the moon
Where does the butterfly go when it

rains?

Garfield, Leon
Fair's fair

Garrett, Helen
Angelo, the naughty one



Garrison, Christian
The Dream eater

Gauch, Patricia Lee
Aaron and the Green Mountain Boys

Gay, Michel
Take me for a ride

George, Jean Craighead
Julie of the wolves

George, Lindsay Barrett
William and Boomer

Georgiou, Constantine
The Nest

Gezi, K.
One little white shoe : a story to finish

Gikuw, Louise
Jim Henson presents Goldilocks, Baby

Piggy's dream starring the Muppet
babies

Gilchrist, Theo E.
Halfway up the mountain

Gill, Bob
Ups & downs

Gillham, Bill
The Early words picture book

Ginsburg, Mirra
Across the stream
The Chick and the duckling
How the sun was brought back to the sky
Mushroom in the rain
The Niglt it rained pancakes
The Strongest one of all
The Sun's asleep behind the hill
Where does the sun go at night?

Giovanni, Nikki
Spin a soft black song : poems for

children

Gipson, Frederick Benjamin
Old Yeller

Goffstein, M. B.
Neighbors

Goldsmid, Paula
Did you ever

Gomi, Taro
Coco can't wait
Hi, butterfly!

Goodall, John S.
The Adventures of Paddy Pork
Creepy castle
An Edwardian Christmas
Jacko
Paddy goes traveling
Paddy Pork's holiday
Paddy's evening out
Shrewbettina's birthday
The Surprise picnic

Goodyear, Carmen
The Sheep book

Gordon, Margaret
Wilberforce goes on a picnic

Gordon, Sharon
Christmas surprise
What a dog!

Grahame, Kenneth
The Wind in the willows

Gramatky, Hardie
Hercules : the story of an old-fashioned

fire engine
Little Toot



Little Toot on the Grand Canal
Little Toot on the Mississippi
Little Toot on the Thames

Grant, Sandy
Hey, look at me! A city ABC

Gray, Genevieve S.
How far, Felipe?

Green, Norma B.
The Hole in the dike

Greenaway, Kate
A Apple pie

Greenberg, Polly
Oh Lord, I wish I was a buzzard

Greenburg, Dan
Jumbo the boy and Arnold the elephant

Greene, Carol
The Super snoops and the missing

sleepers

Greenwald, Sheila
Give us a great big smile, Rosy Cole
The Mariah Delany lending library

disaster

Gretz, Susanna
The Bears who stayed indoors
Teddy bears 1 to 10
Teddy bears cure a cold
Teddy bears go shopping

Greydanus, Rose
Big red fire engine

Griffith, Helen V.
Alex and the cat
Alex remembers
Georgia music
Mine will, said John

Grimm, Jacob
The Bearskinner

The Bremen town musicia
Briar Rose, the sleeping heauty
Hansel and Gretel
The Sleeping beauty
The Traveling musicians
The Wolf and the seven little kids

Grosser, Morton
The Snake horn

Grossman, Barney
Black means

Groves, Paul
Mr. Egbert Nosh

Guilfoile, Elizabeth
Nobody listens to Andrew

Guillaume, Jeanette
Amat and the water buffalo

Gurdersheimer, Karen
Happy winter

Gurney, Nancy
The King, the mice and the cheese

Haas, Dorothy F.
Dorothy and old King Crow

Haas, Irene
The Maggie B

Hader, Berta
Ding, dong, bell, pussy's in the well
The Little stone house

Haley, Gail E.
A Story, a story : an African tale

Hall, Malcolm
Forecast

Hallilan, P. K.
How really great to walk this way
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Hallinan, P.K.
The Looking book
We're very good friends, my brother and

Hayward, Linda
A Day in the life of Oscar the Grouch

Hazen, Barbara Shook
Where do bears sleep?

Hamilton, Morse
My name is Emily Hefter, Richard

Hippo jogs for health
Hamilton, Virginia Lion is down in the dumps

Jahdu Moody Moose buttons
M.C. Higgins, thc great No kicks for Dog

Noses and toes an : up and down and in
Hamsa, Bobbie and out book

Your pet giraffe Pig thinks pink
Your pet gorilla Stork spills the beans
Your pet sea lion Xerus won't allow it

Yakety yak yak yak
ZHancock, Sibyl ip goes Zebra

The Blazing hills
Old Blue Heilbroner, Joan

The Happy birthday present
Handforth, Thomas This is the house where Jack lives

Mei Li

Hann, Jacquie
Where's Mark?

Harrison, David Lee
Wake up, Sun!

Hasler, Eve line
Winter magic

Haus, Felice
Happy birthday, Cookie Monster!

Hautzig, Deborah
The Handsomest father
Little Witch's big night

Hawkinson, Lucy
Picture book farm

Hayes, Sarah
Happy Christmas, Gemma
This is the bear

Heine, Helme
Friends
The Most wonderful egg in the world

Held, Jacqueline
Fabian the fish-boy

Heller, Nicholas
Fish Stories

Helmering, Doris Wild
We're going to have a baby

Helmrath, Marilyn Olear
Bobby Bear's rocket ride

Henkes, Kevin
All alone
Clean enough

Henriod, Lorraine
Grandma's wheelchair

Herford, Oliver



More animals

Hewett, Joan
The Mouse and the elephant

Heyduck-Huth, Hi lde
In the forest
In the village
The Three birds
When the sun shines

Highwater, Jamake
Moonsong lullaby

Hill, Donna
Ms. Glee was waiting

Hill, Eric
Spot's birthday party
Where's Spot?

Hillert, Margaret
Cinderella at the ball
The Cookie house
The Golden goose
Happy birthday, dear dragon
Little puff
The Magic beans
The Three bears
What is it?

Him ler, Ronald
Wake up, Jeremiah

Hines, Anna Grossnickle
Taste the raindrops

Hirsh, Marilyn
I love Hanukkah

Hitopadesa
Once a mouse ... A fable cut in wood

Hoban, Lillian
At thur's Christmas cookies
Arthur's funny money
Arthur's honey bear
Arthur's pen pal

The Laziest robot in zone one
Mr. Pig and family
Mr. Pig and Sonny too
Ready-set-robot!
Turtle spring

Hoban, Russell
A Bargain for Frances
Ten what? : A mystery counting book

Hoban, Tana
1, 2, 3
Count and see
One little kitten
Panda, panda
What is it?
Where is it?

Hobble, Holly
The Days of Holly Hobbie

Hoberman, Mary Ann
All my shoes come in twos
A House is a house for me

hloff, Syd
Barkley
Danny and the dinosaur
The Horse in Harry's room
Lengthy
Little Chief
Santa's moose
Slugger Sal's slump
Stanley
Thunderhoof
Walpole
Who will be my friends'?

Hogan, Inez
Fox twins
Koala bear twins
The Lone Wolf
Monkey See Monkey do
Twin kittens
Twin puppies

Hogrogian, Nonny
Apples
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Holden, Edith
The Hedgehog feast

Ho 11, Adelaide
Let's count
The Poky little puppy's first Christmas
The Rain puddle
Sir Kevin of Devon
Small Bear's busy day
Sylvester, the mouse with the musical ear

Holland, Isabelle
Kevin's hat

Homer
Dionysos and the pirates

Hopkins, Lee Bennett
Girls can, too! A book of poems

Hughes, Shirley
Up and up

Hunter, Mollie
A Sound of chariots

Hurd, Edith Thacher
Catfish
Christmas eve
Come and have fun
Johnny Lion's bad day
Johnny Lion's book
Johnny Lion's rubber boots
Last one home is a green pig
No funny business

Hurd, Thacher
Axle the freeway cat
Mama don't allow : starring Miles and the

Swamp Band
Mystery on the docks
The Pea patch jig

Hurlimann, Ruth
The Cat and the mouse who shared a

house

Hutchins, Pat
The Best train set ever
Changes, changes
Clocks and more clocks
Don't forget the bacon
The Doorbell rang
Good Night, Owl!
Happy birthday, Sam
One-eyed Jake
Rosie's walk
Titch
The Wind blew
You'll soon grow into them, Titch

Hutchinson, Veronica S.
Candle-light stories
Fireside stories

Ichikawa, Satomi
Let's play

Ipcar. Dah lov Zorach
Hare scrabble harvest

Isadora, Rachel
City seen from A Lo Z
I hear
I see
I touch
Max
My ballet class
No, Agatha!
The Potters' kitchen
Willaby

Ivanov, Anatoly
01' Jake's lucky day

Iwasaki, Chihiro
A New baby is coming to my house

Jackson, Kathryn
The Saggy baggy elephant



Jameson, Cynthia Jones, Diana Wynne
The Clay pot boy Charmed life

Janice
Mr. and Mrs. Button's wonderful

watchdogs

Jordan, June
New life : new room

Joyce, Irma
Jaroch, F. A. Never talk to strangers

Washout at Liberty Valley
Joyce, William

Jarrell, Randall George shrinks
A Bat is born

Juchen, Aurel von
Jay, Shirley The Holy Night : the story of the first

Heathcliff : the fish bandit Christmas
Heathcliff : the trickiest cat in town

Jeffers, Susan
All the pretty horses
Three jovial huntsmen
Wild Robin

Jensen, Helen Zane
When Panda came to our house

Jensen, Virginia Allen
What's that?

Johnson, Crockett
A Picture for Harold's room

Kahn, Peggy
The Care Bears' book of feelings

Kalan, Robert
Blue sea

Kantrowitz, Mildred
I wonder if Herbie's home yet

Kay, Helen
One mitten Lewis

Kaye, Geraldine
The Yellow pom-pom hat

Johnson, Margaret S. Keats, Ezra Jack
Bright Flash Apt. 3

Clementina's cactus
Johnston, Tony Dreams

Night noiscs and other mole and troll Goggles
stories Hi, cat!

John Henry, an American legend

Jonas, Ann A Letter to Amy
Holes and peeks Louie

Now we can go Pet show!

The Quilt The Snowy day

Round trip The Trip
The Trek Whistle for Willie

Two bear cubs
When you were a baby Keller, Holly
Where can it be'? A Bear for Christmas
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Geraldine's blanket
Henry's Fourth of July
Ten sleepy sheep
Too big
When Francie was sick
Will it rain?

Kelley, True
The Mouse's terrible Halloween
The Mouses' terrible Christmas

Kellogg, Steven
Chicken Little
Much bigger than Martin
The Mysterious tadpole
Ralph's sccret weapon
A Rose for Pinkerton

Kennedy, Mary
Violets are blue

Kent, Jack
Hoddy doddy
Little Peep

Kessler, Leonard P.
The Big mile race
Here comes the strikeout
Kick, pass, and run
Last one in is a rotten egg
Mr. Pine's mixed-up signs
Old Turtle's baseball stories
Old Turtle's winter games
On your mark, get set, go! The first all

animal Olympics
Super bowl
The Worst team ever

Key, Francis Scott
The Star-Spanglcd Banner

Keyworth, C.L. ( Cynthia L.)
New day

Killingback, Julia
Catch the red bus
Monday is washing day
One, two, three, go!

What time is it, Mrs. Bear?

Kimishima, Hisako
Ma Lien and the magic brush

Kimmel, Margaret Mary
Magic in the mist

King, P.E(Patrick E.)
Down on the funny farm

Kingsley, Emily Perl
I can do it myself
The Sesame Street players present The

Little Red Hen

Kipling, Rudyard
How the whale got his throat
The Jungle books
Just so stories for little children
The White seal : from the jungle books

Kirkup, James
The Magic drum

Kim, Ann
In a garden

Kitamura, Satoshi
What's insidc?

Klein, Norma
Mom, the Wolf Man, and me

Kline, Suzy
Don't touch!

Knight, Eric Mowbray
Lassie come-home

Knight, Vick
The Night the crayons talked

Knob ler, Susan
The Tadpole and the frog

Knoepfle, John
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Our street feels good : poems for children

Knotts, Howard
Great-grandfather, the baby, and me

Konkle, Janet Everest
The Raccoon twins

Korr, David
ABC toy chest

Krahn, Fernando
Arthur's adventure in the abandoned

house
Catch that cat!
A Funny friend from heaven
Here comes Alex Pumpernickel!
How Santa Claus had a long and difficult

journey delivering his presents
The Mystery of the giant footprints
Sleep tight, Alex Pumpernickel

Kramer, Anthony
Numbers on parade : zero to ten

Krasilovsky, Phyllis
The Man who didn'c wash his dishes
The Man who entered a contest

Kraus, Robert
Bunya the witch
Leo the late bloomer
Milton the -7, arly riser
Noel the coward
Owliver
Penguin's pal
Where are you going, little mouse?
Whose mouse are you?

Krauss, Ruth
The Birthday party
The Growing stol y
Somebody spilled the sky

Kroll, Steven
Santa's crash-bang Christmas

Kumin, Maxine W.

The Beach before breakfast
Mittens in May

Kunhardt, Edith
Danny's birthday

Kurtycz, Marcos
Tigers and oppossums : Mexican animal

legends

Kwitz, Mary DeBall
Little Chick's story

La Farge, Phyllis
Joanna runs away

La Fontaine, Jean de
The Lion and the rat : a fable
The North Wind and the Sun

Lumpman, Evelyn (Sibley)
Go up the road

Lamsweerde, Fran van
Ziggy and his colors

Langner, Nola
By the light of the silvery moon
Dusty

Langstaff, John M.
Over in the meadow

Lapp, Eleanor J.
Duane, the collector
In the morning mist

Lapsley, Susah
I am adopted

Lasky, Kathryn
I have four names for my grandfather

Lawrence, Jacob
Harriet and the promised Land

Lawrence, James
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Binky Brothers and the Fearless Four
Binky Brothers, detectives

Le Guin, Ursula K.
A Wizard of Earthsea

Leaf, Munro
The Story of Ferdinand

Lear, Edward
The Nutcrackers and the sugar-tongs

Learner, Sharon
Follow the monsters!

Lenski, Lois
The Little auto
The Little train
Papa Small
Spring is here

Lenthall, Patricia Riley
Carlotta and the scientist

Lerner, Marguerite Rush
Dear little mumps child
Peter gets the chickenpox

Lerner, Sharon
Big Bird says : a game to read and play
Big Bird's copy cat day

Levenson, Dorothy
The Day Joe went to the supermarket
One kitten is not too many

Levenson, Kathe Tanous
When I grow up and you grow down

Levy, Elizabeth
Something queer at the haunted school

Lewin, Hugh
Jafta
Jafta and the wedding
Jafta's Father
Jafta's mother
Jaftathe journey

Jaftathe town

Lewis, Bobby
Home before midnight : a traditional

verse

Lewis, C. S. (Clive Staples)
The Horse and his boy
The Last battle
The Lion, the witch, and thc wardrobe
The Magician's nephew
Prince Caspian : the return to Narnia
The Silver chair
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader

Lewis, Thomas P.
Call for Mr: Sniff
Clipper ship
Hill of fire

Lexau, Joan M.
The Homework caper
Olaf reads
The Rooftop mystery

Liberman, Judith
The Bird's last song

Lillie, Patricia
One very, very quiet afternoon

Lindgren, Astrid (Ericson)
The Tomten and the fox

Lindgren, Barbro
Sam's ball
Sam's bath
Sam's car
Sam's cookie
Sam's lamp
Sam's potty
Sam's teddy bear
Sam's wagon

Line, David
Soldier and me

Lionni, Leo
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The Alphabet tree
Cornelius : a fable
Let's make rabbits : a fable

Little, Mary E.
1, 2, 3 for the library

Littledale, Freya
I was thinking : poems
Timothy's forest

Lloyd, David
Grandma and the pirate

Lobel, Anita
King Rooster, Queen Hen
The Pancake
The Straw maid

Lobel, Arnold
Days with Frog and Toad
Frog and Toad all year
Frog and Toad are friends
Grasshopper on the road
Lucille
Mouse soup
Mouse tales
On Market Street
Owl at home
Small pig
Uncle Elephant

Lofts, Norah (Robinson)
The Maude Reed tale

Low, Joseph
Benny Rabbit and the owl
There was a wise crow

Lowrey, Janette Sebring
Six silver spoons

Lyon, David
The Runaway duck

Macdonald, Suse
Alphabatics

Mack, Stanley
10 bears in my bed; a goodnight

countdown
Where's my cheese?

Maestro, Betsy
Harriet goes to the circus
Where is my friend?

Maestro, Giulio
Leopard and the noisy monkeys
Leopard is sick

Mahy, Margaret
The Boy who was followed home

Margolis, Richard J.
Big Bear to the rescue
Big Bear, spare that tree

Mari, lela
The Chicken and the egg
The Tree and the seasons

Maris, Ron
Are you there, bear?
I wish I could fly
Is anyone home?

Marshall, Edward
Fox and his friends
Fox at school
Fox in love
Space case
Troll country

Martin, Bill
The Brave little Indian
David was mad
Ten little caterpillars

Martin, Charles E.
Dunkel takes a walk

Martin, Dahris Butterworth
Little lamb
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Martin, David
K9 and the beasts of Vega
K9 and the missing planet
K9 and the time trap
K9 and the Zeta rescue

Martin, Jacqueline Briggs
Bizzy Bones and Moosemouse
Bizzy Bones and Uncle Ezra

Martin, Sarah Catherine
Old Mother Hubbard and her dog

Maruki, Toshi
Hiroshima no pika

Marzollo, Jean
Amy goes fishing
Close your eyes
Red sun girl

Mathis, Sharon Bell
Teacup full of roses

Matthiesen, Thomas
ABC: an alphabet book

Mayer, Mercer
All by myself
Appelard and Liverwurst
A Boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend
A Boy, a dog, and a frog
Bubble bubble
Frog goes to dinner
Frog on his own
Frog, where are you?
Just for you
Just go to bed
Just grandpa and me
Just me and my puppy
Me Too!
Merry Christmas mom and dad
The New baby
One frog too many
Professor Wormbog in search for the

zipperump-a-zoo
There's a nightmare in my closet
When I get bigger

McClintock, Marshall
A Fly went by
Stop that ball!

McClintock, Mike
What have I got?

McCloskey, Robert
Lentil

McClung, Robert M.
Blaze : the story of a striped skunk
Redbird : the story of a cardinal
Ruby Throat, the story of a humming

bird

McCrea, James
The Story of Olaf

McCully, Emily Arnold
Picnic

McDermott, Gerald
Anansi the spider : a tale from the

Ashanti
The Magic tree : a tale from the Congo
The Stonecutter : a Japanese folk tale
The Voyage of Osiris : a myth of ancient

Egypt

McGovern, Ann
Black is beautiful

McLaughlin, Lissa
Why won't winter go?

McMillan, Bruce
The Alphabet symphony : an ABC book
Kitten can

McNamara, Louise Greep
Andy and Benny catch a thief

McNaughton, Colin
Autumn
Winter



Mc Neer, May
My friend Mac : the story of little

Baptiste and the moose

McNeill, Janet
The Magic lollipop

McPhail, David M.
Pig Pig rides

Mendoze, George
The Alphabet boat; a seagoing alphabet

book

Merriam, Eve
Boys & girls, girls & boys
A Gaggle of geese
Mommies at work

Meyer, Louis A.
The Clean air and peaceful contentment

dirigible airline

Meynier, Gil
Mexico, A to Z

Miklowitz, Gloria D.
Save that raccoon!

Miles, Betty
Just think

Miles, Miska
Apricot ABC
Small rabbit

Milhous, Katherine
The Egg tree

Miller, Barry
Alphabet world

Miller, Edna
Mousekin's family

Milne, Alan Alexander
Winnie-the-pooh : the unbouncing of

Tigger

Minarik, Else Holmelund
Father Bear comes home
A Kiss for Little Bear
Little bear

Mizumura, Kazue
If I were a cricket..

Modell, Frank
Goodbye old year, hello new year
Seen any cats?
Tooley! Tooley!

Mohr, Joseph
Silent night

Moncure, Jane Belk
Happy birthday, Word Bird
Hi, Word Bird!
Hide-and-seek Word Bird
No! No! Word Bird
Now I am five
Now I am four
Now I am three!
Now I am two!
Play with "a" and "t"
Play with "e" and "d"
Play with "i" and "g"
Play with "o" and "g"
Play with "u" and "g"
A Rabbit has a habit
Stop! Go! Word Bird
Watch out! Word Bird
What does Word Bird see?
Word Bird asks : What? What? What?
Word Bird builds a city
Word Bird makes words with Dog
Word Bird makes words with Duck
Word Bird makes words with Hen
Word Bird makes words with Pig
Word Bird's circus surprise
Word Bird's fall words
Word Bird's hats
Word Bird's shapes
Word Bird's spring words
Word Bird's summer words
Word Bird's winter words
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Moore, Clement Clarke
The Night before Christmas

Morris, Terry Nell
Goodnight, dear monster!

Morrison, Bill
Squeeze a sneeze

Mosel, Arlene
The Funny little woman

Most, Bernard
There's an ant in Anthony
There's an ape behind the drape

Mother Goose
The Large type Mother Goose
Mother goose and nursery rhymes
The Mother Goose Treasury

Muntean, Michaela
I like school
Meet the Fraggles

Musgrave, Florence
Two dates for Mike

Myers, Bernice
Not at home

Myrick, Mildred
The Secret three

Nakatani, Chiyoko
My day on the farm
The Zoo in my garden

Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds
Old Sadie and the Christmas bear

Nesbit, E. (Edith)
The Railway children

Newberry, Clare (Turley)
The Kittens' ABC

Nicolas, Will and
The Two Reds

Nicoll, Helen
Meg's car
Meg's castle
Mog at the zoo

Niizaka, Kazuo
Clouds

Nikly, Michelle
The Emperor's plum tree

Niland, Deborah
ABC of monsters

Nixon, Joan Lowery
The Alligator under the bed
The Boy who could find anything
The Mysterious prowler

Nodset, Joan L.
Who took the farmer's (hat)?

Noll, Sally
Jiggle wiggle prance
Off and counting

Nordstrom, Ursula
The Secret language

Numeroff, Laura Joffe
Does grandma have an Elmo Elephani

jungle kit?
Phoebe Dexter has Harriet Peterson's

sniffles

O'Connor, Jane
The Teeny tiny woman

O'Dell, Scott
Island of the Blue Dolphins

Oechsli, Kelly
It's schooltime
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Surprise! Surprise! Guess what's inside

Oldfield, Pamela
The Halloween pumpkin

Ormerod, Jan
Dad's back
Just like me
Messy baby
Moonlight
Our 011ie
Reading
Rhymes around the day
Silly Goose
Sleeping
The Story of Chicken Licken
Sunshine
Young Joe

Oxenbury, Helen
ABC of things
Beach day
The Birthday party
The Dancing class
Di :ssing
Eating out
Family
Friends
Goodnight, good morning
Monkey see, monkey do
Mother's helper
Numbers of things
Pig tale
Playing
Shopping trip
Working

Panek, Dennis
Catastrophe Cat at the zoo

Parenteau, Shirley
Blue hands, blue cloth

Parish, Peggy
Amelia Bedelia
Amelia Bede lia goes camping
Amelia Bedelia helps out
Come back, A melia Melia

Good work, Amelia Bedelia
Merry Christmas, Amelia Bedelia
Play ball, Amelia Bedelia
Teach us, Amelia Melia

Park, W. B.
Jonathan's friends

Parker, Nancy Winslow
The Christmas camel
Love from Aunt Betty
Love from Uncle Clyde

Paterson, Andrew Barton
Waltzing Matilda

Peppe, Rodney
The Alphabet book
Circus numbers : a counting book
The Kettleship pirates
The Mice and the clockwork bus
The Micc and the flying basket
The Micc who lived in a shoe
Odd One out
Three little pigs

Perrault, Charles
Famous fairy tales

Petersham, Maud (Fuller)
The Rooster crows : a hook of American

rhymes and jingles

Peyo
Baby Smurf's first words

Phillips, Joan
Lucky bear
My new boy
Tiger is a scaredy cat

Phleger, Fred 13.
Ann can fly
Red Tag comes back

Piatti, Celestino
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Celestino Piatti's Animal ABC
The Happy owls

Pienkowski, Jan
Colors

Pinkwater, Daniel
I was a second grade werewolf

Piper, Watty
The Little engine that could

Platt, Kin
Big Max
Big Max in the mystery of the missing

moose

Pomerantz, Charlotte
Buffy and Albert
One duck, another duck
Timothy Tall Feather
Where's the bcar?

Porte, Barbara Ann
Harry's dog
Harry's mom
Harry's visit

Potter, Beatrix
The Tale of Peter Rabbit

Pou let, Virginia
Blue Bug and thc bullies
Blue Bug to the rescue
Blue Bug's beach party
Blue Bug's surprise
Blue Bug's treasure

Prager, Annabelle
The Surprise party

Price, Christine
The Valiant chattee-makei

Puner, Helen Walker
I am big you are little

Quackenbush, Robert M.

Calling Doctor Quack
Clementine
Detective Mole
Detective Mole and the circus mystery
Detective Mole and the seashore mystery
Detective Mole and the secret clues
Detective Mole and the Tip-Top mystery
Henry's important date
Moose's store
Mr. Snow Bunting's secret
Pete Pack Rat and the Gila Monster

Gang
Sheriff Sally Gopher and the haunted

dance hall
Skip to my lou
There'll be a hot time in the old town

tonight

Radlauer, Ruth Shaw
Evening
What can you do with a box?

Ramirez, Carolyn
Foot and feet

Rand, Ann
I know a lot of things

Raskin, Ellen
Ghost in a four-room apartment
Moose, Goose, and Little Nobody

Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnan
The Yearling

Reese, Nancy
The Bee: 20 words
Silly egg : 15 words
Smiley snake : 33 words

Reese, Ron
Crazy cat: 7 words
Sammy Skunk : 32 words

Reinach, Jacquelyn
Elephant cats the profits
Fish and flips
Fixed by camel
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Goose goofs off
Happy birthday Unicorn
Jackal wants everything
Me too, Iguana
Nuts to Nightingale
Octopus protests
Quail can't decide
Rest, rabbit, rest
Who stole alligator's shoe?

Reiss, John J.
Colors
Numbers

Rey, H. A.
Cecily G. and the 9 monkeys
Curious George

Rey, Margret
Curious George flies a kite
Pretzel

Rice, Elizabeth
Jacki
Who-oo-oo

Rice, Eve
Benny bakes a cake
Goodnight, goodnight
Mr. Brimble's hobby
Once in a wood : ten tales from Aesop
Papa's lemonade and other stories
Sam who never forgets

Richter, Alice Numeroff
You can't put braces on spaces

Ridyard, David
Grandpu loves us
Sometimes I have to

Robbins, Ruth
Baboushka and the three kings

Robinet, Hariette
Jay and the marigold

Robins, Joan

My brother, Will

Robison, Nancy
Izoo
Space hijack!
UFO kidnap!

Roche, P. K.
Webster and Arnold and the giant box

Rockwell, Anne F.
Albert B. Cub & Zebra: an alphabet

storybook
Blackout
Buster and the bogeyman
Can I help?
The Gollywhopper egg
Happy birthday to me
Henry the Cat and the big sneeze
How my garden grew
My barber
The Night we slept outside
No more work
Our garage sale
The Toolbox
Up a tall tree

Rockwell, Harlow
My kitchen
My nursery school

Roffey, :ureen
Door to door: a picture book
Rhyming Nell

Rojankovsky, Feodor
Animals in the zoo
Frog went a-courtin'

Root, Phyllis
My cousin Charlie

Rose, Davis S.
It hardly seems like Halloween

Ross, Dave
Baby Bear's Christmas
Gorp and the jelly sippers
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Space monster Gorp and the runaway
computer

Tiny Turtle's Thanksgiving

Ross, Pat
Hi Fly
Meet M and M
Molly and the slow teeth

Ross, Tony
Hugo and Oddsock
I'm coming to get you

Rothman, Joel
I can be anything you can be!

Rounds, Glen
The Strawberry roan
Sweet Betsy from Pike

Rowland, Pamela
What should I wear?

Roy, Ron
Awful Thursday
Old tiger, new tiger

Ruben, Patricia
Apples to zippers : an alphabet book

Russell, Sandra Joanne
A Farmer's dozen

Russo, Marisabina
The Line up book
Why do grown-ups have all the fun?

Rydberg, Ernie
Footsy

Rylant, Cynthia
When I was young in the mountains

Saari, Kaye
The Kidnapping of the coffee pot

Sadler, Marilyn

Alistair's elephant

Salus, Naomi Panush
My daddy's mustache

San Souci, Robert
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow

Sandin, Joan
The Long way to a new land

Sasaki, Isao
Snow

Sattler, Helen Roney
No place for a goat

Saxe, John Godfrey
The Blind men and the elephant

Scarry, Richard
The Best mistake ever! and other stories

Schatell, Brian
Farmer Goff and his turkey Sam

Scheer, Julian
Rain makes applesauce

Schertle, Alice
Goodnight, Hattie, my dearie, my dove
The Gorilla in the hall
In my treehouse
My two feet
That Olive!

Schick, Alice
Just this once

Schick, Eleanor
Home alone
Joey on his own
Neighborhood knight
One summer night
Summer at the sea

Schlein, Miriam
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Big lion, little lion
Shapes
The Way mothers are

Schmiderer, Dorothy
The Alphabeast book; an abeccdarium

Schuchman, Joan
Two places to sleep

Schulman, Janet
The Big hello
Camp Kee Wee's secret weapon
The Great big dummy
Jack the bum and the Halloween handout
Jack the bum and the haunted house
Jack the bum and the UFO

Schultz, Gwen M.
The Blue valentine

Schumacher, Claire
King of the zoo

Schwartz, Alvin
In a dark, dark room, and other scary

stories

Schwartz, Amy
Bea and Mr. Jones

Schweitzer, Iris
Hilda's restful chair

Schweninger, Ann
Christmas secrets

Scott, Ann Herbert
On mother's lap

Selkowe, Valrie M.
Spring green

Selsam, Millicent (Ellis)
Plenty of fish
Tony's birds

Sendak, Maurice
Hector Protector, and as I went over the

water
Kenny's window
Outside over there
The Sign on Rosie's door
Where the wild things are

Seuling, Barbara
The Teeny tiny woman : an old English

ghost tale

Seuss, Dr.
Bartholomew and the oobleck
The Butter battle book
The Cat in the hat
The Cat in the hat comes back!
Dr. Seuss's ABC
Dr. Seuss's sleep book
The Foot book
Great day for up!
Hop on Pop
I can read with my eyes shut
Marvin K. Mooney
Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?
Oh, the thinks you can think!
One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish
There's a wocket in my pocket!

Sewell, Anna
Black Beauty

Seymour, Dorothy Z.
Ann likes red
Ballerina Bess
Big beds and little beds
Bill and the fish
The Pond
The Rabbit
The Sandwich
The Tent

Shannon, George
Dance away!
Lizard's song
The Surpris:..,



Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman
Burton and Dudley
Edgemont
Gila monsters mect you at the airport
Mitchell is moving
Mooch the messy
Nate the Great and the lost list
Nate the Great and thc missing key
Say hello, Vanessa
Uncle Boris and Maude

Sharp, Margery
Lost at the fair

Shepard, Ray Anthony
Sneakers

Sherman, Diane
Little skater

Shire, Ellen
The Bungling ballerinas

Shortall, Leonard
Danny on the lookout

Shub, Elizabeth
Dear Sarah
Dragon Franz
Uncle Harry
The White stallion

Shulevitz, Uri
Dawn

Shulman, Alix Kates
Awake or asleep

Shute, Linda
Momotaro, the Peach Boy : A traditional

Japanese tale

Siebert, Diane
Truck song

Silbert, Linda P.
Tiger take off your hat

Silverman, Maida
Anna and th seven swans

Silverstein, Shel
The Giving tree

Simon, Norma
Benjy's bird
How do I feel?
Where does my cat sleep?

Skipper, Mervyn
The Fooling of King Alexander

Sleator, William
Once, said Darlene

Slobodkin, Louis
Excuse me! Certainly!
Thank youyou're welcome

Slobodkina, Esphyr
Caps for sale : a tale of a peddler, some

monkeys and their monkey business

Small, David
Imogene's antlers

Smaridge, Norah
Raggedy Ann : a thank you, please, and I

love you book
Watch out!

Smath, Jerry
But no elephants

Smith, Virginia
Little Janie's Christmas

Smith, William Jay
The Telephone

Snyder, Zilpha Keatley
Come on, Patsy

Softly, Barbara
A Lemon-yellow elephant called Trunk
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Spier, Peter
The Erie Canal
Peter Spier's Christmas
Peter Spier's rain

Spyri, Johanna (Beusser)
Heidi

Stadler, John
Animal cafe
Hector, the accordion-nosed dog
Hooray for snail!

Stanek, Muriel
About our school
Going to school
In our class
In our school
My little foster sister

Stanovich, Betty Jo
Hedgehog adventures
Hedgehog surprises

Stanton, Elizabeth
Sometimes I like to cry

Steadman, Ralph
The Bridge

Stecher, Miriam B.
Daddy and Ben together
Max, the music-maker

Steiner, Charlotte
Annie's ABC kitten

Stephens, Karen
Jumping

Steptoe, John
Daddy is a monster--sometimes
Jeffrey Bear cleans up his act

Stern, Simon
The Hobyahs

Stevens, Janet
The Tortoise and the hare : an Aesop

fable

Stevens, Kathleen
The Beast in the bathtub
Molly, McCullough, & Tom the Rogue

Stevenson, James
Are we almost there?
Barbara's birthday
Clams can't sing
Could be worse!
Emma
Fast friends
Fried feathers for Thanksgiving
Grandpa's great city tour
Howard
Monty
The Night after Christmas
No friends
Oliver, Clarence and Violet
The Sea View Hotel
That dreadful day
That terrible Halloween night
There's nothing to do!
Winston, Newton, Elton, and Ed
The Wish card ran out!
Worse than Willy!
Yuck!

Stewart, Robert S.
The Daddy book

Stock, Catherine
Sophie's bucket

Stoddard, Darrell
The Hero : 0 words

Stolz, Mary
Emmett's pig
Say something

Stone, Jon
Would you like to play hide and seek in

this book with lovable, furry old
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Grover?

Sugita, Yutaka
My friend little John and me

Surat, Michele Maria
Angel child, dragon child

Swayne, Samuel F.
Great-grandfather in the honey tree

Taback, Simms
Joseph had a little overcoat

Tafuri, Nancy
Ail year long
Do not disturb
Early morning in the barn
Have you seen my duckling?
Rabbit's morning

Tallon, Robert
Flea story

Tanaka, Hideyuki
The Happy dog

Tarcov, Edith
A Train for Tommy

Taylor, Mark
Henry, the explorer

Testa, Fulvio
If you take a paint brush
If you take a pencil

Tester, Sylvia Root
Rover Jr.'s baseball career

Thaler, Mike
Madge's magic show
Ow ly

Thayer, Jane

Andy and Mr. Cunningham
Clever raccoon
A Drink for Little Red lliker
Gus was a gorgeous ghost
I don't believe in elves
The Mouse on the fourteenth floor
The Puppy who wanted a boy
Quiet on account of dinosaur

Thorne, Jenny
My uncle

Titherington, Jeanne
Big world, small world
A Place for Ben
Pumpkin, pumpkin

Tobias, Tobi
A Day off

Tompert, Ann
Little Otter remembers, and othcr stories

Tresselt, Alvin
Autumn harvest
The Fox who traveled
Johnny Maple-Leaf
The Old man and the tiger
Rain drop splash
The Smallest elephant in the world
Sun up
Timothy Robbins climbs the mountain
What did you leave behind?

True, Louise
Number Men

Turk le, Brinton
Deep in the forest

Tworkov, Jack
The Camel who took a walk

Udry, Janice May
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How I faded away
Thump and Plunk

Ueno, Noriko
Elephant buttons

Ungerer, Tomi
One, two, where's my shoe'?
Rufus
Snail, where are you?

Van Allsburg, Chris
Ben's dream

Van Woerkom, Dorothy
Abu Ali : three tales of the Middle East
Bccky and the bear
Harry and Shellburt

Vigna, Judith
Anyhow, I'm glad I tried
Grandma without mc

Vincent, Gabrielle
Breakfast time, Ernest and Celestine
Ernest and Celestine's patchwork quilt

Vining, Elizabeth
The Taken girl

Wachter, Ora lee
No more secrets for me

Waddell, Martin
Going West

Wagner, Jenny
Aranea : a story about a spider

Wahl, Jan
Drakestail
Frankenstein's dog
The Toy circus
Thc Woman with the eggs

Walt Disney Productions
Aristocats
Thc Haunted house

Walt Disney Productions presents Robin
Hood and the great coach robbery

Walt Disney's Bambi
Walt Disney's Cinderella
Walt Disney's The sorcerer's apprentice.
Walt Disney's Winnie the Pooh and

Tigger too

Walter, Mildred Pitts
My mama needs me

Wannamaker, Bruce
We visit the farm
We visit the zoo

Ward, Lynd
The Biggest bear
The Silver pony

Warren, Cathy
Fred's first day
Springtime bears
The Ten-alarm camp-out
Victoria's ABC adventure

Watanabe, Shigeo
Daddy, play with me
How do I put it on? : getting dressed
I can build a house!
I can ride it!
I can take a walk! testing limits
Where's my daddy?

Waterton, Betty
A Salmon for Simon

Watson, Clyde
Midnight moon

Watson, Jane Werner
Frosty the Snow Man
Sometimes I gct angry
Sometimes I'm afraid
Wonders of nature

Webber, Helen
What is sour? What is sweet?



Working wheels

Webster, Loraine
Stories for Little Sioux & others too

Wegen, Ronald
Sand castle
Sky dragon
What's wrong, Ralph?

Weil, Lisl
Owl and other scrambles

Weisgard, Leonard
Pelican here, pelican there
Whose little bird am I?

Weiss, Leatie
Funny feet!

Weiss, Nicki
Chuckie
Princess Pearl
Waiting

Weissman, Cynthia
Breakfast for Sammy

Welber, Robert
The Train
The Winter picnic

Wells, Rosemary
Max's bath
Max's bedtime
Max's birthday
Max's breakfast
Max's Christmas
Max's first word
Max's ride

Werner, Jane
The Fuzzy duckling

West, Colin
Pardon? said the giraffe

Westsall, Robert

The Machine-gunners

Wheeler, Cindy
Marmalade's nap
Marmalade's picnic
Marmalade's snowy day
Marmalade's yellow leaf

Whitehead, Patricia
Best Thanksgiving book
Christmas alphabet book

Wilder, Laura Ingalls
Little house in the big woods

Wildsmith,.Brian
ABC
Brian Wildsmith's circus
Fishes
The Hare and the tortoise
Hunter and his dog
The Lazy bear
The Little wood duck
The Miller, the boy and the donkey
The Owl and the Woodpecker
Pelican
Puzzles
Wild animals

Willard, Nancy
The Nightgown of the sullen moon

Williams, Barbara
Gary and the very terrible monster
We can jump

Williams, Garth
Baby farm animals

Williams, Jay
Danny Dunn and the swamp monster

Willoughby, Alana
Boots : 21 words
The Little mouse : 25 words

Winder, Jack
Your face : 25 words
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Winnick, Karen B.
Sandro's dolphin

Winter, Paula
The Bear & the fly
Sir Andrew

Wiseman, Bernard
Little new kangaroo
Morris goes to school
Morris has a cold
Morris tells Boris Mother Moose stories

and rhymes

Wolcott, Patty
The Cake story
The Forest fire
I'm going to New York to visit the Queen
The Marvelous mud washing machine
My shadow and I
Super Sam and the salad gardcn
Where did that naughty little hamstcr

go?

Wolff, Ashley
The Bells of London

Wolman, Judith
Lizzie and the Tooth Fairy

Wondriska, William
The Stop

Woolley, Catherine
I like trains

Worthington, Phoebe
Teddy bear baker

Wylie, Joanne
Have you hugged your monster today?

Yl la
Two little bears

Yoken, Jane
The Boy who had wings

Youldon, Gillian
Colors
Time

Young, Ed
Up a tree

Young, Miriam (Burt)
A Witch's garden

Zacharias, Thomas
But where is the green parrot?

Zagone, Theresa
No nap for me

Zalben, Jane Breskin
Norton's nighttime

Ziefert, Harriet
So sick!

Zimelman, Nathan
I will tell you of Peach Stone

Vner, Feeni
Cricket boy : a Chinese tale

Zion, Gene
Dear Garbage man
Harry and the lady next door
Harry by the sea
No roses for Harry

Zolotow, Charlotte
I know a lady
One step, two..
Thc Song
Wake up and good night
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TITLE INDEX

1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3 for the library
1, 2, buckle my shoe
10 bears in my bed; a goodnight

countdown
20,000 leagues under the sea

A
A my name is Alice
Aaron and the Green Mountain Boys
Aaron awoke: an alphabet story
ABC
ABC
ABC : an alphabet book
The ABC bunny
ABC of monsters
ABC of things
ABC toy chest
About our school
Abu Ali : three tales of the Middle East
Across the strcam
The Adventures of Paddy Pork
Aesop's fables
Albert B. Cub & Zebra: an alphabet

storybook
Alex and the cat
Alex remembers
Alexander the monkey-sitter
Alfred's alphabet walk
Alice's adventures in Wonderland
Alistair's elephant
All alone
All butterflies; an ABC book
All by myself
All my shoes come in twos
All the pretty horses
All us come cross the water
All year long
All-by-herself
The Alligator under the bed
Alligator's toothache
Alphabatics
The Alphabeast book; an abecedarium
The Alphabet boat; a seagoing alphabet

If

The Alphabet book
The Alphabet symphony : an ABC book
The Alphabet tree
Alphabet world
Amat and the water buffalo
Amelia Bedelia
Amelia Bedelia goes camping
Amelia Bedelia helps out
Amifika
Amy goes fishing
Anansi the spider : a talc from the

Ashanti
And I mean it, Stanley
Andrew Henry's meadow
Andy (that's my name)
Andy and Benny catch a thief
Andy and Mr. Cunningham
Andy and the lion
Angel child, dragon criild
Angelo, the naughty one
Animal cafe
Animals in the zoo
Animals should definitely not wear

clothing
The Animals who changed their colors
Ann can fly
Ann likes red
Anna and the seven swans
Annie and the Mud Monster
Annie's ABC kitten
Annie, the invisible girl
Anno's alphabet
Anno's animals
Anno's Britain
Anno's Counting Book
Anno's counting house
Anno's journey
Anno's U.S.A
Anton the Goatherd
Anyhow, I'm glad I tried
Ape in a cape
Appelard and Liverwurst
A Apple pie
Apples
Apples to zippers : an alphabet book
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Aranea : a story about a spider
Are we almost there?
Are you my mother?
Are you there, bear?
Aristocats
Arthur's adventure in the abandoned

house
Arthur's April fool
Arthur's Christmas cookies
Arthur's eyes
Arthur's funny money
Arthur's Halloween
Arthur's honey bear
Arthur's pen pal
Arthur's Thanksgiving
At Mary Bloom's
Aunt Nina and her nephews and nieces
Aunt Nina's visit
Autumn
Autumn harvest
Awake or asleep
Away we go!
Awful Thursday
Axle the freeway cat

Babar and the ghost
Babar loses his crown
Babar's castle
Baboushka and the three kings
The Baby
Baby Bear's Christmas
Baby farm animals
Baby Smurf's first words
The Baby's catalogue
Ballerina Bess
Barbara's birthday
A Bargain for Frances
Barkley
Bartholomew and the oobleck
A Bat is born
Bea and Mr. Jones
The Beach bcforc breakfast
Beach day
The Bean boy
The Bear & the fly
A Bear for Christmas
Bear hunt
The Bear who slept through Christmas
The Bears who stayed indoors

The Bearskinner
The Beast in the bathtub
Beauty and the beast, and other tales
Because I am human
Becky and the bear
The Bee: 20 words
The Beech tree
Belinda's new spring hat
A Bell for Ursli
The Bells of London
Ben's ABC day
Ben's dream
Benedict finds a home
Benjy's bird
Benny bakes a cake
Benny Rabbit and the owl
Berenstain Bears' soccer star
The Best mistake ever! and other stories
Best Thanksgiving book
The Best train set ever
Bicycle race
The Big balloon race
Big Bear to the rescue
Big Bear, spare that tree
Big beds and little beds
Big Bird says : a game to read and play
Big Bird's copy cat day
Big fraid, little fraid
The Big hello
Big lion, little lion
Big Max
Big Max in the mystcry of the missing

moose
The Big mile race
Big red fire engine
The Big sneeze
Big tracks, little tracks
Big world, small world
The Biggest bear
Bill and Pete
Bill and the fish
Billy and Blaze
Billy Boy (Folk-Song)
Binky Brothers and the Fearless Four
Binky Brothers, detectives
The Bird's last song
The Birthday party
The Birthday party
A Birthday wish
Bizzy Bones and Moosemouse
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Bizzy Bones and Uncle Ezra
Black Beauty
Black is beautiful
Black means
Blackboard bear
Blackout
The Blanket
Blaze : the story o a striped skunk
The Blazing hills
The Blind men and the elephant
Blue Bear's race
Blue Bug and the bullies
Blue Bug to the rescue
Blue Bug's beach party
Blue Bug's surprise
Blue Bug's treasure
Blue hands, blue cloth
Blue sea
The Blue valentine
The Boats on the river
Bobby Bear's rocket ride
Bobo's dream
Boffo: the great motor-cycle race
Bony-legs
The Book of giggles
Boots : 21 words
Borka. : the adventures of a goose with

feathers
A Boy and his robot
The Boy who could find anything
The Boy who cried wolf
The Boy who had wings
The Boy who was followed home
The Boy with two eyes
A Boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend
A Boy, a dog, and a frog
Boys & girls, girls & boys
The Brave little Indian
Breakfast for Sammy
Breakfast time, Ernest and Celestine
The Bremen town musicians
Brian Wildsmith's circus
Briar Rose, the sleeping beauty
The Bridge
Bright Flash
Brimhall comes to stay
The Brook
A Brother for the orphelines,
Bubble bubble
Buffy and Albert

Bullfrog and Gertrude go camping
Bullfrog builds a house
Bullfrog grows up
The Bungling ballerinas
Bunny rabbit Rebus
Bunya the witch
Burnie's hill: a traditional ryhme
Burton and Dudley
Buster and the bogeyman
Busy Monday morning
But no elephants
But where is the green parrot?
The Butter battle book
By the light of the silvery moon

The Cake story
Calico Cat looks around
Calico cat's exercise book
Calico Cat's rainbow
Call for Mr. Sniff
Calling Doctor Quack
The Clmel who took a walk
Camp KeeWee's secret weapon
Can I help?
Candle-light stories

no Caps for sale : a tale of a peddler, some
monkeys and their monkey business

The Care Bears' book of feelings
Carlotta and the scientist
Carousel
The Case of the double cross
The Case of the hungry stranger
The Case of the scaredy cats
The Cat and the mouse who shared a

house
The Cat book
The Cat in thc hat
The Cat in the hat comes back!
The Cat on the Dovrefell : A Christmas

tale
A Cat's tale
Catastrophe Cat at the zoo
Catch a little fox
Catch that cat!
Catch the red bus
Catfish
Cccily G. and the 9 monkeys
Celestino Piatti's Animal ABC
Changes, changes
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Chanticleer and thc fox
Charles Drew
Charmed life
Che Chick and the duckling
L'he Chicken and the cgg
Chicken Little
The Child who cried in the night
A Child's good night book
The Children and the silly kings
The Children who learned to smile
The Chimp and thc clown
Choo choo; the story of a little engine

who ran away
Christmas alphabet book
The Christmas camel
Christmas eve
Christmas minature
Christmas secrets
Christmas surprise
Chuckie
Cinderella at thc ball
Circus numbers : a counting book
City seen from A to Z
Clams can't sing
Claude the dog : a Christmas story
The Clay pot boy
The Clean air and peaceful contentment

dirigible airline
Clean cnough
Clemens' kingdom
Clementina's cactus
Clementine
Clever raccoon
Clifford at the circus
Clipper ship
Clocks and more clocks
Close your eyes
Clouds
The Clown-arounds have a party
The Cobweb Christmas
The Cock, the Mouse, and the Little Red

Hcn
Cock-a-doodle-doo
Coco can't wait
A Colorful adventure of the bee, who left

home one Monday morning and what
he found along the way

Colors
Colors
Colors

Come and have fun
Come away from the water, Shirley
Come back, Amelia Bedelia
Come on, Patsy
The Comic adventures of Old Mother

Hubbard and her dog
The Cookie house
Cornelius : a fable
Could be worse!
Count and see
The Cowboy on the ranch
Crazy cat: 7 words
Creepy castle
Cricket boy : a Chinese tale
Cromwell's glasses
Cross-country cat
Thc Crow and Mrs. Gaddy
Thc Cucumber stcm
The Cupboard
Curious George
Curious George flies a kitc

Dad's back
Daddy and Ben together
The Daddy book
Daddy is a monster--sometimes
Daddy, play with me
Dance away!
The Dancing class
Dancing in the moon : counting rhymes
Daniel's duck
Danny and the dinosaur
Danny Dunn and the swamp monster
Danny on thc lookout
Danny's birthday
Dar Tellum : stcanger from a distant

planet
David was mad
Dawn
Dawn
The Day I had to play with my sister
A Day in the life of Oscar the Grouch
The Day Joe went to thc supermarket
Day of the Earthlings
A Day off
The Day the cow sneezed
The Days of Holly Hobbie
Days with Frog and Toad
Dead before docking



Dean's Mother Goose book of rhymes
Dear Garbage man
Dear little mumps child
Dear Phoebe
Dear Sarah
Deep in the forest
The Deer in the pasture
Detective Mole
Detective Mole and the circus mystery
Detective Mole and thc seashore mystery
Detective Mole and the secret clues
Detective Mole and the Tip-Top mystery
Devin & Goliath
Did you ever
Din dan don, it's Christmas
Ding, dong, bell, pussy's in the well
A Dinosaur is too big
Dionysos and thc pirates
Do bears have mothers too?
Do not disturb
Do you want to be my friend?
Does grandma have an Elmo Elephant

jungle kit?
Thc Dog
A Dog I know
Don't forget the bacon
Don't tell the scarecrow, and other

Japanese poems
Don't touch!
The Donkey prince
The Donkey's dream
Door to door: a picture book
The Doorbell rang
Dorothy and old King Crow
Down come the leaves
Down on the funny farm
Down to the beach
Dr. Frick and his fractions
Dr. Merlin's Magic Shop
Dr. Seuss's ABC
Dr. Seuss's sleep book
Dragon Franz
Drakestail
The Dream eater
Dreams
Dressing
A Drink for Little Red Diker
Drummer Hoff
Duane, the collector
Dunkel takes a walk

Dusty

Each peach pear plum
Eagle Feather
Early morning in the barn
The Early words picture book
Earth Namer : a California Indian myth
The Easter bear
Easter Treat
Eating out
Ed Emberley's ABC
Edgemont
An Edwardian Christmas
The Egg tree
Elephant buttons
Elephant eats the profits
Emma
Emmett's pig
The Emperor's plum tree
The Empty squirrel
The Erie Canal
Ernest and Celestine's patchwork quilt
Evening
Everett Anderson's goodbye
Everyone ready?
Excuse me! Certainly!

Fabian thc fish-boy
Fair's fair
The Fall of Freddie the leaf
Family
Famous fairy tales
Fantastic toys
Farley, arc you for real?
Farmer Goff and his turkey Sam
Farmer Hoo and the baboons
The Farmcr in the dell
A Farmer's dozen
Fast friends
Father Bear comes home
Fifty saves his friend
Fireside stories
The First morning: an African myth
The First Noel
Fish and flips
Fish Stories
Fishes



The Five Chinese brothers
Fixed by camel
Flea story
Florina and the wild bird
A Fly went by
A Foal for you
Follow the monsters!
Follow the river
The Followers
The Fooling of King Alexander
Thc Foolish dinosaur fiasco
Foot and feet
The Foot book
Footsy
A for the ark
Forecast
The Forest fire
The Forgotten rainbow
Four corners of the sky : poems, chants,

and oratory
Fox and his friends
Fox at school
Fox eyes
Fox in love
Fox twins
The Fox who traveled
Frankenstein's dog
Fred's first day
Freight train
Fried feathers for Thanksgiving
The Friend
Thc Friendly beasts
Thc Friendly beasts : an old English

Christmas carol
Friends
Friends
Frog and Toad all ycar
Frog and Toad arc friends
Frog goes to dinncr
Frog on his own
Frog went a-courtin'
Frog, whcrc arc you?
Frosty thc Snow Man
Fun on wheels
Funny feet!
A Funny friend from heaven
Thc Funny little woman
Thc Funny thing
Funnyboncs
Furlie cat

The Fuzzy duckling
Fuzzy Rabbit

A Gaggle of geese
Gary and thc very terrible monstcr
George shrinks
George, the drummer boy
Georgia music
Georgie
Gcorgie's Halloween
Geraldine's blanket
Ghost in a four-room apartment
The Ghost in the lagoon
A Ghost named Fred
The Giant child
The Giants' feast
Gift of gold
The Gift of Hawaii
Gila monsters mcct you at thc airport
The Gingerbread boy
The Girl with no namc
Girls can, too! A book of poems
Give us a great big smile, Rosy Cole
The Giving tree
Glue fingers
Go up the road
The Goat in thc rug
Goggles
Going to school
Going to school
Going to thc hospital
Going West
The Golden apple, a story
Thc Golden goosc
Thc Gollywhopper cgg
Good junk
Good morning, good night
Good Night, Owl!
Good work, Amelia Bedelia
Good, says Jerome
Goodbye old ycar, hello ncw ycar
Goodnight, dear monster!
Goodnight, good morning
Goodnight, goodnight
Goodnight, Hattic, my dearie, my dove
Goose goofs off
Thc Gorilla in the hall
Gorp and thc jelly sippers
Grandma and thc pirate
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Grandma without me
Grandma's wheelchair
Grandmother and I
Grandpa loves us
Grandpa's great city tour
Grasshopper on the road
The Great big dummy
The Great custard pie panic
Great day for up!
The Great McGoniggle rides shotgun
The Great town and country bicycle

balloon chase
Great-grandfather in the honey tree
Great-grandfather, the baby, and me
Green says go
The Grey lady and the strawberry

snatcher
Grover's Super surprise book
The Growing story
The Guinea pig ABC
Gus was a gorgeous ghost

Halfway up the mountain
The Halloween pumpkin
Hamilton's art show
The Handsomest father
Hang on, Hester!
Hansel and Gretel
The Happy birthday present
Happy birthday to me
Happy birthday Unicorn
Happy birthday, Cookie Monster!
Happy birthday, dear dragon
Happy birthday, Sam
Happy birthday, Word Bird
Happy Christmas, Gemma
The Happy dog
The Happy hunter
The Happy orpheline
The Happy owls
Happy winter
Hard scrabble harvest
The Hare and the tortoise
The Hare and the tortoise
Harriet and the promised Land
Harriet goes to thc circus
Harriet the spy
Harry and Shellburt
Harry and the lady next door

Harry and the terrible whatzit
Harry by the sea
Hat-y's dog
Harry's mom
Harry's visit
Hattie be quiet, Hattie be good
The Haunted house
Have you hugged your monster today?
Have you seen my duckling?
Hazy Mountain
Heathcliff the fish bandit
Heathcliff : the trickiest cat in town
Hector Protector, and as I went over the

water
Hector, the accordion-nosed dog
Hedgehog adventures
The Hedgehog feast
Hedgehog surprises
Heidi
Henry the Cat and the big sneeze
Henry's Fourth of July
Henry's important date
Henry, the explorer
Herbie Capleenics
Hercules : the story of an old-fashioned

fire engine
Here come the Purim players
Here comes Alex Pumpernickel!
Here comes the strikeout
The Hero : 0 words
Hey, look at me! A city ABC
Hi Fly
Hi, butterfly!
Hi, cat!
Hi, Word Bird!
Hide-and-seek Word Bird
Hilaire Belloc's the yak, the python, tilt

frog
Hilda's restful chair
Hill of fire
Hippo jogs for health
Hiroshima no pika
The Hit of the party
The Hobyahs
Hoddy doddy
The Hole in the dike
Holes and peeks
The Holy Night : the story of the first

Christmas
Home alone
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Home before midnight : a traditional
verse

Horne in the sky
The Home run trick
The Homework caper
The Honeybears' book of opposites
Hooray for snail!
Hop like me
Hop on Pop
The Horse and his boy
The Horse in Harry's room
Hosie's alphabet
Hot air Henry
Houn' dog
Hound and Bear
A Louse is a house ' or me
How do I feel9
How do I puu it on?: getting dressed
How far, Felipe?
How I faded away
How my garden grew
How really great to walk this way
How Santa Claus had a long and difficult

journey delivering his presents
How the animals gct to thc zoo
How the sun was brought back to the sky
How the whale got his throat
Howard
Hugo and Oddsock
Hundreds and hundreds of strawberries
Hunter and his dog
The Hunting trip
Hush, little baby

I am adopted
I am big : you are little
I am five
I can be anything you can be!
I can build a house!
I can do it myself
I can read with my eyes shut
I can ride it!

can take a walk! testii g limits
I don't believe in elves
I don't want to go to school
I have feelings
I have four names for my grandfather
I hear
I know a lady

I know a lot of things
I know somcthing you don't know
I like school
I like trains
I love Hanukkah
I met a polar bear
I saw a ship a-sailing
I see
I thought I saw
I touch
I want to be a taxi driver
I want to be an architect
I was a second grade werewolf
I was thinking : poems
I will tell you of Peach Stonc
I wish I cou:d fly
I wish I was sick, too!
I wonder if Herbie's home yet
I wonder...about the sky
I'm coming to get you
I'm going to New York to visit the Queen
If all the seas were one sea
If I were a cricket..
If you take a paint brush
If you take a pencil
Imogene's antlers
In a dark, dark room, and other scary

stories
In a garden
In a meadow, two hares hide
In my treehouse
In our class
In our school
In thc forest
In the morning mist
In the village
Incident at Hawk's Hill
Indian bunny
Is anyone home?
Is this my dinner?
The Island of one
Island of the Blue Dolphins
It does not say meow : and other animal

riddle rhymes
It hardly seems like Halloween
It's not my fault
It's schooltime
Izoo
Izzard



Jack and Jake
Jack and the robbers
Jack Sprat : The life of Jack Sprat, his

wife & his cat
Jack the bum and the Halloween handout
Jack the bum and the haunted house
Jack the bum and the UFO
Jack the Wise and the Cornish cuckoos
Jackal wants everything
Jacki
Jacko
Jafta
Jafta and the wedding
Jafta's Father
Jafta's mother
Jafta--the journey
Jafta--the town
Jahdu
Jay and the marigold
Jay Bird
Jeanne-Marie counts her sheep
Jeffrey Bear cleans up his act
Jiggle wiggle prance
Jim Henson presents Goldilocks, Baby

Piggy's dream starring the Muppet
babies

Jinx glove
Joanna runs away
Joey on his own
Joey's cat
John Billington, friend of Squanto
John Henry, an American legend
Johnny Crow's garden
Johnny Crow's new garden
Johnny Crow's party
Johnny Lion's bad day
Johnny Lion's book
Johnny Lion's rubber boots
Johnny Maple-Leaf
Johnny No Hit
Johnny Tremain
Jonathan's friends
Joseph had a little overcoat
Joshua Holly's big family blues
Julie of the wolves
Juma and the magic jinn
Jumbo the boy and Arnold the elephant
Jumping
The Jungle books

Just for you
Just go to bed
Just grandpa and me
Just like me
Just me and my puppy
Just so stories for little children
Just think
Just this once
Just us women

K9 and the beasts of Vega
K9 and the missing planet
K9 and the time trap
K9 and the Zeta rescue
Kate's secret riddle book
Kenny's window
The Kettleship pirates
Kevin's hat
Kick, pass, and run
The Kidnapping of the coffee pot
King Krakus and the dragon
King of the zoo
King Orville and the bullfrogs
King Rooster, Queen Hen
The King, the mice and the cheese
A Kiss for Little Bear
A Kiss is round : verses
Kitten can
The Kittens' ABC
Kivi spzqks
Klippity klop
Koala bear twins
Kristie and thc colt and the others

The Large type Mother Goose
Lassie come-home
The Last battle
Last one home is a green pig
Last one in is a rotten egg
The Laziest robot in zone one
The Lazy bear
The Learning book
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
A Lemon-yellow elephant called Trunk
Lengthy
Lentil
Leo and Emily
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Leo and Emily and the dragon
Leo and Emily's big ideas
Leo the late bloomer
Leo, Zack, and Emmie
Leopard and the noisy monkeys
Leopard is sick
Let's count
Let's look at the letters
Let's make rabbits : a fable
Let's play
Let's talk about being destructive
Let's talk about being selfish
Let's talk about disobeying
Let's talk about fighting
Let's talk about throwing tantrums
Let's talk about whining
A Letter to Amy
Letters from Calico Cat
Like me
The Line up book
The Lion and the rat : a fable
Lion is down in the dumps
The Lion, the witch, and the wardrobe
The Little auto
Little bear
Little Black goes to the circus
Little Black, a pony
The Little carousel
Little Chick's story
Little Chief
The Little engine that could
The Little house
Little house in the big woods
Little Janie's Christmas
Little lamb
Little man, little man
The Little mouse : 25 words
Little new kangaroo
Little Otter remembers, and other stories
Little Peep
Little puff
Little red hen
Little Red Riding Hood
Little skater
The Little stone house
Little Tim and the brave sea captain
Little Toot
Little Toot on the Grand Canal
Little Toot on the Mississippi
Little Toot on the Thames

The Little train
Little Witch's big night
The Little wood duck
Lizard's song
Lizzie and the Tooth Fairy
The Lone Wolf
Lonesome little colt
The Long way to a new land
The Longest float in the parade
Look at the little one
Look at the moon
Look what I can do
Look-alikes
The Looking book
Looking for Santa Claus
Lost at the fair
Lost in the museum
The Loudest noise in the world
Louie
Love from Aunt Betty
Love from Uncle Clyde
Lucille
Lucky bear
Lucky ladybugs

M.C. Higgins, the great
Ma Lien and the magic brush
Ma na la
The Machine-gunners
Madge's magic show
The Maggie B
The Magic beans
The Magic drum
The Magic hat
Magic in the mist
The Magic lollipop
The Magic pot
The Magic tree : a tale from the Congo
The Magic wallpaper
The Magician and McTree
The Magician's nephew
Mama don't allow : starring Miles and the

Swamp Band
The Man on the unicycle and other

stories
The Man who didn't wash his dishes
The Man who entered a contest
Marck, the little fool
The Mariah Delany lending library
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disaster
Marigold and the dragon
Marmalade's nap
Marmalade's picnic
Marmalade's snowy day
Marmalade's yellow leaf
Martin's father
The Marvelous mud washing machine
Marvin K. Mooney
Mary Anne
The Mask
The Maude Reed tale
Max
Max's bath
Max's bedtime
Max's birthday
Max's breakfast
Max's Christmas
Max's first word
Max's ride
Max, the music-maker
Maybe Ile, the cable car
Mc Broom and the beanstalk
Me Too!
Me too, Iguana
Meet M and M
Meet the Fraggles
Meg's car
Meg's castle
Mei Li
Merry Christmas mom and dad
Merry Christmas, Amelia Bedelia
Messy baby
Mexico, A to Z
The Mice and the clockwork bus
The Mice and the flying basket
The Mice who lived in a shoe
Michael Hague's favorite Hans Christian

Andersen fairy tales
Midnight moon
Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel
The Miller, the boy and the donkey
Millions of cats
Milton the early riser
Mine will, said John
Mine's the best
The Mirror planet
Miss Polly's animal school
Mitchell is moving
Mittens in May
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Mog at the zoo
Molly and the slow teeth
Molly Mullett
Molly, McCullough, & Tom the Rogue
Mom, the Wolf Man, and me
Mommies at work
Momotaro, the Peach Boy A traditional

Japanese tale
Monday is washing day
Monkey See Monkey do
Monkey see, monkey do
Monty
Mooch the messy
Moody Moose buttons
Moonlight
Moonsong lullaby
Moose's store
Moose, Goose, and Little Nobody
More animals
More Witch, Goblin, and sometimes

Ghost
Morris goes to school
Morris has a cold
Morris tells Boris Mother Moose stories

and rhymes
The Most wonderful egg in the world
Mother goose and nursery rhymes
The Mother Goose Treasury
Mother Rabbit's son Tom
Mother's helper
The Mouse and the elephant
The Mouse on the fourteenth floor
Mouse soup
Mouse tales
Mouse writing
The Mouse's terrible Halloween
Mousekin's family
The Mouses' terrible Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Button's wonderful

watchdogs
Mr. Archimedes' bath
Mr. Brimble's hobby
Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?
Mr. Egbert Nosh
Mr. Gumpy's motor car
Mr. Gumpy's outing
Mr. Pig and family
Mr. Pig and Sonny too
Mr. Pine's mixed-up signs
Mr. Snow Bunting's secret



Mrs. Gaddy and the fast-growing vine
Mrs. Gaddy and the ghost
Ms. Glee was waiting
Much bigger than Martin
Mushroom in the rain
My ballet class
My barber
My brother, Will
My cousin Charlie
My daddy's mustache
My day on the farm
My friend Jacob
My friend little John and me
My friend Mac : the story of little

Baptiste and the moose
My kitchen
My little foster sister
My mama needs me
My morn travels a lot
My name is Emily
My new boy
My nursery school
My red umbrella
My shadow and I
My two feet
My uncle
The Mysterious prowler
The Mysterious tadpole
Mystery of tho farmer's three fives
The Mystery of the giant footprints
Mystery on the docks

Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs
Nate the Great and the lost list
Nate the Great and the missing key
Nathaniel
Neighborhood knight
Neighbors
Nelson males a face
The Nest
Never talk to strangers
The New baby
A New baby is coming to my house
A New day
New day
New life : new room
Nice new neighbors
The Night after Christmas
The Night before Christmas

The Night it rained pancakes
Night noises and other mole and troll

stories
The Night the crayons talked
The Night we slept outside
The Nightgown of the sullen moon
No arm in left field
No friends
No funny business
No kicks for Dog
No more baths
No more secrets for me
No more work
No nap for me
No place for a goat
No roses for Harry
No! No! Word Bird
No, Agatha!
Nobody listens to Andrew
Noel for Jeanne-Marie
Noel the coward
The North Wind and the Sun
Norton's nighttime
Noses and toes an : up and down and in

and out book
Not at home
Nothing but a pig
Now I am five
Now I am four
Now I am three!
Now I am two!
Now we can go
Number Men
Numbers
Numbers of things
Numbers on parade : zero to ten
The Nutcrackers and the sugar-tongs
Nuts to Nightingale

0
Octopus protests
Odd One out
Off and counting
Oh Lord, I wish I was a buzzard
Oh, the thinks you can think!
01' Jake's lucky day
Olaf reads
Old Blue
Old Charlie
Old MacDonald had a farm



The Old man and the tiger
Old Mother Hubbard and her dog
Old Mother West Wind
Old one-eye meets his match
Old Sadie and the Christmas bear
Old tiger, new tiger
Old Turtle's baseball stories
Old Turtle's winter games
Old Yeller
Oliver, Clarence and Violet
On Market Street
On mother's lap
On Sunday the wind came
On your mark, get set, go! The first all

animal Olympics
Once a mouse ... A fable cut in wood
Once in a wood : ten tales from Aesop
Once, said Darlene
One day I closed my eyes and the world

disappeared
One duck, another duck
One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish
One frog too many
One kitten is not too many
One little kitten
One little white shoe : a story to finish
One mitten Lewis
One old Oxford ox
One step, two...
One summer night
One to teeter-totter
One very, very quiet afternoon
One, two, three : an animal counting book
One, two, three, go!
One, two, where's my shoe?
One-eyed Jake
Orville Mouse at the opera house
Oscar Otter
Our garage sale
Our 011ie
Our street feels good : poems for children
Out! Out! Out!
Outside over there
Over in the meadow
Over in the meadow : an old nursery

counting rhyme
Over the river and through the wood
Owl and other scrambles
The Owl and the Woodpecker
Owl at home
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Owliver
Owly
Oyez! oyez! the story of the three sillies

Paddy goes traveling
Paddy Pork's holiday
Paddy's evening out
The Pancake
Pancakes for breakfast
Panda, panda
Papa Small
Papa's lemonade and other stories
Pardon? said the giraffe
Parsley
Partners
The Party
The Pea patch jig
A Peaceable kingdom : the Shaker

abecedarius
Pecos Bill
Pelican
Pelican here, pelican there
Penguin's pal
Penny-wise, fun-foolish
Pepper and all the legs
The Peppermint pig
Pet show!
Pete Pack Rat and the Gila Monster

Gang
Peter and the wolf
Peter gets the chickenpox
Peter Spier's Christmas
Peter Spier's rain
Petunia
Petunia takes a trip
Petunia's Christmas
Phoebe Dexter has Harriet Peterson's

sniffles
Picnic
The Picnic
A Picnic, hurrah
Picture book farm
A Picture for Harold's room
The Picture-skin story
Pig Pig rides
Pig tale
Pig thinks pink
The Pig war
Piggle



Pinocchio
A Place for Ben
Play ball, Amelia Bedelia
Play with "a" and "t"
Play with "e" and "d"
Play with "i" and "g"
Play with "o" and "g"
Play with "u" and "g"
Play with me
Playing
Plenty of fish
A Pocketful of seasons
The Poky little puppy and the patchwork

blanket
The Poky little puppy's first Christmas
The Pond
Poor boy, rich boy
Poppy, the panda
The Potters' kitchen
Power play
Pretzel
Pretzels
Prince Caspian : the return to Narnia
Princess Pearl
The Prize pig surprise
Professor Wormbog in search for the

zipperump-a-zoo
The Pumpkin sparrow
Pumpkin, pumpkin
The Puppy who wanted a boy
Puzzles

Quail can't decide
Quentin Blake's nursery rhyme book
The Quiet house
Quiet on account of dinosaur
The Quilt

The Rabbit
The Rabbit
A Rabbit has a habit
Rabbit's morning
The Raccoon twins
Raggedy Ann : a thank you, please, and I

love you book
Thc Railway children
Rain drop splash

Rain makes applesauce
The Rain puddle
Ralph's secret weapon
Reading
Ready-set-robot!
Red sun girl
Red Tag comes back
Redbird : the story of a cardinal
Rest, rabbit, rest
Rhymes around the day
Rhyming Nell
A Robber! A robber!
The Robot people
The Rooftop mystery
The Rooster crows : a book of American

rhymes and jingles
A Rose for Pinkerton
Rosie's walk
Round about the city : stories you can

read to yourself
Round trip
Rover Jr.'s baseball career
Ruby Throat, the story of a humming

bird
Rufus
The Runaway bunny
The Runaway duck

The Saggy baggy elephant
Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind

Crockett
A Salmon for Simon
Sam who never forgets
Sam's ball
Sam's bath
Sam's car
Sam's cookie
Sam's lamp
Sam's potty
Sam's teddy bear
Sam's wagon
Sam, the minuteman
Sammy Skunk : 32 words
Sand castle
Sandro's dolphin
The Sandwich
Santa's crash-bang Christmas
Santa's moose
Sarah's unicorn



Save that raccoon!
Say hello, Vanessa
Say something
The Say-with-me ABC book
Scat! Scat!
The School
School bus?
Scuff y the tugboat
The Sea View Hotel
Seasons
The Secret birthday message
A Secret for grandmother's birthday
The Secret language
The Secret three
See you tomorrow, Charles
Seeing things : a book of poems
Seen any cats?
The Sesame Street book of numbers
The Sesame Street players present The

Little Red Hen
The Several tricks of Edgar Dolphin
Seymour the Prince
Shaggy Dog's Christmas
Shaggy Dog's Halloween
Shapes
Shawn goes to school
Shawn's red bike
The Sheep book
The Shepherd
Sheriff Sally Gopher and the haunted

dance hall
The Shoemaker and the elves
Shopping
Shopping trip
Shrewbettina's birthday
The Sign on Rosie's door
Silent night
Silly egg : 15 words
Silly Goose
The Silver chair
The Silver pony
Simon's book
Sing, Pierrot, sing : a picture book in

mime
Sir Andrew
Sir Kevin of Devon
Sir Lance-a-Little and the knights of the

kitchen table
Six foolish fisherman
Six new students
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Six silver spoons
Skip to my lou
Sky dragon
Sleep tight, Alex Pumpernickel
Sleeping
The Sleeping beauty
Sleepy bear
Slugger Sal's slump
Small Bear's busy day
Small Deer's magic tricks
Small pig
Small rabbit
Small Wolf
The Smallest elephant in the world
Smiley snake : 33 words
Snail, where are you?
The Snake horn
Sneakers
Snippy and Snappy
The Snow
Snow
The Snowman
The Snowy day
So sick!
Soldier and me
Somebody spilled the sky
Something queer at the haunted school
Sometimes I get angry
Sometimes I have to
Sometimes I like to cry
Sometimes I'm afraid
The Song
Sophie's bucket
A Sound of chariots
Space case
Space hijack!
Space monster Gorp and the runaway

computer
The Space people
Spin a soft black song : poems for

children
Spot's birthday party
Spring green
Spring is
Spr;ng is here
Springtime bears
Springtime for Jeanne-Marie
Squanto, friend of the white men
The Square Ben drew
Squash pie



Squeeze a sneeze
The Squire's bride : a Norwegian folk tale
Stanley
Star of Wild Horse Canyon
The Star-Spangled Banner
The Stonecutter : a Japanese folk tale
The Stop
Stop that ball!
Stop! Go! Word Bird
Stopping by woods on a snowy evening
Stories for Little Sioux & others too
The Stories Julian tells
Stork spills the beans
The Story of Chicken Licken
The Story of Ferdinand
The Story of Olaf
The Story of Paul Bunyan
A Story, a story : an African tale
The Storybook children
The Strange appearance of Howard

Cranebill, Jr
Thc Strange disappearance of Arthur

Cluck
The Straw maid
The Strawberry roan
The Strongest one of all
Such is the way of the world
Summer at the sea
Sun up
The Sun's asleep behind thc hill
Sunshine
Super bowl
Super Sam and thc salad gacden
The Super snoops and the missing

sleepers
The Surprise
Surprise for a cowboy
The Surprise party
Thc Surprise picnic
Surprise! Surprise! Guess what's inside
Susie Mariar
Sweet Betsy from Pike
Sylvester, the mouse with the musical ear

The Tadpole and the frog
Take mc for a ride
Thc Taken girl
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
Taste thc raindrops

Teach us, Amelia Bedelia
Teacup full of roses
Teddy bear baker
Teddy bears 1 to 10
Teddy bcars cure a cold
Teddy bears go shopping
The Teeny tiny woman
The Teeny tiny woman : an old English

ghost tale
The Teeny-tiny woman : a ghost story
Teepee talcs
The Telephone
Ten black dots
Ten little caterpillars
Ten sleepy sheep
Ten what? : A mystery counting book
Ten, nine, eight
The Tcn-alarm camp-out
The Tent
Terrible things could happen
Thank youyou're welcome
That dreadful day
That Olive!
That terrible Halloween night
There was a wise crow
There'll bc a hot time in the old town

tonight
There's a nightmare in my closet
There's a wocket in my pocket!
Therc's an ant in Anthony
There's an ape behind the drape
There's nothing to do!
This is the bear
This is the house where Jack lives
This little pig : a Mothcr Goose jingle
The Three bears
The Three birds
Three jovial huntsmen
Three little pigs
Three little pigs
Three sides and the round one
Three stories : The snow goose, The small

miracle, Ludmila
Three wishes
Three yellow dogs
Thump and Plunk
Thunderhoof
Tiger is a scarcdy cat
Tiger take off your hat
Tigers and oppossums : Mexican animal



legends
Tilabel
Tim and Ginger
Tim Mouse goes down the stream
Tim to the lighthouse
Tim's friend Towser
Tim's last voyage
Time
Timothy Robbins climbs the mountain
Timothy Tall Feather
Timothy's forest
Tiny Turtle's Thanksgiving
Titch
Tizz south of the border
Thc Toad hunt
Toby in the country, Toby in the city
Toby's friends
Together
The Tomten and the fox
Tony Beaver, griddle skater
Tony's birds
Too big
The Toolbox
Tooley! Too ley!
The Topsy-turvy family
The Tortoise and the hare : an Aesop

fable
Tortoise island
The Town mouse and the country mouse
A Town without children
The Toy circus
The Train
A Train for Tommy
The Traveling musicians
The Tree and the seasons
The Trek
The Trip
Troll country
The Trouble with morn
Truck
Truck song
The Truffle pig
Tuntuni, the tailor bird
The Turnip
The Turtle and the monkey : a Philippine

tale
Turtle spring
The Turtles' picnic and other nonsense

stories
Twelve bells for Santa
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Twelve days of Christmas
Twenty-two bears
Twin kittens
Twin puppies
Two bear cubs
Two dates for Mike
Two is a team
Two is company
Two little bears
Two places to sleep
The Two Reds
Tye May and the magic brush

UFO kidnap!
Uncle Boris and Maude
Uncle Elephant
Uncle Harry
The Undersea people
Up a tall tree
Up a tree
Up and up
Up the down elevator
Up to ten and down again
Ups & downs

V
The Valiant chattee-maker
The Very busy spider
The Very hungry caterpillar
Victoria's ABC adventure
Violets are blue
The Voyage of Osiris : a myth of ancient

Egypt
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
The Voyage of the floating bedstead

Waggleby of Fraggle Rock
Wagon wheels
Waiting
Wake up and good night
Wake up, Jeremiah
Wake up, Sun!
Walpole
Walt Disney Productions presents Robin

Hood and the great coach robbery
Walt Disney's Bambi
Walt Disney's Cinderella



Walt Disney's The sorcerer's apprentice.
Walt Disney's Winnie the Pooh and

Tigger too
Waltzing Matilda
Washout at Liberty Valley
Watch out for the chicken feet in your

soup
Watch out!
Watch out! Word Bird
The Way mothers are
We can jump
We visit the farm
We visit the zoo
Wc wish you a Merry Christmas
We're going to have a baby
Wc're very good friends, my brother and

Webster and Arnold and the giant box
A Wet Monday
What a dog!
What can you do with a box?
What can you makc of it?
What did you leave behind?
What do you see?
What does Word Bird sec?
What have I got?
What I hear in my school
What is it?
What is it?
What is Papa up to now?
What is sour'? What is swcct?
What is the color of thc wide, widc

world?
What should I wear?
What time is it, Mrs. Bear?
What Whiskers did
What's inside?
What's inside?
What's so funny, Kctu? : a Nucr tale
What's that?
What's wrong, Ralph?
Wheel on the chimney
When Francie was sick
When I get bigger
When I grow up and you grow down
When I was young in the mountains
When Panda came to our house
When the sun shincs
When the tide is low
When you were a baby

Where are you going, little mouse?
Where can it be?
Where did that naughty little hamster

go?
Where do bears sleep?
Where does my cat sleep?
Where does the butterfly go when it

rains?
Where does thc sun go at night?
Where does the teachcr live?
Where in thc world is Henry?
Where is it?
Whcre is my friend?
Where the wild things are
Where's Florrie?
Where's Mark?
Where's my cheese?
Where's my daddy?
Where's Spot?
Where's the bear?
Whistle for Willie
The Whitc seal : from the jungle books
The White stallion
Who goes thcrc in my garden?
Who stole alligator's shoe?
Who took thc farmer's (hat)?
Who was tricked?
Who will be my friends?
Who-oo-oo
Whose little bird am I'?
Whose mouse arc you?
Why can't I be William
Why do grown-ups have all thc fun?
Why the sun and the moon live in the sky

: an African folktalc
Why won't winter go?
Wilberforce goes on a picnic
Wild animals
Wild Robin
Wiley and the Hairy Man
Will it rain?
Willaby
William and Boomer
William Tell
The Wind blew
The Wind in thc willows
Window wishing
Winnie-the-pooh : the unbouncing of

Tigger
Winston, Newton, Elton, and Ed



Winter
The Winter bear
Winter magic
The Winter picnic
Winter's coming
The Wish card ran out!
A Witch's garden
The Witch's pig : a Cornish folktale
A Wizard of Earthsea
A Woggle of witches
The Wolf and the seven little kids
Wolfie
The Woman with the eggs
Wonders of nature
Word Bird asks : What? What? What?
Word Bird builds a city
Word Bird makes words with Dog
Word Bird makes words with Duck
Word Bird makes words with Hen
Word Bird makes words with Pig
Word Bird's circus surprise
Word Bird's fall words
Word Bird's hats
Word Bird's shapes
Word Bird's spring words
Word Bird's summer words
Word Bird's winter words
Working
Working
Working wheels
Worse than Willy!
The Worst team ever
Would you like to play hide and seek in

this book with lovable, furry old
Grover?

X
Xerus won't allow it

Yakety yak yak yak
The Yearling
The Yellow pom-pom hat
You can't put braces on spaces
You'll soon grow into them, Titch
Young Joe
Your face : 25 words
Your pet giraffe
Your pet gorilla
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Your pet sea lion
Yuck!

Ziggy and his colors
Zip goes Zebra
The Zoo in my garden
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Alphabet
Aaron awoke: an alphabet story
ABC
ABC
ABC: an alphabet book
The ABC bunny
ABC of monsters
ABC of things
ABC toy chest
Albert B. Cub & Zebra: an alphabet

storybook
Alex and the cat
Alfred's alphabet walk
All butterflies; an ABC book
Alphabatics
The Alphabeast book; an abecedarium
The Alphabet boat; a seagoing alphabet

book
Thc Alphabet book
The Alphabet symphony : an ABC book
The Alphabet tree
Alphabet world
Animals in the zoo
Annie's ABC kitten
Anno's alphabet
A Apple pie
Apples to zippers : an alphabet book
Apricot ABC
Ben's ABC day
Celestino Piatti's Animal ABC
City seen from A to Z
Dr. Seuss's ABC
Ed Ember ley's ABC
A for the ark
The Guinea pig ABC
Hey, look at me! A city ABC
Hosie's alphabet
The Kittens' ABC
Let's look at the letters
Letters from Calico Cat
Mexico, A to Z
Mouse writing
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On Market Street
One very, ve.zy quiet afternoon
Owl and other scrambles
A Peaceable kingdom : the Shaker

abecedarius
Play with "a" and "t"
Play with "e" and "d"
Play with "i" and "g"
Play with "o" and "g"
Play with "u" and "g"
The Say-with-me ABC book
Victoria's ABC adventure
What's inside?

Animal stories
The Adventures of Paddy Pork
Alex remembers
Alexander the monkey-sitter
Alistair's elephant
Animal cafe
Animals should definitely not wear

clothing
The Animals who changed their colors
Anno's animals
Aranea : a story about a spider
Are we almost there?
Are you my mother?
Aristocats
Axle the freeway cat
Babar and the ghost
Babar loses his crown
Babar's castle
Baby farm animals
A Bargain for Frances
Barkley
Bear hunt
Benedict finds a home
Benjy's bird
Benny Rabbit and the owl
Berenstain Bears' soccer star
Big Bear to the rescue
Big Bear, spare that tree
Big lion, little lion
The Big mile race
The Biggest bear
Bill and Pete



Billy and Blaze
The Bird's last song
Bizzy Bones and Moosemouse
Bizzy Bones and Uncle Ezra
Black Beauty
Blaze : the story of a striped skunk
Blue Bear's race
Bobo's dream
Borka : the adventures of a goose with no

feathers
Breakfast time, Ernest and Celestine
Bright Flash
Brimhall comes to stay
Bullfrog and Gertrude go camping
Bullfrog builds a house
Bullfrog grows up
Bunny rabbit Rebus
Burton and Dudley
But where is the green parrot?
The Cake story
Calling Doctor Quack
The Camel who took a walk
Carlotta and the scientist
The Cat book
Catastrophe Cat at the zoo
Cecily G. and the 9 monkeys
The Chick and the duckling
Chicken Little
The Child who cried in the night
Clever raccoon
Clifford at the circus
Cock-a-doodle-doo
Come and have fun
Cornelius : a fable
Crazy cat: 7 words
Creepy castle
Cromwell's glasses
Cross-country cat
Curious George
Curious George flies a kite
Daddy, play with me
Dance away!
The Day the cow sneezed
Days with Frog and Toad
Dear Phoebe
Deep in the forest
The Deer in the pasture
Devin & Goliath
Ding, dong, bell, pussy's in the well
The Dog

I

Dragon Franz
A Drink for Little Red Diker
Dunkel takes a walk
Dusty
Edgemont
Elephant eats the profits
Everyone ready?
Farmer Goff and his turkey Sam
Farmer Hoo and thc baboons
Fast friends
Father Bear comes home
Fish and flips
Fishes
Fixed by camel
Flea story
A Foal for you
The Followers
Forecast
The Forest fire
Fox and his friends
Fox at school
Fox eyes
Fox in love
Fox twins
The Fox who traveled
Frankenstein's dog
Friends
Frog and Toad all year
Frog and Toad are friends
Frog, where are you?
Funny feet!
Furlie cat
The Fuzzy duckling
The Golden apple, a story
Good Night, Owl!
Goose goofs off
Grasshopper on the road
Happy birthday Unicorn
The Happy owls
Harry and Shellburt
Harry and the lady next door
Harry by the sea
Hattie be quiet, Hattie be good
Have you seen my duckling?
Heathcliff : the fish bandit
Heathcliff : the trickiest cat in town
Iflctor, the accordion-nosed dog
Ht dgehog adventures
The Hedgehog feast
Hedgehog surprises



Henry the Cat and the big sneeze
Hilaire Belloc's the yak, the python, the

frog
Hilda's restful chair
Hippo jogs for health
Home in the sky
Hooray for snail!
Hot air Henry
Houn' dog
Hound and Bear
How do I put it on? : getting dressed
How the animals get to the zoo
How the sun was brought back to the sky
How the whale got his throat
Howard
Hugo and Oddsock
Hunter and his dog
I can build a house!
I can ride it!
I can take a walk! testing limits
I saw a ship a-sailing
I wish I could fly
In a garden
In a meadow, two hares hide
Incident at Hawk's Hill
Indian bunny
It's not my fault
Jackal wants everything
Jacki
Jeffrey Bear cleans up his act
Joey's cat
Johnny Crow's new garden
Johnny Crow's party
Johnny Lion's bad day
Johnny Lion's book
Johnny Lion's rubber boots
Julie of the wolves
The Jungle books
just so stories for little children
Just this once
The Kettleship pirates
Kevin's hat
Kick, pass, and run
King of the zoo
King Rooster, Queen Hen
A Kiss for Little Bear
Kitten can
Koala bear twins
Lassie come-home
Last one home is a green pig

The Lazy bear
A Lemon-yellow elephant called Trunk
Lengthy
Leo the late bloomer
Leopard and the noisy monkeys
Leopard is sick
Lion is down in the dumps
Little bear
Little Black goes to the circus
Little Black, a pony
Little Chick's story
Little lamb
The Little mouse : 25 words
Little Otter remembers, and other stories
Little Peep
The Little wood duck
Lizard's song
The Lone Wolf
Lonesome little colt
Love from Uncle Clyde
Lucille
Lucky ladybugs
The Magician and Mc Tree
The Mice and the clockwork bus
The Mice and the flying basket
The Mice who lived in a shoe
Milton the early riser
Monday is washing day
Monkey See Monkey do
Monkey see, monkey do
Monty
Mooch the messy
Moody Moose buttons
Moose's store
Moose, Goose, and Little Nobody
Morris goes to school
Morris has a cold
Morris tells Boris Mother Moose stories

and rhymes
The Most wonderful egg in the world
Mother Rabbit's son Tom
The Mouse and the elephant
The Mouse on the fourteenth floor
Mouse soup
Mouse tales
Mousekin's family
Mr. and Mrs. Button's wonderful

watchdogs
Mr. Pig and family
Mr. Pig and Sonny too
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Mr. Snow Bunting's secret
Mushroom in the rain
My new boy
The Mysterious tadpole
The Nest
Nice new neighbors
The Night after Christmas
Night noises and other mole and troll

stories
No funny business
No kicks for Dc;
No place for a goat
No roses for Harry
Norton's nighttime
Nothing but a pig
Nuts to Nightingale
Octopus protests
Old Blue
Old Charlie
Old one-eye meets his match
Old tiger, new tiger
Old Turtle's baseball stories
Old Turtle's winter games
Old Yeller
Oliver, Clarence and Violet
On your mark, get set, go! The first all

animal Olympics
Orville Mouse at the opera house
Oscar Otter
The Owl and the Woodpecker
Owl at home
Ow liver
Ow ly
Panda, panda
Pardon? said the giraffe
Partners
The Pea patch jig
Pelican
Pelican here, pelican there
Penguin's pal
Penny-wise, fun-foolish
Pepper and all the legs
Pet show!
Pete Pack Rat and the Gila Monster

Gang
Petunia
Petunia takes a trip
Petunia's Christmas
Picnic
Pig Pig rides
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Pig thinks pink
Piggle
Play with me
The Poky little puppy and the patchwork

blanket
The Poky little puppy's first Christmas
Power play
Pretzel
The Prize pig surprise
The Puppy who wanted a boy
Quail can't decide
The Quiet house
Quiet on account of dinosaur
The Rabbit
A Rabbit has a habit
Rabbit's morning
The Raccoon twins
Red Tag comes back
Redbird : the story of a cardinal
Rest, rabbit, rest
A Robber! A robber!
A Rose for Pinkerton
Rosie's walk
Rover Jr.'s baseball career
Ruby Throat, the story of a humming

bird
Rufus
The Runaway bunny
The Saggy baggy elephant
A Salmon for Simon
Sam's teddy bear
Sam's wagon
Sammy Skunk : 32 words
Sand castle
Sandro's dolphin
Save that raccoon!
Say hello, Vanessa
Scat! Scat!
A Secret for grandmother's birthday
The Several tricks of Edgar Dolphin
The Sheep book
Six new students
Sleepy bear
Small Bear's busy day
Small pig
Small rabbit
The Smallest elephant in the world
Snippy and Snappy
So sick!
Spot's birthday party



Spring green
Spring is
Springtime bears
Springtime for Jeanne-Marie
Star of Wild Horse Canyon
Stork spills the beans
The Story oi Ferdinand
Super bowl
Super Sam and the salad garden
The Surprise
The Surprise picnic
Sylvester, the mouse with the musical ear
The Tadpole and the frog
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
The Ten-alarm camp-out
Terrible things could happen
That Olive!
The Three birds
Three yellow dogs
Thunderhoof
Tiger is a scaredy cat
Tim Mouse goes down the stream
Tizz south of the border
Tortoise island
The Truffle pig
The Turtle and the monkey : a Philippine

tale
Turtle spring
Twenty-two bears
Twin kittens
Twin puppies
Two bear cubs
Two is company
Two little bears
Uncle Boris and Maude
Uncle Elephant
Uncle Harry
The Very busy spider
The Very hungry caterpillar
Wake up, Sun!
Walpole
Walt Disney's Bambi
The Way mothers are
What a dog!
What can you make of it?
What is the color of the wide, wide

world?
What time is it, Mrs. Bear?
What Whiskers did
When Panda camc to our house

Where are you going, little mouse?
Where did that naughty little hamster

go?
Where do bears sleep?
Where does my cat sleep?
Where's my cheese?
Where's my daddy?
Where's Spot?
The White seal : from the jungle books
The White stallion
Who stole alligator's shoe?
Who-oo-oo
Wilberforce goes on a picnic
Wild animals
Will it rain?
The Wind in the willows
Winston, Newton, Elton, and Ed
Winter magic
Wolfie
Xerus won't allow it
Yakety yak yak yak
The Yearling
Young Joe
Your pet giraffe
Your pet gorilla
Your pet sea lion
Zip goes Zebra
The Zoo in my garden

Biography
Charles Drew

Counting
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3 for the library
1, 2, buckle my shoe
10 bears in my bed; a goodnight

countdown
Circus numbers : a counting book
Count and see
Dancing in the moon ; counting rhymes
Harriet goes to the circus
Jeannc-Marie counts her sheep
Let's count
Number Men
Numbers
Numbers of things
Numbers on parade : zero to ten
One duck, another duck
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One old Oxford ox
One, two, three : an animal counting book
One, two, three, go!
Over in the meadow
Over in the meadow : an old nursery

counting rhyme
Picture book farm
The Sesame Street book of numbers
Teddy bears 1 to 10
Ten black dots
Ten sleepy sheep
Ten what? : A mystery counting book
Ten, nine, eight
Up the down elevator
Up to ten and down again

Folklore
Abu Ali : three tales of the Middle East
Aesop's fables
Anansi the spider : a tale from the

Ashanti
Andy and the lion
Anna and the seven swans
Arabian nights
The Bean boy
The Bearskinner
Beauty and the beast, and other talcs
The Blind men and the elephant
Bony-legs
The Boy who cried wolf
The Bremen town musicians
Briar Rose, the sleeping beauty
The Cat and the mouse who shared a

house
Chanticleer and the fox
Cinderella at the ball
The Clay pot boy
The Cock, the Mouse, and the Little Red

Hen
The Cookie house
Cricket bey : a Chinese tale
The Cucumber stem
Dawn
The Donkey prince
Drakestail
Earth Namer : a California Indian myth
Famous fairy tales
Fireside stories
The First morning: an African myth
The Five Chinese brothers

The Forgotten rainbow
The Funny little woman
The Golden goose
Hansel and Gretel
The Hare and the tortoise
The Hare and the tortois:;
The Hobyahs
Hoddy doddy
The Hole in the dike
Home before midnight : a traditional

verse
Jack the Wise and the Cornish cuckoos
John Henry, an American legend
King Krakus and the dragon
King Orville and the bullfrogs
The Lion and the rat : a fable
Little red hen
Little Red Riding Hood
The Magic tree : a tale from the Congo
Michael Hague's favorite Hans Christian

Andersen fairy tales
The Miller, the boy and the donkey
The Night it rained pancakes
The North Wind and the Sun
Old Mother West Wind
Once a mouse ... A fable cut in wood
Once in a wood : ten tales from Aesop
Oyez! oyez! the story of the three sillies
The Pancake
Pecoc Bill
Peter and the wolf
The Pumpkin sparrow
Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind

Crockett
The Shoemaker and the elves
Six foolish fisherman
The Sleeping beauty
Small Deer's magic tricks
The Squire's bride : a Norwegian folk talc
Thc Stonecutter : a Japanese folk tale
The Story of Chicken Licken
The Story of Paul Bunyan
A Story, a story an African tale
The Strongest one of all
Such is the way of the world
Susie Mariar
The Teeny tiny woman
The Teeny tiny woman : an old English

ghost tale
The Teeny-tiny woman : a ghost story



Teepee tales
The Three bears
Three little pigs
Three little pigs
Tigers and oppossums : Mexican animal

legends
Tilabel
The Tomten and the fox
Tony Beaver, griddle skater
The Tortoise and the hare : an Aesop

fable
The Town mouse and the country mouse
The Traveling musicians
Tuntuni, the tailor bird
The Turnip
The Voyage of Osiris : a myth of ancient

Egypt
Walt Disney's Cinderella
What's so funny, Ketu?: a Nuer tale
Why the sun and the moon live in the sky

: an African folktale
Wiley and the Hairy Man
William Tell
The Witch's pig : a Cornish folktale
The Wolf and the seven little kids

General
A my name is Alice
About our school
Alice's adventures in Wonderland
All alone
All by myself
All my shoes come in twos
All the pretty horses
All us come cross the water
All year long
All-by-herself
The Alligator under the bed
Amat and the water buffalo
Amelia Bedelia
Amelia Bedelia goes camping
Amelia Bedelia helps out
Amifika
Amy goes fishing
And I mean it, Stanley
Andrew Henry's meadow
Andy (that's my name)
Andy and Benny catch a thief
Andy and Mr. Cunningham
Angel child, dragon child

Angelo, the naughty one
Ann can fly
Ann likes red
Annie and the Mud Monster
Annie, the invisible girl
Anton the Goatherd
Anyhow, I'm glad I tried
Appelard and Liverwurst
Apt. 3
Are you there, bear?
Arthur's adventure in the abandoned

house
Arthur's April fool
Arthur's eyes
Arthur's funny money
Arthur's honey bear
Arthur's pen pal
At Mary Bloom's
Aunt Nina and her nephews and nieces
Aunt Nina's visit
Autumn
Autumn harvest
Awake or asleep
Awful Thursday
The Baby
Baby Smurf's first words
The Baby's catalogue
Ballerina Bess
Barbara's birthday
Bartholomew and the oobleck
Bea and Mr. Jones
The Beach before breakfast
The Bears who stayed indoors
The Beast in the bathtub
Because I am human
The Bee: 20 words
The Beech tree
Belinda's new spring hat
A Bell for Ursli
The Bells of London
Ben's dream
Benny bakes a cakc
The Best mistake ever! and other stories
Bicycle race
The Big balloon race
Big beds and little bcds
Big fraid, little fraid
The Big hello
Big red fire engine
The Big sneeze



Big tracks, little tracks
Big world, small world
Bill and the fish
Billy Boy (Folk-Song)
The Birthday party
The Birthday party
Black is beautiful
Black means
Blackboard bear
Blackout
The Blanket
Blue Bug and the bullies
Blue Bug to the rescue
Blue Bug's beach party
Blue Bug's surprise
Blue Bug's treasure
Blue hands, blue cloth
Blue sea
The Boats on the river
Boffo: the great motor-cycle race
The Book of giggles
Boots : 21 words
A Boy and his robot
The Boy who could find anything
The Boy who had wings
The Boy who was followed home
The Boy with two eyes
A Boy, a dog, and a frog
Boys & girls, girls & boys
The Brave little Indian
Breakfast for Sammy
Brian Wildsmith's circus
The Bridge
The Brook
A Brother for the orphelines
Buffy and Albert
Bunya the witch
Burnie's hill: a traditional ryhme
Buster and the bogeyman
Busy Monday morning
But no elephants
The Butter battle book
By the light of the silvery moon
Calico Cat looks around
Calico cat's exercise book
Calico Cat's rainbow
Camp Kee Wee's secret weapon
Can I help?
Candle-light stories
Caps for sale : a tale of a peddler, some

monkeys and their monkey business
The Care Bears' book of feelings
Carousel
The Cat in the hat
The Cat in the hat comes back!
Catch a little fox
Catch the red bus
Catfish
Changes, changes
Charmed life
A Child's good night book
The Children and the silly kings
The Children who learned to smile
Choo choo; the story of a little engine

who ran away
Chuckie
Clams can't sing
The Clean air and peaceful contentment

dirigible airline
Clean enough
Clemens' kingdom
Clementina's cactus
Clementine
Clipper ship
Clocks and more clocks
Close your eyes
The Clown-arounds have a party
Coco can't wait
Colors
Colors
Colors
Come away from the water, Shirley
Come back, Amelia Bedelia
Come on, Patsy
The Comic adventures of Old Mother

Hubbard and her dog
Could be worse!
The Cowboy on the ranch
The Crow and Mrs. Gaddy
The Cupboard
Dad's back
Di.ddy and Ben together
The Daddy book
Daddy is a monstersometimes
The Dancing class
Daniel's duck
Danny and the dinosaur
Danny Dunn and the swamp monster
Danny on the lookout
Danny's birt:iday



David was mad
Dawn
The Day I had to play with my sister
A Day in the life of Oscar the Grouch
The Day Joe went to the supermarket
A Day off
Dear Garbage man
Dear little mumps child
Dear Sarah
Did you ever
A Dinosaur is too big
Dionysos and the pirates
Does grandma have an Elmo Elephant

jungle kit?
A Dog I know
Don't touch!
The Doorbell rang
Dorothy and old King Crow
Down come the leaves
Do' on the funny farm
Down to the beach
Dr. Frick and his fractions
Dr. Merlin's Magic Shop
The Dream eater
Dreams
Dressing
Drummer Hoff
Duane, the collector
Eagle Feather
The Early words picture book
Eating out
Emma
Emmett's pig
The Emperor's plum tree
The Empty squirrel
The Erie Canal
Evening
Everett Anderson's goodbye
Fabian the fish-boy
The Fall of Freddie the leaf
Family
Fantastic toys
Farley, are you for real?
The Farmer in the dell
Fifty saves his friend
Fish Stories
Florina and the wild bird
Follow the river
The Foolish dinosaur fiasco
Foot and feet
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The Foot book
Footsy
Fred's first day
Freight train
Fried feathers for Thanksgiving
The Friend
Friends
Frog went a-courtin'
Frosty the Snow Man
The Funny thing
Funnybones
Fuzzy Rabbit
A Gaggle of geese
Gary and the very terrible monster
George shrinks
Georgia music
Georgie
Geraldine's blanket
Ghost in a four-room apartment
The Ghost in the lagoon
The Giant child
The Giants' feast
Gift of gold
The Gift of Hawaii
Gila monsters meet you at the airport
The Gingerbread boy
The Girl with no name
Give us a great big smile, Rosy Cole
The Giving tree
Glue fingers
Go up the road
The Goat in the rug
Goggles
Going to school
Going to school
Going to the hospital
Going West
The Gollywhopper egg
Good junk
Good morning, good night
Good work, Amelia Bedelia
Good, says Jerome
Goodbye old year, hello new year
Goodnight, good morning
Goodnight, goodnight
Goodnight, Hattie, my dearie, my dove
The Gorilla in the hall
Grandma and the pirate
Grandma without me
Grandma's wheelchair



Grandmother and I
Grandpa loves us
The Great big dummy
The Great custard pie panic
The Great town and country bicycle

balloon chase
Great-grandfather in the honey tree
Great-grandfather, the baby, and me
Green says go
The Growing story
Gus was a gorgeous ghost
Halfway up the mountain
Hamilton's art show
The Handsomest father
Hang on, Hester!
The Happy birthday present
Happy birthday to me
Happy birthday, Cookie Monster!
Happy birthday, dear dragon
Happy birthday, Sam
Happy birthday, Word Bird
The Happy hunter
The Happy orpheline
Harriet the spy
Harry and the terrible whatzit
Harry's dog
Harry's mom
Harry's visit
The Haunted house
Hazy Mountain
Hector Protector, and as I went over the

water
Heidi
Henry's important date
Henry, the explorer
Herbie Capieenies
Hercules : the story of an old-fashioned

fire engine
Here come the Purim players
Here comes the strikeout
Hi, cat!
Hi, Word Bird!
Hide-and-seek Word Bird
The Hit of the party
Holes and peeks
Home alone
The Home run trick
The Homework caper
The Honeybears' book of opposites
Hop like me

The Horse and his boy
The Horse in Harry's room
How do I feel?
How I faded away
How my garden grew
How really great to walk this way
Hundreds and hundreds of strawberries
The Hunting trip
Hush, little baby
I am adopted
I am big : you are little
I am five
I can be anything you can be!
I can do it myself
I don't bulieve in elves
I don't want to go to school
I have feelings
I have four names for my grandfather
I hear
I know a lady
I know a lot of things
I know something you don't know
I like school
I like trains
I met a polar bear
I see
I thought I saw
I touch
I want to be a taxi driver
I want to be an architect
I was a second grade werewolf
I will tell you of Peach Stone
I wish I was sick, too!
I wonder if Herbie's home yet
I'm coming to get you
I'm going to New York to visit the Queen
If all the seas were one sea
If you take a paint brush
If you take a pencil
Imogene's antlers
In a dark, dark room, and other scary

stories
In my treehouse
In our class
In our school
In the forest
In the morning mist
In the village
Is anyone home?
Is this my dinner?



Island of the Blue Dolphins
It does not say meow : and other animal

riddle rhymes
It's schooltime
Izoo
Izzard
Jack and Jake
Jack and the robbers
Jack Sprat : The life of Jack Sprat, his

wife & his cat
Jack the bum and the haunted house
Jack the bum and the UFO
Jafta
Jafta and the wedding
Jafta's Father
Jafta's mother
Jaftathe journey
Jaftathe town
Jahdu
Jay and the marigold
Jay Bird
Jiggle wiggle prance
Jim Henson presents Goldilocks, Baby

Piggy's dream starring the Muppet
babies

Jinx glove
Joanna runs away
Joey on his own
Johnny Maple-Leaf
Johnny No Hit
Jonathan's friends
Joseph had a little overcoat
Joshua Holly's big family blues
Juma and the magic jinn
Jumbo the boy and Arnold the elephant
Jumping
Just for you
Just go to bed
Just grandpa and me
Just like me
Just me and my puppy
Just think
Just us women
Kate's secret riddle book
Kenny's window
The Kidnapping of the coffee pot
The King, the mice and the cheese
Kivi speaks
Klippity klop
Kristie and the colt and the others
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The Large type Mother Goose
The Last battle
Last one in is a rotten egg
The Laziest robot in zone one
The Learning book
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Lentil
Leo and Emily
Leo and Emily and the dragon
Leo and Emily's big ideas
Leo, Zack, and Emmie
Let's make rabbits : a fable
Let's play
Let's talk about being destructive
Let's talk about being selfish
Let's talk about disobeying
Let's talk about fighting
Let's talk about throwing tantrums
Let's talk about whining
A Letter to Amy
The Line up book
The Lion, the witch, and the wardrobe
The Little auto
The Little carousel
Little Chief
The Little engine that could
The Little house
Little house in the big woods
Little man, little man
Little puff
Little skater
The Little stone house
Little Tim and the brave sea captain
Little Toot
Little Toot on the Grand Canal
Little Toot on the Mississippi
Little Toot on the Thames
The Little train
Lizzie and the Tooth Fairy
The Longest float in the parade
Look at the little one
Look-alikes
The Looking book
Lost at the fair
Lost in the museum
The Loudest noise in the world
Louie
Love from Aunt Betty
Lucky bear
MC. Higgins, the great



Ma Lien and the magic brush
Ma no la
Madge's magic show
The Maggie B
The Magic beans
The Magic drum
The Magic hat
Magic in the mist
The Magic lollipop
The Magic pot
The Magic wallpaper
The Magician's nephew
Mama don't allow : starring Miles and thc

Swamp Band
The Man on the unicycle and other

stories
The Man who didn't wash his dishes
The Man who entered a contest
Marek, the little fool
The Mariah Delany lending library

disaster
Marigold and the dragon
Marmalade's nap
Marmalade's picnic
Marmalade's snowy day
Marmalade's yellow leaf
Martin's father
The Marvelous mud washing machine
Mary Anne
The Mask
The Maude Reed tale
Max
Max's bath
Max's bedtime
Max's birthday
Max's breakfast
Max's first word
Max's ride
Max, the music-makcr
Maybe lle, the cable car
Mc Broom and the beanstalk
Me Too!
Me too, Iguana
Meet M and M
Meet the Fraggles
Meg's car
Meg's castle
Mei Li
Merry Christmas mom and dad
Merry Christmas, Amelia Bedelia
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Messy baby
Midnight moon
Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel
Millions of cats
Mine will, said John
Mine's the best
Miss Polly's animal school
Mitchell is moving
Mittens in May
Mog at the zoo
Molly and the slow teeth
Molly Mullett
Molly, McCullough, & Tom the Rogue
Mom, the Wolf Man, and me
Mommies at work
Momotaro, the Peach Boy : A traditional

Japanese tale
Moonlight
Moonsong lullaby
More Witch, Goblin, and sometimes

Ghost
Mothcr goose and nursery rhymes
The Mother Goose Treasury
Mother's helper
Mr. Archimedes' bath
Mr. Brimble's hobby
Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?
Mr. Egbert Nosh
Mr. Gumpy's motor car
Mr. Gumpy's outing
Mr. Pine's mixed-up signs
Mrs. Gaddy and the fast-growing vine
Mrs. Gaddy and the ghost
Ms. Glee was waiting
Much bigger than Martin
My ballet class
My barber
My brother, Will
My cousin Charlie
My daddy's mustache
My day on the farm
My friend Jacob
My friend little John and me
My friend Mac : the story of little

Baptiste and the moose
My kitchen
My little foster sister
My mama needs me
My mom travels a lot
My name is Emily



My nursery school
My red umbrella
My shadow and I
My two feet
My uncle
Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs
Neighborhood knight
Neighbors
Nelson makes a face
Never talk to strangers
The New baby
A New baby is coming to my house
New day
New life : new room
The Night the crayons talked
The Night we slept outside
The Nightgown of the sullen moon
No arm in left field
No friends
No more baths
No more secrets for me
No more work
No nap for me
No! No! Word Bird
No, Agatha!
Nobody listens to Andrew
Noel the coward
Not at home
Now I am five
Now I am four
Now I am three!
Now I am two!
Now we can go
The Nutcrackers and the sugar-tongs
Odd one out
Oh Lord, I wish I was a buzzard
01' Jake's lucky day
Olaf reads
Old MacDonald had a farm
The Old man and the tiger
Old Mother Hubbard and her dog
On mother's lap
On Sunday the wind came
Once, said Darlene
One day I closed my eyes and the world

disappeared
One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish
One frog too many
One kitten is not too many
One little white shoe : a story to finish
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One mitten Lewis
One step, two...
One summer night
One to teeter-totter
One, two, where's my shoe?
One-eyed Jake
Our garage sale
Our 011ie
Outside over there
Papa Small
Papa's lemonade and other stories
Parsley
The Party
The Peppermint pig
Peter gets the chickenpox
Phoebe Dexter has Harriet Peterson's

sniffles
The Picnic
A Picnic, hurrah
A Picture for Harold's room
The Picture-skin story
Pinocchio
A Place for Ben
Play ball, Amelia Bedelia
Playing
Plenty of fish
A Pocketful of seasons
The Pond
Poor boy, rich boy
Poppy, the panda
The Potters' kitchcn
Pretzels
Prince Caspian : the return to Narnia
Princess Pearl
Professor Wormbog in search for the

zipperump-a-zoo
Pumpkin, pumpkin
Puzzles
Quentin Blake's nursery rhyme book
The Quilt
The Rabbit
Raggedy Ann : a thank you, please, and I

love you book
The Railway children
Rain drop splash
Rain makes applesauce
The Rain puddle
Ralph's secret weapon
Reading
Ready-set-robot!



Red sun girl
Rhymes around the day
Round about the city : stories you can

read to yourself
Round trip
The Runaway duck
Sam who never forgets
Sam's ball
Sam's bath
Sam's car
Sam's cookie
Sam's lamp
Sam's potty
The Sandwich
Sarah's unicorn
Say something
The School
School bus?
Scuffy the tugboat
The Sea View Hotel
Seasons
The Secret birthday message
The Secret language
The Secret three
See you tomorrow, Charles
Seen any cats?
The Sesame Street players present The

Little Red Hen
Seymour the Prince
Shapes
Shawn goes to school
Shawn's red bike
Shopping
The Sign on Rosie's door
Silly egg : 15 words
Silly Goose
The Silver chair
Simon's book
Sir Kevin of Devon
Sir Lance-a-Little and the knights of the

kitchen table
Skip to my lou
Sky dragon
Sleeping
Slugger Sal's slump
Small Wolf
Smiley snake : 33 words
Sneakers
The Snow
The Snowy day

Soldier and me
Sometimes I get angry
Sometimes I have to
Sometimes I like to cry
Sometimes I'm afraid
The Song
Sophie's bucket
A Sound of chariots
The Square Ben drew
Squash pie
Squeeze a sneeze
Stanley
The Star-Spangled Banner
The Stop
Stop! Go! Word Bird
Stories for Little Sioux & others too
The Stories Julian tells
The Story of Olaf
The Storybook children
The Strange appearance of Howard

Cranebill, Jr
The Straw maid
The Strawberry roan
Summer at the sea
Sun up
Sunshine
Surprise for a cowboy
The Surprise party
Surprise! Surprise! Guess what's inside
Sweet Betsy from Pike
Take me for a ride
Taste the raindrops
Teach us, Amelia Bedelia
Teacup full of roses
Teddy bear baker
Teddy bcars cure a cold
Teddy bears go shopping
Ten little caterpillars
The Tent
Thank you--you're welcome
That dreadful day
There was a wise crow
There'll be a hot time in the old town

tonight
There's a nightmare in my closet
There's an ant in Anthony
There's an ape behind the drape
There's nothing to do!
This is the bear
This is the house where Jack lives



This little pig : a Mother Goose jingle
Three jovial huntsmen
Three sides and the round one
Three stories : The snow goose, The small

miracle, Ludmila
Three wishes
Thump and Plunk
Tiger take off your hat
Tim and Ginger
Tim to the lighthouse
Tim's friend Towser
Tim's last voyage
Time
Timothy Robbins climbs the mountain
Timothy Tall Feather
Timothy's forest
Titch
The Toad hunt
Toby in the country, Toby in the city
Toby's friends
Together
Tony's birds
Too big
The Toolbox
Toolcy! Tooley!
The Topsy-turvy family
A Town without children
The Train
A Train for Tommy
The Trek
Troll country
The Trouble with mom
The Tu7tles' picnic and other nonsense

stories
Two dates for Mike
Two is a team
Two places to sleep
The Two Reds
Tye May and the magic brush
Up a tall tree
Ups & downs
The Valiant chattee-makcr
Violets are blue
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
The Voyage of the floating bedstead
Waggleby of Fragglc Rock
Waiting
Wake up and good night
Wake up, Jeremiah
Walt Disney Productions presents Robin

Hood and the great coach robbery
Walt Disney's The sorcerer's apprentice.
Walt Disney's Winnie the Pooh and

Tigger too
Waltzing Matilda
Washout at Liberty Valley
Watch out for the chicken feet in your

soup
Watch out!
Watch out! Word Bird
We can jump
We visit the farm
We visit the zoo
We're going to have a baby
We're very good friends, my brother and

Webster ana Arnold and the giant box
A Wet Monday
What can you do with a box?
What did you leave behind?
What does Word Bird see?
What have I got?
What I hear in my school
What is sour? What is swcct?
What should I wear?
What's that?
What's wrong, Ralph?
Wheel on the chimney
When Francie was sick
When I get bigger
When I was young in the mountains
When thc sun shincs
When the tide is lcw
When you were a baby
Where can it be?
Wherc does the butterfly go when it

rains?
Whcre does the sun go at night?
Where does thc teacher live?
Where in the world is Henry?
Where is my friend'?
Where the wild things arc
Where's Florric?
Where's Mark?
Whistle for Willie
Who goes there in my garden'?
Who took the farmer's (hat)?
Who was tricked?
Who will be my friends'?
Whose little bird am I?
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Why can't I be William
Why do grown-ups hnve all the fun?
Why won't winter go?
Wild Robin
Willaby
William and Boomer
Window wishing
Winnie-the-pooh : the unbouncing of

Tigger
Winter
The Winter picnic
Winter's coming
The Wish card ran out!
A Witch's garden
A Wizard of Earthsea
The Woman with the eggs
Wonders of nature
Word Bird asks : What? What? What?
Word Bird builds a city
Word Bird makes words with Dog
Wcrd Bird makes words with Duck
Word Bird makes words with Hen
Word Bird makes words with Pig
Word Bird's circus surprise
Word Bird's fall words
Word Bird's hats
Word Bird's shapes
Word Bird's spring words
Word Bird's summer words
Word Bird's winter words
Working
Working
Working wheels
Worsr: than Willy!
The Worst team ever
Would you like to play hide and seek in

this book with lovable, furry old
Grover?

The Yellow pom-pom hat
You can't put braces on spaces
You'll soon grow into them, Titch
Your face : 25 words
Yuckl
Ziggy and his colors

Historical fiction
Aaron and the Green Mountain Boys
Becky and the bear
The Blazing hills
The Fooling of King Alexander

George, the drummer boy
Hard scrabble harvest
Harriet and the promised Land
Hill of fire
Hiroshima no pika
How far, Felipe?
John Billington, friend of Squanto
Johnny Tremain
The Long way to a new land
The Machine-gunners
The Pig war
Sam, the minuteman
Six silver spoons
Squanto, friend of the white men
The Taken girl
Wagon wheels
What is Papa up to now?

Holidays
Arthur's Christmas cookies
Arthur's Halloween
Arthur's Thanksgiving
Baboushka and the three kings
Baby Bear's Christmas
A Bear for Christmas
The Bear who slept through Christmas
Best Thanksgiving book
The Best train set ever
The Blue valentine
The Cat on the Dovrefell : A Christmas

tale
Christmas alphabet book
The Christmas camel
Christmas eve
Christmas minature
Christmas secrets
Christmas surprise
Claude the dog : a Christmas story
The Cobweb Christmas
Din dan don, it's Christmas
The Donkey's dream
The Easter bear
Easter Treat
An Edwardian Christmas
The Egg tree
Fair's fair
The First Noel
The Friendly beasts
The Friendly beasts : an old English

Christmas carol



Georgie's Halloween
The Halloween pumpkin
Happy Christmas, Gemma
Henry's Fourth of July
The Holy Night : the story of the first

Christmas
How Santa Claus had a long and difficult

journey delivering his presents
I love Hanukkah
It hardly seems like Halloween
Jack the bum and the Halloween handout
Little Janie's Christmas
Little Witch's big night
Looking for Santa Claus
Max's Christmas
The Mouse's terrible Halloween
The Mouses' terrible Christmas
A New day
The Night before Christmas
Noel for Jeanne-Marie
Old Sadie and the Christmas bear
Over the river and through the wood
Peter Spier's Christmas
Santa's crash-bang Christmas
Santa's moose
Shaggy Dog's Christmas
Shaggy Dog's Halloween
The Shepherd
Silent night
That terrible Halloween night
Tiny Turtle's Thanksgiving
The Trip
Twelve bells for Santa
Twelve days of Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
Where is it?
A Woggle of witches

Mystery
Big Max
Big Max in the mystery of the missing

moose
Binky Brothers and the Fearless Four
Binky Brothers, detectives
The Bungling ballerinas
Call for Mr. Sniff
The Case of the double cross
The Case of the hungry stranger
The Case of the scaredy cats
Dead before docking

Detective Mole
Detective Mole and the circus mystery
Detective Mole and the seashore mystery
Detective Mole and the secret clues
Detective Mole and the Tip-Top mystery
A Ghost named Fred
The Great McGoniggle rides shotgun
The Mysterious prowler
Mystery of the farmer's thri fives
The Mystery of the giant footprints
Mystery on the docks
Nate the Great and the lost list
Nate the Great and the missing key
The Rooftop mystery
Sheriff Sally Gopher and the haunted

dance hall
Something queer at the haunted school
The Strange disappearance of Arthur

Cluck
The Super snoops and the missing

sleepers

Poetry
A Bat is born
Clouds
Do bears have mothcrs too?
Don't tell the scarecrow, and other

Japanese poems
Four corners of the sky : poems, chants,

and oratory
Girls can, too! A book of poems
I was thinking : poems
I wonder...about the sky
If I were a cricket..
Johnny Ciow's garden
A Kiss is round : verses
More animals
Our street feels good : poems for children
The Rooster crows : a book of American

rhymes and jingles
Seeing things : a book of poems
Somebody spilled the sky
Spin a soft black song : poems for

children
Spring is here
Stopping by woods on a snowy evening

Science fiction
20,000 leagues under the sea



Dar Tellum : stranger from a distant
planet

Day of the Earthlings
Gorp and the jelly sippers
The Island of one
K9 and the beasts of Vega
K9 and the missing planet
K9 and the time trap
K9 and the Zeta rescue
The Mirror planet
The Robot people
The Snake horn
Space case
Space hijack!
Space monster Gorp and the runaway

computer
The Space people
UFO kidnap!
The Undersea people

Stories in rhyme
Across the stream
Ape in a cape
Away we go!
Big Bird says : a game to read and play
Big Bird's copy cat day
Bobby Bear's rocket ride
A Cat's tale
The Days of Holly Hobbie
Dean's Mother Goose book of rhymes
Don't forget the bacon
Door to door: a picture book
Dr. Seuss's sleep book
Each peach pear plum
Excuse me! Certainly!
A Farmer's dozen
A Fly went by
Follow the monsters!
Fun on wheels
Great day for up!
Happy winter
Have you hugged your monster today?
Hi, butterfly!
Hop on Pop
A House is a house for me
I can read with my eyes shut
Like me
Little new kangaroo
Look at the moon
Look what I can do
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Noses and toes an : up and down and in

ane out book
Off and counting
Oh, the thinks you can think!
One little kitten
Pig tale
Rhyming Nell
Stop that ball!
The Sun's asleep behind the hill
The Telephone
There's a wocket in my pocket!
The Toy circus
Truck song
What do you see?
What is it?
When I grow up and you grow down
Where's the bear?
Whose mouse are you?
The Wind blew
The Winter bear

Stories without words
Alligator's toothache
Anno's Britain
Anno's Counting Book
Anno's counting house
Anno's journey
A n no's U.S.A
Apples
Beach day
The Bear & the fly
A Birthday wish
A Boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend
Bubble bubble
Catch that cat!
The Chicken and the egg
The Chimp and the clown
A Colorful adventure of the bee, who left

home one Monday morning and what
he found along the way

Do not disturb
Do you want to be my friend?
Early morning in the barn
Elephant buttons
Ernest and Celestine's patchwork quilt
Frog goes to dinner
Frog on his own
A Funny friend from neaven
Goodnight, dear monster!



Grandpa's great city tour
The Grey lady and the strawberry

snatcher
Grover's Super surprise book
The Happy dog
Here comes Alex Pumpernickel!
The Hero : 0 words
Hi Fly
Jacko
Nathaniel
Out! Out! Out!
Paddy goes traveling
Paddy Pork's holiday
Paddy's evening out
Pancakes for breakfast
Peter Spier's rain
Shopping trip
Shrewbettina's birthday
The Silver pony
Sing, Pierrot, sing : a picture book in

mime
Sir Andrew
Sleep tight, Alex Pumpernickel
Snail, where are you?
Snow
The Snowman
The Tree and the seasons
Truck
Up a tree
Up and up
What is it?
What's inside?
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